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Abstract

In many snow-covered mountain regions, regional avalanche forecasts are disseminated to inform and warn

the public about avalanche danger. These forecasts are prepared by human experts (avalanche forecast-

ers), who analyze and interpret relevant data, applying their knowledge and intuition in this process, in an

environment where the most relevant data are often sparse in time and space and where spatial variability

is high. In these forecasts, information regarding the current and future snow and avalanche conditions are

given.

One of the key pieces of information communicated in public avalanche forecasts is an avalanche danger

level, according to a five-level, ordinal danger scale. A danger level summarizes the avalanche conditions

using an integer-signal word combination (e.g. 1-Low). The avalanche danger scale, the foundation for

assessing and communicating avalanche danger in public avalanche forecasts, qualitatively describes the

probability of triggering, the frequency and the location of the triggering spots and the destructive size of

avalanches for each of the five avalanche danger levels. However, the description of the danger levels, and

some of the terms used in the danger scale, are vague and leave room for interpretation.

Efficient and effective avalanche forecasts are necessary to assist recreationists and professionals in their

decision-making process when mitigating avalanche risk to prevent potentially life-threatening avalanche

accidents. Hence, these forecasts must provide relevant, reliable, and accurate information. Furthermore,

avalanche forecasts must cater to a diverse range of users, with a wide scope of skills, experience, and

training, and thus also different requirements regarding the depth of information. And lastly, the information

must be communicated in an understandable way addressing both recreational and professional forecast

users alike.

To explore the goodness of avalanche forecasts, three elements are considered: consistency, quality and

value. Consistency in avalanche forecasts, or more specifically in the application of the avalanche danger

levels by the individual forecasters or forecast centers, is essential to avoid misunderstandings or misin-

terpretations by users, particularly those utilizing bulletins issued by different forecast centers. The quality

of the forecast danger level is conceptually difficult to assess, as avalanche danger cannot be measured,

and hence cannot truly be verified. Furthermore, verification is challenging, as relevant information is often

scarce and must be interpreted in light of uncertainties, and as the definitions of the danger levels are vague

and leave room for interpretation. Still, only when factual information regarding deficiencies in forecast qual-

ity is available, can the forecast process be improved in a targeted manner. And finally, value is not intrinsic

to a forecast, but depends on whether users benefit from using the forecast. To do so, a certain level of
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consistency and quality is required.

Thus, the two objectives of this dissertation are (1) to provide data-driven insights on consistency and quality

in public avalanche forecasts, and (2) to quantitatively describe the three elements characterizing avalanche

danger - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size. These

objectives were achieved by analyzing several newly compiled data sets originating from different warning

services and snow climates, collected for avalanche forecasting, and information published in avalanche

forecasts.

The first objective was achieved by approaching the topic from different viewpoints:

Firstly, spatial consistency and bias were explored by analyzing the spatially continuous forecasts in the

European Alps. A rather low agreement rate of 65% between the forecast danger levels in neighboring

warning regions belonging to different forecast centers was noted. Furthermore, considerable variation in

the use of danger level 4-High existed. Some of these variations could be linked to operational constraints,

like the spatial resolution of the forecasts.

In a second step, the use of local danger level estimates for regional forecast verification was examined.

While variations in local danger level estimates existed, and an observer-specific reporting bias was noted

for about 10% of the observers, the overall agreement between estimates provided in the same region was

relatively high (about 80%). Relying on these nowcast estimates of danger level in Switzerland and Norway,

and nowcast or hindcast assessments by forecasters in Canada and Colorado as a reference for forecast

verification, showed similar patterns in all four countries: the success rate, a forecast danger level being

confirmed by the reference assessment, decreased with increasing danger level from about 90% at 1-Low

to less than 60% at 4-High. In fact, at 4-High there was a tendency towards more misses and false alarms

rather than correct forecasts. Forecast danger levels that were not confirmed by the reference assessment

tended to exhibit a strong over-forecast bias.

And lastly, relying on a Swiss data set where forecasters indicated a sub-level with each forecast danger

level, it was shown that forecasters can often forecast avalanche danger at greater detail. Concerning

the over-forecast bias, two new findings were noted: Incorporating spatial information, by considering the

forecast danger level in immediately neighboring warning regions, showed that an over-forecast bias also

existed in a spatial context. The data showed further that in case the forecast danger level did not match the

reference assessment, the difference was generally less than a «full » danger level when considering the

forecast sub-level.

In summary, these findings highlighted deficiencies in the consistency and quality of avalanche forecasts.

Turning to the second research objective, the three key elements of avalanche danger - snowpack stability,

the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size - were quantitatively described for four

of the five danger levels based on observational data. To perform this analysis, and relying on a statistical

simulation approach, a large number of snowpack stability distributions were obtained, and four frequency

classes were defined. The findings showed that the frequency of the most unstable locations is most rel-

evant for the assessment of avalanche danger. This shift in importance between elements characterizing

avalanche danger is poorly represented in existing decision aids, but also the European Avalanche Danger

Scale. The resulting data-driven lookup table paves the way to refine the definitions of the avalanche danger
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scale and in fostering its consistent usage.

Furthermore, a four-class stability classification scheme was developed for the Extended Column Test, which

allowed an objective comparison with the Rutschblock test. While the data indicated a refined way to inter-

pret the test results, key challenges - like the selection of a safe, yet representative site to perform the test

in an environment that is spatially highly variable - remain. And finally, the data clearly showed that false-

unstable predictions of stability tests outnumber the correct-unstable predictions in an environment where

overall unstable locations are rare, as is the case at the lower danger levels 1-Low or 2-Moderate.

The main limitations encountered in this dissertation were related to the lack of independent ground truth.

Even though all the analyses were data-driven, the findings related to danger levels are always based on

assessments and observations made by humans. To increase the quality of these human assessments, only

data provided by specifically trained experts were used. Furthermore, to reduce the influence of individual

perspectives on the results, all analyses relied on forecasts, assessments, and observations provided by

numerous experts from different forecast centers in different snow climates with a different knowledge base.

The findings clearly emphasize the need to revisit and harmonize the way avalanche danger is assessed and

communicated to increase consistency and quality, and hence facilitate cross-border forecast interpretation

by traveling users. In that respect, the avalanche forecasting community should continue to strive to develop

clear and practical guidelines, policies, and definitions on how to assess and communicate avalanche dan-

ger. However, improvements should not stop there: timely, relevant, and reliable class 1 data are required

permitting not only unbiased, data-based nowcast assessments, but also more accurate and objective fore-

casts.

The thesis consists of two main parts:

• a synthesis, presenting and discussing a selection of the key data, methods and findings in this dis-

sertation (Chapters 1 - 7), and

• the five research papers (Fig. 1), which are provided in the Appendices A.2 - A.6. In the Appendix,

an overview of the respective author contributions (Appendix A.1) and a list of further publications and

conference contributions (Appendix A.7) is shown.
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Figure 1: This thesis consisted of five research papers, in which consistency and quality in avalanche forecasts were

explored (forecasts and local nowcasts, publications 1 to 3), an observation-driven characterization of the danger levels

was derived (publication 4), and a stability classification scheme was developed (publication 5), which allowed using

additional data in publication 4. The five publications are provided in Appendix A of this thesis, together with a list

showing the respective author contributions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Public forecasts of regional avalanche danger are disseminated throughout the winter in many mountain-

ous regions. These forecasts - also called advisories, warnings, or bulletins1 - provide information about

the current and forecast snow and avalanche conditions in a specific region. Avalanche forecasts serve

as a warning, even when the avalanche situation is rather favorable, as they always specify what trigger is

needed to release an avalanche, how frequent these locations are, what destructive potential the expected

avalanches may have, and where potentially dangerous locations are most frequent.

There are two key consumer groups of public avalanche bulletins: the first of these groups, are users who

undertake activities, such as off-piste riding and backcountry touring in uncontrolled terrain, either as a

mountaineering professional or in a recreational setting. In some countries, a second group of users are lo-

cal, regional, and national risk-management authorities, such as those responsible for the safety of humans

in settlements or of users of roads or railways. For recreational users, the information provided in avalanche

forecasts is particularly relevant during the planning phase of backcountry tours. Risk-management authori-

ties, on the other hand, may base their risk reduction strategies in part on information given in the forecasts.

The provision of clear, consistent, reliable, and accurate information regarding current and future avalanche

conditions is underlined firstly by avalanche accident statistics - with on average 100 fatalities each winter in

the Alps alone (Techel et al., 2016b), most of whom died during recreational activities. Secondly, very large

numbers of individuals recreate in uncontrolled winter terrain, with for example Winkler et al. (2016) reporting

that more than two million winter backcountry touring days were undertaken in 2013 in Switzerland alone.

And finally, avalanche forecasts are products for the user and must, therefore, meet user needs by providing

relevant, but also reliable, accurate, and skillful information (Williams, 1980; Gordon and Shaykewich, 2000).

Hence, it is important to assess how good avalanche forecasts are, whether user needs are met, and where

improvements in the forecast quality and the forecast product are most necessary. This includes objective,

statistical measures assessing forecast quality, but also the public perception of the forecast, which reflects

the true value of the forecast to the individual user (Murphy, 1993; Gordon and Shaykewich, 2000). Thus,

1these terms are used synonymously
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trustworthy and data-based facts regarding the quality of the forecast rather than assumptions must be avail-

able to inform forecast users, decision-makers, or stake-holders about the quality of the forecast (Gordon

and Shaykewich, 2000). Furthermore, only if such factual information were available, can the forecast pro-

cess or forecast products purposefully be improved.

The avalanche danger scale provides the foundation for the assessment and communication of avalanche

danger in public avalanche forecasts. In Europe, all avalanche warning services except Sweden, rely on the

the European Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS) in the production and communication of forecasts (EAWS,

2017d). In the EADS, key factors that characterize avalanche danger - the probability of avalanche release,

the frequency and location of the triggering spots, and the expected avalanche size - and their values, are

described in a qualitative way (Meister, 1995; EAWS, 2020d, 2018). However, the EADS descriptions leave

ample room for interpretation and are even partly ambiguous (Schweizer et al., 2020). This may be a major

reason for inconsistencies noted in the use of the danger levels between individual forecasters (Lazar et al.,

2016; Statham et al., 2018b; Clark, 2019). With the aim to increase consistency in the use of the danger

levels between different forecasters and warning services, lookup tables, intended to aid forecasters in the

assessment of avalanche danger, were developed (EAWS, 2017b; Müller et al., 2016). These decision-

aids incorporate both the categorical descriptions given in the EADS and the experience of the European

avalanche forecasters. However, neither the EADS nor these lookup tables have been compared with actual

data, which could provide data-driven insights regarding the characterization of the avalanche danger levels.

1.2 The thesis in a nutshell

It is the objective of this dissertation to provide data-driven insights regarding consistency and quality in

public avalanche forecasts, and the quantitative characterization of the avalanche danger levels.

The two main research questions in the focus of this thesis are: «How good are public avalanche fore-

casts?», and «Can the key elements defining avalanche danger be characterized using a data-driven ap-

proach?». These objectives are achieved by analyzing several data sets collected for avalanche forecasting

and information published in avalanche forecasts originating from different warning services and snow cli-

mates. Relying on well-established statistical approaches, appropriate for the task at hand and comparably

easy-to-communicate metrics, consistency and quality are explored as a function of avalanche conditions,

but also by taking into consideration the operational constraints setting limits on the spatial and temporal

resolution of regional avalanche danger communication. The findings provide insights that allow improving

consistency in the forecast production process and the way avalanche danger is communicated, which high-

light where deficiencies in forecast quality exist and hence where improvements in forecast quality are most

necessary, and allow refining the definitions of the avalanche danger scale and in fostering its consistent

usage. These objectives were addressed in five research papers (Fig. 1.1):

1. Techel et al. (2018): Spatial consistency and bias in avalanche forecasts – a case study in the Euro-

pean Alps. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci.
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Figure 1.1: The research questions were addressed in five research papers. Publications 1 to 3 addressed issues like

consistency and quality in public avalanche forecasts, publication 2 additionally explored the quality of local danger level

estimates as a data-source for forecast verification. The European Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS) is the common

guideline for danger level assessment. In publication 4, observational data relating to the key elements of avalanche

danger were used to provide a data-driven description of the danger levels. In publication 5, a classification scheme

was developed for part of the data used in publication 4 (the Extended Column Test ECT, a stability test, see also Sect.

3.3.1).

2. Techel and Schweizer (2017): On using local avalanche danger level estimates for regional forecast

verification. Cold Reg. Sci. Technol.

3. Techel et al. (2020): Refined dry-snow avalanche danger ratings in regional avalanche forecasts:

consistent? And better than random? Cold Reg. Sci. Technol.

4. Techel et al. (2020): On the importance of snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack

stability, and avalanche size in assessing the avalanche danger level. The Cryosphere

5. Techel et al. (2020): On snow stability interpretation of Extended Column Test results. Nat. Hazards

Earth Syst. Sci.

1.3 Research gap and specific research questions

Avalanche forecasting is described as «the prediction of the current and future snow instability in space

and time relative to a given triggering level» (McClung, 2002a, p. 3). Avalanche forecasting therefore deals

with a natural system interacting with humans (McClung, 2002a), where humans are involved in three ways:

firstly, avalanches may pose a hazard to humans or their property; secondly, humans may also influence

the danger by triggering avalanches themselves; and thirdly, avalanche forecasting is a task performed by
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humans.

There are several types of avalanche forecasting operations, with different operational objectives, working

at varying spatial and temporal scales. These operations include for instance (Statham et al., 2018a):

• those responsible for the safety of humans, like commercial backcountry skiing operations or snow

safety programs of transportation corridors or work sites

• avalanche warning services issuing publicly available regional avalanche forecasts with the main goal

of providing warnings and information to the public

The spatial extent covered in these forecasts may range from a few slopes to entire mountain ranges, while

time spans covered in forecasts may vary from now to days or even weeks into the future.

In this dissertation, the focus is on public avalanche forecasting at a regional scale: the forecasts cover

spatial scales from a few hundred to several thousand square kilometers, also referred to as the drainage

scale to the region or mountain range scale (Schweizer and Kronholm, 2007; Statham et al., 2018b), and

are generally issued with a validity of several hours or a few days.

1.3.1 Evaluating the quality of avalanche forecasts

Forecast validation and evaluation is not only a problem in avalanche forecasting but more generally in

forecasting. Murphy (1993), in his classic paper on the nature of a good (weather) forecast, discussed three

key elements which he termed consistency, quality and value. Consistency in Murphy’s model essentially

captures the degree of agreement between a forecaster’s understanding of a situation and the forecast they

then communicate to the public. Quality captures the degree of agreement between a forecast and the

events which occur, and value the benefits or costs incurred by a user as a result of a forecast.

1.3.1.1 Consistency

Murphy (1993) defines consistency with respect to an individual forecaster. However, the concept can be

extended to forecast centers, in terms of the degree to which individual forecasters using potentially different

evidence reach the same judgment (LaChapelle, 1980), and across forecast centers, in terms of the unifor-

mity of the forecast issued by different forecast centers in neighboring regions. This reading of consistency

is both true to Murphy’s notion (how reliably does a forecast correspond with a forecaster’s best judgment)

and broader notions of consistency stemming from work on data quality and information science (Ballou and

Pazer, 2003; Bovee et al., 2003).

The European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS) strive to improve the quality of avalanche forecasting in

Europe, providing efficient and effective forecasts (EAWS, 2017d). However, until now, no quantitative evi-

dence existed allowing objective analysis of similarities and differences in the forecasts provided by different

avalanche warning services. With a focus on the use of the avalanche danger levels, a data set was com-

piled consisting of forecast danger levels from many forecast centers in the European Alps, which permitted

for the first time to explore spatial consistency and bias between warning services and forecast centers.
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Figure 1.2: Map showing the relief of the European Alps (gray shaded background) with the outlines of the individual

forecast centers (bold black polygons) and the warning regions, the smallest geographically defined regions, used by

the respective avalanche forecast centers in their products (black polygons). The borders of the Alpine countries are

marked red. The map captures the situation and partitioning during the period under study.

The European Alps were particularly suitable for this analysis, as the Alps are one of the few regions in

the world, where the forecast domains of neighboring forecast centers border each other, thus providing

a spatially continuous forecast region (Fig. 1.2). Furthermore, in the Alps in 2017, avalanche forecasts

were provided by thirty different forecast centers in six different countries with a wide range of operational

constraints. This additionally allowed to explore whether operational constraints, like the size of the warning

regions, the smallest spatial units used in regional avalanche forecasts, impact forecast danger levels. Two

research questions were in the center of this study:

1. Do differences in the use of the danger levels between forecast centers exist?

2. Can operational constraints (such as the size of the warning regions) explain these differences?

These, and other, questions were addressed in publication 1 (Fig. 1.1), titled «Spatial consistency and bias

in avalanche forecasts - a case study in the European Alps» (Sect. A.2, p. 93ff). A selection of the key

findings is presented in this Synthesis (Section 5.1, p. 44ff).

1.3.1.2 Quality

Typical questions addressing the quality of a set of forecasts are: Was the forecast correct? Are biases

present? How skilled is the forecast, when compared to a reference assessment?

These are relevant questions regarding all kinds of forecasts and are not specific to avalanche forecasts.

However, addressing these questions in the context of avalanche forecasting is not straightforward as three
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Figure 1.3: Data sources directly related to snow instability (class 1 data, see also Sect. 2.1.1) allowing the verification

of avalanche danger, or more specifically the five danger levels. The observation of signs of instability and of stability

tests requires people to be in the field. Thus, when conditions are dangerous, no such observations are available.

Observations of natural avalanches, on the other hand, can be made from the valley floor. However, natural avalanches

occur mostly at higher danger levels. Both, forecasters and local observers use these data to assess avalanche danger.

key problems come to the fore:

Firstly, the target variable - the avalanche danger level - is essentially categorical, since although the Euro-

pean Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS) is an ordinal scale, a real evaluation of a forecast would compare the

forecast danger level, qualitatively defined in the EADS, with the prevailing avalanche situation. Secondly,

since the target variable captures a state which may or may not lead to an (avalanche) event, verification

of forecast quality is only possible in some circumstances and for some aspects of the EADS, for example

(Fig. 1.3):

• At higher danger levels, the occurrence of natural avalanches can sometimes be used to verify the

danger level (e.g. Elder and Armstrong, 1987; Giraud et al., 1987; Schweizer et al., 2020).

• At lower danger levels, the occurrence of avalanches triggered by recreationists or the observation of

signs of instability requires users being present.

• Since the absence of avalanche activity is not alone an indicator of stability, verifying associated danger

levels is only possible through digging multiple snow profiles and performing stability tests (Schweizer

et al., 2003).

Thus, avalanche danger cannot be fully measured or validated and therefore, it is conceptually difficult to

directly measure forecast quality.

And thirdly, the verification itself is considered an expert decision, regardless of whether this assessment

is made in the field (local nowcast) or in hindsight when analyzing data, as the same subjective approach
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is used when forecasting and when re-assessing forecasts (Elder and Armstrong, 1987). Thus, even if a

danger rating is verified using all available information in hindsight, the accuracy of the «verified» danger

level depends, for instance, on the data available to perform the assessment and on the skill of the assessor

to correctly interpret the data.

The most useful information for verification is the one directly related to snow instability: recent avalanches,

signs of instability (whumpfs of shooting cracks) or stability test results (McClung, 2002b) (Fig. 1.3). This

so-called Class I data is particularly useful to distinguish between the higher danger levels 3-Considerable

and 4-High, and the lower danger levels 2-Moderate and 1-Low (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2008). However,

in day-to-day public forecasting, this kind of information is often not readily available due to lacking obser-

vations, and other less direct information needs to be considered. Among those are current estimates of

the local danger level (DLN) reported by observers (e.g Brabec and Stucki, 1998; Engeset, 2013; Jamieson

et al., 2009). In some countries, as in Norway or Switzerland, such local danger level estimates are not only

used to review the forecast regional danger level but also to prepare the future forecast (Suter et al., 2010;

Kosberg et al., 2013).

On the reliability of local danger level estimates

Imperfect reliability, sometimes also called inconsistency, is part of essentially all human assessments (Stew-

art, 2001). Thus, when relying on human assessments or observations as a data source, it is important to

have an idea about the reliability, or «trust» , we can put in a single piece of this information.

In avalanche forecasting, even today, a large part of the most relevant data is provided in the form of obser-

vations, estimates, or assessments. One such piece of information is local danger level estimates, provided

by experienced and specifically trained observers together with other daily observations. In Switzerland,

such local danger level estimates are used since at least 1987 (SLF, 1987). These estimates have become

an important data source for the operational daily review of the forecast in some countries like Switzerland

(e.g. Suter et al., 2010) or Norway (Kosberg et al., 2013), but have also been used to assess the overall qual-

ity of the forecast danger level (e.g. Brabec and Stucki, 1998; Harvey et al., 1998). The advantages of using

locally estimated DLN are, firstly, that a central target variable of an avalanche forecast - the forecast regional

danger level - can be reviewed with a similar type of variable - rather than using, for example, avalanche

occurrence data. And secondly, the local assessment provides a second opinion of the avalanche danger

level incorporating primarily field observations, but also other information not available to an office-based

forecaster. However, challenges associated with using this data for forecast verification include differences

in the spatio-temporal scale - a regional forecast valid for the day vs. a local nowcast estimated at a certain

time - and the subjective nature of the local assessment. Furthermore, if (partly) erroneous observations

are used as a reference standard when assessing the overall forecast quality, performance measures would

inevitably indicate unreasonably low forecast quality (e.g. Bowler, 2006) as observed forecast quality is

bounded by the unreliability of these observations (e.g. Stewart, 2001; Vul et al., 2009). Hence, it is im-

minent that the quality of local danger level estimates is - at least approximately - known. In publication

2, which had the objective to provide data-driven findings in this regard, this issue was addressed using a

large, multi-year data set of local danger level estimates, provided by observers after a day in the field in the
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Swiss Alps. The two specific research questions, which are addressed in this Synthesis, are:

1. Do variations in local danger level estimates exist?

2. What implications do these variations have on the reliability of local danger level estimates as a data-

source for forecast verification?

These, and further, research questions were explored in detail in publication 2 (Fig. 1.1) titled «On using

local avalanche danger level estimates for forecast verification». A selection of the key findings is presented

in Section 5.2 (p. 52ff). To compare the findings in this study, which relied on Swiss data, with data from

other regions, a similar data set from the Norwegian avalanche warning service NVE (Ekker, 2018) is ana-

lyzed and presented together with the Swiss results (Sect. 5.2).

Finally, a highly relevant, yet conceptually difficult to answer question relates to the validity of the local

estimates. The validity of these estimates can only be assessed by using additional, and preferably inde-

pendent, data, which allows a rather direct interpretation of the danger level. Such data are observations

on avalanche occurrences, as these allow to validate the local danger level estimates for the higher danger

levels. Therefore, local danger level estimates were compared with avalanche occurrence data for the region

of Davos (Switzerland). This allowed the discussion of the validity of local danger level estimates, at least

for the few days each winter when many large and very large natural avalanches were observed, situations

which represent danger level 4-High.

Estimating the quality of regional avalanche forecasts

Until now, studies that have explored the accuracy of forecast danger levels using local danger level esti-

mates did not incorporate the reliability associated with the danger level estimate of the nowcast or hindcast

assessor (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2008; Suter et al., 2010; Sharp, 2014; Statham et al., 2018b). However,

based on the findings regarding the reliability of local danger level estimates, the observed forecast accu-

racy - like the proportion of forecasts when the forecast danger level and the local danger level estimate

matched - can be put into perspective, allowing an estimation of the reliability of the forecast. Thus, the

large data set of local danger level estimates, described in the previous section, was compared with the

forecast danger level, integrating the knowledge gained on the reliability of local danger level estimates. The

focus was on the following three research questions:

1. What implications do the variations identified between local danger level estimates have for the verifi-

cation of regional avalanche forecasts?

2. Relying on local danger level estimates, what is the perceived accuracy and bias of forecast danger

levels?

3. Can differences between countries with different operational constraints and verification methods be

noted?

These questions were addressed in detail in publication 2 (Fig. 1.1). Again a selection of findings is pre-

sented in this Synthesis (Section 5.3, p. 54ff) together with verification data sets published in other studies
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(Canada: Statham et al., 2018b) or provided by avalanche forecasters in Norway and Colorado (Ekker,

2018; Logan, 2020), for a comparison.

Furthermore, to obtain a different perspective on forecast quality, at least for the most critical days (4-High

or 5-Very High), the forecast danger level was compared to avalanche observations in the region of Davos

(Switzerland).

Refined avalanche danger ratings in regional forecast

Publications 1 and 2 addressed the consistency and quality of assessing avalanche danger using the reso-

lution of the established five danger levels, as defined in the danger scale (see also Sect. 2.3). Publication 3

(Fig. 1.1) took a different perspective and was motivated by the following two observations: Firstly, summary

statistics showing the distribution of published avalanche forecasts indicate that the distribution of forecast

danger levels is not very refined: on three of four days, the forecast danger level was either 2-Moderate

or 3-Considerable (e.g. Logan and Greene, 2018; SLF, 2017). And secondly, even though assigning and

communicating a single danger level may be easier to understand for a user than a probabilistic forecast,

categorical values result in the maximum loss of information (Murphy, 1993). This is due to the fact, that the

probability assigned to a categorical value (the danger level) is always 100% (Doswell and Brooks, 2020),

and the uncertainty related to it can only be expressed in the danger descriptions. Therefore, avalanche

warning services emphasize that forecast users refer to the danger description accompanying the forecast

to obtain more detailed information. However, the provision of quantitative, higher resolved information is

necessary for instance as input for computer models which provide risk assessments based on avalanche

forecasts (Schmudlach and Köhler, 2016; Schmudlach, 2016).

This challenge - communicating avalanche danger in a simple and well-established manner on one side,

while simultaneously assessing avalanche danger in greater detail on the other side - lead to the question

whether sub-levels, assigned to a danger level during the forecast process, actually have skill. Or, in other

words:

• Can the forecast regional danger level be refined by assigning a sub-level?

• Are these sub-levels significantly better than randomly assigned ones?

To answer these questions, a newly compiled four-year data set of published avalanche forecasts in Switzer-

land was analyzed, with forecasts not only including the forecast danger level but also an unpublished

sub-level. These were compared with local danger level estimates as a reference standard.

A summary of the findings from publication 3, titled «Refined dry-snow avalanche danger ratings in regional

avalanche forecasts: consistent? And better than random?», is given in Section 6.1.1). The publication is

appended in Sect. A.4 (p. 142ff).

1.3.1.3 Value

As pointed out by Murphy (1993), forecasts have no intrinsic value. A forecast becomes valuable to a user, if

- for instance - the benefits of using the forecast during the decision-making process are greater compared to

a situation when the forecast is absent (e.g. Hilton, 1981; Murphy, 1993). Furthermore, value is influenced
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by the consistency and quality of the forecast product (Murphy, 1993). Only if forecasts are sufficiently

reliable, will they have value for a user.

Even though value was not explored in the sense of a data analysis, the implications inconsistencies or

deficiencies in quality may have to users will be briefly discussed (Section 6.1.4).

1.3.2 On the importance of the elements characterizing avalanche danger

More than 25 years ago (in 1993), avalanche forecasters of the warning services of five Alpine countries and

Spain relied on their combined experience and knowledge, when developing the five-level ordinal European

Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS, introduced in detail in Sect. 2.3). Since then, only minor changes were

made to the original version of the EADS. In the EADS, the danger levels are described by snowpack stability,

the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size. However, the descriptions of the key

factors for each of the five categories of danger level leave ample room for interpretation and are even partly

ambiguous. Furthermore, the three key factors characterizing avalanche danger are not clearly defined and

hence poorly quantified (Schweizer et al., 2020). These may be reasons for inconsistencies in the use of the

danger levels between individual forecasters or field observers, or between different forecast centers and

avalanche warning services (Lazar et al., 2016, and as noted in publications 1 and 2).

The objective was therefore to address this lack of quantitative evidence by exploring observational data

relating to the three key elements of avalanche danger: snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of

snowpack stability, and avalanche size. To achieve this task, a large data set of stability tests and avalanche

observations, together with a locally estimated danger level, originating from two countries (Switzerland and

Norway) with different snow climates, was compiled. While avalanche observations have been compared

to avalanche danger in several studies (e.g. Logan and Greene, 2018; Schweizer et al., 2020), only a

few studies have shown snowpack stability distributions, typical at the danger levels, for a small number of

days using labor-intensive sampling in the field (Schweizer et al., 2003). Therefore, and based on the large

data set of stability tests, stability distributions were simulated using a bootstrap sampling approach. This

allowed for the first time a data-driven description of the danger levels, with two research questions being in

the center of the study:

1. How do the three elements characterizing avalanche danger - snowpack stability, the frequency distri-

bution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size - relate to the danger levels?

2. Which combination of the actual value of the three elements does best describe the various danger

levels?

These questions were addressed in publication 4 (Fig. 1.1), titled «On the importance of snowpack stability,

the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size in assessing the avalanche danger

level». Again, a selection of findings is presented in this Synthesis (Sect. 5.4, p. 61ff). Publication 4 can be

found in the Appendix A.5 (p. 160).

However, to include the stability test data from Norway in this analysis, it was necessary to develop a

classification scheme for the Extended Column Test (ECT, a stability test, see also Sect. 3.3.1 for details).
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This resulted in publication 5 «On snow stability interpretation of Extended Column Test results». From

this publication, the resulting classification scheme is briefly introduced (Section 3.3.1, p. 29) and a short

summary given in Section 5.5 (p. 66). Publication 5 can be found in Appendix A.6 (p. 186).





Chapter 2

Avalanche forecasting

2.1 Avalanche forecasting - from data to forecast

LaChapelle (1980), in his classic paper on the fundamental processes in conventional avalanche forecast-

ing, describes the forecasting process as the cumulative integration of a widely diverse body of information

through time, with final forecast decisions being reached through inductive logic. In this iterative process

of data integration (observations, measurements, and other pieces of information representing Nature) an

initial hypothesis regarding the current or future state of the snowpack is formulated, which is revised when

new pieces of information become available (LaChapelle, 1980) (Fig. 2.1). McClung (2002a), taking the per-

spective of the human forecaster, describes the goal of forecasting as one in which the perception about the

temporal and spatial distribution of instabilities in the snowpack should match reality as closely as possible.

This is attained through objective analysis of relevant data, even though objectivity is hard to achieve as the

analysis is performed by a human (Fig. 2.2). Hence, a subjective component is always present in data anal-

ysis and forecasting. Furthermore, what is considered a relevant piece of information varies depending on

avalanche conditions, but also on the forecasters’ knowledge and experience (LaChapelle, 1980; McClung,

2002a). For instance, in situations, when the danger is expected to increase due to changing weather and

the associated expected changes to snowpack stability, forecast data might be the most relevant. In other

situations, the combination of observed evidence concerning the current conditions and comparably (minor)

or slow changes in snowpack stability may be of great relevance to predict future avalanche conditions. As

forecasters are trying to predict instability, information that directly relates to instability is generally the most

sought after (see Section 2.1.1). Furthermore, an office-based forecaster may rely more on a mix of different

data sources than someone assessing avalanche danger in the field.

2.1.1 Data

Avalanche forecasters rely on a wide range of data to assess and predict snowpack stability. While some

data are more directly related to snowpack instability, other data provide only indirect evidence. (McClung

and Schaerer, 2006) According to the ease of deriving information regarding snowpack instability, data have

been grouped into three classes, with lower classes indicating a more direct relation to snowpack instability
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Figure 2.1: Avalanche forecasting is an iterative process. Ideally, starting with an objective prior, for instance, the pre-

vious days forecast (McClung, 2002a), a nowcast assessment is formulated and constantly updated with new, relevant

information becoming available (LaChapelle, 1980). This nowcast assessment becomes the prior, which the forecast

builds on. In a similar iterative process, the forecast may change with changes to the nowcast assessment or with new

forecast data becoming available. The final forecast is published in a forecast product. This forecast becomes the new

prior for the next nowcast assessment. Data interpretation and forecasting are performed by human experts, and are

hence influenced by the forecasters’ knowledge and previous experience.

than higher classes (LaChapelle, 1980; McClung and Schaerer, 2006):

• Class 3: meteorological factors

• Class 2: snowpack factors

• Class 1: stability factors

Class 3 data: meteorology factors

Class 3 data are used to predict both the current and future snowpack stability. However, class 3 data

requires the forecaster to translate, how the weather influences the snowpack, and thus stability. Class

3 data are available through measurements, often near real-time at automatic weather stations, but also

through weather models (Tab. 2.1). Examples include measurements or forecasts of air temperature, wind

speed, or precipitation amounts.

Class 2 data: snowpack factors

Class 2 data provide evidence about the layering of the snowpack, as for instance the presence, depth, and

strength of weak layers (McClung and Schaerer, 2006). Class 2 data include, for instance, past avalanches

- in the sense that the snowpack is different in locations where avalanches have released, past slope use -

as by skiers disturbing the continuity of snowpack layering, or information gained from manual snow profiles

(Tab. 2.1). As for class 1 data, snowpack information was gained for a long time primarily through observa-

tions made in the field. However, nowadays, physical snowpack models have become increasingly important

for avalanche danger assessment (Morin et al., 2019). Information gained from snowpack models used in
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Figure 2.2: Workflow and data sources used in public avalanche forecasting. From the data, that originates from

observations, measurements, or models, but may also include expert assessments, a forecaster formulates a regional

nowcast assessment of the avalanche conditions. This best assessment of the current state, combined with forecast

data, leads to the forecast avalanche conditions. As schematically represented in Fig. 2.1, several iterations may be

required to reach the final danger assessment. The final step is the communication of the expected avalanche danger

to the public. The human forecaster is directly involved in the process by analyzing and interpreting data and making

decisions regarding what to communicate.

some warning services include, for instance, the presence and depth of weak layers (e.g. Monti et al., 2014)

and their spatial distribution (e.g. the distribution of surface hoar, Horton et al., 2014), the advance of the

melt water front with melt or rain or snowpack wetting in general (e.g. Mitterer and Schweizer, 2013; Wever

et al., 2018) or whether snow-drifting due to wind occurs (e.g. Lehning and Fierz, 2008; Vionnet et al., 2018).

Class 1 data: stability factors

Class 1 data are most closely linked to snowpack instability. Class 1 data include observations of current

avalanches, stability tests, but also observations on fracture and cracking of the snowpack, so-called signs

of instability (Tab. 2.1). These are the most important pieces of information to be gained in avalanche

terrain, and are sometimes considered obvious clues (McCammon, 2000; McCammon and Haegeli, 2004).

Their recording standards are described in all the operational observation guidelines (e.g. the guidelines in
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Table 2.1: Data classes according to McClung and Schaerer (2006), showing the source and an example. Emphasis

is on typical data sources used in forecasting. Brackets indicate less typical, but still relevant sources. Local nowcast

estimates of avalanche danger (DLN), although not part of the data classification by McClung and Schaerer (2006), are

also a data source used by some forecasting services.

class factors source parameter (example)

3 meteorology measurements air temperature

models wind speed

(observations) precipitation type

2 snowpack observations blowing snow

measurements snowpack temperature

models snowpack layering

1 stability observations avalanches, stability tests

measurements avalanches

(models) stability indices

– local DLN estimates

Canada, the U.S. and Switzerland: CAA, 2014; Greene et al., 2016; Dürr and Darms, 2016).

In many avalanche forecasting operations, class 1 data is primarily obtained through field observations.

However, direct evidence of instability - as recent avalanches, shooting cracks, or whumpf sounds - is often

lacking. When such clear indications of instability are absent, snowpack instability tests are widely used

to obtain information on the stability of the snowpack. Such tests provide information on failure initiation

and subsequent crack propagation - essential components for slab avalanche release (Schweizer et al.,

2008b). However, performing snowpack instability tests is time-consuming, as they require to dig a snow pit.

Furthermore, considerable experience in the selection of a representative and safe site is needed, and the

interpretation of test results is challenging (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010). Alternative approaches such

as interpreting snow micro-penetrometer signals (Reuter et al., 2015) are promising, but not sufficiently es-

tablished yet.

More recently operational systems to automatically detect avalanches using, for instance, infra-sound sys-

tems (e.g. Mayer et al., 2020), seismic sensors (e.g. van Herwijnen and Schweizer, 2011) or satellite remote-

sensing (Eckerstorfer et al., 2017) have become available, and are increasingly implemented in operational

avalanche warning. Furthermore, physical snowpack models - like the Crocus (e.g. Brun et al., 1989, 1992)

or SNOWPACK models (e.g. Lehning et al., 1999) - also provide indices describing the stability of the

snowpack. Morin et al. (2019) provides a review on current implementations of snowpack models and their

application in operational avalanche forecasting.

Finally, avalanches are the most direct piece of information: if an avalanche releases, there is no doubt

that the snowpack was unstable at the location of the avalanche. Such singular pieces of information may
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have such a high relevance that they can override a stability estimate based on many other pieces of infor-

mation before-hand (McClung, 2011).

Local nowcast assessments as data source

And lastly, there is another potential data-source in public avalanche forecasting, namely, using the expert

assessments of avalanche danger provided by specifically trained observers.

In some warning services, observers with sufficient experience and presence in avalanche terrain provide

an estimate of the avalanche danger level together with their observations (e.g. in Norway and Switzerland

Kosberg et al., 2013; Suter et al., 2010). They assess avalanche danger according to the same five-level

avalanche danger scale as is used by the forecasters (see Sect. 2.3 regarding the European Avalanche

Danger Scale). Observers are advised to integrate all available information into their local estimate of the

danger level (DLN), including not just the observations from the day of observation, but also prior knowledge

concerning the development of the snowpack during the winter or information from third parties. To assure

consistent and high-quality feedback, all observers are regularly trained.

The avalanche danger is assessed locally. The area considered is the area of observation during the day in

the backcountry or in the ski area, or the area that can be seen from the observation point in the valley floor;

this area is approximately 10 km2 (Jamieson et al., 2008) to 25 km2 (Meister, 1995).

So far, observational data was described that is provided by specifically trained observers. However, many

warning services also rely on observations provided by the public (e.g. Tremper and Diegel, 2014). Most

often, this kind of feedback provided by the public is strongly event-driven, that is, people tend to report

avalanche occurrences, less severe avalanche involvements or signs of instability, rather than observations

where these were absent (Fig. 2.3).

2.1.2 Data analysis

Data analysis in office-based regional avalanche forecasting is challenging for many reasons: Data stems

from a variety of data sources, including observations and subjective estimates, with the most relevant data,

which are data directly relating to snowpack instability (class 1), often being sparse in time and space. Fur-

ther, the true state is generally not measurable, as is the case for the avalanche danger level. Therefore,

the forecaster is required to make an inference using few data points, in a spatially highly variable envi-

ronment. Despite the advent of computer technology and snowpack modeling, data aggregation and data

interpolation are still predominantly manual tasks in avalanche forecasting (e.g. in Canada, Floyer et al.,

2016). Thus, experience and a sound knowledge of the data sources play an important role when interpret-

ing data to estimate the current and future avalanche conditions. While this traditional way of analyzing data

may still dominate, some avalanche warning services undertake great efforts to develop tools, which aggre-

gate, assimilate and help analyze data, which model and visualize physical snowpack parameters and aid

in avalanche danger determination (e.g. in Canada: Floyer et al. (2016); Horton et al. (2019) or in France:

Vernay et al. (2015)).
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Figure 2.3: Availability of observational data in Switzerland (SLF), depending on the data source. Three data sources

are shown: observations reported by the network of trained observers, submitted by the public through the reporting

tool Public Reply, or entries on social media networks like bergportal.ch and Camptocamp.org, which are also regularly

scanned by forecasters for relevant information regarding avalanche conditions. In (a), the ratio of reports submitted on

weekend-days compared to week-days is shown. A ratio of 1 means that the same number of reports were received on

each of these days, while a ratio of 3 means that reports were three times more frequent on a weekend-day compared

to a weekday. In (b), the ratio of reports submitted as a function of the forecast avalanche danger level is shown. A ratio

lower than 1 indicates that reports were less frequently submitted compared to the frequency these danger levels were

forecast, and vice versa for ratios greater than 1. (Data: Techel (2018))

2.1.3 Workflow and estimation of avalanche danger

LaChapelle (1980) discussed the iterative workflow to forecast avalanche danger. He also showed that there

is not one specific set of observations, which clearly allows the formulation of how these pieces of evidence

are interpreted to assess avalanche danger. Even today, there is no equation, which could be used to

calculate avalanche danger. In fact, the same danger level can be described with different combinations of

the three elements of avalanche danger - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability,

and avalanche size (EAWS, 2017b; Müller et al., 2016).

Recently, Statham et al. (2018a) formally described the workflow in their Conceptual Model of Avalanche

Hazard (CMAH). In the proposed workflow structure (Fig. 2.4), the forecaster answers four sequential

questions (Statham et al., 2018a, p. 663):

1. What type of avalanche problem(s) exists?

2. Where are these problems located in the terrain?

3. How likely is it that an avalanche will occur?

4. How big will the avalanche be?

These questions aim at answering three different questions, related to the three elements of avalanche

danger:
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Figure 2.4: Workflow according to the Conceptual Model of Avalanche Hazard (CMAH, Statham et al., 2018a). Here,

the terms used in Europe are shown.

1. Snowpack stability: What trigger is required to release an avalanche?

2. Frequency distribution of snowpack stability: How frequent are these most unstable locations?

3. Avalanche size: What is the expected size (or destructive potential) of avalanches?

However, some steps were not described in the CMAH:

Firstly, given the spatial variability of avalanche conditions, an avalanche forecaster working at the scale of

several thousand square kilometers, often has to find spatial patterns in the data, which in turn will define

regions with similar avalanche conditions. This spatial analysis has never been formally described.

And secondly, the CMAH lacks the description how a regional forecaster arrives at a specific danger level

(Fig. 2.4). This point was addressed by the European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS): to improve

consistency in the use of the danger levels, a decision aid, the Bavarian Matrix was adopted in 2005. The

Bavarian Matrix, a lookup table, combined the frequency of triggering locations with the release probability.

In 2017, an update of the Bavarian Matrix, now called the EAWS-Matrix, was presented that additionally

incorporates avalanche size (EAWS, 2020d). More recently, a so-called Avalanche Danger Assessment

Matrix (ADAM, Müller et al., 2016) was proposed, which combines the workflow described in the CMAH with

the assignment of the danger levels based on the three elements as suggested in the EAWS-Matrix. Both,

the current version of the EAWS-Matrix and ADAM, are work in progress.

2.2 Public avalanche forecasts

Avalanche forecasts are the primary means for avalanche warning services to provide publicly available

information about current and forecast snow and avalanche conditions in their territory. They may take the

form of a single advisory, describing the current situation, or an advisory and forecast for one or more days.

Typically, avalanche forecasts contain the following information, ranked according to importance (information

pyramid, Fig. 2.5; EAWS (2020c)):

1. avalanche danger level (in Europe according to the European Avalanche Danger Scale, Table 2.2)
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Figure 2.5: In Europe, all avalanche forecast products are structured according to the information pyramid. The most

important information - the avalanche danger level - appears first in the avalanche bulletins. The information becomes

more detailed, when moving down the pyramid (SLF, 2018).

2. terrain (aspect and elevation) where the danger prevails

3. typical avalanche problems - describing the nature of the cause of instability encountered in avalanche

terrain (EAWS, 2020b)

4. danger description - a text description providing information concerning the avalanche situation

5. information concerning snowpack and weather, measured values

These publicly available forecasts of avalanche danger are provided by avalanche warning services, which

are national, regional or provincial agencies. These may either be a service with a single forecast center or

with several forecast centers in different locations.

Regional avalanche forecasts are issued for a specific time span and region. However, considerable varia-

tions exist in the publication frequency, the underlying spatial resolution, and the way spatial variations and

temporal changes in avalanche danger are communicated. These operational settings (or constraints) are of

importance, as these - together with the availability of data and resources - define the spatial and temporal

granularity of the avalanche danger assessment in the production process, but also in the way avalanche

danger is communicated in the forecast product.

Temporal validity and publication frequency

The issuing time, temporal validity and publication frequency of the forecasts vary between forecast centers:

In 2018 most of the European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS) members updated their forecasts daily

during the main winter season, often in the afternoon or evening with a forecast until the following day (22

out of 28 warning services; Engeset, 2019). Thus, most of the avalanche forecasts published by EAWS

members covered 24 hours. In contrast, in North America in 2020, some of the smaller forecast centers
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Figure 2.6: Map showing the European Alps with the individual warning regions (white polygon outlines) and their

size (color shading of polygon). Three-letter labels correspond to different forecast centers according to Table A.2 in

publication 1 (Appendix A.2). Additionally, national (black lines) and forecast center boundaries (grey polygon outlines)

are shown. To visualize the (at least partially) overlapping forecast regions in the Italian region of Lombardia, LIV is

superposed onto parts of LOM, while BOR is placed as inset to the south of LOM.

issued forecasts only two or three times a week (Canada: J. Floyer, 2020; United States: K. Birkeland,

private communications).

Warning regions

Warning regions, in North America often called forecast zones, are geographically clearly specified areas

permitting the forecast user to know exactly which region is covered by the forecast. They may be delineated

by administrative boundaries (e.g. between countries, federal states, or regions and provinces), describe

climatologically (e.g. in France; Pahaut and Bolognesi (2003)), hydrologically or meteorologically homoge-

neous regions, or may be based on orographic divisions (e.g. Italy; Marazzi, 2005), or a combination of

these (e.g. Valle d’Aosta (Italy); Burelli et al., 2012).

In the Alps (in 2018), the median size of the warning regions was 350 km2 with considerable variations (Fig.

2.6). The 25% of the smallest warning regions (size < 160 km2) were almost ten times smaller than the

10% of the largest regions (size > 1,310 km2). In contrast, in other European countries or in North America,

warning regions (also called forecast zones) were sometimes even larger than 10,000 km2 (Fig. 2.7, e.g. in

Canada or Norway: Jamieson et al., 2008; Engeset et al., 2018).

The size of the warning regions depends on the approach used by an avalanche warning service to define

the warning regions and to externally communicate avalanche danger, but also on the availability of data

and resources. In its simplest case, a single danger level is either explicitly communicated for each warning
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Figure 2.7: (Median) Size of the warning regions (called forecast zones in North America), the smallest spatial units

used in the public avalanche forecasts, and the total size of the forecast domain for forecast centers in the Alps (AUT

- Austria, FRA - France, GER - Germany, ITA - Italy, SWI - Switzerland; data: publication 1), Canada (CAN; data: AC

(2019)), Norway (NOR; data: NVE (2018)) and the United States (USA; data: NAC (2020)). Both the size of the

warning regions and the size of the forecast domains vary by several orders of magnitude between forecast

centers. Particularly in Canada and the USA, the forecast domain is often the only warning region (or forecast

zone), with no subdivision into smaller regions as is typical in Europe.

region or may be communicated for an aggregation of warning regions.

2.3 Avalanche danger scale

The danger levels - from 1-Low to 5-Very High - are described in the European Avalanche Danger Scale

(EADS, Tab. 2.2; EAWS, 2018) or its North American equivalent, the North American Avalanche Danger

Scale (e.g. Statham et al., 2010) with brief definitions of the key elements. The key elements that character-

ize avalanche danger are (Meister, 1995; EAWS, 2020d, 2018):

• the probability of avalanche release (or snowpack stability),

• the frequency and location of the triggering spots (or the frequency distribution of snowpack stability),

and

• the expected avalanche size.

These elements are expected to increase with increasing danger level (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2020).

The probability of avalanche release, or ’sensitivity to triggers’ as termed in the Conceptual Model of

Avalanche Hazard (CMAH, Statham et al., 2018a), is inversely related to snowpack stability, with a higher

probability for an avalanche to release with lower stability, and vice versa (e.g. Föhn and Schweizer, 1995;
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Table 2.2: European avalanche danger scale (EAWS, 2018). The avalanche size classes are described in Tab. 2.3.

Danger level Snowpack stability Likelihood of triggering

5-Very High The snowpack is poorly bonded and

largely unstable in general.

Numerous very large and often extremely large

natural avalanches can be expected, even in

moderately steep terrain*.

4-High The snowpack is poorly bonded on

most steep slopes*.

Triggering is likely even by low additional loads**

on many steep slopes*. In some cases,

numerous large and often very large natural

avalanches can be expected.

3-Considerable The snowpack is moderately to poorly

bonded on many steep slopes*.

Triggering is possible even from low additional

loads** particularly on the indicated steep

slopes*. In certain situations some large, in

isolated cases very large natural avalanches

are possible.

2-Moderate The snowpack is only moderately well

bonded on some steep slopes*;

otherwise well bonded in general.

Triggering is possible primarily from high

additional loads**, particularly on the indicated

steep slopes*. Very large natural avalanches

are unlikely.

1-Low The snowpack is well bonded and

stable in general.

Triggering is generally possible only from high

additional loads** in isolated areas of very

steep, extreme terrain**. Only small and

medium-sized natural avalanches are possible.

* The avalanche-prone locations are described in greater detail in the avalanche bulletin (elevation, slope aspect, type

of terrain [terrain profile, proximity to ridge, smoothness of underlying ground surface]):

moderately steep terrain: slopes shallower than about 30 degrees,

steep slopes: slopes steeper than about 30 degrees,

very steep, extreme terrain: particularly adverse terrain related to slope angle (more than about 40 degrees)
**Additional loads:

low: individual skier / snowboarder, riding softly, not falling; snow-shoer; group with good spacing (minimum 10 m)

keeping distances

high: two or more skiers / snowboarders etc. without good spacing; snowmachine; explosives

natural: without human influence

Meister, 1995). Hence, the probability of avalanche release refers to a specific location and relates to the lo-

cal (or point) snowpack instability. The latter has recently been revisited and three elements were suggested

to describe point snowpack instability: failure initiation, crack propagation and slab tensile support (Reuter

and Schweizer, 2018).

The frequency and location of the triggering spots are typically unknown. So far, it can only be assessed with

laborious extensive sampling (e.g. Birkeland, 2001; Reuter et al., 2016). However, in a regional avalanche

forecast, the spatial distribution of snowpack instability can be described with regard to the frequency and

the locations of triggering spots or more generally the locations where snowpack stability is lowest. From
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Table 2.3: Avalanche size classification according to EAWS (2019).

Avalanche

size

Potential damage Typical length Typical

volume

1 - small Unlikely to bury a person, except in run out zones with

unfavourable terrain features (e.g. terrain traps). In extremely

steep terrain, the danger of deep falls prevails the danger of

burials.

10 - 30 m 100 m3

2 - medium May bury, injure or kill a person. Corresponds to the typical

skier-triggered avalanche.

50 - 200 m 1’000 m3

3 - large May bury and destroy cars, damage trucks, destroy small

buildings and break a few trees. When skiers are caught by

avalanches of this size, probability for severe consequences

are very high.

several 100 m 10’000 m3

4 - very large May bury and destroy trucks and trains. May destroy fairly

large buildings and small areas of forest.

1 - 2 km 100’000 m3

5 - extremely

large

May devastate the landscape and has catastrophic

destructive potential.

> 2 km > 100’000 m3

these two components, frequency and location, only frequency is relevant when assessing the danger level

(Schweizer et al., 2020). The frequency always refers to a specific area, typically a forecast region and/or

slope aspects and elevation bands. The frequency distribution describes the question «How often do spots

with a certain snowpack stability exist within a region?» – in terms of numbers, proportions, or percentages.

Typical frequency distributions for the danger levels 1-Low to 3-Considerable were described by Schweizer

et al. (2003) using five classes of snowpack stability. Frequency expresses the number of triggering locations

assuming a uniform distribution within the reference area and is described using the terms single, some,

many, and most (EAWS, 2017b). In contrast, the location of triggering spots (or of snowpack stability) refers

to «Where in the terrain is avalanche release most likely?» It indicates where in the terrain the frequency is

slightly higher (e.g. where the snowpack is shallow, close to ridgelines, in bowls, . . .). In the CMAH (Statham

et al., 2018a), on the other hand, the spatial distribution is related to the spatial density and distribution of an

avalanche problem and the ease of finding evidence for it, and is described using the three terms isolated,

specific and widespread.

Finally, avalanche size is defined with sizes ranging from 1 to 5 relating to the destructive potential of an

avalanche (Tab. 2.3; e.g. CAA, 2014; EAWS, 2019; McClung and Schaerer, 1981).

A danger level never refers to an individual slope, but always describes avalanche danger in a region (EAWS,

2020a).



Chapter 3

Data

The research questions introduced in Section 1.3 were addressed in five different publications, which all

relied on different - and newly compiled - data sets. Even though the data sets were specifically compiled for

this thesis, all the data were either published as part of a regional avalanche forecast, or they were collected

for operational avalanche forecasting.

The research questions in publications 1 - 3 explored aspects like the spatial consistency and bias of forecast

danger levels across forecast center boundaries (publication 1), the reliability of local danger level estimates

(publication 2) or the accuracy of forecast danger levels (publications 2 and 3). Thus, and even though

a forecast or estimated danger level was the focus in all of these studies, three completely different data

sets were compiled. For publications 1 and 2, for which results are presented in more detail in Section 5,

forecast danger levels originated from 23 warning services in the Alps (publication 1) or Switzerland (locally

assessed and forecast danger levels) (publication 2). To compare (and discuss) the findings in publication 2

with other warning services/countries, additionally data from Canada, Colorado (U.S.) and Norway (locally

assessed and forecast danger levels) were used in this Synthesis. Furthermore, as an additional approach

to explore the validity of local danger level estimates and the quality of forecast danger levels for the most

critical days, local estimates and forecasts were compared to a large data set of mapped avalanches (Swiss

data only). Publication 3 explored a data set of Swiss avalanche forecasts, including not only the forecast

danger level but also an internally assigned sub-level. The data set is described in detail in publication 3

(Appendix A.4, p. 142).

In contrast, the research objective in publication 4 was to describe the key elements of avalanche danger,

namely snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability and avalanche size, by combining

the results from snow stability tests and avalanche observations, considered class 1 data (see Sect. 2.1.1),

with a locally estimated danger level. To undertake this analysis, the development of a stability interpretation

scheme for the Extended Column Test (ECT), a stability test popular with many snow safety professionals,

was necessary. This required the compilation of a fifth data set combining stability test data with observations

relating to snow instability described in detail in publication 5 (Appendix A.6, p. 186).

Fig. 3.1 provides an overview of the data used in this Synthesis. In the following, a brief overview is given for

the data used in this Synthesis. All of these data sets are described in detail in the respective publications
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Figure 3.1: Overview showing the five publications with their main research question(s). The data used in publications

1, 2 and 4, which are presented in greater detail in this Synthesis, are briefly introduced in the respective Sections

indicated. The data used in publications 3 and 5 are described in detail in the Appendices A.4 and A.6, respectively.

in Appendices A.2 - A.6.

3.1 Spatial consistency and bias: regional forecast danger level

To explore the research questions of publication 1, which focused on spatial consistency and bias in forecast

danger levels (DRF), a data set of DRF was compiled. For this, all avalanche warning services providing re-

gional forecasts in the Alps were approached regarding data of their forecast danger level DRF, as together

these provide a spatially continuous forecast region (Fig. 1.2).

The data set DLAlps contains 142,465 DRF, issued by 23 of the 30 warning services in the Alps for the four

winters 2011-2012 to 2014-2015 (477 forecast days and 291 warning regions). The data set is described in

detail in publication 1 (Appendix A.2, p. 93ff).

3.2 Reliability of local danger level estimates and quality of forecast

danger levels

3.2.1 Local nowcast estimates of danger level

To explore variations in local danger level estimates (DLN) (publication 2), local danger level estimates re-

ported by specifically trained observers were extracted from the operational database at SLF. Updated again

in 2019, data set DLSWI contains 11,760 DLN estimates reported by observers after a day in the field relat-
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ing to dry-snow conditions from the winters 2008-2009 to 2018-2019. Even though other parameters were

available, like the aspects and elevations where the danger prevailed, only DLN was analyzed. Location

coordinates were available. The data set is described in detail in publication 2 (Appendix A.3, p. 124ff).

To compare the findings based on Swiss data with other data, a similar Norwegian data set was analyzed.

These data were provided by Ragnar Ekker, at the time avalanche forecaster at the Norwegian Avalanche

Warning Service NVE. The Norwegian data is public and can be retrieved via an API (www.api.nve.no) or

the Python module varsomdata (www.github.com/NVE/varsomdata). Data set DLNOR contains 4,511 DLN

estimates from the four winters 2013-2014 to 2017-2018, including the danger level estimate, the avalanche

problem, the observers’ competence level, and the warning region the observer was in (but not the exact

location coordinates in the data set extracted by Ragnar Ekker, although these could be retrieved). As for

DLSWI, just the DLN estimate was analyzed. More details regarding this data set are shown in Appendix B

(p. 209).

3.2.2 Regional forecast danger level and nowcast assessments

A verification perspective was taken in publication 2 (Fig. 3.1), by comparing forecasts with local nowcasts.

To this end, the data described in the previous Section (data set DLSWI) was linked with the forecast danger

level (DRF) relating to dry-snow avalanche conditions on the same day and in the same warning region. The

data set is described in detail in publication 2 (Sect. A.3, p. 124ff).

To compare the findings relying on Swiss data, several other data sets were explored, which included local

or regional nowcast assessments, or hindcast assessments of avalanche danger (see also Fig. 3.2):

• The nowcast assessments by field observers in Norway (DLNOR), introduced in the previous section,

also included the forecast regional forecast danger level for the warning region of observation. The

data set contains 4,511 DLN - DRF pairs from the four winters 2013-2014 to 2017-2018.

• A data set from Canada (DLCAN) consists of 2,774 pairs of the forecast DRF and regional nowcast

assessments of D, estimated by the forecasters during the preparation of the forecast for the following

day and generally after they had been in the field in the morning. DLCAN was explored and published

by Statham et al. (2018b). The forecasts were issued by Parks Canada for the Banff-Yoho-Kootenay

National Parks during the winters 2011-2012 to 2017-2018.

• A verification data set from Colorado (DLCOL) was provided by Spencer Logan, forecaster at the Col-

orado Avalanche Information Center CAIC for the regional forecasts in Colorado/USA. The data set

consists of 2,026 forecast - hindcast assessment pairs for the winter season 2017-2018. Both the

forecasts and hindcast assessments were made by CAIC forecasters, but not necessarily the same

one.

Additional information regarding these three data sets can be found in Appendix B (p. 209ff).
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Figure 3.2: A forecast danger level (DRF), issued prior to the valid time span of the forecast and valid for the entire

forecast time span and an entire warning region, was compared to a reference assessment. Reference assessments

included local nowcast (DLN), regional nowcast (DRN) and regional hindcast (DRH) assessments of avalanche danger.

DLN refers to observers providing a danger level estimate after a field day. The assessment often describes avalanche

conditions in an area smaller than the warning region, and for a few hours rather than the whole forecast time period.

A regional nowcast assessment, for instance an office-based forecaster during the process of preparing next days’

forecast, assesses the entire warning region and forecast domain. A regional hindcast assessment assesses avalanche

conditions after the fact, for the entire forecast domain and the full forecast time span. At this stage, additional data (for

instance avalanche observations) can be incorporated in the assessment .

3.2.3 Avalanche occurrence data

At some danger levels, as at 4-High or 5-Very High, avalanche observations may be used to verify a danger

level (e.g. Elder and Armstrong, 1987; Schweizer et al., 2020). Therefore, a data set of mapped avalanches

was used to assess the validity of local assessments and the quality of the forecast danger level for situations

reflecting danger level 4-High.

This data set originates from the region of Davos (Switzerland) from the winters 2004-2005 until 2018-

2019. It comprises information about avalanche activity (6,729 primarily natural avalanches) and the forecast

avalanche danger level on 2,205 days. For each of these days, an avalanche activity index (AAI) was

calculated. The AAI sums up all avalanches by assigning weights to their size (size 1 to size 4, weights

0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively; Schweizer et al., 1998).

This data set of manually mapped avalanches, or subsets of these avalanches, has been used in several

publications (e.g. Mitterer et al., 2009; Wever et al., 2018; Harvey et al., 2018; Schweizer et al., 2020) or

Master thesis (Völk, 2020).

A more in-depth description of this data set can be found in the Appendix (Chapter B, p. 211).
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3.3 Characterizing the elements of avalanche danger

The objective of publication 4 was a data-driven characterization of the three key elements describing

avalanche danger - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size

(Fig. 3.3). To achieve this objective, stability tests - to describe snowpack stability and the frequency distri-

bution of snowpack stability - and avalanche observations - to describe avalanche size - were used. These

data are most directly related to snowpack instability and are considered class 1 data (class 1 data are

explained in Sect. 2.1.1).

3.3.1 Snow stability tests: Rutschblock and Extended Column Test

Two data sets were compiled using two different stability tests popular to assess point snow instability: the

Rutschblock test (Swiss data only) and Extended Column Test (data from Norway and Switzerland). Figures

3.4 and 3.5 show the two tests. The matrix in Fig. 3.6 shows how test results were classified into four

stability classes. The classification scheme for the ECT was developed in publication 5. Both tests and their

classification are described in detail in publication 4 and 5 (Appendices A.5 and A.6).

The Swiss RB data set comprised 4,439 RBs, the combined Swiss and Norwegian ECT data set contained

4,871 ECTs. For each of these test results, the locally estimated danger level relating to dry-snow conditions

was available. More details regarding the data used in publication 4 can be found in Appendix A.5. (p. 160ff).

3.3.2 Avalanche observations

The third contributing factor to avalanche danger is avalanche size. Accordingly, avalanche observations

collected for the purpose of regional avalanche forecasting in Norway and Switzerland were explored. The

data set consists of reported dry-snow avalanches, where the trigger type was either natural release or

Avalanche

hazard

Avalanche size

Snowpack stability and 

frequency distribution

of snowpack stability

lowest

highestStability tests

Classification

Distributions

Figure 3.3: Avalanche hazard chart, with the three key elements, and the data used to describe these. Snowpack

stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability was based on stability tests (Fig. 3.4), with test results

classified according to Fig. 3.6.
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200 cm 90 cm

b) ECTa) RB

Figure 3.4: Rutschblock (RB, a) and Extended Column Test (ECT, b) according to observational guidelines (e.g. Dürr

and Darms, 2016). For both tests, which are described in greater detail in Appendix A.6, blocks of snow are isolated

from the surrounding snowpack. The block is then loaded in several steps according to test specifications. The light blue

area indicates the approximate area, where the skis (RB) or the shovel blade (ECT) is placed. This area corresponds

to the area loaded for the ECT, while the main load under the skis is exerted over a length of about 1 m (Schweizer

and Camponovo, 2001). Loading is from above (arrows). The loading step leading to a crack in a weak layer (failure

initiation) is recorded, and whether crack propagation across the entire block of snow occurs (crack propagation).

Figure 3.5: Rutschblock, loaded by a skier (left) and Extended Column Test, loaded by tapping on the shovel blade

(right). Photos: P. Diener (left), I. Moner (right).

human-triggered, when a DLN estimate relating to dry-snow conditions was provided for the release date

of the avalanche(s) and in the same warning region. The data set contains information on the number of

avalanches and their size for a given day and warning region, together with the DLN estimate. Only days

were considered when avalanches were observed.

The total number of avalanches was 39,000, observed on more than 8,000 different days and regions.

More details regarding the data used in publication 4 can be found in Appendix A.5. (p. 160ff).
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Figure 3.6: Stability classification of (a) Rutschblock test results (based on Schweizer (2007a); Techel and Pielmeier

(2014)) and (b) Extended Column Test results (based on publication 5 shown in Appendix A.6 (p. 186)). * - part of block

includes release types most of block and edge only





Chapter 4

Methods

The statistical approaches and metrics chosen to answer the research questions were guided by the follow-

ing criteria:

1. They had to be appropriate for the context of the study, permitting to answer the research questions,

2. apply to the data at hand,

3. with a preference given to metrics which are comparably easy to interpret, also for a non-scientific

audience.

In publications 1 to 3 (Fig. 4.1), of which studies 1 and 2 are addressed in detail in this Synthesis, the

data were exclusive of rank-ordered type, namely danger levels, either forecast or estimated by a human.

The research questions explored the agreement (or correlation) between forecast or locally estimated dan-

ger levels as a function of avalanche conditions and distance (publication 1 and 2), or from a verification

perspective (publication 2), including the detection of potential biases. Furthermore, in this Synthesis, the

reliability of local danger level assessments and the forecast danger level was explored.

There is a wealth of literature on statistical measures exploring the reliability of observations or ratings by

humans (e.g. Jacob et al., 1987), on the verification of categorical forecasts (e.g. Murphy, 1993; Wilks, 2011)

Reliability of local DL 

assessments?

Quality of forecast DL?

Consistency in use of

DL in forecasts?

Data-driven

definitions of DL?

ECT 

interpretation?

Refined DL?

Consistent? Better

than random?

1 2 4 53

Sect.s 4.1 and 4.2:

Agreement rate (Pagree)

Reliability (relD.LN)

Accuracy (Pcorrect)

Hit rate (Phits)

Succes rate (Psuccess)

Bias ratio (BR)

Bias (Pover-under)

Sect.s 4.3 and 4.4 

Bootstrap sampling

Class interval definition

Figure 4.1: Overview showing the five publications (1-5) with their main research question(s), and the Section which

describes the metrics and methods used in the Synthesis.
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or on categorical data analysis in general (e.g. Agresti, 2007). The methods described in Sections 4.1 and

4.2 were chosen in a way that the metrics were relatively easy to understand; thus, most of the metrics

describe proportions.

The research questions and the data in publications 4 and 5 (Fig. 4.1), of which publication 4 is presented in

detail in the Synthesis, were different: The research questions aimed at describing the key elements defin-

ing avalanche danger by relying on a large data set of observations (stability tests, avalanche observations)

together with locally estimated danger levels. To achieve this objective, it was necessary to generate a large

data-set of stability distributions from a set of stability test results, for which bootstrap sampling (Efron, 1979)

was applied (Section 4.3), and to find an appropriate method to derive frequency classes of these sampled

stability distributions (Sect. 4.4).

In the following Sections, the metrics and approaches used in this Synthesis are described in detail.

4.1 Reliability of ratings by humans

The reliability of measurements, observations or ratings has been explored in many fields, for instance in

psychology (e.g. Jacob et al., 1987), neuro-image analysis (e.g. Vul et al., 2009) or regarding observations

used to verify weather forecasts (e.g. Bowler, 2006). In the context of observations or assessments provided

by humans, reliability assesses the congruence between the assessment provided by two individuals (Jacob

et al., 1987), or, in other words, the repeatability of the class indicated. In the context of this dissertation,

reliability is therefore a measure describing the quality of the subjective danger level assessments provided

by observers.

4.1.1 Agreement rate

Percentage agreement, here referred to as the agreement rate Pagree, is the most commonly used measure

to estimate the reliability of observations or assessments (Jacob et al., 1987).

Regardless whether a forecast danger level is compared with a local assessment (Fig. 4.2, case 3), or

whether two local assessments are compared with each other (Fig. 4.2, case 2), ∆D describes the differ-

ence in the ranks of two danger levels Di and Dj :

∆D = Di −Dj . (4.1)

∆D = 0 is considered an agreement, ∆D 6= 0 a disagreement (as in Jamieson et al., 2008). Hence, Pagree

is the ratio of the number of agreements, N (∆D = 0), to the number of all comparisons, N (∆D):

Pagree = P∆D=0 =
N(∆D = 0)

N(∆D)
, (4.2)

where N is a counting function. In the context of this Synthesis, Pagree is used in two ways:

• Firstly, to explore the agreement between forecast danger levels (DRF), forecast for the same day for

two immediately neighboring warning regions (publication 1). Pagree may, therefore, be interpreted as

an indicator of the spatial correlation or a measure of spatial continuity in avalanche conditions, which
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Figure 4.2: Metrics, exploring the spatial consistency and bias in regional avalanche forecasts (1) and the agreement

between local danger level estimates provided by two observers within the same warning region (2) are described

primarily in Section 4.1, while metrics describing the quality of forecast danger levels (3) can be found in Section 4.2.

also incorporates the imperfect reliability of human judgment when different forecasters issued the

forecasts in these warning regions.

• Secondly, Pagree describes the agreement between the danger level estimated locally (DLN) of two

observers at distance z from each other (publication 2).

Other metrics, for instance, Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1968), are also frequently used to assess interrater-

agreement. Kappa additionally takes into account the agreement by chance alone.

4.1.2 Reliability of individual danger level assessments

The agreement rate between danger level estimates provided by K individual observers Pagree(K) depends

on the reliability of the estimates of each of the K observers. It may further depend on other factors m, as

for instance the distance z between the observers or on avalanche conditions (DRF).

Here, the reliability of an individual danger level estimate relD.LN is the scaling factor required to obtain

the agreement rate Pagree(K) between DLN estimates of K observers. As it is impossible to derive the

reliability for a specific observer, the reliability associated with an individual danger level estimate relD.LN is

the geometric mean/average of individual reliabilities (at conditions m):

relD.LN = K

√

rel1 × rel2 × . . .× relK . (4.3)

For the specific case with K = 2 observers, Pagree(2) is the proportion of agreements between DLN estimates

at conditions m.

It is of note, however, reliability is not a measure of validity, as even several assessments may be wrong

at times. Furthermore, the term reliability in the context of (weather) forecast verification generally refers

to bias (Murphy, 1993), as described in Sect. 4.2.4, rather than the uncertainty related to the quality of

observations.
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4.2 Categorical forecast verification

Some of the research questions (as in publication 2) aimed at verifying the forecast danger level by using a

reference danger level assessment Dreference. In that sense, the terms Di and Dj in Equation 4.1 refer to the

danger level of the forecast DRF and the reference assessment, respectively:

∆D = DRF −Dreference. (4.4)

In the following, metrics describing forecast quality are introduced. The chosen metrics are applied in many

fields of science, as for instance, to verify categorical (weather) forecasts (e.g. Murphy, 1993; Gordon and

Shaykewich, 2000; Wilks, 2011) or to describe the detection rate of medical tests (e.g. Trevethan, 2017).

4.2.1 Accuracy (proportion correct)

Accuracy describes the average correspondence between pairs of forecasts and the events they predicted

(Wilks, 2011). With the focus on the danger level D, this will often be a match between a forecast danger

level DRF and a reference assessment Dreference (i.e. a locally assessed DLN, Fig. 4.2, case 3). A simple

and intuitive measure of accuracy is the proportion correct (Pcorrect). Using the notation in Table 4.1, Pcorrect

is calculated as (Wilks, 2011, p. 308):

Pcorrect =
a+ d

n
, (4.5)

where n is the total sample size.

Equivalently, in contingency tables with three possible outcomes (Table 4.2), Pcorrect is the sum of the diag-

onal where forecast = event, divided by the total sample size (Wilks, 2011, p. 318):

Pcorrect =
r + v + z

n
. (4.6)

Pcorrect not only reflects the «true » accuracy of the forecast, but can be influenced by errors in the reference

assessments Dreference (e.g. a DLN estimate) lowering the observed Pcorrect accordingly. Furthermore, if there

are variations in forecast accuracy as a function of DRF and if the distributions of the forecast danger levels

in the forecast data and the verification data are different, Pcorrect may be affected. These two points were

addressed as follows:

Table 4.1: Contingency table cross-tabulating the joint distributions of forecasts and events (observations) with two

outcomes. The marginal distributions of forecasts y and observations o are shown for the two outcomes 0 and 1. n is

the total number of cases.

observed

1 0

forecast
1 a b y1

0 c d y0

o1 o0 n
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Table 4.2: Contingency table cross-tabulating the joint distributions of forecasts and events (observations) with three

outcomes. The marginal distributions of forecasts y and observations o are shown for the three outcomes 1, 2 and 3. n

is the total number of cases.

observed

1 2 3

forecast

1 r s t y1

2 u v w y2

3 x y z y3

o1 o2 o3 n

forecast observed

hits

false

alarms misses

Figure 4.3: In the dichotomous case, a forecast is considered a hit, when the forecast correctly predicted the observed

event or non-event; a forecast is considered a false alarm when the event was predicted but not observed, and a forecast

is considered a miss, when the event occurred, but was not predicted.

• Pcorrect.raw describes the observed Pcorrect neglecting the impact of differences in the distributions of

DRF in the forecasts and the verification data set. Pcorrect.raw is calculated for the Swiss and Norwe-

gian verification data sets using local nowcast estimates. Both data sets were biased towards less

frequently reported local nowcasts when the forecast DRF was 1-Low.

• Pcorrect describes the observed accuracy for data sets, where the distribution of DRF in the forecasts

and the verification data set is approximately the same. The data sets from Canada and Colorado,

where forecasters reassessed the forecast daily and regardless of forecast danger level, are such a

case. To reduce the impact of the reporting bias in the Swiss and Norwegian data on Pcorrect-values,

Pcorrect is the weighted mean of Psuccess for each of the danger levels (Equ. 4.13), where the weights

are assigned according to the proportion of each DRF in the forecast data. This weighting approach

permits a more realistic comparison of the findings from the four data sets.

• P ∗

correct describes the accuracy of the forecast incorporating the reliability of the reference assess-

ment Dreference. The presence of errors in the reference class (here in DLN estimates) reduces the

performance of skilled forecasts (e.g. Brenner and Gefeller, 1997; Bowler, 2006), as the strength of

the relationship between forecast and observations is not only influenced by their «true» correlation,

but also by the reliability of observations (Vul et al., 2009). The reliability of the local assessments
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(relD.LN) sets an upper limit on the observed accuracy (Pcorrect), as accuracy is diminished in proportion

to the reliability of the judgments used for verification (Stewart, 2001). Therefore, describing forecast

accuracy using solely the proportion correct Pcorrect may lead to unreasonably low performance values

(Bowler, 2006). This means, when individual local danger level estimates are used as a reference

standard, an approximation of the accuracy of forecast danger levels (P ∗

correct) in the closed interval

from 0 to 1 can be given as:

P ∗

correct
∼=

Pcorrect

relD.LN
. (4.7)

An alternative way to assess forecast quality, which may be less influenced by the (un)reliability of local dan-

ger level estimates, is the limitation to cases when two (or more) observers provided the same DLN estimate

within a warning region. Considering such a synonymous opinion a valid approximation of the «true» (yet

in reality unknown) danger level in a region, the proportion of forecasts perceived as being correct relying

on this data set can be considered an estimate of the accuracy of the forecast regional danger level. Thus,

Pcorrect obtained using this data set should be approximately equal to P ∗

correct relying on individual danger

level estimates.

It is of note that regardless which approach is used, the question whether DLN estimates are a valid repre-

sentation of the «true» avalanche conditions, cannot be answered.

4.2.2 Hit rate

The hit rate (Phits), also called sensitivity or probability of detection, describes the proportion of the events

which are known to have occurred, which were correctly predicted (e.g. Doswell, 2004; Wilks, 2011). For

the data explored in this thesis, this translates to: considering all the local danger level estimates, when a

certain danger level was reported as the reference, how many of these were correctly forecast. Considering

Table 4.1, the hit rate is (Wilks, 2011, p. 310):

Phits =
a

a+ c
. (4.8)

In Figure 4.3 this corresponds to:

Phits =
N (forecast ∩ observed)

N (observed)
, (4.9)

and for multi-category forecasts (Table 4.2):

Phits(1) =
r

r + u+ x
=

r

o1
; Phits(2) =

v

s+ v + y
=

v

o2
; Phits(3) =

z

t+ w + z
=

z

o3
. (4.10)

4.2.3 Success rate

The success rate (Psuccess), also referred to as the positive predictive value when describing diagnostic tests

in medical literature (PPV , Trevethan, 2017), describes how many of the events predicted, were correct.

In other words, of the cases when a certain danger level was forecast, how often was the danger level

perceived as being correct, and are therefore considered a successful forecast. Thus, Psuccess is:

Psuccess =
a

a+ b
. (4.11)
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In Figure 4.3 this corresponds to:

Psuccess =
N (forecast ∩ observed)

N (forecast)
. (4.12)

For multi-category forecasts, as in Table 4.2, this corresponds to:

Psuccess(1) =
r

r + s+ t
=

r

y1
; Psuccess(2) =

v

u+ v + w
=

v

y2
; Psuccess(3) =

z

x+ y + z
=

z

y3
. (4.13)

It is of note that PPV of a diagnostic test not only depends on the accuracy of the test, but also depends

strongly on prevalence (e.g. Brenner and Gefeller, 1997; Trevethan, 2017). Applied to the context explored

here, Psuccess depends on the proportion that a certain danger level D exists in the data set. In other words,

it is much harder to correctly predict rare events compared to frequent events.

4.2.4 Bias ratio

Bias compares the average forecast with the average observation (Wilks, 2011). In dichotomous situations

with two outcomes, as in Table 4.1, bias is often expressed as the ratio of the number of forecasts of event

1 to the number of observations of event 1. The bias ratio BR is then calculated as (Wilks, 2011, p. 307):

BR =
a+ b

a+ c
. (4.14)

Similarly, the bias ratio may be calculated for variables with several outcomes, as shown in Table 4.2. The

bias ratio for forecasts predicting events 1 to 3 would be (Wilks, 2011, p. 319):

BR1 =
r + s+ t

r + u+ x
=

y1

o1
; BR2 =

u+ v + w

s+ v + y
=

y2

o2
; BR3 =

x+ y + z

t+ w + z
=

y3

o3
. (4.15)

A BR > 1 indicates that the respective outcome was more often forecast than observed, vice versa for a

BR < 1. As an example, when comparing forecast DRF with nowcast DLN, BR > 1 indicates over-forecasting

and BR < 1 under-forecasting of the respective D.

4.2.5 Bias

The proportion of forecasts DRF, which were higher (Pover) or lower (Plower) than a local assessment is:

Pover = P (∆D > 0) =
N(∆D > 0)

N(∆D)
; Punder = P (∆D < 0) =

N(∆D < 0)

N(∆D)
. (4.16)

From this, an alternative way of presenting the overall bias (Pover-under) can be derived:

Pover-under =
N(∆D > 0)−N(∆D < 0)

N(∆D)
. (4.17)

Visualizing Pover-under together with Pcorrect provides an easy visual interpretation of forecast bias. For in-

stance, when Pover-under is positive and equals 1 - Pcorrect, all the forecasts would have been too high, while

Pover-under being 0 indicates a balanced distribution of over-forecasts and under-forecasts.
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4.3 Simulation of snowpack stability distributions by bootstrap sam-

pling

Publication 4 had the objective to use class 1 data (observations directly related to snowpack instability,

see also Sect. 2.1.1), like stability tests or avalanche observations, to characterize the three key factors

determining avalanche hazard, namely snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability

and avalanche size.

To determine the distribution of point snow instability within a defined region and at a given danger level

many stability test results on a given day are in general needed (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2003). However, as

most often only one stability test result on a given day was available, an alternative approach was followed.

Assuming that a single test result is just one sample from the stability distribution on that day and that

different days with the same danger level exhibit a range of similar stability distributions, stability distributions

were generated by random sampling from the entire population of stability tests at a given danger level.

Applying bootstrap sampling (Efron, 1979), the process was as follows (see also Fig. 4.4a and b):

• (i) n stability test results with replacement were randomly selected from the stability tests associated

with the same danger level, resulting in a single bootstrap sample. This procedure was repeated B

times for each danger level.

• (ii) For each of the B bootstrap samples, the proportions of very poor, poor, fair and good stability

tests were calculated.

Bootstrap sampling, frequently used to estimate the accuracy of a desired statistic (Hastie et al., 2009),

requires a sufficiently large number of replications B to be drawn. B = 2,500 for each danger level was

used, resulting in 10,000 stability distributions in total.

The second important parameter when bootstrap sampling is the number n of stability tests drawn in each

sample. Small values of n increase variance, and hence overlap between samples drawn from different

danger levels, and reduce the resolution of the desired statistic (e.g. for n = 10, the resolution is 0.1, for n =

100 it is 0.01). Since nature is not as discrete as the danger levels suggest, we wanted both some overlap

between our sampled stability distributions and a reasonably high resolution of our statistic. Unfortunately,

there are no studies which can be referred to concerning the amount of overlap that would be appropriate.

Thus a range of values of n was tested. For their influence on the simulation results refer to publication 4 in

Appendix A.5.

Results in this Synthesis are shown for n = 25.

4.4 Snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack

stability - approach to define class intervals

To describe the frequency of triggering locations using a small number of classes, the simulated frequency

distributions of snowpack stability (Sect. 4.3), had to be classified (publication 4, see also workflow in Fig.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the workflow for bootstrap sampling and frequency class definition. a - For each

danger level, all stability ratings are combined. b - From the observed stability distributions (a), n tests are randomly

sampled. This is repeated B = 2,500 times to obtain typical stability distributions for each of the four danger levels. c -

The 4× 2,500 boot-strap samples are merged and the proportion of very poor rated stability tests per sample is plotted

as a histogram. d - The statistics required for frequency class definitions are calculated and the k frequency classes

defined.

4.4c and d).

The European Avalanche Danger Scale (EAWS, 2018), the North American Avalanche Danger Scale (Statham

et al., 2010), but also lookup tables for avalanche danger assessment like the Bavarian Matrix (EAWS,

2005) or the Avalanche Danger Assessment Matrix (Müller et al., 2016), describe the number of avalanches

or the frequency of triggering locations using class labels like some or many. However, none of the

before-mentioned provide data-driven quantitative thresholds for these terms when describing the number

of avalanches or the frequency of triggering locations, as these depend on the temporal and spatial scale

explored.

Therefore a data-driven approach to define class intervals was used, where the choice of class intervals

should be appropriate to the observed data distribution.

Regardless which parameter was classified, the following points were considered:

• Classes should be defined with regard to avalanche release. In theory, classes need to capture the

entire possible parameter space, i.e. from very rare to virtually all (1 to 99%). However, the parameter

space may depend not only on the scaling in time and space, but also on the data-source.

• The number of classes should reflect the human capacity to distinguish between them. 3, 4 and

5 classes are the number of classes used to describe and communicate avalanche hazard and its

components (e.g. three spatial distribution categories in the CMAH, four frequency terms in the EAWS
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matrix, five danger levels, five avalanche size classes).

• Classes must be sufficiently different to ease classification by the forecaster as well as communication

to the user. And, if quantifier terms were assigned to these classes, these terms would need to

unambiguously describe such increasing frequencies. An example of such a succession of five terms

is nearly none, a few, several, many and nearly all (e.g. Díaz-Hermida and Bugarín, 2010).

The distribution of the observations relating to the three key elements of avalanche hazard - snow stability,

the frequency distribution of very poor snow stability and avalanche size - was almost always skewed to-

wards low proportions (e.g. proportion of very poor stability) or low numbers (e.g. number of avalanches per

day) being much more prominently included in the data set compared to high proportions or high numbers.

Therefore, we made use of a geometric progression of class widths, considered most suitable for this type

of distribution (Evans, 1977). Using this approach, we classified the data into k classes with class interval

limits being {0, a, ab, ab2, . . ., abk−1, 1}, where a is the size (width) of the initial (lowest) class and b is a

multiplying factor. According to Evans (1977), a data-driven calculation of b for the closed interval from 0 to

1 can be given:

b =

(

1−med

med

)
2

k

, (4.18)

where med is the median observed value in the data set, and k the number of classes preferred. This

approach requires a suitable value of the number of classes k to be defined. Given k and b, the initial class

width a is (Evans, 1977):

a =
(1− b)med

1− b
k

2

(4.19)
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Results

In this chapter, a selection of the main findings from publications 1, 2, 4 and 5 is presented (Fig 5.1). The

outline of the Section is as follows:

1. Consistency in the use of the danger levels (publication 1) is explored by investigating the spatial

consistency of forecast danger levels within and across warning service boundaries (Sect. 5.1.1, Fig.

5.2) and the frequency of the use of danger level 4-High in the Alps (Sect. 5.1.2). In Sect. 5.1.3 the

focus is on the impact of the size of the warning regions, the smallest spatial units in the forecasts, and

the way a danger level is assigned to a region, on spatial correlation and summary statistics. These

are highlighted for forecasts with danger level 4-High.

2. Findings regarding the reliability of local danger level estimates as a data-source for operational

forecast verification (publication 2, Fig. 5.2) are presented in Section 5.2. Furthermore, the validity

of local danger level estimates is exemplary explored for situations reflecting 4-High using Swiss data

(Sect. 5.2.2).

3. A selection of key findings regarding forecast quality are presented in Section 5.3 (Fig. 5.2). Forecast

quality was explored in several ways: comparing the joint distribution of forecasts and the reference

Consistency in use of DL and quality

in avalanche forecasts?

Reliability of local DL 

assessments?

Quality of forecast DL?

Consistency in use of

DL in forecasts?

Data-driven

definitions of DL?

5.1

ECT 

interpretation?

European Avalanche 

Danger Scale (EADS)

Danger levels (DL)

Refined DL?

Consistent? Better

than random?

5.2, 5.3 5.4 5.5

Figure 5.1: Findings from publications 1, 2, 4 and 5 are presented in the indicated Sections.
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Figure 5.2: (1) Spatial consistency and bias was explored in Section 5.1 by comparing the forecast danger level in

immediately neighboring warning regions (warning region boundary = dashed red line), either issued by the same

forecast center or by different forecast centers (here a and b). (2) The agreement between local danger level estimates

provided by two observers within the same warning region was analyzed in Section 5.2. (3) The forecast danger level

was compared with a reference assessment, often a local nowcast estimate after a day in the field (Section 5.3).

assessments (Sect. 5.3.1), depending on forecast avalanche conditions (Sect. 5.3.3) or depending

on the assessor (Sect. 5.3.2). And finally, a specific emphasis is put on shedding some light on the

accuracy of forecasts of danger level 4-High (Sect. 5.3.4).

4. One argumentation for inconsistencies in the use of the danger levels is the lack of clear, data-driven

characterization of the elements describing avalanche danger (publication 4). In this respect,

observational data relating to the three elements - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of

snowpack stability and avalanche size - are explored to characterize the danger levels (Sect. 5.4).

Based on these data, a data-driven lookup table for avalanche danger assessment is introduced (Sect.

5.4.4).

5. Finally, the classification scheme developed to facilitate the interpretation of Extended Column Test

(ECT) results (publication 5) is briefly presented (Sect. 5.5).

5.1 Spatial consistency of forecast danger levels in the Alps

5.1.1 Spatial consistency in regional forecast danger levels: agreement and bias

The results presented in this section and in the following Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 rely on data set DLAlps,

which contains spatially continuous forecast danger levels for the Alps during the four winters 2012-2013

to 2015-2016 for a total of 477 forecast days for 291 warning regions, issued by 23 forecast centers. The

distribution of forecast danger levels is shown in Fig. 5.3.

The forecast danger level in immediately neighboring warning regions agreed in 83% of the cases (median
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of forecast danger levels DRF in the Alps (winters 2012-2013 to 2015-2016 for a total of 477 fore-

cast days and 291 warning regions, issued by 23 forecast centers). - Danger levels 2-Moderate and 3-Considerable

were forecast almost 80% of the time.

Pagree). However, Pagree was significantly higher when comparing warning regions within forecast center

boundaries (Pagree = 0.91) compared to those across forecast center boundaries (Pagree = 0.63, p < 0.001,

proportion test (R-function prop.test, R Core Team, 2017)), or across national borders (Pagree = 0.62, p

< 0.001). The two latter values, comparing observed Pagree-values across forecast center boundaries and

national borders were not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Exploring the agreement rate visually on a map by emphasizing borders with Pagree ≤ 0.8 essentially cap-

tured almost all forecast center boundaries and comparably few boundaries within forecast center domains

(Fig. 5.4). This result was confirmed when analyzing only a subset of the warning region pairs, with compa-

rably similar maximum elevation (maximum difference in elevation < 250 m) and similar size of the warning

region (size of the larger region < 1.5 × the size of the smaller region; Fig. 5.5). For this subset, the median

agreement rate was about 0.3 lower across forecast center boundaries (Pagree = 0.63), than within those

(Pagree = 0.93, p < 0.001, Fig. 5.5). Similar results were noted for the special case of the three forecast

centers in the Italian region of Lombardia, with partially overlapping warning regions. Pagree was 0.63, and

thus similar to Pagree across national borders or forecast centers neighboring each other.

Within the boundaries of forecast centers, there was a weak, but significant correlation between Pagree and

differences in the elevation of two neighboring regions (Spearman rank-order correlation ρs = -0.36, p <

0.001), with larger differences in elevation corresponding to a lower agreement rate. There was also a weak

correlation between Pagree and differences in the size of the warning regions (ρs = -0.24, p < 0.001), where

agreement increases as the size difference between warning regions decreases.

In this section Pagree was used as a measure of spatial consistency (or correlation). As shown in Fig. 5.3,

in the Alps on four of five days DRF 2-Moderate or 3-Considerable were forecast. Thus, by chance alone, a

minimal agreement rate can be expected. This minimal agreement rate was estimated by simulating 10,000

danger levels for two neighboring regions using the danger level distributions shown in Fig. 5.3. Doing so,

Pagree values of 0.4 would correspond to a random assignment of DRF. This compares to Pagree values of

about 0.63 across forecast center boundaries in the Alps (Fig. 5.5b).
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Figure 5.4: Map showing the individual forecast center domains in the European Alps (different colors, for three-letter ab-

breviations refer to publication 1 (Appendix A.2: Tab. A.2, p. 100). The borders between warning regions are highlighted

depending inversely on the agreement rate Pagree, with thicker lines corresponding to more frequent disagreements. -

Often, a low(er) agreement rate coincided with the presence of a forecast center boundary between neighboring

warning regions.

Similarly, total agreement (Pagree = 1) between neighboring regions implies that subdivisions may be super-

fluous. Nonetheless, perfect agreement was found for a total of 14 warning region pairs in Switzerland, Italy

and Austria. However, to confirm whether this agreement indicates regions which could be merged would

require further investigation as to, for example, the nature of typical avalanche problems found, and not only

the forecast danger levels.

5.1.2 Variations in the use of danger level 4-High in regional forecasts

During the four winters 2012-2013 to 2015-2016, danger level 5-Very High was forecast on less than 0.1%

of the 477 forecast days and 291 warning regions, which is equivalent to one day in half the warning regions

in the Alps during these four winters. These forecasts were mostly issued during 2013-2014 in the southern

part of the Alps. Therefore, forecasts with DRF ≥ 4-High were combined in the following analysis.

For a specific warning region, the proportion of forecasts with very critical conditions (DRF ≥ 4-High) is

Pv.crit =
N(DRF ≥ 4-High)

N
(5.1)

where N is the number of forecasts.

Forecasts with DRF ≥ 4-High were generally rare (median Pv.crit = 0.025, Fig. 5.6), but were consider-

ably more frequently issued in the warning regions belonging to the four forecast centers in France (Bri-

ançon (BRI), Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Chamonix (CHX), Grenoble (GRE)) and the Italian forecast centers

Piemonte (PIE) and Lombardia (LOM). Visually exploring spatial patterns (Fig. 5.6) showed several forecast
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Figure 5.5: Boxplot showing the agreement rate (Pagree) for neighboring warning region pairs (a) within and (b) across

forecast center boundaries, stratified by the distance between the center points of warning regions, with similar maximum

elevation (∆ elevation < 250 m) and size (the size of the larger warning region is less than 1.5 times the size of the

smaller warning region; N (within) = 108, N (across) = 37). The dashed line represents Pagree when randomly drawing

10’000 danger levels for neighboring warning regions using the mean distributions of forecast danger levels in the Alps

(distribution as shown in Fig. 5.3). The Boxplots show the median (bold line), the interquartile range (boxes), 1.5 times

the interquartile range (whiskers) and outliers outside this range (dots). - The agreement rate between neighboring

warning regions was much lower when warning regions belonged to different forecast centers, and - when

comparing across forecast center borders - was not influenced by the size of the warning regions.

center borders which coincide with large gradients in Pv.crit values. These differences were most obvious

when comparing Switzerland (SWI) with its neighbors Chamonix (CHX), Piemonte (PIE), Lombardia (LOM)

and Tirol (TIR). In contrast, and with some exceptions, comparably similar values were noted in many of

the forecast centers in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and the Italian provinces and regions of Valle d’Aosta

(VDA), Bozen-Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ) and Trentino (TRE). These variations were also confirmed,

when considering only warning regions with a maximum elevation greater than 2500 m: median values for

warning regions in Bozen-Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ), Switzerland (SWI), Vorarlberg (VOR), Valle

d’Aosta (VDA) and Salzburg (SAL) (Pv.crit < 0.023) were significantly lower than those for Friuli Venezia Giu-

lia (FRI), Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Piemonte (PIE), Grenoble (GRE) and Briançon (BRI) (Pv.crit > 0.076).

Pv.crit in Briançon (BRI) was in many cases two or three classes higher compared to its immediate neighbors

in Italy (Piemonte (PIE), Liguria (LIG)), but also those in France (Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Grenoble (GRE)).

The twelve regions with the highest Pv.crit were clustered in the southwest of the Alps, where DRF ≥ 4-High

was issued on more than every tenth day (Pv.crit ≥ 0.098, max = 0.15). This was most pronounced in the

nine regions belonging to the forecast center in Briançon (BRI), which were all among the twelve regions in

the Alps with the highest values of Pv.crit.
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Figure 5.6: Map showing the proportion of days with forecast very critical conditions (Pv.crit, DRF ≥ 4-High) for each of the

warning regions in the European Alps (winters 2012-2013 to 2015-2016). The color shading of the individual warning

regions (outlined by white borders) corresponds to the values of Pv.crit. Forecast centers are marked with dark grey

polygon borders, national borders with black lines. Three-letter abbreviations describe forecast centers (see publication

1 in Appendix A.2: Tab. A.2, p. 100). To visualize the (at least partially) overlapping forecast regions in the Italian region

of Lombardia, LIV is superposed onto parts of LOM, while BOR is placed as inset to the south of LOM. - 4-High was

forecast much more frequently in the warning regions belonging to French forecast centers (CHX, BSM, GRE,

BRI) or Piemonte (PIE) compared to the immediately neighboring warning regions in Switzerland (SWI) or Valle

d’Aosta (VDA), where 4-High was issued with similar frequency as in the rest of the Alps.

5.1.3 Communicating avalanche danger at a regional scale - the potential impact

of the size of the warning regions

In the Alps, the size of the warning regions, the smallest spatial units used in the regional avalanche fore-

casts, varied greatly (Fig. 2.6, p. 21). For instance, forecast centers in Valle d’Aosta (VDA) and Switzerland

(SWI) used comparably many, but rather small regions (median size < 200 km2). In contrast, in France or

in Niederösterreich (Austria), warning regions had a size of about 800 km2. The size of the warning regions

in the Alps only rarely exceeded 2,000 km2, as in the two Italian forecast centers in Liguria (LIG) and Lom-

bardia (BOR). This is in contrast to other countries (i.e. Norway, Canada or the U.S.) where warning regions

may be as large as several ten thousand km2 (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2008; Engeset et al., 2018; Logan and

Greene, 2018). A detailed overview regarding the situation in the Alps is provided in publication 2 (Appendix

A.2, p. 93ff).

In case warning regions are large and gradients in avalanche danger are expected, a forecaster must decide

whether to communicate the highest expected danger level, regardless of its spatial extent, or the danger

level representative for the largest part of a region (Fig. 5.7). Other approaches, like a hot-spot approach

- focusing on communicating the expected avalanche conditions in the parts of a warning region which are
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Figure 5.7: The same forecast situation - represented by a higher (dark red, X ) and a lower (light blue, Y ) danger level

(DRF) in the upper square - will be communicated differently, depending on the size of the warning regions used by the

warning service, and whether the highest or the spatially most extensive avalanche conditions are considered relevant

for communication.

most frequented by humans - are also used (e.g. in the very large forecast area of the North Rockies region

(Canada), Storm and Helgeson, 2014). Here, it is of note that the EADS lacks a definition in that respect.

In the following, the potential impact of the size of the warning regions on the communication of spatial

variations in avalanche danger, and thus also its impact on summary statistics like the frequency of forecasts

with DRF ≥ 4-High (Pv.crit) is highlighted using two examples.

Warning services like those in Valle d’Aosta (VDA, Italy) or in Switzerland (SWI) use a comparably fine

spatial resolution of the warning regions in the bulletin production process. In the forecasts issued by these

warning services, a danger level is not explicitly communicated for each warning region, but for several

warning regions aggregated flexibly to a danger region:

• In 2016, the forecast domain in Valle d’Aosta (VDA), with a total area of 3,300 km2, was subdivided

into 26 warning regions with a median size of 130 km2. At a higher-order spatial hierarchy, each of

these 26 regions belonged to one of four snow-climate regions (median size 815 km2, Burelli et al.

(2016, p. 27)).

• In Switzerland (in 2017), the Alpine forecast region (26,400 km2) consisted of 117 warning regions

with a median size of 180 km2 (Fig. 5.8). When producing the forecast, a forecaster aggregated

a number of warning regions to (generally) three to five regions with the same danger description

(with an average size per aggregated region of 5000 - 7000 km2; Ruesch et al., 2013; Techel and

Schweizer, 2017). Similar to VDA, each of the Swiss warning regions could be linked to three levels of

a spatial hierarchy (SLF, 2017, p. 41; Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: Maps showing Switzerland with the 117 warning regions (a), the smallest spatial units used in the forecast

in Switzerland (in 2018), and the three spatial hierarchy levels (b-d, according to SLF (2017)). These aggregations were

used in the example in Sect. 5.1.3 for Switzerland.

In either case, these predefined regional aggregations were not of great importance anymore in the com-

munication of a regional danger level in the map-based products, due to the flexibility in which the forecaster

could assign danger ratings to individual regions (VDA) or aggregates of warning regions (SWI). However,

here we use these spatial hierarchy-levels - three for VDA and four for SWI - to explore the variability of the

forecast danger level within regions of increasing size, e.g. when the size of the warning regions increases,

as in Fig. 5.7a when going from left to right, and the potential implication on summary statistics like the

proportion of the most critical forecasts (Pv.crit).

As shown in Fig. 5.9a, the larger a region, the higher was the variability within these regions (more than one

danger level forecast). In other words, a forecaster would not have been able to communicate the spatial

variability in danger levels in about 15% of the forecasts, without describing these in text form, if warning

regions were five times larger (about 800 km2, corresponding to the median size in Niederösterreich or in

France), as compared to the currently implemented spatial resolution. Assuming even larger warning re-

gions at the communication level, 3300 km2, for instance when considering VDA as one single region, or the

seven snow-climate regions in SWI (Fig. 5.8d), and communicating a single danger rating only, would have

resulted in about half of the forecasts not reflecting the spatial variability within the respective region.

This shows that variations in the forecast avalanche danger at spatial scales lower than the size of the spa-

tial units used in the production and communication of the forecast are to be expected, particularly if regions

are large. In case data would be available to allow the detection of such spatial variations - as in Figure 5.7,
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Figure 5.9: (a) Proportion of forecasts with one, two, or three danger ratings per aggregated region. In Valle d’Aosta

(VDA) two and Switzerland (SWI) three fixed levels of spatial aggregation were used. The left-most values correspond

to the forecasts as published (a single danger rating per warning region), while the right-most value represents the

variation in danger levels within the forecast domain of VDA, or within a snow-climate region (SWI). Compare also to

Fig. 5.8, which shows the 117 Swiss warning regions (no aggregation) in Fig. 5.8a, and the seven snow-climate regions

in Fig. 5.8d. (b) Proportion of forecasts with danger level 4-High or 5-Very High (Pv.crit). Increasing the size of a region

(i.e. going from panel a to panel d in Fig. 5.8), Pv.crit changes depending on the approach used to assign a danger

level to a region (see Fig. 5.7). Pv.crit(max) assumes assigning the highest danger rating per region (Fig. 5.7, case

a), and Pv.crit(mean) the spatially most relevant danger rating (Fig. 5.7, case b). Again, the left-most value (text label)

shows the respective values for the implemented spatial resolution. - (a) With an increase in the size of a region, the

proportion of days when the spatial variation in avalanche danger cannot be expressed with a single danger

level increases. (b) Both the resolution of the spatial units used in the forecasts and the way an avalanche

danger level is assigned to a region impact summary statistics like Pv.crit. This explains part of the differences

noted in Fig. 5.6.

a forecaster would need to make a decision whether to focus on communicating the spatially most extensive

(or mode), or the highest danger level.

This question can be further explored by taking the proportion of forecasts with very critical conditions Pv.crit.

It shows that if the highest danger level expected within a region Pv.crit(max) was used as a rule for com-

munication, this would increase the absolute values of Pv.crit with increasing size of the warning region (Fig.

5.9b). In contrast, communicating the spatially most widespread danger rating instead (Pv.crit(mean)), had

relatively little influence for smaller regions, but reduced Pv.crit values significantly for the largest-size regions

(Fig. 5.9b).

At the current spatial resolution, Pv.crit values for SWI and VDA were comparable, particularly along their

joint border (Fig. 5.6). However, already when using the first-order aggregation level as the lowest spatial

resolution (an increase from < 200 km2 to about 800 km2), Pv.crit(max) values were considerably higher

for VDA, and rather similar to those in neighboring warning regions in Chamonix (CHX), Bourg-St-Maurice
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(BSM) or Piemonte (PIE). However, even when considering the highest-order hierarchy level, with a median

size of the regions of about 3,300 km2, and Pv.crit(max) values, these were still only about half to a quarter

as high as those observed in some parts of the French Alps (compare Fig.s 5.6 and 5.9b).

5.2 Quality of local danger level estimates

In this section the quality of local danger level estimates (DLN) as a data-source for forecast verification is

assessed (see also Fig. 5.2). The research question Do variations in local danger level estimates exist? is

addressed in Section 5.2.1. Building on these findings, the reliability of local danger level estimates as a

data-source for forecast verification is estimated. And finally, the validity of local danger level estimates is

assessed for situations representing danger level 4-High (Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1 Variations in local danger level estimates - agreement rate and reliability

Based on the large data set of local danger level estimates in Switzerland (DLSWI, Sect. 3.2), the agreement

rate Pagree between the DLN estimates of two observers was calculated.

When observers reported DLN from the same warning region, the smallest spatial unit used in the forecasts,

Pagree was 0.78. In these cases, observers were on average only 5 km away from each other (90%-quantile:

11 km). Exploring the agreement rate as a function of distance for cases, when DLN estimates were reported

from warning regions with the same forecast danger level, showed that Pagree decreased from distances less

than 5 km (Pagree = 0.8) up to a distance of about 15 km (equals interval 10-20 km in Fig. 5.10a; p < 0.03,

proportion test (R-function prop.test, R Core Team, 2017)). At shorter distances of less than 2.5 km, no

further increase in Pagree was noted (Pagree = 0.8, value not shown in Fig. 5.10a). At distances larger than

20 km, Pagree varied between 0.68 and 0.71. This decrease noted in Pagree from about 5 km to 20 km by

about 0.1 suggests that spatial variability of avalanche danger already exists at such short spatial scales

contributing to the variation in danger level estimates.

At all forecast danger levels, Pagree was higher at distances less than 15 km compared to larger distances

(Fig. 5.10a). For observers reporting from the same warning region, Pagree was significantly higher at 1-Low

(Pagree = 0.85, p < 0.001, Fig. 5.10b) compared to 2-Moderate (Pagree = 0.8), 3-Considerable (Pagree =

0.77) or 4-High (Pagree = 0.68). Whether this points towards increased spatial variability with increasing

avalanche danger, or whether this expresses simply greater variability in the estimates due to other causes,

is not clear.

Performing the same analysis for the smaller Norwegian data set (DLNOR, Sect. 3.2) showed that two ob-

servers reporting from the same warning region agreed in their estimate in about three quarter of the cases

(Pagree = 0.71, Fig. 5.10b). As the exact location of the Norwegian observers was not available for this

analysis, it can only be estimated that this may correspond on average to a distance of several dozen kilo-

meters, as the warning regions in Norway generally have a size of several thousand km2 (Engeset et al.,

2018). Hence, this value is comparable to the values observed in Switzerland at distances larger than 20 km

(Pagree ≈ 0.7). Furthermore, Pagree decreased with increasing forecast danger level in Norway (1-Low to 4-
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Figure 5.10: Agreement rate Pagree between observer pairs (a) as a function of distance and forecast danger level DRF

(Swiss data) and (b) within the same warning region (Norway (NOR) and Switzerland (SWI)). The black points (a, b)

and line (a) show Pagree regardless of forecast danger level, the coloured text labels the respective value of Pagree for the

same forecast danger level. In (b) the agreement rate at 4-High in Norway is not shown (Pagree = 0.37). - The agreement

rate between two local danger level estimates DLN decreased with distance (up to about 15 km) and forecast

danger level DRF.

High: Pagree = 0.93, 0.72, 0.66, 0.37, respectively, Fig. 5.10b), which is again a similar pattern as observed

in the Swiss data.

The reliability associated with individual DLN estimates can be interpreted as the factor describing the re-

peatability of an individual DLN estimate by a second observer at the conditions m, where m can be the

distance z between two observers and avalanche conditions (forecast danger level DRF). Based on equa-

tion 4.7 (Sect. 4.1.2), the average reliability for individual DLN estimates (relD.LN) at the scale of the size of

a warning region was 0.88 in Switzerland and 0.85 in Norway, where the lower relD.LN-value for Norwegian

observers is likely due to the larger distances between observers, and hence the increased spatial variation

in avalanche conditions. Despite different typical distances z between observers in these two countries, the

same pattern of decreasing relD.LN with increasing DRF was observed: in Switzerland, relD.LN decreased

from 1-Low (relD.LN = 0.92) to 4-High (relD.LN = 0.82), in Norway from 1-Low (relD.LN = 0.96) to 4-High

(relD.LN = 0.61).

5.2.2 Validity of local danger level estimates - situations representing 4-High

So far, the reliability of local danger level estimates was explored and no assumption was made regarding

the validity of the DLN estimates. However, this is a highly relevant aspect.

One approach to validate local danger level estimates may be a comparison with recordings of avalanche

occurrences. Using such avalanche occurrence data, the days with the highest avalanche activity may be

considered to represent danger level 4-High (or higher). These days are often characterized by snowfall and
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poor visibility, and conditions for backcountry travel will be dangerous; thus only limited access to avalanche

terrain is possible. Therefore it is likely that, at the time of the local assessment, often no or only partial

information was available regarding avalanche activity.

Relying on the data set of mapped avalanches in the region of Davos/Switzerland (AV Davos, Sect. 3.2.3),

local nowcast estimates made in the same region were compared with avalanche activity for the days with

the highest avalanche activity defined using the Avalanche Activity Index (AAI, Schweizer et al., 1998). The

AAI sums up all avalanches by assigning weights to their size (size 1 to size 4, weights 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10,

respectively).

Of the 1% of the rank-ordered days with the highest avalanche activity (N = 22), DLN estimates were avail-

able only from three days, clearly showing the greatly reduced backcountry travel in these hazardous condi-

tions. For the three days with DLN estimates, only one of them rated the danger level with 4-High, the other

two with 3-Considerable.

Exploring the 2.5% of the rank-ordered days with the highest avalanche activity (N = 55), DLN estimates

were reported on 20% of the days (N = 11), which is similar to the average daily reporting rate for the region

of Davos (21% of the days with DLN estimates). Only one of these 11 days was locally assessed with 4-High.

(In)validating local danger level estimates using avalanche observations is not straightforward, even in hind-

sight. Firstly, there may be errors in the avalanche recordings themselves, like a wrong dating of avalanche

occurrence. Furthermore, despite an attempt to record all avalanches in the area, these recordings tend to

be incomplete. And lastly, this hindsight assessment also requires a human expert to set thresholds defining

4-High. However, assuming that the avalanche observations are reasonably accurate, a 2.5% threshold cor-

responded to an AAI ≥ 16, which is equal to at least one size 4 and six size 3 avalanches, or at least 16 size

3 avalanches, and may thus qualify for the description of danger level 4-High: «In some cases, numerous

large (size 3) and often very large (size 4) natural avalanches can be expected.» (see EADS in Tab. 2.2,

EAWS, 2018). Using 2.5% of the days is also close to the average frequency that danger level 4-High was

forecast in the European Alps (Fig. 5.3). Thus, assuming that 2.5% is a reasonable approximation describ-

ing situations with 4-High, that avalanche observations were assigned to the correct day and that conditions

did not change considerably between avalanche occurrence and the time the local estimate was made, 10

of the 11 days when a local estimate was reported with 4-High were missed by field observers.

5.3 Quality of forecast danger levels

In this section, the perspective changes from comparing two forecast danger levels (Sect. 5.1) or two

local nowcast assessments (Sect. 5.2), to one where a forecast danger level is compared to a reference

assessment with the objective to estimate the quality of the forecast (see also Fig. 5.2). This objective

was achieved by exploring data from Switzerland in publications 2 and 3. Here, data sets originating from

three other countries are used to complement the Swiss study (publication 2). All the data sets permitted

the comparison of a forecast danger level with either a nowcast or hindcast assessment by observers or

forecasters (Fig. 5.11). These assessments are considered the reference standard and are referred to as

Dreference. Additionally, for the region of Davos (Switzerland) the forecast was verified using a data set of
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Figure 5.11: Forecast quality was assessed by comparing the published forecast danger level (DRF) using nowcast and

hindcast assessments from Switzerland, Canada, Colorado and Norway. Depending on the type of assessment, these

were made at different times in relation to the forecast time span, and they may refer to parts or the entire warning

region. Furthermore, the typical size of the warning regions varied considerably between Switzerland and the other

three countries.

avalanches to validate conditions representing 4-High.

5.3.1 Accuracy (proportion correct) of forecast danger levels

What is the observed accuracy of a set of forecast danger levels DRF? This question was explored using

the proportion correct (Pcorrect) as a statistical measure, and is defined as the proportion of forecasts which

matched the reference standard (Sect. 4.2.1).

Relying on individual local nowcast estimates of avalanche danger (DLN) as Dreference, Pcorrect.raw was 0.77

for Switzerland and 0.72 for Norway (Tab. 5.1). In contrast, Pcorrect.raw was considerably higher (Switzerland

Pcorrect.raw ≥ 0.85, Norway Pcorrect.raw = 0.82), when Pcorrect.raw was explored using only those days, when

exactly two DLN estimates were reported from either the same warning region, or (in Switzerland only) from

two immediately neighboring warning regions with the same forecast danger level, and when these indicated

the same danger level.

The Swiss and Norwegian verification data sets were biased towards less frequently reported local now-

casts, when conditions were favorable (forecast DRF 1-Low). These days, on which the success rate was

comparably high (see Sect. 5.3.3), are under-represented and therefore the overall Pcorrect is lowered pro-

portionally (Pcorrect.raw < Pcorrect). Accounting for this under-representation of forecast days with 1-Low as

described in Sect. 4.2.1, Pcorrect-values were somewhat higher for individual danger level estimates com-
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Table 5.1: Proportion correct Pcorrect for the four data sets explored. Pcorrect.raw refers to the observed values, without

correcting for under-reporting at lower danger levels. Pcorrect describes the proportion correct accounting for this reporting

bias. P ∗

correct is an estimation of forecast accuracy incorporating the reliability of individual DLN estimates. For SWI and

NOR, individual DLN estimates were compared with DRF, but also with subsets of days and warning regions (wr) when

two observers agreed in their local estimate.

country assessment by N Pcorrect.raw Pcorrect P ∗

correct

Switzerland (SWI)

observers DLN - individual 11,760 0.77 0.81 0.92

DLN - two, same wr 842 0.86 0.9 –

DLN - two, same / nb wr 1,158 0.85 0.89 –

Norway (NOR)
observers DLN - individual 4,511 0.72 0.74 0.84

DLN - two, same wr 310 0.82 0.83 –

Canada (CAN) forecasters 2,774 – 0.84 –

Colorado (COL) forecasters 2,018 – 0.84 –

(abbreviations: nb - neighboring, wr - warning region)

pared to Pcorrect.raw (Switzerland Pcorrect = 0.81, Norway Pcorrect = 0.74), but also when relying on two danger

level assessments (Switzerland Pcorrect ≈ 0.9, Norway Pcorrect = 0.83). Removing this reporting bias permits

a more appropriate comparison with the verification data sets in Canada and Colorado, where assessments

were made on a daily basis and regardless of forecast conditions (Fig. 5.11). In Canada, the assessments

were made by the forecasters themselves, either while preparing the forecast for the following day, while in

Colorado forecasters in the central office re-assessed the forecast a few days later. P ∗

correct values (P ∗

correct =

0.84) were similar as when considering two local nowcasts in Norway (Tab. 5.1).

Pcorrect does not incorporate variations (or the unreliability or inconsistency) in the assessment of the refer-

ence standard and underestimates the accuracy as the observed accuracy is bounded by the reliability of

the reference assessment (e.g. Stewart, 2001; Bowler, 2006). An estimation of the accuracy of a forecast

danger level P ∗

correct, considering that the reliability of the reference assessment sets an upper bound, is

(Sect. 4.2.1):

P ∗

correct
∼=

Pcorrect

relD.LN
,

where Pcorrect describes the observed accuracy when relying on individual danger level estimates with relia-

bility relD.LN.

Incorporating the reliability of individual local assessments derived in Sect. 5.2, the reliability of the fore-

cast danger level was 0.92 in Switzerland and 0.84 in Norway, when using individual DLN estimates as a

reference. These values are reasonably similar to the Pcorrect-values shown in Table 5.1 for Switzerland

(Pcorrect ≈ 0.9) and Norway (Pcorrect = 0.83), when DRF were compared using days and regions when two

DLN estimates agreed. Considering these values as a more realistic approximation of forecast accuracy, the

forecast regional danger level was correct on about six out of seven days in the comparably large regions in

Canada, Colorado and Norway, and on about nine out of ten days in the small regions in Switzerland.
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Figure 5.12: a) Proportion correct between sets of forecast DRF and nowcast danger levels for each of nine forecasters

(in Canada/CAN: Pcorrect) or the local DLN estimate for observers with more than 50 DLN estimates (in Norway/NOR and

Switzerland/SWI: Pcorrect.raw). b) For the subset of observers in Norway and Switzerland, Pcorrect.raw and the proportion of

over-forecast minus the proportion of under-forecasts (Pover-under) are shown. Ideally, Pcorrect is close to 1 and Pover-under

close to 0. - Depending on the forecaster or observer, considerable variation in the observed accuracy of fore-

casts can be noted. If forecasts were perceived as incorrect, these were essentially always considered too high

rather than too low.

5.3.2 Accuracy (proportion correct) of forecast danger levels - variations due to

individual assessors

The Swiss, Norwegian and Canadian data sets allowed the exploration of Pcorrect, as a function of individual

forecasters or observers.

As can be seen in Fig. 5.12a, considerable variations in Pcorrect-values by different forecasters and observers

existed. In Switzerland and Norway, the inter-quartile range of Pcorrect for observers with > 50 assessments

ranged between 0.71 and 0.82 (Switzerland), and between 0.68 and 0.75 (Norway). Differences in Pcorrect-

values by individual observers were significant (p < 0.05, proportion test (R-function prop.test, R Core Team,

2017)), when comparing Pcorrect-values from either side of the inter-quartile range in Switzerland (Fig. 5.12a),

or the respective 15% of the highest and lowest Pcorrect-values in Norway. Reasons for these variations can

be numerous and may include variations due to a reporting bias, for instance when observers reported more

frequently a local assessment when disagreeing rather than agreeing with the forecast, variations linked to

some observers assessing the danger level consistently different than others, or due to estimates provided

by some observers being simply less reliable in general.

In Canada, where a nowcast assessment by a forecaster was available for all forecast days and regions,

Pcorrect-values ranged between 0.77 and 0.91 (N > 342 assessments per forecaster). Similar to the Swiss

and Norwegian results, variations in Pcorrect-values were noted between the Canadian forecasters. These
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differences were significant (p < 0.05), when comparing the three forecasters with the lowest Pcorrect-values

with the three forecasters with the highest values. Again, there may be a number of reasons for these

variations, including variations in the reliability of the nowcast assessment in general, a different perception

of the danger levels, or some forecasters being more prone to a confirmation bias than others (e.g. see

McClung, 2002a, on typical biases in avalanche forecasting).

5.3.3 Success rate, hit rate and bias of forecast danger levels

So far, the quality of the combined set of forecasts was considered, regardless of the forecast or now-

cast avalanche conditions. However, all of these data sets are unbalanced towards two danger levels (2-

Moderate and 3-Considerable in Switzerland and Norway, 1-Low and 2-Moderate in Canada and Colorado).

Combined, these two danger levels were forecast between 65% and more than 80% of the time. Hence,

Pcorrect will reflect mainly the forecast performance at these danger levels.

Thus, in the following, forecast performance is explored conditional on the forecast (DRF) or the reference

danger level (Dreference, now- or hindcast) using two statistical measures: the success rate (Psuccess) and

the hit rate (Phits). Psuccess describes what proportion of the events forecast (a specific DRF), were in fact

correct according to Dreference (see also Sect. 4.2.3). In contrast, Phits describes the proportion of a specific

Dreference, which was in fact correctly forecast (Sect. 4.2.2). Ideally, Psuccess and Phits are close to 1.

The proportion of forecasts, which were confirmed by the reference assessment (Psuccess), was highest at

1-Low, and decreased strongly with increasing danger level in all four data sets (Fig. 5.13a). At 1-Low,

Psuccess was between 0.85 and 0.93 indicating that if 1-Low was forecast, it was generally also confirmed. At

3-Considerable, Psuccess values were still above 0.5. However, at 4-High Psuccess was generally lower than 0.5

indicating that when 4-High was forecast, it was often not confirmed by the reference assessment Dreference.

These low Psuccess values for Switzerland and Norway at 4-High are also related to the quality of the DLN

estimates, which were not only less reliably (relD.LN < 0.82) when DRF 4-High was forecast (Sect. 5.2.1),

but were likely often not a correct estimation of avalanche danger (as shown in Section 5.2.2).

In contrast, the proportion of forecasts, which correctly predicted Dreference (Phits) showed no such pattern of

decreasing Phits with increasing danger level (Fig. 5.13b). With some exceptions, Phits ranged between 0.65

and 0.9 for the four explored danger levels. One such exception was Phits = 0.11 for 4-High in Colorado,

which will be discussed in Sect. 5.3.4, together with the verification of the forecasts in the region of Davos

(Switzerland) relying on avalanche observations. The other exception was 1-Low in Switzerland and Nor-

way, where the forecast correctly predicted the reference assessment in only about half of the cases. This

compares to Canada and Colorado with a hit rate > 0.85 at 1-Low. A potential explanation for this difference

might be that local estimates were provided less often when danger level 1-Low was forecast in Switzerland

and Norway, compared to Canada and Colorado, where nowcast and hindcast assessments were made

on a daily basis regardless of danger level. For instance, in Switzerland 1-Low was forecast on 20% of

the days, while forecasts with 1-Low were present in the joint distributions of forecasts and nowcasts only

11%. A very similar pattern was noted for Norway, with 1-Low forecast on 16% of the days, but forecasts

with 1-Low being present comparably less often in the forecast-nowcast comparisons (10%). Thus, one can
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Figure 5.13: Two perspectives on forecast quality: a) the success rate, Psuccess, the proportion of forecasts which were

confirmed by a reference assessment, and Pover, the proportion of forecasts assessed as too high (over-forecasts,

DRF > Dreference). The light-grey shaded area to the right of the black dashed line represents the parameter space

indicating over-forecasting (Pover > Punder), while values to the left of this line indicate a higher proportion of under-

forecasting (Punder > Pover). In b) the hit rate Phits, the proportion of Dreference which were correctly forecast, and the bias

ratio BR are shown. Colours correspond to danger levels and three-letter abbreviations to countries. SWI - 1% and SWI

- 2.5% correspond to forecasts verified using avalanche occurrence data (Sect. 5.3.4). - The success rate decreased

with increasing forecast danger level. The hit rate was lowest for 4-High in general.

surmise that there is a underreporting bias of nowcast estimates confirming a forecast 1-Low.

Now, turning to the forecast bias, consistent patterns showed: all of the 78 Norwegian and Swiss observers

with > 50 comparisons between forecast and local assessment, perceived the forecast - if wrong - essen-

tially always as too high rather than too low (Pover-under ≫ 0; Fig. 5.12b). With the exception of forecast DRF

1-Low, where over-forecasts are not possible, a pronounced tendency towards over-forecasting was evident

for all four countries at danger levels 2-Moderate to 4-High with essentially all forecasts, which were not

confirmed by Dreference being too high (Pover-under ≫ 0, Fig. 5.13a). However, considering the bias ratio BR,

where BR > 1 indicates a more frequent use of the danger level in the forecast compared to the reference

assessment, confirmed this bias for 3-Considerable (in Switzerland and Norway) and 4-High (in all countries,

Fig. 5.13b). At 2-Moderate an almost balanced distribution was noted, which reflects that errors occurred

both towards the lower 1-Low and the higher 3-Considerable.

5.3.4 On the success of forecasting 4-High

Beside the comparison between forecasts and nowcast assessments, avalanche observations were used to

validate situations likely representing 4-High in the region of Davos (Switzerland). As introduced in Section

5.2.2, two thresholds were used as an indicator for Dreference ≥ 4-High:
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Figure 5.14: Avalanche activity in the region of Davos, expressed as the Avalanche Activity Index (AAI) per day relative

to the maximum AAI per day in the 15 year period (AAI / AAI(max), black line). Days were rank-ordered, with decreasing

avalanche activity with increasing rank. Only the 10% of the most active days are shown (N = 221). The colours

represent the forecast danger level on the respective day. Thresholds for the most active 1% and 2.5% are shown

(discussed in the text).

• The 1% of the rank-ordered days with the highest avalanche activity (of the more than 2200 forecast

days) had a minimum AAI of 29 which is equal to two size 4 and nine size 3 avalanches, or 29 size

3 avalanches. Considering these 22 days as 4-High (Fig. 5.14), 10 of the 32 forecasts with 4-High

or 5-Very High were within this limit (= success), 12 events were missed and 22 were outside (=false

alarms). The hit rate was 0.45, the bias 1.45 indicating a tendency towards over-forecasting (Fig.

5.13).

• Using a 2.5% threshold instead (N = 55 days, Fig. 5.14), 15 of the forecasts would have been correct,

40 events would have been missed, 17 would have been false-alarms. The hit rate was 0.27 and the

bias 0.58 indicating more missed events than false alarms (Fig. 5.13). A 2.5% threshold corresponds

to an AAI ≥ 16 which is equal to one size 4 and six size 3 avalanches, or 16 size 3 avalanches.

In summary, for situations with a re-assessed danger level 4-High, there were more misses and false alarms,

compared to successes or hits, regardless which of the thresholds was considered. This is in line with the

hindcast assessments made in Colorado, with an almost equal number of false alarms and misses, which

were together about ten times more frequent than the hits (see also Appendix B.1, p. 209). Furthermore,

when considering a 2.5% threshold as the decisive criteria, there were not only less than 25% of the sit-

uations forecast correctly, but there was a rather strong under-forecast bias. This is in contrast to the

comparison with the DLN estimates provided by mountain guides and field observers in Switzerland, which

would suggest a strong over-forecast bias instead (Sections 5.2.2 and 5.3.3, Fig. 5.13a). Here, it is of note to

mention that the local field estimates also essentially always failed to correctly assess these situations. Now,
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turning to the forecasts in Colorado, which also showed low values for Psuccess and Phits (Fig. 5.13), Logan

(2020) provided a potential explanation: in the forecast products, forecasters in Colorado focus on commu-

nicating the highest expected danger in the often large regions, while during the re-assessment forecasters

tended to rate the average conditions in a region more than comparably small parts of the region which

had more unfavorable conditions. However, as shown exemplary for Switzerland and Valle d’Aosta (Section

5.1.3), this change in the way a danger level is assigned to a region - whether the most widespread condi-

tions or the most unfavorable conditions are considered - will by itself cause a comparably lower proportion

of 4-High in the re-assessments compared to the forecasts, and hence a lower success rate.

5.4 Elements of avalanche danger - snowpack stability, the frequency

distribution of snowpack stability and avalanche size

Now, the focus turns to describing the danger levels using observational data related to the three elements

characterizing avalanche danger - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability and

avalanche size (publication 4).

5.4.1 Snowpack stability

Snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability are two elements defining the danger

levels.

Observed stability distributions - Rutschblock and Extended Column Test

The stability distributions obtained with the Rutschblock and the Extended Column Test were analyzed at

danger levels 1-Low to 4-High (Fig. 5.15). At 4-High, very few stability tests were observed.

Rutschblock (RB): The proportion of very poor rated RB tests increased monotonically with increasing

danger level from 2% at 1-Low to 38% at 4-High (Fig. 5.15a). As a consequence, the combined proportion

of very poor and poor rated tests also increased strongly from 7% to 67%, while the proportion of tests

rated as good decreased accordingly (69% to 10%, Fig. 5.15a). These patterns were also confirmed when

exploring the correlation between the RB stability class and danger level (Spearman rank-order correlation;

ρ = 0.4, p < 0.001).

Extended Column Test (ECT): Additionally to the RB, the stability distributions derived from ECT results

and performed not only in Switzerland but also in Norway at 1-Low to 4- High were explored (Fig. 5.15b).

The proportion of poor rated ECT increased from 10% at 1-Low to 28% at 3-Considerable, while the propor-

tion of the two most unfavorable stability classes combined rose from 16% to 42%. At 4-High, where very

few ECTs were observed, only the combined proportion of the two most unfavorable classes showed this

increasing trend (61%, Fig. 5.15b). Again, a positive though weak correlation between stability rating and

danger level was noted (ρ = 0.22, p < 0.001).

In comparison to the RB (Fig. 5.15a), the ECT showed less distinct changes in the frequency of the most
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of stability ratings for the stability tests (a) Rutschblock (RB) and (b) ECT for danger levels

1-Low to 4-High. For the definition of the stability classes refer to Fig. 3.6 (Sect. 3.3.1, p. 29). Note the small N for

4-High for both tests. The blue colours are different for RB and ECT, as these classes do not line up the same (a result

observed in publication 5, see Appendix A.6). RB class poor corresponds approximately to ECT class poor in terms of

detecting a similar number of unstable slopes given this test result.

unstable and most stable classes between danger levels, and hence the correlation with the danger level

was lower (ECT: ρ = 0.22 vs. RB: ρ = 0.4).

Frequency of very poor snowpack stability

The second element contributing to avalanche danger is the frequency of potential triggering locations, or of

snowpack stability.

Here, the frequency of very poor stability based on sampling 25 Rutschblock tests and four frequency

classes is described. Regarding the sampling and the class definition procedure refer to Sect.s 4.3 and 4.4,

regarding the sensitivity of these settings on the results, refer to publication 4 (Sect. A.5).

Using four frequency classes, and labeling them none or nearly none, a few, several and many, the thresh-

olds in the proportion very poor stability between frequency class labels were 0, 0.04 and 0.2, respectively.

This corresponded to a median proportion very poor stability observed in each frequency class of 0, 0.04,

0.12, 0.32, or, if expressed in the number of very poor Rutschblock test results, in 0, 1, 3 or 8 RB out of 25

drawn.

Large proportions of very poor stability (e.g. ≥ 0.5) occurred in less than 1% of the sampled distributions,

despite sampling a comparably large number of tests from 4-High, where very poor stability test results
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of the danger levels for the four frequency classes describing the proportion of very poor

snowpack stability, derived from sampling 25 Rutschblock tests (as described in Sect. 4.3). The respective proportions

are indicated for each of the four danger levels.

are more frequent (Fig. 5.15a), and using a low N in each of the bootstrap samples, which increases the

variation in the sampled proportions.

The correlation between the frequency class describing the frequency of very poor stability and the danger

level was strong (ρ = 0.81, p < 0.001). For instance, the frequency class none or nearly none was most

frequently sampled from stability tests observed at 1-Low (61% of the cases). Similarly, the frequency class

a few resulted most often when tests were sampled from 2-Moderate (47%), several from 3-Considerable

(56%) and many from 4-High (86%, Fig. 5.16). Hence, when the proportion of very poor stability was

classified as many, this was, by itself, a strong indicator that the danger level was 4-High.

5.4.2 Avalanche size

Most avalanches in the Swiss data set were size 1 (Fig. 5.17a), except at 4-High, where a similar proportion

of size 1, 2 and 3 avalanches were reported. The proportion of size 1 avalanches decreased with danger

level from 64% to 32%, while the combined proportion of size 3 and 4 avalanches was highest at 4-High

with 39%. Comparing the distributions at 1-Low to 3-Considerable shows that the most frequent avalanche

size had little discriminating power to differentiate between danger levels. The median avalanche size was

size 1 at 1-Low and 2-Moderate, size 1 to size 2 at 3-Considerable, and size 2 at 4-High (Fig. 5.17a).

Considering the size of the largest reported avalanche per day and warning region showed that the largest

avalanche per day and region was most frequently size 2 for 1-Low and 2-Moderate, a mix of size 2 and size

3 at 3-Considerable, and size 3 at 4-High (Fig. 5.17b). The proportion of days when size 1 avalanches were

the largest observed avalanche decreased significantly with increasing danger level (from 33% to 1%, p <

0.001, proportion test (R-function prop.test, R Core Team, 2017)), while the proportion of days with at least

one size 3 or size 4 avalanche increased significantly (from 20% to 78%, p < 0.001). At 4-High, almost 80%
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Figure 5.17: Size distribution of dry-snow avalanches, which released naturally or were human-triggered for danger

levels 1-Low to 4-High, showing all avalanches (a) and the largest reported avalanche per day and warning region (b) in

Switzerland (SWI).

of the days had at least one avalanche of size 3 or 4 recorded.

The correlation between the size of the avalanche and the danger level was weak for the median size per

day and warning region (ρ = 0.15, p < 0.001), but somewhat higher for the largest size (ρ = 0.25, p <

0.001).

Note that days with no avalanches were not explored as the size of avalanches was of interest, not their

frequency. The frequency component is addressed using the frequency of locations with very poor stability

as a proxy.

5.4.3 Combining the frequency of very poor stability and avalanche size

Assuming that the stability class very poor corresponds to the actual trigger locations, the snowpack stabil-

ity class, the frequency of this stability class and avalanche size were combined . Hence, this combination

considers all three elements characterizing the avalanche danger level. The resulting simulated data set

contained the following information: danger level, frequency class describing occurrence of very poor stabil-

ity, largest avalanche size. These data looked like the following, here for 1-Low:

Sample 1: 1-Low, a few, largest avalanche size 1

Sample 2: 1-Low, none or nearly none, largest avalanche size 2

Sample 3: 1-Low, a few, largest avalanche size 1

. . .
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Sample B: 1-Low - none or nearly none - largest avalanche size 1

The most frequent combinations of the frequency class and avalanche size for each danger level were:

• 1-Low: None or nearly none locations with very poor stability (53% of sample) existed. The largest

avalanches were size 2 (48%).

• 2-Moderate: A few locations with very poor stability (37%) were present. The typical largest avalanche

was of size 2 (50%).

• 3-Considerable: Several locations with very poor stability (75%) existed. The typical largest avalanches

were sizes 2 or 3 (79%).

• 4-High: Many locations with very poor stability (86%) existed. The typical largest avalanche was of

size 3 (43%).

5.4.4 Data-driven lookup table for danger level assessment

Finally, a data-driven lookup table to assess avalanche danger is introduced using the simulations presented

before (Fig. 5.18). For this, a step-wise approach and two matrices as proposed by Müller et al. (2016) in

the so-called Avalanche Danger Assessment Matrix (ADAM) were used.

The first matrix (Fig. 5.18a), which we refer to as stability matrix, combines snowpack stability and the

frequency class of the most unstable stability class observed. Cell labels (letters A to E) in this matrix were

assigned based on similar danger level distributions behind the respective stability class - frequency class

combination. The letters reflect combinations with the most frequent and second most frequent danger

levels in descending order with A being the highest and E the lowest danger levels. For class none or nearly

none no letter is assigned, as the next higher stability class should be considered.

The second matrix (Fig. 5.18b), which we refer to as danger matrix, combines snowpack stability and

frequency with the largest avalanche size. The danger matrix displays the most frequent danger level (bold)

and the second most frequent danger level characterizing this combination. If the second most frequent

danger level was present more than 30% of the cases, the value is shown with no brackets, if present

between 15 and 30% it is placed in brackets.

To derive the danger level, these two matrices can be used as follows:

1. In the stability matrix (Fig. 5.18a), the frequency class of very poor snowpack stability is assessed.

If the frequency class was none or nearly none, the frequency class of poor snowpack stability is

assessed. If the frequency class was again none or nearly none, the frequency class of fair snowpack

stability is assessed.

2. The resulting letter is transferred to the danger matrix (Fig. 5.18b), where it is combined with the

largest avalanche size (Fig. 5.18b).

3. The most frequent danger levels that were typical for this combination, are shown.
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none* few several many 1 2 3 4

very poor ** D B A A 3, 4 4 (3) 4 4
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Figure 5.18: Data-driven lookup table for avalanche danger assessment (similar to the structure proposed by Müller

et al. (2016)). The (a) stability matrix combines the frequency class of the most unfavorable snowpack stability class

(columns) and the snowpack stability class (rows) to obtain a letter describing specific stability situations, The (b) danger

matrix combines the largest avalanche size (columns) and the specific stability situations (letter) obtained in the stability

matrix (rows) to assess the danger level. In (b): The most frequent danger level is shown in bold. If the second most

frequent danger level was present more than 30% of the cases, the value is shown with no brackets, if present between

15 and 30% it is placed in brackets. In (a) and (b): Cells containing less than 1% of the data are marked.

5.5 On the snowpack stability interpretation of instability tests

And lastly, a brief overview is given for the findings obtained in publication 5, which focused on the develop-

ment of a quantitative classification scheme for Extended Column Test (ECT) results (see Section 3.3.1 for

details regarding the ECT).

In this analysis, ECT results were compared with observations regarding slope stability (Swiss data). A

test location was considered unstable if signs of instability or avalanches were reported in the immediate

surroundings of the profile location, and stable if no such signs were noted. The classification scheme

was developed to include this data more easily into operational procedures, but also to be able to integrate

ECT results as an additional data-source to characterize snowpack stability and the frequency distribution

of snowpack stability (publication 4, Appendix A.6).

The data showed that by combining the results regarding the crack propagation propensity and the number

of taps required to initiate the crack, four classes with distinctly different proportions of unstable slopes could

be derived using a clustering approach. The resulting classification scheme was introduced in the Data

section (Fig. 3.6, p. 29) and was applied to rate ECT results in Sect. 5.4.1.

The data showed further that the four derived ECT stability classes correlated with slope stability (Fig.

5.19a), though this correlation was weaker compared to results obtained with a Rutschblock test (RB) per-

formed in the same snow pit (Fig. 5.19b). A similar pattern can be noted in Fig. 5.15b: although the stability

distributions obtained with the ECT correlated with danger levels 1-Low to 4-High, the proportions of tests

indicating poor / very poor stability increased in a more distinct way with increasing danger level for the RB

(Fig. 5.15a) compared to the ECT.

And finally, a comparison of the Swiss findings (Fig. 5.20a) with results based on ECT data from North

America (primarily from the United States) brought very similar results (Fig. 5.20b). Thus, the conclusion

obtained using Swiss data is valid in general: Crack propagation propensity, as observed with the ECT, is a
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Proportion of unstable slopes (signs of instability, avalanches)

poor poor-to-fair fair good all

1-Low 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02

2-Moderate 0.33 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.10

3-Considerable 0.70 0.54 0.31 0.22 0.38

all 0.52 0.30 0.18 0.10

very poor poor fair good all

1-Low 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02

2-Moderate 0.48 0.19 0.07 0.05 0.10

3-Considerable 0.74 0.52 0.29 0.16 0.36

all 0.65 0.40 0.17 0.07

a) Extended Column Test (ECT)

D RF

b) Rutschblock (RB)

D RF

ECT stability class

RB stability class

Figure 5.19: In publication 5, the stability tests Extended Column Test (ECT, see also Fig. 3.4b) and Rutschblock

(RB, see also Fig. 3.4a) were compared to observed signs of instability and avalanches in their surroundings, which

are related to the probability that an avalanche can be triggered by a human. In the above matrix, the frequency that

such signs were observed conditional on the forecast danger level and the test result is shown. The four RB classes

correlated better with the frequency that signs of instability were observed than the ECT.

key indicator relating to snow instability. The number of taps required to initiate a crack provides additional

information concerning snow instability. Combining crack propagation propensity and the number of taps

required to initiate a failure allows refining the original binary stability classification.
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Figure 5.20: Proportion of unstable ECT locations for each combination of crack propagation (ECTN - no or partial

propagation, ECTP - full propagation, ECTX - no failure) and number of taps until failure. The larger the symbols, the

more data points. The respective colored lines represent a running average, calculated over five consecutive number

of taps. The black dashed line represents the base rate, the proportion of unstable locations in the data set. ECTP

(red triangles) were observed more often in unstable locations (above the black dashed line), ECTN (orange

circles), and ECTX in stable locations. The proportion of unstable locations for ECTP>22 and ECTN≤8 neither

truly indicated unstable or stable conditions. The data for North America will is presented in a manuscript by Techel

et al. (2020a).



Chapter 6

Discussion

The overarching objective of this thesis was to gain data-driven insights regarding consistency and quality

in public avalanche forecasts. With this goal in mind, the focus of this section lies in summarizing the key

findings and highlighting potential implications for public avalanche forecasting. The findings relating to

consistency and quality in avalanche forecasts are discussed in Sect. 6.1 (see also Fig. 6.1), which is

followed by discussing the data-driven characterization of the danger levels (Sect. 6.2). The main limitations

encountered during this dissertation are discussed in Sect. 6.4.

6.1 Consistency and quality in avalanche forecasts

First, the research questions and some of the key findings are summarized, before discussing these in

relation to their application in avalanche forecasting.

European Avalanche 

Danger Scale (EADS)

Danger levels (DL)

local DL assessment

for regional 

forecast verification

forecast regional 

DL in the Alps

data-driven

definition of DL

1 2 4

data-source 

(ECT) - data

interpretation

5

refined DL in 

regional forecasts

3

Sect. 6.1 Sect. 6.2

Figure 6.1: Overview showing the five publications, and the respective sections, where some of the key results are

discussed.
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6.1.1 Key findings

In publication 1, the focus was on spatial consistency and bias in forecast danger levels. The two research

questions in the focus of this study were: Do differences in the use of the danger levels between forecast

centers exist? Can operational constraints (such as the size of the warning regions) explain these differ-

ences?

Considerable differences in the size of the warning regions, the smallest spatial units used in the forecasts

by the forecast centers in the European Alps, existed. Their average size differed by a factor of more than

10 between forecast centers, with even larger differences when comparing to the size of warning regions

of forecast centers outside of the Alps (Fig. 2.7, p. 22; e.g. Jamieson et al., 2008; Storm and Helgeson,

2014; Engeset et al., 2018). These differences explained, at least partly, the significantly lower agreement

rate between forecast danger levels of neighboring warning regions belonging to different forecast centers

(Pagree(across) = 0.63), compared to within forecast center boundaries (Pagree(within) = 0.93; Fig. 5.5, p.

47). Furthermore, the analysis of forecast danger levels in the Alps showed that in more than 80% of the

forecasts, the forecast danger level was either 2-Moderate or 3-Considerable (Fig. 5.3, p. 45). This narrow

dispersion in the forecast danger levels - most often one of two danger levels were used, compared to the

five levels available - indicates a lack of refinement (Wilks, 2011). And finally, considerable variations in the

use of danger level 4-High was noted, with some regional forecast centers in France using this danger level

five times more often compared to most other forecast centers in the Alps (Fig. 5.6, p. 48).

In publication 2, the focus was on the quality of local danger level estimates for forecast verification. This

study was expanded by additionally exploring a data set from Norway and addressed the following two re-

search questions: Do variations in local danger level estimates exist? What implications do these variations

have on the reliability of local danger level estimates as a data-source for forecast verification?

In a nutshell, the key findings regarding the reliability of local danger level estimates were:

• Variations in local danger level estimates existed, even at relatively short distances of less than 10 km,

with the average agreement rate between two local estimates being about 0.8 (Fig. 5.10, p. 53).

• Hence the reliability, which can be understood as the factor describing the repeatability associated

with an individual danger level estimate, and hence the «trust» we can place in a single estimate, was

about 0.9.

• The validity of local danger level estimates for avalanche situations considered in hindcast assess-

ments as 4-High was surprisingly very low (Sect. 5.2.2).

Turning to the quality of the forecast danger level, the research questions and their key findings were: What

implications do the variations identified between local danger level estimates have for the verification of

regional avalanche forecasts? Relying on local danger level estimates, what is the perceived accuracy and

bias of forecast danger levels? Can differences between countries with different operational constraints and

verification methods be noted? The key results were:

• The observed quality of the forecast danger level was lower when compared with individual local
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danger level estimates (e.g. in Switzerland: Pcorrect = 0.82), as compared to situations when two

observers provided the same estimate (Pcorrect ≈ 0.89; Tab. 5.1, p. 56).

• As shown in several studies (e.g. Brenner and Gefeller, 1997; Bowler, 2006) observational errors - or

errors in the reference class in general - and assigning these errors randomly penalizes the apparent

skill of a forecast further. This also showed when randomly assigning errors to the local danger level

estimates: the proportion of forecasts considered correct in Switzerland dropped from Pcorrect.raw =

0.77 to 0.71 (publication 2, App. A.3). In contrast, using the reliability of local danger level estimates

as an upper bound in this calculation suggested an accuracy of the forecast danger level of about

P ∗

correct = 0.9 (for Switzerland; Tab. 5.1, p. 56).

Thus, an estimate of the overall accuracy of a forecast regional danger level would therefore be somewhere

between 0.85 (in Norway) and 0.9 (Switzerland). Or, in other words, on between one out of seven days

(Norway) to one out of ten days (Switzerland), a forecast danger level was perceived as wrong. However,

such overall accuracy measures do not tell the whole story:

• The success rate, that is the proportion of a forecast danger level which was confirmed by a reference

assessment (a nowcast or hindcast assessment), decreased with danger level from a success rate of

more than 0.9 at 1-Low to less than 0.6 at 4-High (Fig. 5.13a, p. 59).

• A strong tendency towards over-forecasting was noted when comparing forecasts with the reference

assessment. The proportion of forecasts being considered too high increased from forecasts with

2-Moderate to 4-High (Fig. 5.13a, p. 59).

• In contrast, the hit rate, that is the proportion of the danger level estimated in a nowcast which was

correctly predicted, ranged between 0.7 and 0.9 for most danger levels (Fig. 5.13b, p. 59).

• Comparing the forecast danger level with avalanche observations for the region of Davos (Switzerland)

for situations, which may correspond to a danger level 4-High, showed a tendency towards more

misses or false alarms rather than successes (Sect. 5.3.4, p. 59).

In publication 3, the balancing act between communicating avalanche danger in a simple and well-estab-

lished manner using the five danger levels and assessing avalanche danger with greater detail was explored.

The specific research objective was whether sub-levels, assigned to a danger level during the forecast

process, actually have skill. The two research questions in that regard were: Can the forecast regional

danger level be refined by assigning a sub-level? Are these sub-levels significantly better than randomly

assigned ones? The key findings, based on a four-year data set of avalanche forecasts in Switzerland,

where a sub-level was assigned together with the forecast danger level during the production of the forecast,

showed that some anomalies in the use of the sub-levels existed (App. A.4: Fig. A.17, p. 148). These could

be linked to operational constraints in the production process of the forecast. Despite these anomalies, the

forecast sub-levels were clearly better than random (App. A.4: Fig. A.19, p. 152), indicating that forecasters

can often forecast avalanche danger at greater detail than the established five danger levels.
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6.1.2 On the influence of spatial resolution and the way avalanche danger is com-

municated in avalanche forecasts on consistency and quality

In the following, the influence of variations in the spatial resolution of the forecasts and the way an avalanche

danger level is assigned to a warning region on the consistency and quality in forecast products are dis-

cussed. In the example in Fig. 6.2 two operational settings are shown: a forecast center communicating

avalanche danger at a much lower spatial resolution (one region) compared to a forecast center using a

higher spatial resolution (12 regions) and a flexible approach to combine warning regions. Furthermore, two

approaches to assign a danger level to a warning region are taking into account, as the avalanche danger

scale (Tab. 2.2, p. 23) lacks a definition in this regard: (a) the highest danger level and (b) the spatially most

widespread conditions are communicated in the forecast product. And finally, the case that a forecaster can

assign a refined danger rating, by using a higher resolution of the danger levels, is considered (case (c) in

Fig. 6.2).

Influence on consistency

The two schemes - 12 regions vs. 1 region - are clearly inconsistent in terms of their spatial resolution (Fig.

6.2). In the case of one warning region, a greater abstraction is required when translating the expected

conditions to a map-based product, compared to a forecast product using 12 regions. Such inconsistencies

shown here for the spatial component, will also occur if the temporal resolution of forecasts differs (as noted

in publication 1).

A further inconsistency arises, when the approach to assign a danger level to a warning region differs:

communicating the highest danger level for a warning region (row a in Fig. 6.2) or communicating the

spatially most widespread conditions (row b). Even when the same spatial resolution is used, the resulting

forecast will differ. In the case of a one-region resolution, this will impact the forecast danger level for the

entire forecast domain. In the 12-region example, only parts of the forecast domain will differ.

Finally, case c in Fig. 6.2, where a forecaster assesses the danger level in greater detail, allows making fewer

abstractions - as both the spatial component and the variation within the danger level can be expressed.

The spatial and temporal resolution of a forecast product are relevant components to maintain consistency

in forecasts. Defining these should be guided by the availability of relevant and reliable data in a sufficient

spatial resolution and temporal frequency allowing the best-possible translation of the expected avalanche

conditions in the forecast product. If abstractions are necessary, these should be made at the end of

the assessment process, for instance when preparing the forecast product. Thus, a warning service that

can refine avalanche danger in space, time and sub-level, regardless whether in the forecast or when re-

evaluating the forecast using field observations, measurements and models, should do so - at least for their

internal assessment.

These findings indicate a need to revisit and further harmonize the way avalanche danger is assessed and

assigned to warning regions. Harmonization should consider

• similar approaches regarding the way a danger level is assigned to a warning region, i.e. whether the

highest or the spatially most widespread conditions are communicated, and
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Communicate the

(a) the highest

danger level, or

(b) the most extensive 

danger level

for each region?

c) Assess danger level

using refined scale?

12 warning regions 1 warning region

Expected conditions

in forecast domain:

1a

1b12b

12b

12c

X Y

X+ X- Y+ Y-

DRF / DLN

Figure 6.2: In the upper square, showing a forecast domain, the expected avalanche conditions - represented by a higher

(dark red, X) and a lower (light blue, Y ) danger level (DRF) are shown. This situation will be assessed and communicated

differently, depending on the size of the warning regions used by the warning service (12 vs. 1 region), and whether

the highest (a) or the spatially most widespread (b) avalanche conditions are considered relevant for communication.

Furthermore, in c, forecasters assess avalanche danger DRF at a refined level of detail, where the respective sub-levels

(e.g. X+ and Y +) are within the definitions of the danger level, with X+ > X− > Y +Y −. The circles represent local

danger level estimates (DLN).

• similar approaches regarding the size of warning regions and their aggregation, with a preference

towards using a finer spatial resolution.

If different approaches must be used, for instance due to operational constraints or a lack of data, the

approach taken should be communicated to forecast users.

Influence on quality

Spatial consistency in public avalanche forecasts was explored by analyzing the rate that the forecast dan-

ger level in neighboring warning regions agreed (publication 1, Sect. 5.1.1).
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Within the domain of a forecast center, the agreement rate (Pagree(within)) was about 0.95, at distances

between 25 and 75 km it was about 0.9 (Fig. 5.5a, p. 47). In this case, it can be assumed that the same

forecaster (or forecaster team) issued the danger level for neighboring warning regions. These values can,

therefore, be interpreted as an estimate of the typical spatial correlation in avalanche danger level observed

within the forecast domains in the Alps. When comparing across forecast center boundaries, however, the

agreement rate (Pagree(across)) was about 0.6, with no change with distance. In this situation, different

forecasters in different forecast centers, with different operational constraints and potentially a somewhat

different data or knowledge base, issued the danger level. Findings regarding the quality of the forecast

danger level (Sect. 5.3, p. 54) showed that the accuracy of a forecast danger level DRF was about 0.85.

Assuming this to be a reasonable approximation for the accuracy of the forecast danger level in the Alps,

the agreement rate between danger levels issued by different forecast centers is defined by the accuracy

of the two forecasts (Sect. 4.1, p. 34), and the distance between these regions (here the distance be-

tween the centers of these regions). Excluding the spatial component, the resulting expected agreement

rate would be 0.85 × 0.85 = 0.72. If we now incorporate the spatial variation of the avalanche danger level

(1-Pagree(within) = 0.05 to 0.1), we end up with values of about 0.65, rather close to the observed agreement

rate Pagree(across)) of 0.6. This simple example suggests that the accuracy related to the forecasts them-

selves, which also depends on the (un)reliability of the forecaster making this judgment (Stewart, 2001),

may not only be of a similar magnitude but may even be larger than the actual spatial variation of avalanche

danger. It is therefore well possible that this is the driving contributor to variations noted in the forecast

danger levels of immediately neighboring warning regions belonging to different forecast domains, rather

than actual spatial variations in avalanche danger.

Returning to Figure 6.2, which also shows 12 local danger level estimates DLN, and using these for forecast

verification, we can see how the spatial resolution (one or 12 regions) and the way avalanche danger is

communicated (the highest or the spatially most widespread danger level) affects the observed accuracy of

the forecast: In case 1a (one region), two of twelve DLN estimates agreed with the forecast (17%), in 1b the

agreement was 83% (10 of 12). While one could argue that communicating the most widespread conditions

would be appropriate for most users, it would probably not be in line to provide a warning to the public, as the

public would not become aware of the most critical conditions. In contrast, using a higher resolution, the ob-

served accuracy would be 92% in both cases (2a and 2b). Thus, simply by increasing the spatial resolution

of the product allowing a more explicit match between expected conditions and the forecast, the observed

accuracy is at least as high. Furthermore, inconsistencies in the way avalanche danger is communicated,

that is switching from communicating the most unfavorable vs. the spatially most widespread conditions,

impacts the overall accuracy to a lesser degree if the spatial resolution is high. This example also highlights

challenges, when verification is done for large regions with variations in avalanche conditions. Again, the

match between the temporal and spatial resolution of forecasts and re-assessments should be as close as

possible, with a preference towards the highest possible resolution given the availability of data.

Already Murphy (1993, p. 288), in his essay on the goodness of (weather) forecasts, wrote: «. . . it should

be evident that placing arbitrary restrictions on the content, format, etc., of forecasts may introduce incon-

sistencies that detract from their quality».
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6.1.3 Forecast quality: overall forecast accuracy, over-forecasting and forecasting

4-High

The forecast accuracy was higher in Switzerland (Pcorrect > 0.89) compared to Canada, Colorado, or Norway

(Pcorrect ≈ 0.84). This difference can probably be explained by the fact that the warning regions are about

a factor 10 (or more) smaller in Switzerland compared to those used in Canada, Colorado or Norway. This

allows a Swiss forecaster to be more specific when spatial variations in avalanche conditions exist. As was

shown using the examples of the forecasts in Valle d’Aosta and Switzerland (Fig. 5.9a, p. 51), the situa-

tion that forecast avalanche conditions varied within regions of several thousand km2 occurred rather often:

within regions of this size, two (or more) danger levels were issued on about 40% of the days. Similarly,

about 10% of the variation in the forecast danger levels in neighboring warning regions (Fig. 5.5a, p. 47) or

in local nowcast estimates (Fig. 5.10a, p. 53) could be attributed to spatial variations in avalanche danger

at distances of several dozen kilometers. It is not known which approach of assigning a danger level to a

warning region - in case spatial variations in avalanche conditions exist - is used in the forecasts and now-

cast or hindcast assessments in Canada, Colorado, and Norway. It is of note, however, that the Canadian

values are much higher than a study by Jamieson et al. (2008), who showed Pcorrect.raw values for forecasts

in Western Canada of about 0.65, and a hit rate of 0.76 for the Rocky Mountain forecasts. Jamieson et al.

(2008) showed further that a confirmation bias existed for forecasters, who wrote the forecast themselves.

Two findings that hold across the four explored data sets from Switzerland, Canada, Colorado and Norway

are (Sect. 5.3, p. 54):

The forecast accuracy was lowest for situations with 4-High, regardless whether the forecast was compared

with local estimates, or with nowcast or hindcast assessments by forecasters, or with avalanche observa-

tions. Often less than half of these days were correctly forecast. However, these are highly relevant and

critical days, as large or very large natural avalanches may release, not only impacting recreational users

but also those traveling on highways or living in alpine villages. It is therefore imminent, that these days

are more accurately forecast, without causing too many false alarms. This may point towards the necessity

to emphasize the need for snowpack models, which accurately predict snowpack stability using grid-based

weather forecast data as input. Furthermore, to correctly assess avalanche activity during prolonged storms

with often poor visibility, it would be beneficial if real-time automatic avalanche detection methods were avail-

able in greater number.

The second point refers to the strong tendency to over-forecast, again seen in all four data sets (Section 5.3),

but also noted in publications 2 and 3. Particularly in publication 3 (Appendix A.4), forecast accuracy was

also explored as a function of forecast avalanche conditions in neighboring warning regions. The same pat-

tern of over-forecasting was observed in a spatial context: when a warning region bordered another warning

region with a lower danger level, the forecast danger level tended to be more often wrong and essentially

always too high (e.g. publication 3: Pcorrect.raw = 0.43; Tab. A.15, p. 153), compared to the case when the

forecast danger level was lower than in at least one of the neighboring warning regions (Pcorrect.raw = 0.98).

While it is understandable to rather «err on the side of caution« (Jamieson et al., 2008) rather than miss

events, forecasts should be as accurate as possible to remain credible (Williams, 1980).
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6.1.4 Consistency and quality: potential implications for the value of avalanche

forecasts

A key advantage of the introduction of the EADS in 1993 was seen as the provision of consistent information

across the European Alps (Meister, 1995). The forecast danger level is the part of the forecast most known

and used in the Alps (Winkler and Techel, 2014; LWD Steiermark, 2015; Procter et al., 2014), influencing

the selection of backcountry destinations (Techel et al., 2015b) and local decision-making by recreationists

(Furman et al., 2010).

Many users of avalanche forecasts are typically active within warning regions where forecasts are produced

by a single regional avalanche forecast center (e.g. in the forecast domains of Voralberg or Tirol in Austria).

Such users are likely to become accustomed and calibrated to «their» forecast. Thus, issues are likely to

arise when users travel from one forecast center domain to another. For instance, a user will probably as-

sume that the forecast objectively represents the expected conditions given the inherent uncertainty related

to forecasts in general. Hence, the user will conclude that spatial variations in the danger level seen in the

forecasts of neighboring forecast centers represent spatial variations in the expected avalanche conditions.

However, the user will most likely be unaware of variations in the operational constraints or regarding the

way avalanche danger is assigned to warning regions between forecast centers, which contributed to a large

part to the proportion of disagreements in forecast danger level across borders (Sect. 6.1.2). Furthermore,

the differences in the use of danger level 4-High also may have implications: a frequent user of French

forecasts traveling to Switzerland may experience some Swiss forecasts with 3-Considerable as a missed

alarm, while the opposite may happen when a Swiss user recreates in France, where 4-High is issued much

more frequently (Sect. 5.1.2).

In all of these cases, the credibility of the forecasts will be reduced, as they are perceived to be less accurate

(Williams, 1980).

6.1.5 On using local danger level estimates as a data source for forecast verifica-

tion

The average agreement rate between two local danger level estimates (DLN) at relatively short distances

was about 0.8 (Fig. 5.10, p. 53). Several factors contributed to these variations: Spatial variations in

avalanche danger exist, even at the relatively small scale of a warning region with an average size of just

200 km2 (Schweizer et al., 2003); the discrete nature of the avalanche danger scale, where observers have

to decide on one specific level, even if they consider the danger level to be somewhere in between two

danger levels; and the fact that the avalanche danger scale as well as the process of locally assessing the

danger level are not fully defined and can be interpreted differently.

These findings highlight the importance of regular training to ensure common standards. Furthermore,

improved and more detailed guidelines on how to locally assess the avalanche danger would be helpful

to increase consistency, as by combining a structured workflow as proposed in the Conceptual Model of

Avalanche Hazard (CMAH), with lookup tables similar to the ones presented by Müller et al. (2016) or as in

Figure 5.18 (p. 66). Furthermore, for situations when the danger is estimated between two levels, it should
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be considered whether experienced observers can report intermediate danger levels. In particular, when

observers report their local danger level estimate, they should always as well report other observations such

as new snow depth, snow drifts, or signs of instability. These additional observations should allow validating

the local nowcast. And finally, any reporting tool should guide the observer towards the final danger level

estimate.

For forecasters, relying on local danger level estimates as a data-source used in day-to-day avalanche

forecasting, it is important to treat these estimates like other data sources they analyze: errors make them

all to some extent uncertain. Furthermore, scale issues must be considered as a scale mismatch exists

between a local nowcast and a regional avalanche forecast - in both the temporal and the spatial scale

(Jamieson et al., 2008). Again, this also applies to all other data used as well. And finally, the time an

observer has been staying in the area and the location, from where the estimate was made, should be

considered when interpreting the local estimate.

Despite these limitations, the major advantage of using DLN estimates for verification is the fact that these

provide a synthesized interpretation of many local observations, reported in the same unit as the forecast

- the danger level, and which cannot be obtained in another way. And there is another good reason, why

forecasters should ask experienced, and specifically trained observers with access to backcountry terrain

to provide such estimates: they do not only provide their estimate as an observer but also as a user of

the forecast. And this latter perspective, how the forecast is perceived by users, is at least as important as

assessing the quality of the forecast (Gordon and Shaykewich, 2000).

6.2 A data-driven characterization of avalanche danger

Publication 4 relied on observational data to characterize the key elements of avalanche danger. The

research questions were: How do the three elements - snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of

snowpack stability and avalanche size - relate to the danger levels? And: Which combination of the actual

value of the three elements does best describe the various danger levels? Key results included the simula-

tion of snowpack stability distributions, and four classes summarizing the frequency of potential avalanche

triggering locations labeled none or nearly none, a few, several and many. This allowed a data-driven char-

acterization describing the frequency of potential triggering locations and avalanche size for danger levels

1-Low to 4-High:

• 1-Low: None or nearly none locations with very poor stability existed. The largest avalanches were

size 2.

• 2-Moderate: A few locations with very poor stability were present. The typical largest avalanche was

of size 2.

• 3-Considerable: Several locations with very poor stability existed. The typical largest avalanches were

sizes 2 or 3.

• 4-High: Many locations with very poor stability existed. The typical largest avalanche was of size 3.
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Figure 6.3: Simplified data-driven lookup table for avalanche danger assessment (compare to Fig. 5.18). (a, stability

matrix) shows the combination of the frequency class of the most unfavorable snowpack stability class (columns) and the

snowpack stability class (rows), (b, danger matrix) shows the largest avalanche size (columns) and the letters obtained

in the stability matrix (rows). - Workflow to use these two matrices: In the stability matrix (a), the frequency class

of very poor snowpack stability is assessed. If the frequency class was none or nearly none, the frequency class of

poor snowpack stability is assessed. If the frequency class was again none or nearly none, the frequency class of fair

snowpack stability is assessed. The resulting letter is transferred to the danger matrix (b), where it is combined with the

largest avalanche size. The most frequent danger levels that were typical for this combination, are shown.

The combination of snowpack stability and the frequency of the most unstable locations was highly relevant

for danger level assessment. In general, avalanche size had a lesser influence on the danger level than

might be anticipated. This is in contrast to the original avalanche danger level assessment matrix (ADAM,

Müller et al., 2016) that proposed that an increase in either the frequency class or the avalanche size, or

a decrease in snowpack stability, should lead to an increase in danger level by one level. The presented

data-driven lookup table (Fig. 5.18, p. 66) highlights that a greater focus must be placed on snowpack

stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, compared to avalanche size, when assessing

avalanche danger. This was also shown by Clark (2019), who explored the combination of descriptive terms

describing the three elements in the data behind the avalanche forecasts in Canada and their relation to

the published danger level and avalanche problem. He showed that the ’likelihood of avalanches’, which

compares to the stability matrix (Fig. 5.18, p. 66), also had a greater impact on the resulting danger level

than avalanche size, even though avalanche size ≤1.5 (considered harmless to people) was often the first

split in a decision tree model. Hence, despite using different approaches, partially different terminology, and

slightly different avalanche danger scales in Europe and North America, the relative importance of the three

key elements and the distributions of the danger levels are similar.

Based on these data, a lookup table for danger level assessment was developed. The proposed lookup

table can be simplified by removing or incorporating cells, which were supported by very little data, or joining

cells which had a similar danger level distribution (Fig. 6.3). However, several challenges remain for the

operational application of any such lookup table, namely the lack of data allowing an estimation of the

values for each of the three elements. This is not a new problem, but simply more obvious now and does

highlight issues that also arise when relying on other decision tools (like the EAWS-Matrix or ADAM; EAWS,

2017b; Müller et al., 2016) or the conceptual model of avalanche hazard (CMAH; Statham et al., 2018a).

While a forecaster may have a reasonably good idea about what it might take to trigger an avalanche

in the most unstable locations (snowpack stability), the estimation of the frequency of these locations is

difficult. Sometimes, observational data, like the occurrence and frequency of signs of instability, may help
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to assess this factor. Most often, however, it can only be assessed with laborious extensive sampling (e.g.

Birkeland, 2001; Schweizer et al., 2003; Reuter et al., 2016). Particularly forecasters, who have to assess

large areas or with limited access to avalanche terrain themselves, will have to rely increasingly on the

use of physical snowpack modeling to estimate this parameter. As shown recently by Horton et al. (2020),

snowpack modeling can indeed assist to assess the depth of potential weak layers (and thus obtain an

indication of avalanche size), and the presence of such weak layers in the terrain.

6.3 Data sets and methods - a basis for further data-driven explo-

rations

The outcome from this thesis is not just limited to the results, as for instance those presented in Chap. 5.

Both the newly-compiled data sets and the statistical methods applied, although not novel by themselves,

may pave the way towards a data-driven exploration of (observational) data related to public avalanche fore-

casting.

To gain a more profound understanding of factors influencing consistency and quality, or towards charac-

terizing avalanche danger using a data-driven approach, the compiled data sets can be re-analyzed using

alternative approaches, or may be expanded with similar data from other warning services. For instance, the

data set compiled in publication 1 (Appendix Sect. A.2), contains not only information regarding the forecast

danger level, but also on several characteristics describing each warning region (for instance by its location

compared to a neighboring region or its location within the Alps, its size or highest elevation, the forecast

center it belongs to, . . .). This data set was analyzed using primarily a uni-variate approach, sometimes

stratifying by a second variable. However, applying, for instance, a generalized linear model, may deepen

our understanding on the factors influencing variations in the use of the danger levels.

Well-established statistical approaches were used to explore the data. While these were not novel by them-

selves, their application to the data at hand was innovative. Furthermore, they were appropriate for the

purpose and provided plausible results. Here, of particular note are the use of a bootstrap-sampling ap-

proach to obtain a typical range of data distributions (Sect. 4.3), the application of a geometric progression

of class widths resulting in data-driven thresholds defining frequency classes (Sect. 4.4), and to combine dif-

ferent pieces of information (Sect. 5.4.3). These methods, which are readily available in statistical software,

permit the exploration of similar data in a comparable way.

6.4 Limitations

6.4.1 Data

Several issues arise considering the data used in this dissertation: the lack of an objective ground-truth, the

danger of circular argumentation, and the lack of data for some of the danger levels.

Lack of an objective ground-truth: The assessment of the avalanche danger level, regardless whether

after a day in the field, in an office-based setting, or when forecasting or re-assessing in a hindcast-setting,
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always relies on the same approach of a human expert analyzing available data and making an expert de-

cision to assign a danger level (e.g. Elder and Armstrong, 1987; Föhn and Schweizer, 1995). Furthermore,

the most relevant pieces of information - class 1 data, which allow verifying the three elements of avalanche

danger, are often sparse in time and space, leaving considerable uncertainty in the assessment of these

elements, and hence when estimating the danger level.

Circular argumentation or non-independence of data: Avalanche forecasting is a continuous process

(e.g. LaChapelle, 1980): a forecast becomes the prior in the verification process, the re-assessed condi-

tions become the prior for the next forecast (see also Fig. 2.1, p. 14). While this is the way avalanche

forecasting works, also because of the lack of an objective, measurable ground-truth, this can be problem-

atic in data analysis. For instance, local nowcast danger level estimates will be based on observations made

during the day. However, the forecast danger level will often be known to the local assessor as well. Thus,

neither a forecast - nowcast comparison nor an observation-based characterization of avalanche danger is

fully independent of each other, and some circularity in argumentation cannot be avoided. Similar applies to

forecasters re-assessing the forecast (often their own) following study-plot observations: a confirmation bias

may be present (e.g. McClung, 2002a; Jamieson et al., 2008). Furthermore, in some situations, no new

class 1 data are available for re-assessment, as when an assessment is made early in the morning before

new field observations being reported, or in case of rather favorable avalanche conditions when the number

of observations reported by field observers and the public often decreased. In this case, an anchoring bias

(e.g. McClung, 2002a) towards the forecast product may be present. Seen in this light, all of the findings

can only be approximations and considerable uncertainty remains, as a re-assessed danger level is a best

guess only with an error rate estimated by Föhn and Schweizer (1995) of about 10 to 20%. However, as

these human biases and errors are a characteristic of the data, an effort was made to explore data from

different countries with different snow climates, and possibly somewhat different perceptions on avalanche

danger assessment.

And finally, in this thesis, it was not examined how a forecaster or local observer makes a decision regarding

the danger level. Thus, with some exceptions - for instance, regarding the spatial and temporal resolution

in the forecasts, the reasons behind variations in the use of the danger levels in the forecasts could not

be explored. The findings allow primarily to point out situations when inconsistencies were noted. Gaining

knowledge regarding the reasons behind such deficiencies will be necessary to purposefully improve fore-

caster and observer training, within and across forecast center boundaries, to harmonize the way avalanche

danger is assessed and communicated.

And lastly, for some danger levels, there was a lack of data. For instance, very few stability tests were

observed at 4-High, and data for danger level 5-Very High was generally lacking altogether.

6.4.2 Methods

Besides these limitations relating to the data, several issues arise from a methodological perspective.

In publications 1 to 3, preference was given to comparably easy-to-understand statistical metrics (often pro-

portions). While these are appropriate statistical approaches used in categorical forecast verification (e.g.
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Murphy, 1993; Wilks, 2011), these do not take into account agreement due to chance alone. With only two

of the five danger levels being sufficient to describe avalanche conditions on about 80% of the days, already

by randomly selecting a danger level according to the base rate frequencies, rather high rates of agreement

can be achieved. This was shown, for instance, in publication 1 (see also Sect. 5.1, p. 44), where the

agreement rate in the forecast danger levels between neighboring warning regions by randomly choosing

a danger level was 40%. This compared to an observed agreement rate of 65% across warning service

boundaries.

Particularly publication 4, which aimed at characterizing the elements of avalanche danger, relied strongly

on statistical methods to derive snowpack stability distributions from the data. In this case, a bootstrap-

sampling approach was used (see Sect. 4.3, p. 40 for details). While the sampling relied on a comparably

large number of stability tests at 1-Low to 3-Considerable (between 700 and 2000 RB tests), the number

of tests to draw from at 4-High was very low (N = 21). Hence, both the stability distributions shown in Fig.

5.15 (p. 62) as well as the sampled stability distributions for this danger level are more uncertain than for the

other danger levels. While the combined number of locations with very poor and poor stability increased,

and those with good stability decreased at 4-High (Fig. 5.15), judging whether the observed tests reflect the

population well is difficult. Unfortunately, a comparison to other studies that have explored the snowpack

stability distribution in a region at 4-High based on many tests is not possible, as such studies are lacking.

A second aspect regarding the bootstrap-sampling approach relates to the amount of overlap in the stability

distributions drawn from stability tests observed at different danger levels (discussed in detail in publication

4). This overlap depends on the number n of samples drawn in each bootstrap. While a comparably low

value of n was chosen (n = 25), and while this sampling approach brought plausible distributions, it is un-

clear which sampling setting matches reality best. It must be supposed that a combination of labor-intensive

field measurements combined with spatial modeling in a large variety of avalanche conditions will be neces-

sary to shed some light on this question (e.g. Reuter et al., 2016, for a small basin in Switzerland).

Building on these data, the frequency of potential triggering locations was calculated for the four danger lev-

els 1-Low to 4-High. Data-driven approaches for defining interval classes are numerous, and are described

for instance for thematic mapping (e.g. Slocum et al., 2005) or for selecting histogram bin-widths (e.g. Evans,

1977; Wand, 1997). In general, the choice of class intervals should be appropriate for the observed data

distribution. Approaches include, among others, splitting the parameter space into equal intervals, into in-

tervals with an equal number of observations in each bin, or finding natural breaks in the data by minimizing

the within-class variance while maximizing the distance between the class centers (e.g. Fisher-Jenks algo-

rithm, Slocum et al., 2005). However, in a case, in which low values of the proportion of very poor stability

are frequent and higher values rare, the use of a geometric progression of class widths can be considered

most suitable for this type of distribution (Evans, 1977). Nonetheless, the data-driven class interval definition

required to externally define the number of classes k. The selection of k was guided by the human capacity

to distinguish between classes and by the number of classes used to describe and communicate avalanche

danger and its components (e.g. three spatial distribution categories in the CMAH, four frequency terms in

the EAWS matrix, five danger levels, five avalanche size classes). Furthermore, consideration was given to

the requirement that the number of classes and their terms must be unambiguously understandable to the
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user, regardless of language.

6.5 Communication of findings to a lay audience

One of the objectives of this dissertation was the provision of data-driven findings regarding the consistency

and quality of public avalanche forecasts. In this regard, several important results were obtained. However,

communicating the key findings which are potentially relevant to recreational forecast users or avalanche

professionals in a comprehensible manner is challenging to achieve considering the complexity of the anal-

ysis and the uncertainty related to danger level assessments in general. This challenge, the communication

of scientific findings to a broader audience is not only limited to snow and avalanche science but has been

addressed in many contexts (e.g. the communication of climate change, Moser, 2010). Even though an

attempt was made in this dissertation to rely on comparably simple statistical metrics, like the proportion

correct to describe forecast accuracy, the key findings must be expressed using clear, simple metaphors

and images or mental models to ease the cognitive understanding of an - often - lay audience, together with

sufficiently strong recommendations on how to apply these (e.g. Gordon and Shaykewich, 2000; Moser,

2010).

Clearly, there is not the typical forecast user, as the forecasts are used by mountaineering amateurs planning

recreational activities, but also by mountaineering professionals and avalanche professionals (e.g. Winkler

and Techel, 2014; Engeset et al., 2018; St. Clair, 2019). Thus, what is considered a relevant finding, varies

not only between these groups but depends also on their skill to interpret and apply the information provided

in avalanche forecasts during the decision-making.

6.5.1 Findings relevant to mountaineering amateurs (recreational forecast users)

The skill to understand and apply different pieces of information provided in the forecasts in the decision-

making process varies greatly between recreational forecast users. According to the avalanche bulletin user

typology developed by St. Clair (2019), some users (user A) may comprehend a single aspect of the fore-

cast, while others (user B) will grasp all the pieces of information provided in the forecast (St. Clair, 2019).

This means that user A might, for instance, base a go or no-go decision solely on the forecast danger rating,

while user B is able to incorporate additional information given in the forecast in the decision-making process

(St. Clair, 2019).

In terms of the forecast danger level, the finding that the forecast danger level is on average correct on

about six out of seven days is relevant. This means that a danger level and other information given in the

forecast provides valuable information regarding the avalanche conditions which have to be expected on a

tour. Thus, this information is useful during the planning stage of a tour, provided it is available already in the

evening before an intended day recreating in the backcountry. However, the fact that forecast errors are an

inherent characteristic of a forecast, which showed in the forecast danger level being wrong on about one

out of seven days, clearly shows that a user should allow for a safety margin and consider alternatives or

turn-around points already during the planning stage of a tour. Furthermore, this also means that if a user
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recreates in avalanche terrain, a continuous re-assessment of avalanche conditions in the field is necessary.

Further findings, potentially relevant to recreational forecast users, are related to the variation in the forecast

danger level between immediately neighboring warning regions issued by different warning services, and

to the differences in the use of danger level 4-High between forecast centers. The first point suggests that,

when touring in a border region, the forecast products provided by the forecast centers on either side of the

border should be consulted. The second point is relevant particularly for users traveling to other parts of the

Alps, and thus to regions where the forecast is issued by a different warning service. Here, a user should be

aware that danger level 4-High is used less restrictively in France and some parts of Italy, compared to the

rest of the Alps. Therefore, a user accustomed to the forecasts in France or Italy should be extra cautious

when incorporating the forecast danger level in the planning of a tour, as the seemingly lower danger level

may invite to plan a riskier tour (Jamieson et al., 2009).

6.5.2 Findings relevant to mountaineering professionals

Mountaineering professionals, as mountain guides, are high-end users of avalanche bulletins. Their skill

level allows them to «extend the evaluation of bulletin information to a localized assessment of avalanche

hazard» (St. Clair, 2019, p. 36). In a recent survey, Landrø et al. (2020a) explored factors and methods used

by experts, mostly mountain guides and avalanche forecasters, to assess avalanche danger and to mitigate

avalanche risk. Regarding the information provided in the avalanche forecast, an avalanche forecast is much

more than the danger level to an expert; it is a source of information providing an optimal overview of the

current avalanche situation (Landrø et al., 2020a).

As mountaineering professionals are highly skilled in making their own assessment in the field, the findings

presented in this thesis may primarily be of importance in the sense of providing background information. For

instance, the fact that variations in the use of the danger levels between warning services exist, particularly

at the upper end of the scale, and that the spatial resolution of the forecasts varies, is relevant as these

findings influence consistency and quality of the forecast products.

6.5.3 Findings relevant to other professional users

In some countries, the information given in public forecasts is used during the decision-making process by

risk-management authorities, as those responsible for the safety of public roads or inhabitants in settlements

exposed to avalanches. Risk-mitigation measures will primarily need to be considered in times of increased

avalanche danger, when large or very large natural avalanches have to be expected. These conditions

correspond to danger level 4-High or higher.

For these forecast users, the comparably low success of forecasting danger level 4-High, with both misses

and false-alarms being frequent, is a highly relevant finding. It clearly implies that during times of heightened

avalanche conditions a local assessment must not be based exclusively on a regional avalanche forecast,

but that a continuous local assessment is paramount.





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

The objectives of this dissertation were two-fold: (1) to obtain data-driven insights regarding consistency

and quality in public avalanche forecasts, and (2) to describe the elements characterizing avalanche danger

using observational data. These objectives were achieved by analyzing newly compiled data sets originat-

ing from different warning services and snow climates, collected for avalanche forecasting, and information

published in avalanche forecasts. Applying well-established statistical approaches in an innovative way, and

relying on comparably easy-to-communicate metrics, consistency and quality was explored as a function of

avalanche conditions, but also by taking into consideration the operational constraints that limit the spatial

and temporal resolution of regional avalanche danger communication.

The key achievements in this regard were:

• In publication 1, the spatially continuous forecasts from 23 forecast centers in the European Alps were

compared in terms of spatial consistency and bias. Considerable differences in the operational con-

straints associated with forecast products were noted, when comparing the avalanche forecast prod-

ucts of different forecast centers. Most notably the spatial resolution of the warning regions underlying

the forecasts had an impact on biases observed and the agreement rate but also limits at what spatial

scale a regional danger level can be communicated in map products. Furthermore, considerable dis-

crepancies in the use of danger level 4-High were detected. And finally, a comparably large proportion

of forecasts with different danger levels across forecast center boundaries was noted. The magnitude

of these variations was larger than the spatial variability observed in forecast avalanche conditions

within forecast center boundaries. Reasons for these inconsistencies may be manyfold, but can also

be linked to deficiencies in the definition of avalanche danger and the (un)reliability associated with

forecasts issued by human forecasters in general.

• Publication 2 focused on the quality of local danger level estimates as a data source for regional

forecast verification. This study, originally based exclusively on Swiss data, was complemented with

data from Norway. It showed that the agreement between individual estimates was relatively high, but

decreased with distance. Additionally, sometimes an observer-specific reporting bias was noted.

In a second step, publication 2 and the analysis shown in this Synthesis including data from Canada,
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Colorado, and Norway, focused on the accuracy of the forecast danger level. The data showed that the

proportion of forecasts, which matched the reference assessment, varied depending on the data used

for verification (i.e. a local nowcast assessment or avalanche observations), the assessor providing

this assessment and the number of assessors agreeing in their assessment. Whether errors in the

reference assessment were considered, and how this was done, was important, as this impacted the

observed accuracy of the forecast. For instance, assigning errors randomly decreased the observed

performance of the forecast further, while considering the (un)reliability associated with the reference

assessment as an upper boundary of observed accuracy provided more realistic values. Generally, a

strong over-forecast bias was noted. Furthermore, the forecast accuracy for conditions representing

4-High was low with a tendency towards more misses and false alarms rather than successes.

• In publication 3, which relied exclusively on Swiss data, it was demonstrated that forecasters can

forecast avalanche danger in greater detail. Forecast danger levels refined by sub-levels had skill,

that is, they were better than a random assignment of sub-levels. This indicates that forecasters,

at least when working in a similar setup as the national warning service in Switzerland, can indeed

often refine avalanche danger at a higher resolution, but within the five ordinal danger levels. These

findings may stimulate a discussion on optimizing the resolution of avalanche danger, last but not least

for the internal assessment process and forecaster training, and as a data basis for computer-driven

models. While this study confirmed the strong over-forecast bias addressed before, it was noted that,

if a forecast danger level was wrong, it was generally by less than a «full» danger level compared to

the reference assessment.

• In publication 4, the three key elements describing avalanche danger were characterized using obser-

vational data. This included the simulation of stability distributions and deriving four classes describing

the frequency of potential avalanche triggering locations. The observed and simulated distributions of

stability ratings derived from RB tests showed that locations with very poor stability are generally rare.

Furthermore, the findings suggest that the three key elements did not distinguish equally prominently

between the danger levels:

– The proportion of very poor or poor stability test results increased from one danger level to the

next higher one. Considering very poor snowpack stability and the frequency of this stability class

alone, already distinguished well between danger levels.

– Considering the largest observed avalanche size per day and warning region was most relevant

to distinguish between 3-Considerable and 4-High. For other situations, the largest avalanche

size - when used on its own - had less discriminating power to distinguish between danger levels

1-Low to 3-Considerable compared to the other two elements.

In summary, the frequency of the most unfavorable snowpack stability class was the dominating dis-

criminator. At higher danger levels the occurrence of size 4 avalanches discriminated danger level

3-Considerable from 4-High. This shift in importance between elements is poorly represented in exist-

ing decision aids, as well as in the European Avalanche Danger Scale.
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To combine the three elements and to derive avalanche danger, a data-driven lookup table consisting

of two matrices was developed, which can be used to assess the avalanche danger level in a two-

step approach. In these tables, only the frequency of locations with the lowest snowpack stability is

assessed, with no spatial component, and combined with the largest avalanche size.

• Publication 5 focused on the development of a higher-resolved stability interpretation scheme for the

Extended Column Test (ECT) than was in use until now. The data confirmed the well-known fact that

crack propagation propensity, as observed with the ECT, is a key indicator relating to snow instability.

The number of taps required to initiate a crack provided additional information concerning snow in-

stability. Combining crack propagation propensity and the number of taps required to initiate a failure

allowed refining the original binary stability classification. Based on these findings, an ECT stability

interpretation scheme with four distinctly different stability classes was proposed. This classification

increased the agreement between slope stability and test result for the lowest (poor ) and highest

(good) stability classes compared to previous classification approaches. However, a comparison with

Rutschblock tests (RB), performed in the same snow pit, showed that the RB correlated better with

slope stability than the ECT, regardless whether one or two tests were performed.

7.1 Improving consistency and quality in avalanche forecasts - chal-

lenges and possible ways forward

Data-driven insights regarding the consistency and quality of public avalanche forecasts were gained. These

insights highlighted some deficiencies in the way avalanche hazard is assessed and communicated, opening

up new directions for research, but also the refinement or development of practical guidelines, recommen-

dations, or definitions:

• Forecasting the most critical days each winter. It was noted that situations characterizing 4-High -

the few most dangerous days each winter - were less often correctly forecast than they were missed or

wrongly forecast. Why? Do forecasters tend to wrongly assess the probability that natural avalanches

will occur, and their number and size? Is this due to a lack of relevant and trustworthy data allowing to

judge these criteria? Or do externalities such as the consequences of a danger level 4-High for users,

and the perception of forecasters of this impact, also influence the forecasters’ judgment? Reliable

and interpretable data in sufficient spatial and temporal resolution allowing to assess the probability

of natural avalanche occurrence and the potential size of avalanches will be necessary to provide

increasingly data-based and more objective forecasts. If such data were available, the uncertainty

related to forecasting these days would reduce, and the magnitude of the forecast error and bias

would likely decrease.

• Revisit the definitions describing avalanche danger and improve the workflow to assign a dan-

ger level. The data-driven characterization of avalanche danger provides an important step towards a

refined characterization of the elements describing the danger levels. Supplementing and comparing
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these findings with data from other countries would be beneficial to reduce any potential bias related to

a Swiss perception of avalanche danger. Such data-based characterizations of avalanche danger per-

mit already a more objective revision of the danger level definitions. Furthermore, this characterization

allows the description of key elements contributing to avalanche danger, and hence, is a step towards

the inclusion of the actual assignment of a danger level in a standardized workflow (e.g. as proposed

by Müller et al., 2016). However, this requires the provision of understandable and applicable criteria

to assign classes to data, and - of course - data that are relevant and interpretable for the task.

• Forecast verification. The findings presented in this thesis have shown that the accuracy of a regional

forecast danger level was almost similar to the reliability associated with a nowcast danger level, at

the spatial scale of the forecast. In both cases, the spatial and temporal resolution of forecast or

nowcast, and the reliability of a human expert judging the avalanche danger are influencing factors.

Furthermore, the reliability of both the forecast and the local nowcast decreased with increasing danger

level. Statistical models, for instance, using Bayesian approaches, could integrate such knowledge to

assist office-based avalanche forecasters, who have access to this kind of data, in the verification of the

avalanche conditions. Such a tool would allow testing the forecaster’s experience-based hypothesis

regarding the avalanche conditions using the model as a second opinion (e.g. Purves et al., 2003).

Undoubtedly, the process of forecast verification must be as systematic as the forecast, requiring

clear definitions regarding the spatial and temporal resolution of the verified forecast. In that respect,

guidelines and policies on avalanche forecast verification should be developed. These should not

only describe suitable approaches to re-assess the avalanche danger level, but also regarding the

verification of other information provided in the forecasts as, for instance, the aspects and elevations,

where the danger prevails, or the avalanche problems.

• Resolution of regional avalanche danger assessment. Given an increasingly higher demand in the

spatial and temporal resolution of forecast products, combined with advances in computer modeling

(i.e. grid-based weather forecasts and snowpack models), the time might be ripe to discuss whether

avalanche danger can be assessed and forecast at greater detail, at least during the forecast process.

Such refinements could include, for instance, the use of intermediate danger levels or by assigning

probabilities to danger levels, by increasing the spatial and temporal resolution, but also by keeping

track of the key elements of avalanche danger, namely the expected stability of the most unstable

locations and their frequency, as well as avalanche size. Making these refinements on the forecaster

side should be guided by data availability. Only if these refinements can be made in a sufficiently

consistent and accurate manner, should the discussion be initiated whether, and in which form, this

information will be useful to the public.

• Value of avalanche forecasts. Though only touched on very briefly in this Synthesis, the value of

avalanche forecasts to users with different skill levels, training, and background are of great rele-

vance. Recently, this important topic has gained increased attention (e.g. St. Clair, 2019; Finn, 2020).

Questions to be answered may include the following: How can the complex information provided in

avalanche forecasts be presented in a more efficient way to users of different skill levels? What are
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the most relevant pieces of information assisting in the various stages of the decision-making pro-

cess? And how can these be provided to high-end users, and users with a comparably low level of

knowledge? Addressing these questions should involve all user groups of avalanche forecasts equally

as targeted improvements in forecast communication should not only focus on the high-end profes-

sional users but also the majority of users with a comparably lower level of knowledge. Furthermore,

cross-border evaluations may be necessary as users travel across forecast borders.

• Statistical prediction of avalanche danger. The development of statistical models, which rely on

supervised approaches, require historical data to train, validate and test the model. However, errors

and bias in the reference class will influence the observed performance of the model (errors), or lead to

biased predictions reflecting the bias in the historical data. The quantitative findings presented regard-

ing the forecast quality and bias, but also regarding the reliability of nowcast estimates of avalanche

danger may be combined to form an improved data set for training and testing such models.

In a nutshell, to increase consistency and quality of public avalanche forecasts, timely, relevant, and reliable

class 1 data are required permitting not only more objective, data-based nowcast assessments, but also

more accurate forecasts. Furthermore, actionable recommendations, as well as improved guidelines and

definitions, on how avalanche danger is assessed and communicated, are required. And these must not

only focus on forecaster needs but also on the requirements of forecast users.
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A.2 Spatial consistency and bias in avalanche forecasts - a case

study in the European Alps

Techel, F., Mitterer, C., Ceaglio, E., Coléou, C., Morin, S., Rastelli, F. and Purves, R. S.: Spatial consistency

and bias in avalanche forecasts – a case study in the European Alps. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 2018,

18, 2697-2716, doi: 10.5194/nhess-18-2697-2018

Abstract

In the European Alps, the public is provided with regional avalanche forecasts, issued by about 30 forecast

centers throughout the winter, covering a spatially contiguous area. A key element in these forecasts is the

communication of avalanche danger according to the five-level, ordinal European Avalanche Danger Scale

(EADS). Consistency in the application of the avalanche danger levels by the individual forecast centers

is essential to avoid misunderstandings or misinterpretations by users, particularly those utilizing bulletins

issued by different forecast centers. As the quality of avalanche forecasts is difficult to verify, due to the

categorical nature of the EADS, we investigated forecast goodness by focusing on spatial consistency and

bias exploring real forecast danger levels from four winter seasons (477 forecast days). We describe the

operational constraints associated with the production and communication of the avalanche bulletins, and

we propose a methodology to quantitatively explore spatial consistency and bias. We note that the forecast

danger level agreed significantly less often when compared across national and forecast center boundaries

(about 60%), as compared to within forecast center boundaries (about 90%). Furthermore, several forecast

centers showed significant systematic differences towards using more frequently lower (or higher) danger

levels than their neighbors. Discrepancies seemed to be greatest when analyzing the proportion of forecasts

with danger level 4-High and 5-Very High. The size of the warning regions, the smallest geographically

clearly specified areas underlying the forecast products, differed considerably between forecast centers.

Region size also had a significant impact on all summary statistics and is a key parameter influencing the

issued danger level, but also limits the communication of spatial variations in the danger level. Operational

constraints in the production and communication of avalanche forecasts and variation in the ways the EADS

is interpreted locally may contribute to inconsistencies, and may be potential sources for misinterpretation

by forecast users. All these issues highlight the need to further harmonize the forecast production process

and the way avalanche hazard is communicated to increase consistency, and hence facilitate cross-border

forecast interpretation by traveling users.

A.2.1 Introduction

In the European Alps, public forecasts of avalanche hazard are provided throughout the winter. These fore-

casts - also called advisories, warnings, or bulletins1 - provide information about the current and forecast

snow and avalanche conditions in a specific region. In contrast to local avalanche forecasting, e.g. for

a transportation corridor or ski area, a regional forecast does not provide information regarding individual

1we use these terms synonymously
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Figure A.1: Map showing the relief of the European Alps (gray shaded background) with the outlines of the individual

forecast centers (bold black polygons, three-letter abbreviations) and the warning regions, the smallest geographically

defined regions, used in the respective avalanche forecasts (black polygons). The borders of the Alpine countries are

marked red. In the Italian Alps, where two avalanche warning services provide forecasts (Associazione Interregionale

Neve e Valanghe (AINEVA) and Meteomont Carabinieri), the warning regions generally follow AINEVA. An exception is

LIG (avalanche warning service Meteomont Carabinieri). The forecast domains of LOM (AINEVA) and BOR (Meteomont

Carabinieri) are identical, however, the three warning regions for BOR are not shown on the map. The forecast domain

LIV is superposed onto parts of LOM/BOR (map source: ESRI, 2017). Note that the map captures the situation and

partitioning during the period under study.

slopes or specific endangered objects.

One of the key consumer groups are those undertaking recreational activities, such as off-piste riding and

backcountry touring in unsecured terrain. The importance of clearly communicating to this group is under-

lined firstly by avalanche accident statistics - with on average 100 fatalities each winter in the Alps (Techel

et al., 2016b), most of whom died during recreational activities. Secondly, very large numbers of individuals

recreate in unsecured winter terrain, with for example Winkler et al. (2016) reporting that more than two mil-

lion winter backcountry touring days were undertaken in 2013 in Switzerland alone. An additional consumer

group are local, regional and national risk management authorities, who base risk reduction strategies such

as avalanche control measures, road closures, evacuation procedures etc. in part on information provided

in regional avalanche forecasts.

In all Alpine countries (Fig. A.1), forecasts are disseminated throughout the entire winter, for individual warn-

ing regions, together forming a spatially contiguous area covering the entire Alpine region. Furthermore, in

all of these countries the European Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS; EAWS, 2018), introduced in 1993

(SLF, 1993), is used in the production and communication of forecasts (EAWS, 2017d).
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Table A.1: European avalanche danger scale (EAWS, 2018).

Danger level Snowpack stability Likelihood of triggering

5-Very High The snowpack is poorly bonded and

largely unstable in general.

Numerous very large and often extremely large

natural avalanches can be expected, even in

moderately steep terrain*.

4-High The snowpack is poorly bonded on

most steep slopes*.

Triggering is likely even by low additional loads** on

many steep slopes*. In some cases, numerous large

and often very large natural avalanches can be

expected.

3-Considerable The snowpack is moderately to poorly

bonded on many steep slopes*.

Triggering is possible even from low additional loads**

particularly on the indicated steep slopes*. In certain

situations some large, in isolated cases very large

natural avalanches are possible.

2-Moderate The snowpack is only moderately well

bonded on some steep slopes*;

otherwise well bonded in general.

Triggering is possible primarily from high additional

loads**, particularly on the indicated steep slopes*.

Very large natural avalanches are unlikely.

1-Low The snowpack is well bonded and

stable in general.

Triggering is generally possible only from high

additional loads** in isolated areas of very steep,

extreme terrain**. Only small and medium-sized

natural avalanches are possible.

* The avalanche-prone locations are described in greater detail in the avalanche bulletin (altitude, slope aspect, type of

terrain): moderately steep terrain: slopes shallower than about 30 degrees; steep slopes: slopes steeper than about 30

degrees

very steep, extreme terrain: particularly adverse terrain related to slope angle (more than about 40 degrees), terrain

profile, proximity to ridge, smoothness of underlying ground surface
** Additional loads:

low: individual skier / snowboarder, riding softly, not falling; snowshoer; group with good spacing (minimum 10m)

keeping distances

high: two or more skiers / snowboarders etc. without good spacing (or without intervals); snowmachine; explosives

natural: without human influence

The EADS is an ordinal, five-level scale, focusing on avalanche hazard, with categorical descriptions for

each danger level describing snowpack (in)stability, avalanche release probability, expected size and num-

ber of avalanches and the likely distribution of triggering spots (Tab. A.1). The EADS describes situations

with spontaneous avalanches but also conditions where an additional load - such as a person skiing a slope

- can trigger an avalanche. These categorical descriptions of each danger level aim to inform users on the

nature of avalanche hazard at hand. However, individual danger levels capture a wide range of differing

avalanche conditions (e.g. EAWS, 2005; Lazar et al., 2016; EAWS, 2017b; Statham et al., 2018b), and

therefore, in isolation, are too basic to be used as a stand-alone decision making tool (e.g. Météo France,

2012). Additionally, and in order to describe the avalanche hazard in more detail and to provide better ad-

vice to the end users on how to manage these hazards, the EAWS introduced a set of five typical avalanche
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problems (EAWS, 2017a). Nonetheless, the EADS provides a consistent way of communicating avalanche

hazard. Furthermore, the EADS often forms an important input into basic avalanche education on planning,

or decision making heuristics as practiced by many recreationists (e.g. Munter, 1997).

However, the EADS is not only a means of communicating to forecast users. It also impacts on the fore-

casting process itself, as all forecasters are working to an agreed, common, and at least nominally binding,

definition of avalanche hazard.

Forecast validation and evaluation is not only a problem in avalanche forecasting, but more generally in

forecasting. Murphy (1993), in his classic paper on the nature of a good (weather) forecast, discussed three

key elements which he termed consistency, quality and value. Consistency in Murphy’s model essentially

captures the degree of agreement between a forecaster’s understanding of a situation and the forecast they

then communicate to the public. Quality captures the degree of agreement between a forecast and the

events which occur, and value the benefits or costs incurred by a user as a result of a forecast.

In avalanche forecasting, two key problems come to the fore. Firstly, the target variable is essentially cat-

egorical, since although the EADS is an ordinal scale, a real evaluation of a forecast would compare the

forecast danger level, qualitatively defined in the EADS, with the prevailing avalanche situation. Secondly,

since the target variable captures a state which may or may not lead to an (avalanche) event, verification of

forecast quality is only possible in some circumstances and for some aspects of the EADS, for example:

• At higher danger levels, the occurrence of natural avalanches can sometimes be used to verify the

danger level (e.g. Elder and Armstrong, 1987; Giraud et al., 1987; Schweizer et al., 2018).

• At lower danger levels, the occurrence of avalanches triggered by recreationists or the observation of

signs of instability requires users being present.

• Since the absence of avalanche activity is not alone an indicator of stability, verifying associated danger

levels is only possible through digging multiple snow profiles and performing stability tests (Schweizer

et al., 2003).

Thus, avalanche danger cannot be fully measured or validated (Föhn and Schweizer, 1995). This in turn

means that, at least at the level of the EADS, it is conceptually difficult to directly measure forecast quality.

However, Murphy’s notion of considering goodness of forecasts in terms of not only their quality, but also

consistency and value, suggests a possible way forward.

Although Murphy defines consistency with respect to an individual forecaster, we believe that the concept

can be extended to forecast centers, in terms of the degree to which individual forecasters using potentially

different evidence reach the same judgment (LaChapelle, 1980), and across forecast centers, in terms of

the uniformity of the forecast issued by different forecast centers in neighboring regions. This reading of

consistency is, we believe, both true to Murphy’s notion (how reliably does a forecast correspond with a

forecaster’s best judgment) and broader notions of consistency stemming from work on data quality and

information science (Ballou and Pazer, 2003; Bovee et al., 2003).

Inconsistencies in the use of the danger levels between neighboring warning regions and forecast centers

may be a potential source of misinterpretations to users traveling from one region to another, unless these

differences are only due to avalanche conditions. The main goal of this study is therefore to investigate if
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such spatial inconsistencies and biases exist. We do so by quantifying bias between neighboring forecast

centers and warning regions in time and space. While we do not expect spatial homogeneity, a stronger

bias and a lower agreement rate in neighboring warning regions in different forecast centers, compared

to within forecast domains, may indicate such inconsistencies. To do so, we first describe the operational

constraints under which avalanche forecasts are produced and communicated. Then, we present methods

appropriate to explore spatial consistency and bias in the use of EADS given the operational constraints

described above. We address the following three research questions:

1. Does bias between forecast centers exist?

2. Can operational constraints (such as the size of the warning regions) or the elevation of warning

regions explain these differences?

3. What implications do the biases identified have for users of avalanche forecasts?

A.2.2 Background and definitions

In the following, we introduce the most important standards, concepts and definitions used in avalanche fore-

cast products in the European Alps. We describe the situation during the winters 2011/2012 until 2014/2015,

as these are the years we explore quantitatively in this study.

A.2.2.1 Avalanche warning services and forecast centers

Avalanche warning services (AWS) are national, regional or provincial agencies in charge of providing pub-

licly available forecasts of avalanche hazard (EAWS, 2017d). AWS also have voting rights at the General

Assembly of the European AWS (EAWS). An AWS may either be a service with a single forecast center

(e.g. the national service in Switzerland or the regional AWS of the federal states in Austria) or with several

forecast centers in different locations (e.g. the AWS Météo-France in France with four forecast centers in

the Alps or the two AWS in Italy (Associazione Interregionale Neve e Valanghe (AINEVA) and Meteomont

Carabinieri) with their provincial and regional centers.

Generally, and with the exception of Italy, a single forecast covering a (number of) warning region(s) is is-

sued by the respective forecast center (Tab. A.2, Fig. A.1). In the case of Italy, forecast centers belonging

to AINEVA and Meteomont Carabinieri independently provide forecasts covering the same Alpine regions,

while in Livigno (LIV in Fig. A.1) a regional forecast is also issued by the municipality. Even though the

forecast products provided by the individual forecast centers may differ in their structure, we assume they

adhere to the principles defined by the European Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS, 2017d).

A.2.2.2 Avalanche forecasts

Avalanche forecasts are the primary means for avalanche warning services to provide publicly available

information about current and forecast snow and avalanche conditions in their territory. They may take the

form of a single advisory, describing the current situation, or an advisory and forecast for one or more days.
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Typically, avalanche forecasts contain the following information, ranked according to importance (information

pyramid ; EAWS, 2017c):

• avalanche danger level according to the EADS (Table A.1),

• most exposed terrain - defining the terrain where the danger is particularly significant,

• typical avalanche problems - describing typical situations encountered in avalanche terrain (EAWS,

2017a),

• hazard description - a text description providing information concerning the avalanche situation,

• information concerning snowpack and weather.

In this study, we exclusively explore the forecast regional avalanche danger level. However, we also describe

how the danger level is communicated in relation to the most exposed terrain (by elevation) and to its

temporal evolution during the day, as this differs between forecast centers and could influence the results.

A.2.2.3 Temporal validity and publication frequency

The issuing time, temporal validity and publication frequency of the forecasts varies between forecast cen-

ters. For the explored four winters, these can roughly be summarized in five groups (the «normal» cases

are described, exceptions exist; see also Fig. A.2):

●

time
06:00 12:00 18:00 24:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 24:00 06:00 12:00
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(Switzerland)

(France)
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● ●●

issue time valid period not defined ● regular update

Figure A.2: Schematic summary of the different bulletin publication frequencies, issuing times and periods of validity.

In special circumstances, updates during the morning were possible in most forecast centers. Particularly for Italy

(AINEVA), it is of note that the exact publication times, valid periods and publication frequencies may differ between

forecast centers, but changes may also have been introduced from one season to the next. Forecast centers are

labeled according to Table A.2.
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1. Bulletins are published daily in the morning (generally around 07:30 CET2) and are normally valid for

the day of publication (typical for bulletins in Austria, Germany and Livigno (LIV/Italy).

2. Forecasts are published daily in the afternoon (16:00 CET) and are valid until the following day

(France).

3. During the main winter season (often from early December until after Easter), forecasts are published

twice daily. The main forecast, published at 17:00 CET valid until 17:00 CET the following day, is

replaced by an update the following morning at 08:00 CET (Switzerland).

4. Bulletins are published several times a week (at least on Monday, Wednesday, Friday). Bulletins are

issued between 11:00 and 17:00 CET and describe the avalanche conditions on the day of publication,

the following day and the day after (typically forecast centers belonging to AWS AINEVA). In more

recent years, publication frequency increased towards daily.

5. Bulletins are published at 14:00 CET, describing the current situation and the forecast for the next

day(s). Forecasts are published daily, except on public holidays (AWS Meteomont Carabinieri).

Most of the forecast centers can update their forecast product when conditions change significantly.

A.2.2.4 Warning regions

Warning regions are geographically clearly specified areas permitting the forecast user to know exactly

which region is covered by the forecast. They may be delineated by administrative boundaries (e.g. between

countries, federal states, or regions and provinces), describe climatologically (e.g. in France; Pahaut and

Bolognesi (2003)), hydrologically or meteorologically homogeneous regions, or may be based on orographic

divisions (e.g. Italy; Marazzi, 2005), or a combination of these (e.g. Valle d’Aosta (VDA); Burelli et al., 2012).

Generally, warning regions are larger than the minimal spatial resolution of a regionally forecast avalanche

danger level, and are therefore recommended to have a size of about 100 km2 or larger (EAWS, 2017d).

The median size of the warning regions is 350 km2 with considerable variations (Fig. A.3a, Tab. A.2). The

25% of the smallest warning regions (size < 160 km2, all located in Switzerland (SWI), Trentino (TRE) and

Valle d’Aosta (VDA)) are almost ten times smaller than the 10% of the largest regions (size > 1310 km2).

Particularly large spatial units are used by the forecast centers covering the region of Lombardia (BOR) and

the Ligurian Alps (LIG, both AWS Meteomont Carabinieri, Italy) and in Oberösterreich (OBE, Austria; size >

1900 km2, Table A.2).

The size of the warning regions depends on the approach used by an AWS to define the warning regions

and to externally communicate avalanche danger. In its simplest case (see variations introduced in next

section), a single danger level is either explicitly communicated for each warning region (e.g. in Austria,

France, Germany, often in Italy) or may be communicated for an aggregation of warning regions (Switzerland

(SWI), Trentino (TRE) and Valle d’Aosta (VDA)).

2all times indicated may refer to either CET or CEST
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A.2.2.5 Concepts to communicate temporal changes and elevational gradients in danger level

The communication of the most exposed elevations and slopes, and expected temporal changes are impor-

tant information provided in avalanche forecasts.

Temporal differences in danger rating within forecast period

All forecast centers communicate significant changes (increasing or decreasing danger level) during the

valid period of a forecast. In most cases, this is done graphically using either icons or two maps, and only

rarely using text.

In cases, when two danger levels are indicated, the first time-step often refers to the avalanche danger in

the morning, the second time-step indicates a significant change during the day. Changing danger ratings

may refer to either changes in dry- or wet-snow avalanche hazard, or from dry- to wet-snow (or vice versa).

However, exceptions to these generalizations exist: In France, but occasionally in forecasts of other forecast

centers too, the two time-steps may refer to either day and night, morning or afternoon, or before and after a

snowfall. Switzerland is the only warning service where an increase in danger rating for wet-snow situations

(typically in spring conditions) is presented using a map product if the wet-snow rating is higher than the

dry-snow rating in the morning, but an increase in dry-snow avalanche hazard during the day is exclusively

conveyed in text form within the danger description.

Elevational differences in danger rating

All forecast centers provide information concerning the most exposed elevations, often in graphical form

using icons. The elevational threshold indicated in the bulletin may relate to a difference in danger rating

(for instance higher above a certain elevation), or differences in the avalanche problem and the most likely

type of avalanche expected (e.g. wet-snow avalanches below and dry-snow avalanches above the indicated

elevation), or a combination thereof.

The forecast centers use three different ways to communicate elevational differences in the danger rating.

In Switzerland and Italy, the danger rating refers to the most exposed elevations, with no indication of the

(lower) danger rating in other elevations. In France, Germany and some regions in Austria, two separate

danger ratings are often provided: one above a certain elevation level, and one below, while the forecast

center Livigno (LIV) in northern Italy assigns a danger rating to the three elevation bands below tree line,

tree line and alpine (as done in North American avalanche forecasts).

A.2.3 Data

We approached all the warning services in the Alps concerning the forecast danger level for each warning

region and day for the four years from 2011/12 to 2014/15 and received data from 23 of the 30 forecast

centers.

In most cases, data were provided directly from the warning services or forecast centers. Exceptions were

• Kärnten (KAE, Austria) - Data were extracted from the annual reports ÖLWD (2012)-ÖLWD (2015)

• Bayern (BAY, Germany) - Data were collected from the web archive of the Bavarian warning service
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Figure A.3: Map showing the European Alps with the individual warning regions (white polygon outlines) and (a) their

size (color shading of polygon) and (b) their maximum elevation (color shading of polygon). Additionally, national (black

lines) and forecast center boundaries (grey polygon outlines) are shown. To visualize the (at least partially) overlapping

forecast regions in the Italian region of Lombardia, LIV is superposed onto parts of LOM, while BOR is placed as inset

to the south of LOM. Forecast centers are labeled according to Table A.2.

• AINEVA forecast centers Friuli Venezia Giulia (FRI), Lombardia (LOM), Veneto (VEN) in Italy - Data

were provided by M. Valt/VEN (extracted from the central AINEVA database).
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Table A.3: Overview of the data used in this study. Forecast centers are summarized according to data source, format

and content. Dt1 and Dt2 - danger level time step 1 and 2, respectively; De - concept of elevational danger ratings;

Dspatial - more than one rating per warning region referring to spatial differences. Danger levels may refer to the day of

publication (day+0), the following day (day+1) or the day after (day+2). Forecast centers are labeled according to Table

A.2.

country forecast center Dt1 Dt2 De Dspatial day+0 day+1 day+2 source

Austria KAE no yes 2 no 100% – – ÖLWD

NIE, OBE, SAL, STE, TIR, VOR yes yes 2 no 100% – – directly

Switzerland SWI yes yes 1 no – 100% – directly

Germany BAY yes yes 2 no 100% – – website

France BSM, BRI, CHX, GRE yes yes 2 yes – 100% – directly

Italy BOZ, PIE, TRE, VDA yes yes 1 no 42% 41% 16% directly

FRI, LOM, VEN yes (yes)* 1 no – – – AINEVA

BOR, LIG no yes 1 no 48% 49% 3% directly

LIV yes yes 3 no 100% – – directly

* (yes): AINEVA database provided information whether danger level changed, but not to which danger level

De: concept of assigning 1, 2 or 3 danger ratings

data source: ÖLWD - from Austrian winter reports ÖLWD (2012) - ÖLWD (2015), directly - directly from respective

forecast center, website - from website of Bavarian avalanche warning service, AINEVA - extracted from central

AINEVA database (M. Valt (VEN))

The most relevant information concerning differences in raw data analyzed are displayed in Tab. A.3. The

danger level was generally valid for the day of publication (d+0, in Austria, Germany, Livigno (LIV), scenario

1) represented essentially a one-day forecast (d+1) in France and Switzerland (although the valid period

started already on the afternoon of publication, scenario 2 and 3), but was a mix of current day assessments,

and forecasts with one or two days (d+2) lead-time in Italy. In Italy (AWS AINEVA), the most recently

published valid danger level was used (e.g. an afternoon update, valid for the current day (d+0) replaced

a forecast with a lead time of two days (d+2))). Furthermore, publication frequency increased during the

explored time period in some of the AINEVA forecast centers (i.e. in Piemonte (PIE) to weekdays or in

Bozen-Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ) additionally on Saturdays). Similarly, the validity of the bulletin

on the issuing day changed in some Italian forecast centers from a current day assessment to a one-

day forecast (i.e. BOZ changed in 2014 from d+0 to d+1), or vice versa (AWS Meteomont Carabinieri:

Lombardia (BOR) and Liguria e Toscana (LIG) changed in 2014 from d+1 to d+0).

Temporal differences in danger level within the forecast period were available for all forecasts, except those

by BOR and LIG (Italy) and KAE (Austria). In both cases, only the highest danger level per day was available.

The data extracted from the AINEVA database (forecast centers Friuli Venezia Giulia (FRI), Lombardia

(LOM), Veneto (VEN)) indicated not only the danger level, but also whether the danger rating increased,

stayed the same or decreased.

In France spatial variations in the danger level within the same warning region (Dspatial) were sometimes

indicated (e.g. in a bulletin this could read «2-Moderate in the West, 3-Considerable in the East» of a
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region).

A.2.4 Methods

The quantitative part of this study is twofold: first, we make pairwise comparisons of neighboring warning

regions, and second, we visualize and detect patterns at larger scales than individual warning regions.

A.2.4.1 Topological neighbors

We defined warning regions i and j as topological neighbors, whenever they shared more than one point of

their polygon boundary with each other (rook mode, Dale and Fortin (2014); R-package spdep Bivand et al.

(2013); Bivand and Piras (2015)). For this purpose, the shapes of the warning regions had to be slightly

adjusted so that the coordinates of joint borders matched. This also reflects challenges of working across

borders, with different map projections and simplified outlines of warning regions. For the particular case of

the three forecast centers in Lombardia (BOR, LIV and LOM), we defined them as neighbors if they either

shared a common polygon boundary or at least partially the same territory.

A.2.4.2 Avalanche danger level statistics

We refer to danger levels D either using their integer value (e.g. D=1 for 1-Low) or by integer value and

signal word combination 1-Low. Similarly to previous studies (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2008; Techel and

Schweizer, 2017), we use the integer value of danger levels to calculate proportions and differences.

Data preparation

We explored the forecast danger levels at the spatial scale of the individual, geographically clearly delineated

warning regions. The following cases were treated separately:

• Austria, Germany, France: occasional updates during the morning

In special circumstances, bulletins were updated during the day and the danger level adjusted. These

cases were rare (for instance in Bayern (BAY) and Tirol (TIR) twice during the explored four winters).

These updates were not considered in the analysis. The data provided by France, where morning

updates are also possible until 10:00 CET, already included such updates.

• France: spatial gradients within same warning region

In France, forecasters sometimes communicated two danger ratings for the same warning region ex-

pressing a spatial gradient. These cases were rare (0.4% of warning regions and days; Bourg-St-

Maurice (BSM) 1%, Briançon (BRI) 0.3%, Chamonix (CHX) 0.1%, Grenoble (GRE) 0%). For these

forecasts, we randomly picked one of the two danger levels. The remainder of the forecasts expressed

no spatial gradients.

• Switzerland (SWI): evening forecast; danger ratings communicated in text form only

We used the forecast issued at 17:00 CET, rather than the updated forecast the next morning (08:00
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CET) as, until the winter 2012/13, the daily morning update was issued only for parts of the Swiss

Alps. Furthermore, we only analyzed the danger ratings published on the map product, and not those

only described in the forecast text.

• Italy (AINEVA forecast centers Friuli Venezia Giulia (FRI), Lombardia (LOM), Veneto (VEN)): fore-

cast danger level changed during valid bulletin period

Data extracted from the AINEVA database provided the danger level valid in the morning, and whether

the danger level changed during the day (increase, no change, decrease), but not which danger level

was forecast following the change. To supplement this information, we utilized the distributions of

the four AINEVA forecast centers, which consistently provided the second danger rating (Bozen-

Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ), Piemonte (PIE), Trentino (TRE), Valle d’Aosta (VDA)). In these

forecasts, changing danger level was by one level in 85% of cases, and by two levels in 15% of cases.

For the bulletins in FRI, LOM and VEN we assumed a one-level difference for days with changing

conditions, and hence a somewhat more conservative value than in the other Italian bulletins.

Standardizing the length of the forecasting period during the season

The length of the main forecasting season is considered as being between 14 December and 16 April. Dur-

ing this time, and with the exception of the 2014/15 winter (28 Dec - 16 April), there was a danger rating in

at least 95% of the warning regions in the Alps (477 days, 4 winters).

Danger ratings Dmax and Dmorning

We created two subsets of data (Dmax and Dmorning), to accommodate the different ways avalanche danger

ratings are communicated in forecasts and stored in databases, and to ascertain that no bias was introduced

by these differences.

We defined Dmax as the highest danger rating valid during a forecast period, regardless whether this was

the only rating provided, whether this was for a first or second time-step, or whether it corresponded to a

difference in danger level by elevation. It is of note, that Dmax is sometimes only valid for part of the day or

part of the elevation range.

In contrast, Dmorning refers to the maximum danger rating for the first of the two time steps, which in many

cases would be considered valid for the morning. Here, it is of note that exact time when a change occurs

is never provided in the published forecasts, and only categorically described within the danger description.

This was calculated for all forecast centers, except Lombardia (BOR), Liguria (LIG) and Kärnten (KAE),

where this information was not available.

A.2.4.3 Summary statistics

• Warning region-specific summary statistics

For each warning region, we calculated the proportion of forecasts issuing a specific danger level (i.e.

forecasts with danger level D = 4). Furthermore, for each warning region we calculated the surface

area, which we refer to as the size of a warning region, using the R-package raster (Hijmans, 2016)

and the maximum elevation (ArcGIS software). The latter is based on a 90×90 m digital elevation
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model (ESRI, 2017).

• Pairwise comparison of immediately neighboring warning regions

We compare the forecast danger level in two neighboring warning regions i and j by calculating the

difference in the forecast danger level ∆D for each day ∆D = Di − Dj for all days with Di ≥ 1 and

Dj ≥ 1, where D may refer to Dmax or Dmorning.

The proportion of days when the forecast danger levels agreed Pagree is then

Pagree = P (∆D = 0) =
N(∆D = 0)

N(∆D)
(A.1)

Pagree may be interpreted as an indicator of spatial correlation or measure of spatial continuity in

avalanche conditions.

For neighboring warning regions i and j, we calculated a bias ratio Bij similar to Wilks (2011, p. 310):

Bij =
N(∆D = 0) +N(∆D+)

N(∆D = 0) +N(∆D−)
(A.2)

where N(∆D+) is the number of days with the Di ≥ Dj and N(∆D−) the number of days with

Di ≤ Dj . Bij > 1 indicates region i having more frequently higher danger levels than region j, Bij = 1

indicates a perfectly balanced distribution, and Bij < 1 a skew towards more often higher danger levels

in region j compared to i. We tested whether the bias Bij was significantly unbalanced, by comparing

the observed distribution of the two outcomes (N(∆D+), N(∆D−)) to a random distribution using the

binomial test (R: binom.test, R Core Team (2017)). The resulting p-value depends on the deviation of

Bij from 1, and on the number of days N(∆D 6= 0). In general, bias values Bij < 0.95 or Bij > 1.05

were statistically significant (p < 0.05).

The distance between warning regions refers to the distance between the center points of the respec-

tive warning regions.

A.2.4.4 Sensitivity and correlation

We tested whether removing subsets of the data (for instance individual years), or using Dmorning compared

to Dmax influenced the rank order of the warning regions using the Spearman rank order correlation coeffi-

cient ρ. Similarly, we used ρ to explore whether the frequency a specific danger level was issued correlated

with differences in the size (∆size) or in the maximum elevation (∆elevation) of two warning regions i and j.

We compared populations using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Wilks, 2011, p. 159-163). We consider p ≤

0.05 as significant.

A.2.5 Results

A.2.5.1 Forecast danger levels

Fig. A.4 summarizes the distribution of issued danger levels across the Alps during the four years (477

forecast days, 281 warning regions). Danger levels 2-Moderate and 3-Considerable are forecast about

80% of the time, regardless whether we consider the forecast danger level valid in the first time-step, often
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Figure A.4: Distribution of forecast danger levels, for a) Dmorning (danger level valid during first time-step) and b) Dmax

(highest danger level). Mean values are shown for all the warning regions in the Alps taken together.

corresponding to the situation in the morning (Dmorning; Fig. A.4a), or the highest danger level issued (Dmax;

Fig. A.4b). Particularly in spring situations, when avalanche hazard often increases with day-time warming,

the afternoon rating is higher than the morning one; hence these two distributions differ significantly (p <

0.01). However, as often the results obtained using Dmax and Dmorning were very similar, in the following we

only present results if these differed significantly.

In order to address research questions 1 and 2, we explore agreement and bias, the proportion of forecasts

at the upper and lower end of the EADS, and the proportion of changing danger ratings during the day.

Additionally, we explore the influence of the size of the warning regions on the spatial variability in danger

ratings and on the proportion of forecasts with danger levels 4-High and 5-Very High. Finally, we present

two case studies to illustrate different aspects of these results in practical situations.

A.2.5.2 Comparing immediately neighboring warning regions: agreement and bias

The forecast danger level agreed in 83% of the cases (median Pagree) between two neighboring warning

regions.

Pagree was significantly higher when comparing warning regions within forecast center boundaries (91%,

interquartile range IQR 83 - 96%) compared to those across forecast center boundaries (63%, IQR 58 -

70%, p < 0.001), or across national borders (62%, IQR 58 - 66%, p < 0.001). The latter values were

not significantly different. Exploring the agreement rate graphically on a map by emphasizing borders with

Pagree ≤ 80% essentially captures almost all forecast center boundaries and comparably few boundaries

within forecast center domains (Fig. A.5). This result is confirmed when using only a subset of the warning

region pairs, with ∆elevation < 250 m and the size of the larger region being less than 1.5 times the size of the

smaller region (Fig. A.6). For this subset, the median agreement Pagree is about 30% lower across forecast

center boundaries, than within those (Pagree(same forecast center) = 93%, Pagree(different forecast center)

= 63%, p < 0.001, Fig. A.6). Even when removing the data of the forecast centers in Switzerland (SWI),

Trentino (TRE) and Valle d’Aosta (VDA), with median Pagree values of 95%, the difference remains highly
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Figure A.6: Boxplot showing the agreement rate (Pagree) for neighboring warning region pairs (a) within and (b) across

forecast center boundaries, stratified by the distance between the center points of warning regions, with similar maximum

elevation (∆ elevation < 250 m) and size (the size of the larger warning region is less than 1.5 times the size of the

smaller warning region; N(within) = 108, N(across) = 37). The dashed line represents Pagree when randomly drawing

10’000 danger levels for neighboring warning regions using the distributions shown in Fig. A.4. The Boxplots show the

median (bold line), the interquartile range (boxes), 1.5 times the interquartile range (whiskers) and outliers outside this

range (dots).

significant (Pagree(within forecast center domain) = 87%, Pagree(across forecast center domains) = 63%, p <

0.001).
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Similar results are noted for the special case of the three forecast centers in the Italian region of Lombardia

(BOR, LIV, LOM). For these partially overlapping warning regions Pagree was 63%, and thus similar to Pagree

across national borders or forecast centers neighboring each other.

Within the boundaries of forecast centers, there was a weak, but significant correlation between Pagree and

differences in the elevation of two neighboring regions (ρ = -0.36, p < 0.001), with larger differences in

elevation corresponding to a lower agreement rate. There was also a weak correlation between Pagree and

differences in the size of the warning regions (ρ = -0.24, p < 0.001), where agreement increases as the size

difference between warning regions decreases.

Within forecast center domains, the bias ratio Bij correlated weakly with differences in the size (ρ = -0.37,

p < 0.01) and elevation (ρ = -0.21, p < 0.01), indicating that generally the forecast danger level increased

with elevation, but also with the size of the warning region. For the warning regions pairs shown in Fig. A.6,

a significant bias existed in 76% of the pairs across forecast center boundaries, compared to 51% within

those boundaries.

Compared to warning regions in neighboring forecast centers, the forecast centers Niederösterreich (NIE),

Switzerland (SWI) and Bayern (BAY) had the lowest median bias ratios (Bij ≤ 0.84), indicating that lower

danger levels were used more frequently. This is in contrast to Lombardia (LOM), Briançon (BRI) and

Salzburg (SAL) with median bias ratios Bij ≥ 1.19. For days and regions where danger levels differed, this

corresponded to Dmax being lower on more than two thirds of the pairwise-comparisons for Niederösterreich

(NIE), Switzerland (SWI) and Bayern (BAY), and similarly for Lombardia (LOM), Briançon (BRI) and Salzburg

(SAL) with more than 60% of forecasts with ∆D 6= 0 being higher.

A.2.5.3 Very critical avalanche conditions D ≥ 4-High

Danger level 5-Very High was rarely forecast (less than 0.1% of days and regions, mostly during 2013/2014

in the southern part of the Alps; Fig. A.4). Therefore, we explore forecasts with a very critical avalanche

situation (D = 4-High) or a disaster situation (D = 5-Very High) combined. For a specific warning region,

the proportion of forecasts with very critical conditions is

Pv.crit =
N(D ≥ 4)

N
(A.3)

where N is the number of forecasts.

Forecasts with forecast danger levels 4-High or 5-Very High were generally rare (median 2.5%, IQR: 1.1

- 4%, Fig. A.7a), but were considerably more frequently forecast in the warning regions belonging to

the four forecast centers in France (Briançon (BRI), Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Chamonix (CHX), Greno-

ble (GRE)) and the Italian forecast centers Piemonte (PIE) and Lombardia (LOM). Visually exploring spatial

patterns (Fig. A.7a) shows several forecast center borders which coincide with large gradients in Pv.crit val-

ues. These differences are most obvious when comparing Switzerland (SWI) with its neighbors Chamonix

(CHX), Piemonte (PIE), Lombardia (LOM) and Tirol (TIR), where two (or more) classes difference often

occur. In contrast, and with some exceptions, comparably similar values can be noted in many of the fore-

cast centers in Austria, Germany, Switzerland and the Italian provinces and regions of Valle d’Aosta (VDA),

Bozen-Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ) and Trentino (TRE). Variations are also confirmed, when consid-
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Figure A.7: Map showing the European Alps with (a) the proportion of days with forecast very critical conditions (Pv.crit,

Dmax ≥ 4) and (b) with a forecast danger level 1 (Pfavor, Dmax = 1). The color shading of the individual warning regions

(white borders) corresponds to the values of Pv.crit and Pfavor, respectively. Forecast centers are labeled according to

Table A.2 and marked with dark grey polygon borders, national borders with black lines. To visualize the (at least

partially) overlapping forecast regions in the Italian region of Lombardia, LIV is superposed onto parts of LOM, while

BOR is placed as inset to the south of LOM. Thresholds for the color classes were defined using the Fisher-Jenks

algorithm minimizing within-class variation (Slocum et al. (2005); R-package classInt Bivand (2017)).
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ering only warning regions with a maximum elevation greater than 2500 m (N = 222). Median values for

warning regions in Bozen-Südtirol/Bolzano-Alto Adige (BOZ), Switzerland (SWI), Vorarlberg (VOR), Valle

d’Aosta (VDA) and Salzburg (SAL) (1.6%-2.3%) are significantly lower than those for Friuli Venezia Giulia

(FRI), Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Piemonte (PIE), Grenoble (GRE) and Briançon (BRI) (7.6%-12%). This can

be partly attributed to more frequent occurrence of multi-day continuous periods with D ≥ 4-High. Extended

periods with D ≥ 4 were comparably frequent in Briançon (BRI) or Piemonte (PIE) (more than 17% of these

periods had a length of ≥ 3 days), compared to Switzerland (SWI) and Chamonix (CHX) (≥ 3 days: 4%).

Pv.crit in Briançon (BRI) was in many cases two or three classes higher compared to its immediate neighbors

in Italy (Piemonte (PIE), Liguria (LIG)), but also those in France (Bourg-St-Maurice (BSM), Grenoble (GRE)).

The twelve regions with the highest Pv.crit were clustered in the southwest of the Alps (9 in Briançon (BRI), 2

in Piemonte (PIE) and 1 in Grenoble (GRE), Pv.crit ≥ 9.8%, max = 15.3%).

Pv.crit correlated very weakly with maximum elevation of a warning region (ρ = 0.19, p < 0.01). This correla-

tion, however, was much stronger when exploring the proportion of days with D ≥ 3-Considerable (ρ = 0.7,

but also for D = 3 by itself (ρ = 0.72; see also the supplement appended to this publication, p. 120).

A.2.5.4 Generally favorable avalanche situation D = 1-Low

The proportion of days with a generally favorable avalanche situation Pfavor is

Pfavor =
N(D = 1)

N
. (A.4)

Median Pfavor across the Alps was 5.3% (IQR: 3.4 - 13.8%), with two regions in Niederösterreich (NIE)

having more than 50% of the forecasts with D = 1-Low. The northern, southern and eastern rim of the

Alps, generally regions with lower elevation (Fig. A.3b), often have a larger proportion of days with favorable

conditions (Fig. A.7b). For regions with higher elevations, this proportion is lowest. This is also confirmed

when correlating the maximum elevation of each warning region with Pfavor (ρ = -0.75). In contrast, the

correlation between Pfavor and the size of the warning regions is much weaker (ρ = -0.26, p < 0.001).

Another obvious difference was the strong gradient between the eastern-most regions, where more than

one third of the forecast period had generally favorable conditions, and those in the western and central

parts of the Alps with comparably low values of Pfavor.

A.2.5.5 Elevational gradients and temporal changes within forecast period

Different approaches are used to communicate elevational gradients in danger ratings. Forecast centers

issuing two ratings - mostly in France, Austria and Bayern (BAY) - seldom indicated the highest hazard at

lower elevations. This is in line with the correlations observed between the maximum elevation of a warning

region and Pv.crit (or Pfavor). The same danger rating was issued for all elevations by French forecast centers

in two thirds of the forecasts, compared to 60% of the forecasts with an elevational gradient in Tirol (TIR)

(Tab. A.4).

All forecast centers, which were technically able to graphically communicate changes in danger level during

the forecast period used this option. Most frequently, forecasts indicated no change during the forecast
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Table A.4: Elevational differences in danger rating with De1, the danger level above an indicated level, and De2, the

danger rating below this elevation level. Example distributions are provided for some forecast centers.

forecast center De1 > De2 De1 = De2 De1 < De2

BRI, BSM, CHX, GRE 32% 67% 0.9%

BAY 45% 48% 7.2%

TIR 60% 35% 4.6%

Table A.5: Temporal differences in danger rating within forecast period with Dt1, the danger rating valid for the first time

step, and Dt2, for the second time-step. Example distributions are provided for some forecast centers.

forecast center Dt1 > Dt2 Dt1 = Dt2 Dt1 < Dt2

NIE, OBE 0% 95% 5%

VOR 13% 61% 26%

LOM 6% 72% 22%

FRI, PIE 0.2% 74% 25%

SWI 0% 87% 13%*

BRI, BSM, CHX, GRE 0.9% 84% 15%

*Switzerland: the proportion of changing danger ratings

which were exclusively communicated in the danger

description was 2.7%.

period (median 83%). Increasing danger levels (Dt2 > Dt1) were communicated regularly by all the forecast

centers (median 16%). However, the frequency varied considerably, between 26% in Vorarlberg (VOR) and

less than 10% in Niederösterreich (NIE) and Oberösterreich (OBE, Tab. A.5). Of particular note is Switzer-

land (SWI), the only warning service where increases in danger rating related to dry-snow avalanches were

communicated exclusively in the textual danger description. A decrease in danger level during the forecast

period was very rarely indicated (median 0.3%). Some forecast centers like Switzerland (SWI) never used

this option. Notable exceptions were the forecasts by Vorarlberg (VOR) and Lombardia (LOM), where more

than 6% of the forecasts indicated a decreasing danger rating within the forecast period.

A.2.5.6 Size of the warning regions, Pv.crit and spatial variation in danger level

Varying spatial scales and approaches are used to produce the forecast, and communicate a danger level.

One of these approaches relies on a comparably fine spatial resolution of the warning regions in the bulletin

production process, as is the case in Valle d’Aosta (VDA, Italy), Switzerland (SWI) and Trentino (TRE).

The forecast center VDA uses 26 warning regions (median size 130 km2, Tab. A.2, Fig. A.3). Each of these

regions belongs to one of four larger snow-climate regions (median size 815 km2, Burelli et al. (2016, p. 27)).

In Switzerland, the forecaster aggregates the 117 warning regions in the Swiss Alps (median size 180 km2)

to (generally) three to five regions with the same danger description (with an average size per aggregated
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Table A.6: Variability in danger ratings and the proportion of forecasts with danger levels 4-High or 5-Very High (Pv.crit)

assuming different aggregation levels as the given spatial resolution for danger level communication. The aggregation

level none indicates the currently used spatial resolution. The aggregated median size and number (N) of regions within

the forecast domain are indicated. Pv.crit(max) assumes the communication of the highest danger rating per region, and

Pv.crit(mean) the spatially most relevant danger rating.

forecast center aggregation size (km2) N 1 rating 2 ratings ≥ 3 ratings Pv.crit(max) Pv.crit(mean)

VDA none 130 26 100% - - 2.3% 2.3%

first-order 815 4 83% 17% 0.3% 3.7% 2.3%

second-order∗ 3300 1 56% 39% 5% 6.8% 0.7%

SWI none 180 117 100% - - 1.3% 1.3%

first-order 740 35 85% 15% 0.3% 1.6% 1.3%

second-order 1740 17 71% 28% 1.1% 2.3% 1.3%

third-order 3260 7 53% 44% 2.9% 3.1% 1%
∗ - considering the entire VDA forecast domain as one region

region of 5000 - 7000 km2; Ruesch et al., 2013; Techel and Schweizer, 2017). Similar to VDA, each of

the Swiss warning regions can be linked to a higher-order spatial hierarchy (SLF, 2015, p. 41)3. In either

case, these predefined regional aggregations are not of great importance anymore in the communication

of a regional danger level, due to the flexibility in which the forecaster can assign danger ratings to regions

(VDA) or aggregate regions (SWI). However, here we use these spatial hierarchy-levels - three for VDA and

four for SWI4 - to explore the variability of the forecast danger level within regions of increasing size and the

potential implication on summary statistics like the proportion of the most critical forecasts (Pv.crit).

As shown in Tab. A.6, the larger a region, the higher the variability within these regions (more than one

danger level forecast). In other words, a forecaster would not have been able to communicate the spatial

variability in danger levels without describing these in text form if warning regions were five times larger

(about 800 km2, corresponding to the median size in Niederösterreich (NIE) or in France) in about 15% of

the forecasts, as compared to the currently implemented spatial resolution. Assuming even larger warning

regions at the communication level, 3300 km2, for instance when considering VDA as one single region, or

the seven snow-climate regions in SWI, and communicating a single danger rating only, would have resulted

in about half of the forecasts not reflecting the spatial variability within the respective region.

This shows that variations in the expected avalanche hazard at spatial scales lower than the size of the

spatial units used in the production and communication of the forecast are to be expected, particularly

if regions are large. In these situations, a forecaster must decide whether to communicate the highest

expected danger level, regardless of its spatial extent, or the danger level representative for the largest

part of a region. Note that currently the EADS lacks a definition in that respect. Taking the proportion of

forecasts with very critical conditions Pv.crit shows that communicating the highest danger level within a region

3As an example, the warning region «1121 - Freiburger Alpen» belongs at its highest hierarchy level to the snow-climate region «1

- western part of the Northern flank of the Alps».
4no higher hierarchy exists for the warning regions in TRE
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Pv.crit(max) increases the absolute values of Pv.crit (Tab. A.6). Communicating the spatially most widespread

danger rating instead (Pv.crit(mean)), has relatively little influence for smaller regions, but reduces Pv.crit values

significantly for the largest-size regions (Tab. A.6).

At the current spatial resolution, Pv.crit values for SWI and VDA are comparable, particularly along their joint

border (Fig. A.7a). However, Pv.crit(max) values at the first-order aggregation are already considerably higher

for VDA, and rather similar to those in neighboring warning regions in Chamonix (CHX), Bourg-St-Maurice

(BSM) or Piemonte (PIE).

A.2.5.7 Case studies

To make the results more tangible, we present two case studies (Fig. A.8):

The Silvretta mountain range, at the border between Austria (Vorarlberg (VOR) and Tirol (TIR)) in the North

and Switzerland (SWI) in the South (Fig. A.8a) is split into six warning regions, all including Silvretta, and/or

Samnaun in their region name. These have similar maximum elevations (between 3200 and 3340 m), but

differ in size (SWI ≤ 180 km2, TIR 490 km2). According to Schwarb et al. (2001), there is a precipitation

gradient during the three winter months December to February with total precipitation amounts decreasing

from about 250 - 300 mm (in VOR) to about 150 - 200 mm in the Eastern most regions in TIR.

The agreement rate is high between the Swiss Silvretta regions (93%), but considerably lower across fore-

cast center boundaries (SWI - TIR 73%, SWI - VOR 64%). Note further, that between the Swiss Silvretta

and Samnaun Pagree equals 100%. Additionally, there is a significant bias present between SWI and its two

Austrian neighbors (p < 0.001), with the danger level in Switzerland being lower more often than higher. In

contrast, despite a low agreement rate (67%) there is no significant bias between TIR and VOR, implying

that differences in forecast avalanche danger are balanced. Note further, that Pagree between VOR and its

neighbors in SWI or TIR is 5 to 10% higher when considering Dmorning rather than Dmax. Danger level 4

was least often forecast in the Swiss warning regions (Pv.crit < 1.2%) and most often in the largest of the

VOR

SWI

SWI

SWI

TIR

a) Silvretta − Samnaun (SWI, TIR, VOR)

LOM

SWI

SWI

SWI

b) Moesano (SWI) − Retiche Occidentali (LOM) − Bregaglia (SWI)

67%

65%
64%

73%

100%
93%

56%

47% 59%

Figure A.8: Example regions: a) Silvretta mountain range with the Silvretta warning regions in Vorarlberg (VOR) and

Tirol (TIR) and three Swiss warning regions (SWI, from west to east: Western Silvretta, Eastern Silvretta and Samnaun).

b) the Rhetiche Occidentali warning region (forecast center Lombardia (LOM)) and the three Swiss warning regions Alto

Moesano, Basso Moeasano and Bregaglia. Here, the main Alpine divide runs right to the north of the dark-colored

regions. - The percentage values show the agreement rate between warning regions (Dmax). The maps show an area

of 83 by 45 km. The location of these two example regions in the Alps is marked in Fig. A.5.
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five regions, in Tirol (4.7%). In comparison, D = 1 was forecast between 2.4% in Tirol and 4.7% in the two

western-most regions in Vorarlberg and Switzerland.

Turning to a location south of the main Alpine divide, where the Italian Retiche occidentale warning region

in Lombardia (LOM, size 510 km2, elevation 3200 m) lies embedded between three Swiss warning regions

(SWI, size 120 - 370 km2, elevation 2900 - 3300 m). It is an area, which receives most precipitation from

southerly air currents. Winter precipitation is generally more abundant in the Southwest (200 - 250 mm)

compared to the North and East of these regions (150 - 200 mm, Schwarb et al., 2001). This pattern is

more pronounced in spring (March - May). The agreement rate between the three Swiss warning regions

was between 79% and 90%, despite them being sometimes separated by the Lombardian warning region.

The agreement rate between the Swiss and Lombardian region ranged between 47% and 59%. The bias

was very pronounced with Swiss forecasts often being lower than the ones in LOM (p < 0.001). This also

shows when comparing Pv.crit (Pv.crit(LOM) = 5.2% vs. Pv.crit(SWI) < 1.2%) or Pfavor (Pfavor(LOM) = 1.8% vs.

Pfavor(SWI) > 3.8%).

A.2.6 Discussion

We explored spatial consistency and bias using published forecast avalanche danger levels by using a

comparably large number of real forecasts rather than a small number of hypothetical scenarios, as in the

experiment conducted by Lazar et al. (2016). However, using actual forecasts in such a diverse setting as

the European Alps, comes at the cost of many confounding factors. Differences between forecast centers

in the forecast production and danger level communication required us to make some assumptions prior to

data analysis.

In this discussion, we first summarize the main quantitative findings, which we then put into perspective

given the data and our methodology. Furthermore, we discuss sources for inconsistencies and bias and

potential implications to forecast users.

The main results are:

• The agreement rate Pagree was significantly lower across national and forecast center boundaries

(about 60%), compared to within forecast center boundaries (about 90%, Figures A.5 and A.6).

• Significant bias was often observed across national and forecast center boundaries, with several fore-

cast centers showing systematic differences towards lower (or higher) danger levels than their neigh-

bors.

• The proportion of forecasts with danger levels 4-High and 5-Very High showed considerable spatial

variability (Fig. A.7a), with pronounced differences across some forecast center boundaries, and was

influenced by the size of warning regions.

A.2.6.1 Dataset: four winter seasons

We explored avalanche forecasts published during four winter seasons (477 forecast days). These included

the 2011/2012 winter with extended periods of heavy snowfalls affecting particularly the regions north of the
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main Alpine Divide (Northern French Alps, large parts of Switzerland and Austria, Bavarian Alps; Coléou,

2012; ÖLWD, 2012; Techel et al., 2013), but also the 2013/2014 winter, which was one of the snowiest

winters on record in the Southern Alps (Italy, southern parts of Switzerland; Goetz, 2014; ÖLWD, 2014;

Techel et al., 2015a; Valt and Cianfarra, 2014). These two winters, or removing one of them during data

analysis, had an effect particularly on the absolute values of the proportion of forecasts with D ≥4 (Pv.crit),

while the overall rank order remained comparably similar, regardless of which subset was analyzed (see also

the supplement appended to this publication, p. A.2). Removing individual winters also had no significant

influence on the agreement rate (Pagree) or bias (Bij) between neighboring warning regions. By comparing

with long-term statistics of forecast danger levels (e.g. France, Switzerland, Steiermark; Mansiot, 2016;

Techel et al., 2013; Zenkl, 2016), we conclude that our data are generally representative and the four years

analyzed cover a typical range of conditions encountered in the European Alps.

A.2.6.2 Methodology

Danger levels were communicated in different ways in the forecasts. Therefore, we generalized by defining

two data subsets which could be applied to most forecast products: Dmax, describing the highest danger

rating within a forecast period, valid for (part of) the day and the most exposed elevations, and Dmorning,

where we assumed that time step 1 generally referred to the morning, and time step 2 to the afternoon.

Using Dmax or Dmorning for analysis influenced absolute values of Pv.crit, but less the rank order, and had little

influence on Pagree or Bij .

We introduced Pagree as a measure of spatial consistency (or correlation). As shown in Fig. A.4, on four of

five days D = 2 or D = 3 were forecast. Thus, by chance alone, a minimal agreement rate can be expected.

We estimated this minimal agreement rate by simulating 10,000 danger levels for two neighboring regions

using the danger level distributions shown in Fig. A.4. Doing so we obtained values of Pagree = 40% for

Dmax and Pagree = 36% for Dmorning. Thus, levels of agreement reported in this paper, and in any future work,

should be compared with a minimal agreement rate based on realistic values derived from observed danger

level distributions.

Similarly, total agreement (Pagree = 100%) between neighboring regions implies that subdivisions may be

superfluous. Nonetheless, we found 100% agreement for a total of 14 warning region pairs in Switzerland,

Italy and Austria. To confirm whether this agreement indicates regions which could be merged would re-

quire further investigation as to, for example, the nature of typical avalanche problems found, and not only

the forecast danger levels.

The spatial resolution of the warning regions (Tab. A.2, Fig. A.3a), and how these are used in the commu-

nication of the forecasts, varied greatly between forecast centers. As we have shown for the forecasts in

Switzerland (SWI) and Valle d’Aosta (VDA), this may in turn influence the danger rating communicated to

the public. As a consequence, it has an impact on all summary statistics, most notably Pv.crit and Bij .

We explored a mix of forecasts for the day of publication, the following day, or even the day after. However,

forecast accuracy generally decreases with lead time (Jamieson et al., 2008; Statham et al., 2018b). Fore-

cast accuracy may also vary within forecast center domains, as shown by Techel and Schweizer (2017) for

the case of Switzerland. We suspect that these may affect primarily the agreement rate Pagree, except if the
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forecast bias differs temporally or spatially.

Within forecast center domains, differences in the frequency of the danger levels, the agreement rate Pagree,

or the bias Bij may indicate differences in snow avalanche climate. In all other situations, that is to say

when looking at differences between forecast centers, operational constraints must be considered as much

as snow-climate, when exploring consistency and bias.

A.2.6.3 Understanding differences between avalanche warning regions

Our aims in exploring spatial consistency and bias were threefold: firstly to investigate whether differences

existed between forecasting centers, secondly to understand potential factors influencing these biases, and

finally to consider the influence of these biases on forecast users. Our results clearly demonstrate that spa-

tial inconsistencies and biases exist, above all across forecast center boundaries. In the following we briefly

discuss three possible reasons for such differences, two of which suggest limitations in current forecasting

approaches.

The size of the warning regions differed considerably between forecast centers (Fig. A.3, Tab. A.2) and had

an impact on the issued danger level in general, particularly on Pv.crit. Coarser spatial resolutions of warning

regions lead not only to more forecasts with higher danger levels, but also increase variability within warning

regions. Such variability cannot be captured with a single value and thus, though it may be expressed within

the forecast text, is ignored by our approach. Since differences in warning region size were correlated with

both bias and agreement rate, we recommend exploring whether more heterogeneous warning regions -

from an avalanche winter regime perspective - might be divided into smaller ones to reduce such bias. We

also found correlations between avalanche danger levels, bias, agreement rate and elevation. While higher

elevations and higher avalanche dangers are often associated with one another, we suggest the relationship

between bias and elevation may result from different ways of communicating avalanche danger for a warning

region. In particular, the EADS does not specify whether the highest, or the spatially most representative

danger level should be communicated for a warning region. We therefore suggest that the EAWS consider

whether being more specific in defining how avalanche danger should be assigned to a warning region may

reduce bias.

This lack of specificity in the EADS with respect to avalanche danger is an example of potential differences

in the application of the EADS in different forecast centers, which may in turn explain some aspects of in-

consistency and bias. Simply put, forecasters must assign a categorical value to a complex forecast, which

typically also contains uncertainty. This assignment of an avalanche danger level is not only influenced by

conditions, but may also emerge from cultural differences in forecasting practices (McClung, 2000; Greene

et al., 2006; Lazar et al., 2016) and explicit or implicit internalization by forecasters of the use and impli-

cation of danger levels by local, regional and national risk management authorities. The need to increase

consistency in the application of the EADS has been recognized. Efforts made by the EAWS include im-

provements in the EAWS matrix, a tool assisting forecasters in assigning danger levels (Müller et al., 2016;

EAWS, 2017b) and the provision of clear definitions of key contributing factors, such as the distribution of

dangerous locations and the likelihood of avalanche release. Nonetheless, it is important to recognize that

even if the EAWS strive to harmonize practices and production, externalities such as the consequences of
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danger levels for users, and the perception of forecasters of this impact, may alter the homogeneity of the

product. Furthermore, as observed by LaChapelle (1980) and summarized very recently by Statham et al.

(2018a), avalanche forecasts are produced by a forecaster making subjective judgments based on the avail-

able data and evidence. Reducing these forecasts to a categorical value neither removes the subjectivity in

the process nor does it allow the forecaster to communicate uncertainty.

A third possible reason for differences between warning regions lies not in bias or inconsistency in the use of

the EADS, but rather in real differences in the avalanche winter regime (Haegeli and McClung, 2007). Many

of the warning region boundaries, especially along national borders, follow the main Alpine divide, which

also serves as a main weather divide. Where large differences in avalanche winter regime are observed, a

lower correlation in danger ratings would therefore be expected. However, we relied exclusively on forecast

danger levels and cannot compare the agreement rate or bias with differences in avalanche winter regime.

This is an important limitation in our study. Incorporating avalanche winter regimes in this study, and/or typi-

cal avalanche problems - if these were used consistently, would clearly be beneficial for the interpretation of

our findings. Such an analysis would require, besides meteorological data, a common database containing

snow structure and avalanche information for the entire Alpine mountain range, as already exists for the US

and Canada (Mock and Birkeland, 2000; Haegeli and McClung, 2007; Shandro and Haegeli, 2018).

A.2.6.4 Inconsistencies: implications for forecast users

A final key question is the implications of the potential spatial inconsistencies and biases in the use of

danger levels for forecast users. Even though there may be good reasons for such differences, such as the

difference in size of warning regions and therefore a need to communicate different information, users are

unlikely to appreciate or understand such nuances.

Regional avalanche forecasts are considered an important source of information for backcountry users,

particularly during the planning stage, but also on the day of the tour (Winkler and Techel, 2014; LWD

Steiermark, 2015; Baker and McGee, 2016). A key advantage of the introduction of the EADS in 1993 was

seen as the provision of consistent information across the European Alps (Meister, 1995). Forecast danger

level has been shown to be the part of the forecast most known and used in the Alps (Winkler and Techel,

2014; LWD Steiermark, 2015; Procter et al., 2014), influencing backcountry destinations (Techel et al.,

2015b) and local decision-making by recreationists (Furman et al., 2010). Many users of avalanche forecasts

are typically active within warning regions where forecasts are produced by a single regional avalanche

forecast center (e.g. in Voralberg (VOR) or Tirol (TIR)). Such users are likely to become accustomed and

calibrated to «their» forecast. Thus, issues are likely to arise when users travel from one forecast center

domain to another. For instance, a frequent user of French forecasts traveling to Switzerland may experience

some Swiss forecasts with D = 3 as a missed alarm, while the opposite may happen when a Swiss user

recreates in France. In both cases this reduces the credibility of the forecasts, as they are perceived to be

less accurate (Williams, 1980). We suggest that harmonization efforts should therefore focus not only on the

product - an avalanche forecast - but how this product is used and interpreted by different users and their

requirements (Murphy, 1993).
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A.2.7 Conclusions

In this study, we explored the avalanche forecast products, and specifically the forecast danger level during

four years with 477 forecast days from 23 forecast centers in the European Alps. For the first time,

• (i) we qualitatively described the operational constraints in the production and communication of dan-

ger level in avalanche forecast products in the Alps,

• (ii) we developed a methodology to explore spatial consistency and bias in avalanche forecasts,

• (iii) we quantified spatial consistency and bias in forecast danger levels, given operational constraints

and the selected methods, and

• (iv) we discuss the implications of spatial consistency and bias for forecasting and forecast users.

We noted considerable differences in the operational constraints associated with forecast products. Most no-

tably the spatial resolution of the warning regions underlying the forecasts had an impact on biases observed

and the agreement rate, but also limits at what spatial scale a regional danger level can be communicated

in map products. Furthermore, we detected discrepancies in the use of the higher danger levels, as well as

a comparably large proportion of forecasts with different danger levels across forecast center boundaries.

These findings indicate a need to further harmonize the production process and communication of avalanche

forecast products, not just across the Alps but throughout Europe. Harmonization should consider

• (i) similar approaches regarding the size of warning regions and their aggregation, with a preference

towards using a finer spatial resolution,

• (ii) focusing not only on forecast products, but also user requirements, and

• (iii) the consistent use of EADS by incorporating the EAWS-Matrix, and further developments, and

developing a consistent workflow, similar to the approach suggested by Statham et al. (2018a) into the

production process.

To carry out our study we had to collect and harmonize data across the Alps. We recommend a development

of a centralized system for collecting data, which would enable further studies of forecast properties in the

future.

Data availability: The data will be made freely available on the data portal www.enividat.ch.
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A.2.8 Supplements

Supplement S1: critical avalanche conditions D = 3

The proportion of days with a critical avalanche situation, corresponding to a forecast danger level 3-

Considerable (PD=3), is

PD = 3 =
N(D = 3)

N
(A.5)

The median PD=3 was 38% (Dmorning, IQR: 29-43%) and 44% (Dmax, IQR: 34 - 50%). Although large varia-

tions exist across the Alps, visual inspection of the map shown in Fig. A.9a shows only moderate discrep-

ancies across forecast center boundaries. Differences in PD=3 may be explained largely with the maximum

elevation of a warning region: a strong and highly significant correlation was observed (ρ > 0.7, p < 0.001),

regardless whether this was explored for Dmorning (Fig. A.9b) or Dmax. In contrast, a very weak, though sig-

nificant negative correlation was observed between PD=3 and the size of the warning regions (sign negative,

|ρ| > 0.16, p < 0.01).

The median length of the longest period with consecutive forecasts with D = 3 per winter (LD=3) was 11 days

(Dmorning, IQR 8-16 days) and 12 days (Dmax, IQR 8.5-16.5 days). LD=3 correlates strongly with elevation

(ρ > 0.62, p < 0.001, Figure A.9c) and correlates negatively with the size of the warning region (|ρ| < 0.25,

p < 0.001). The 10% of the regions with the longest continuous periods with D =3 lie mostly in Switzerland

(SWI), Tirol (TIR) and Valle d’Aosta (VDA). Furthermore, the six regions with the highest LD=3 values (LD=3

> 27) are those immediately surrounding the Swiss forecast center in Davos. Despite PD=3 values being

similar in France to some regions in Switzerland, values for LD=3 tend to be lower as these periods are more

frequently interrupted by one or several days with D≥4 in France.

Supplement S2: Sensitivity analysis - removing individual years from the data set

Danger level D ≥ 4:

Using Dmorning instead of Dmax decreased Pv.crit (median change from 2.5% to 2.1%), but resulted in more or

less the same order of the warning regions (ρ = 0.94), and the same regions with the highest values (Pv.crit ≥

7%, max = 12.2%). For the warning region with the highest values of Pv.crit, using Dmorning rather than Dmax,

resulted sometimes in markedly lower values (∆Pv.crit 1 to 3%), with especially large differences observed in

Piemonte (PIE, ∆Pv.crit = 4.7%).

Removing the winter 2013/2014 from the data set had the greatest impact on both the absolute values of

Pv.crit as well as the rank order. The largest changes in Pv.crit were noted when comparing a data set exclud-

ing 2013/2014 and one excluding 2011/2012 (ρ = 0.59). However, six of the ten regions with the highest

values of Pv.crit remained the same even for those subsets (all belonging to Briançon (BRI)).
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Figure A.9: a) Map showing the proportion of days with a forecast danger level 3 (PD=3 shown for Dmorning). The color

shading of the individual warning regions (white borders) corresponds to the proportion of forecast days with D = 3.

Forecast centers are labeled according to Tab. A.2 (p. 100) and are marked with dark grey polygon borders. National

borders are highlighted with black lines. To visualize the (at least partially) overlapping forecast regions in the Italian

region of Lombardia, LIV is superposed onto parts of LOM. The inset scatterplots show the relationship between (b) the

proportion of forecasts with D = 3 (or D ≥ 3) and (c) the median length of the longest continuous period with D = 3.

Danger level D = 1:

Using Dmorning instead of Dmax resulted in a reduction of the number of forecasts with D = 1, but the rank

order of the warning regions changed only marginally (ρ = 0.90). The rank order correlation was most sensi-

tive to removing the 2011/2012 winter, and was lowest when comparing subsets of the data either excluding

the 2011/2012 or the 2013/2014 winter. However, even then the correlation was strong (ρ = 0.80).

Danger level D = 3:

The rank order correlations were most sensitive to removing the 2013/2014 winter. However, even then the

correlations were generally strong or very strong (PD=3: ρ = 0.84, LD =3: ρ = 0.71).
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A.3 On using local avalanche danger level estimates for regional

forecast verification

Techel, F. and Schweizer, J.: On using local avalanche danger level estimates for regional forecast verifica-

tion. Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 2017, 144, 52 - 62, doi: 10.1016/j.coldregions.2017.07.012

Remark: Variable notation and the calculation of ∆D (Eqn. A.9, p. 129) in this version of the publication has been

adjusted to match the variable definitions in the Methods section of the Synthesis (Eqn. 4.4, p. 36 in Section 4.1.1).

Abstract

Operational verification of regional avalanche forecasts strongly relies on high quality field observations.

In addition, specifically trained and experienced observers may provide local danger level estimates - a

condensed, but subjective summary of current avalanche conditions. However, these estimates not only

reflect local rather than regional conditions, but may also be influenced by, for example, the observers’

personal experience and the ease of perceiving the hazard. We explored close to 10,000 local danger level

estimates reported by more than 100 trained observers to the national forecasting service in Switzerland.

Even at distances less than about 10 km, observers disagreed in their local estimate 22% of the time. Some

observers had a bias towards consistently higher or lower local estimates. The proportion correct when

comparing local estimates (nowcasts) with the regional forecasts was 76%. It varied considerably between

individual observers, but partly also among typical groups of observers (e.g. mountain guides, ski area

staff or avalanche forecasters). Taking into account the uncertainty in local estimates and the reporting bias

revealed a slightly lower agreement between local nowcast and regional forecast of 71%. These levels of

agreement seem rather low, but are in line with previous studies. We conclude that local nowcasts can

be used for forecast verification, but substantial uncertainty remains and the «true» avalanche danger level

remains unknown.

A.3.1 Introduction

In many snow-covered mountainous regions in Europe, North America and New Zealand regional avalanche

forecasts are issued to warn the public about the avalanche danger. These bulletins provide information

on the current and future state of the snowpack with regard to snow instability and snow structure, the

expected likelihood of avalanche triggering and the type and size of the expected avalanches, as well as the

likely triggering spots. The area covered by the forecasts strongly varies between several hundred square

kilometers, e.g. in Scotland, to more than 30,000 km2 in some regions in Canada (Bakermans et al., 2010).

The bulletins are typically issued in the afternoon or evening with a forecast for the following day (or days),

or in the morning. The regional avalanche danger is characterized by one of five danger levels according to

a five-level danger scale. Slightly different danger scales are used in Europe (e.g., Meister, 1995) and North

America (Statham et al., 2010), but both are essentially based on increasing release probability, increasing

frequency and size of avalanches, and increasing frequency of triggering spots with increasing danger level.
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The scale of a regional forecast is typically about 100 km2, or larger (Zenke, 2013) with a temporal resolution

of 6 to 24 hours, or more (Meister, 1995).

The forecast regional avalanche danger level (DRF) is the piece of information recreationists remember

best after having read the avalanche bulletin (e.g., Winkler and Techel, 2014). The danger level is also an

important parameter in decision support tools for winter back-country recreationists such as the Graphical

Reduction Method (Harvey et al., 2016) or the Avaluator (Haegeli, 2010). It clearly has an impact on the

number of people recreating in the backcountry suggesting that the warnings are effective (e.g., Techel et al.,

2015b). Jamieson et al. (2009) concluded that the forecast regional danger level correlated better with the

local danger rating, estimated following a day in the field, than any of the field observations made individually

during the day. These local ratings (or estimates) for the current day were on the scale of a small drainage

or a typical day of winter recreation, i.e. about 10 km2 (Jamieson et al., 2008); they referred to them as local

nowcasts.

In day-to-day public avalanche forecasting, the review of the past forecast is the starting point in the process

of preparing the future forecast. In particular, the avalanche danger level is reviewed. However, avalanche

danger cannot be measured and hence not be readily verified (Föhn and Schweizer, 1995; Schweizer et al.,

2003). In fact, the verification itself is considered an expert decision in hindsight as much as the assessment

in the field (local nowcast). Even if a danger rating is verified using all available information in hindsight, the

accuracy of the «verified» danger level may not be more than 90% (Schweizer and Föhn, 1996). The most

useful information for verification is the one directly related to snow instability: recent avalanches, signs

of instability (whumpfs of shooting cracks) or stability test results (McClung, 2002b). This so-called Class

I data are particularly useful to distinguish between the higher danger levels 3-Considerable and 4-High,

and the lower danger levels 2-Moderate and 1-Low. However, in day-to-day public forecasting this kind of

information is often either absent or not readily available due to lacking observations, and other less direct

information needs to be considered. Among those are current estimates of the local danger level (DLN) by

experienced observers (Brabec and Stucki, 1998; Engeset, 2013; Jamieson et al., 2009). In Switzerland,

the local danger level estimate is not only used to review the past regional danger level, but also to prepare

the future forecast (Suter et al., 2010).

An advantage of using locally estimated DLN is that a central target variable of an avalanche forecast -

the forecast regional danger level - can be reviewed with a similar type of variable - rather than using, for

example, avalanche occurrence data. However, challenges include differences in the spatio-temporal scale

- a regional forecast valid for the day vs. a local nowcast estimated at a certain time - and the subjective

nature of the local assessment. Even though DLN are subjective interpretations of encountered conditions,

they are considered fairly accurate estimates of the avalanche danger (Schweizer, 2010) and avalanche

forecasters in Switzerland consider the quality of the estimates by trained observers to be high (Techel

et al., 2016a). While situations exist when obvious signs clearly indicate a danger level 3-Considerable (or

higher) (Jamieson et al., 2009; Schweizer, 2010), these signs are often lacking. In these situations, when

instabilities are highly localized or a high triggering level is needed, McClung (2002a) argues that the human

perception of the avalanche hazard will be fair or poor - and consequently the local avalanche danger level

estimates may be less reliable.
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Our objective is therefore to assess the usefulness and reliability of local avalanche danger level estimates in

operational avalanche forecasting. We first analyze the variability in local danger level estimates by trained

and experienced observers. Then, we test individual observers and groups of observers for a bias. Finally,

we apply these findings to incorporate the uncertainty associated with local danger level estimates when

verifying the regional avalanche forecast.

A.3.2 Data

We analyze the local avalanche danger level estimates - termed «nowcasts» by Jamieson et al. (2008)

- and the forecast regional avalanche danger levels, which we both extracted from the Swiss operational

avalanche warning service database. Details on these data are given in the following two subsections.

A.3.2.1 Local avalanche danger level estimates (nowcast, DLN)

Observers of the Swiss avalanche warning service with sufficient experience and presence in avalanche

terrain provide an estimate of the avalanche danger level together with their observations. They use the

five-level European avalanche danger scale and in addition may indicate whether or not they expect natural

avalanches at danger level 3-Considerable. The observers are advised to integrate all available informa-

tion into their local estimate of the danger level (DLN), including not just the observations from the day of

observation, but also prior knowledge concerning the development of the snowpack during the winter or

information from third parties. To assure consistent and high quality feedback, all observers are regularly

trained.

The avalanche danger is assessed locally. The area considered is the area of observation during the day

in the backcountry or in the ski area, or the area that can be seen from the observation point in the valley

floor; this area is approximately 10 km2 (Jamieson et al., 2008) to 25 km2 (Meister, 1995). In addition to

estimating the danger level, the type of avalanche (dry- or wet-snow) is reported. The estimated danger level

for dry-snow slab avalanches should reflect the current situation and is therefore a local nowcast, while for

wet-snow avalanches the highest expected danger level during the day is reported. Furthermore, the slope

aspects and elevations where the danger is most pronounced (danger rose) are indicated by the observer.

We used local avalanche danger level estimates of current conditions reported between 11:00 and 22:00 of

that day. We considered all local danger estimates related to dry-snow avalanches in the Swiss Alps during

the nine winter seasons between 2008-2009 and 2016-2017. This resulted in 9,553 individual avalanche

danger estimates. These estimates were reported either via a website (IFKIS; Bründl et al., 2004, N =

1,774, 19%) or a mobile app (mAvalanche; Suter et al., 2010, N = 6,531, 68%). In addition, for observers

who did not report their field observations via IFKIS or mAvalanche , we screened the danger assessments

reported with snow profile observations (N = 1,248, 13%). Observations were not distributed evenly across

the Swiss Alps, with the most prominent cluster in the region of Davos (Fig. A.10) where the SLF and the

national avalanche warning service is located.

Even though the focus was on analyzing DLN estimates from the backcountry, we included DLN estimates

made by study-plot observers from the valley floor (N = 1,971, 55 different observers) or by observers
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Figure A.10: Map of Switzerland showing number of local danger level estimates per warning region (polygons colored

light-blue). The size of the dark-blue circles corresponds to the number of local danger level estimates DLN for each of

the 117 warning regions (total forecast area: 26,400 km2; nine winters, N = 9553). The national avalanche warning

service is located at SLF in Davos.

based in ski areas (N = 1,423, at least 15 different observers) during the day. In many cases, these

groups will rely on different observations when assessing the local avalanche danger. For instance, obvious

visual clues such as avalanche activity or blowing snow may be of high relevance to study-plot observers

without access to avalanche terrain, while ski area observers will additionally incorporate results obtained

through avalanche control by explosives. However, even though ski area observers partly work in avalanche

terrain, in many cases they are limited to frequently tracked and controlled terrain. Both, valley floor and ski

area observers are attached to a particular place, observing and reporting from the same warning region

throughout the winter. In contrast, SLF forecasters and researchers will often, but not always, combine a

field day with snow pit observations specifically targeting unstable areas, i.e. provide «roving» information

(Jamieson et al., 2008). Mountain guides, on the other hand, are responsible for their clients and may

put great emphasis on finding the best skiing in safe conditions. In our data set, mountain guides are the

spatially most flexible of the observer groups.

A.3.2.2 Regional avalanche danger level forecasts (forecast, DRF)

In Switzerland, the public bulletin is issued daily during winter by the avalanche warning service at SLF.

Publication frequency is twice per day during the main winter season: in the evening at 17:00 valid until

17:00 the following day, and updated the next morning at 08:00 valid until 17:00 the same day.
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Figure A.11: Map showing an extract of the Swiss avalanche bulletin published on the morning of 7 March 2016 (70 km

× 50 km). The components of the information pyramid (upper left) are highlighted for two regions (A and B) with the

same danger level (DRF = 3-Considerable, different orange shading), but a (partly) different distribution of the avalanche

prone locations, avalanche problems and danger description. In this study, we compared observers between warning

regions, where the elements 1 to 4 were either the same (e.g. within region A), or where the danger level differed (e.g.

between A and C, danger level in C: 2-Moderate). The individual warning regions (the polygons) are normally not visible

in the bulletin, but are shown to highlight the aggregation of several warning regions to one region with the same danger

rating (elements 1 to 4).

The Alpine warning region comprises an area of 26,400 km2, which is considered large according to the

classification by Jamieson et al. (2008). This area is divided into 117 sub-areas (hereafter called warning

regions) with a mean size of 225 km2 (Fig. A.10). While a danger level is given for the whole forecast area,

i.e. each of the 117 warning regions, the warning regions are not explicitly used in the avalanche bulletin,

since they are aggregated to larger areas with similar avalanche conditions (Ruesch et al., 2013; Winkler

et al., 2013).

The forecast includes information concerning the forecast regional avalanche danger level (DRF), the avalanche

problem(s), the slope aspects and elevations where the danger is most pronounced (danger rose) and the

danger description (Fig. A.11), which is a text describing the avalanche situation created by using a cata-

logue of phrases (Winkler and Kuhn, 2017). In addition, a text bulletin describing weather and snowpack

conditions and the trend for the following two days is issued.

For this analysis, we used the forecast regional danger level describing the dry-snow avalanche situation for

the same nine winter seasons mentioned above. Primarily, we used the morning forecast (DRF). Moreover,

to assess the difference in forecast performance between the evening forecast and the morning forecast, we

also used the danger level issued in the evening forecast.

The forecast danger level DRF for dry-snow avalanches was level 1-Low on 14% of the days and regions,
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level 2-Moderate on 44%, level 3-Considerable on 41% and level 4-High on 1%. Danger level 5-Very high

was not forecast during the study period.

A.3.3 Methods

A.3.3.1 Variations in local danger level estimates between observers

We analyzed the variations in local avalanche danger level estimates DLN between observers on the same

day at the scale of the smallest spatial unit used in the Swiss avalanche bulletin. Even though observers

report other descriptors of danger such as the avalanche problem or avalanche prone locations, we only

considered the danger level. An example is shown in Fig. A.12 where the estimates by observer A inside

the polygon with outlines in bold are compared to other nearby observers, first in the same warning region,

i.e. to observer B. Moreover, we included observer pairs at distances less than 10 km from each other,

but in adjacent warning regions with the same forecast danger level and the same danger description (pair

A-C in Fig. A.12, within region A in Fig. A.11). The latter restriction was introduced to ensure the greatest

possible consistency in avalanche conditions between neighboring warning regions. To quantify whether

variability increased with distance in forecast areas with the same danger, we compared observer estimates

at distances between 10 and 20 km (e.g. A-D in Fig. A.12), 20 and 30 km, and between 30 and 50 km

from each other. In addition, we compared observer estimates at distances less than 10 km (e.g. A-E in

Fig. A.12), and between 10 and 20 km, but between warning regions with a different danger level. The aim

of the latter analysis was to explore whether the boundary between regions of different danger level was

appropriate.

We calculated the difference in local danger level estimates between all above-mentioned observer pairs

using the integer values assigned to the five danger levels (1-Low, 2-Moderate, 3-Considerable, 4-High,

5-Very High) following the approach by Jamieson et al. (2008). The difference in the danger level estimate

of an observer i (DLN(i)) compared to other observers’ estimates (DLN(j), j=1,2,3,. . . n) is then

∆DLN = DLN(i)−DLN(j) (A.6)

If ∆DLN = 0, we called it an agreement, else a disagreement.

The proportion of disagreements (Pdisagree), which we refer to as the disagreement rate, for an observer i is

therefore the ratio of the number of disagreements N (∆DLN 6= 0) to the number of all comparisons between

i and other observers N (∆DLN):

Pdisagree(i) =
N(∆DLN 6= 0)

N(∆DLN)
, (A.7)

where N is simply a counting function.

To explore whether ∆DLN was equally often higher or lower or whether a bias existed for observer i com-

pared to others, we calculated a bias for each observer:

PLN(higher-lower)(i) =
N(∆DLN > 0)−N(∆DLN < 0)

N(∆DLN)
(A.8)

Furthermore, we explored whether a significant bias towards lower or higher disagreements existed. To this

end, we calculated the proportion of equally distributed disagreements (N (∆DLN > 0) = N (∆DLN < 0)),
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Figure A.12: Map showing an extract of 2000 km2 of the Swiss Alps (Swiss coordinates in m, 50 km x 40 km) with the

color corresponding to the forecast danger level (orange DRF = 3-Considerable and yellow DRF = 2-Moderate, forecast

issued in the morning of 7 March 2016, example corresponds to bulletin shown in Fig. A.11. The polygons denote the

individual warning regions. The polygon with outlines shown in bold is an exemplary warning region with the observer

pair combinations we explored.

and the unbalanced disagreements max(N (∆DLN > 0), N (∆DLN < 0)) - min(N (∆DLN > 0), N (∆DLN < 0)).

While the first, the equally distributed disagreements may be interpreted as random, a significant proportion

of unbalanced disagreements may indicate an observer-specific bias. At its most extreme, |PLN(higher-lower)|

= Pdisagree would indicate that all disagreements were either higher or lower. We tested whether the larger

number of N (∆DLN > 0) or N (∆DLN < 0) deviated significantly from a balanced distribution of disagree-

ments for the combined N (∆DLN 6= 0) using the chi-square based non-parametric proportion test (R Core

Team, 2017). This was calculated in two ways: first, using the original data for observers with at least 20

comparisons to others. Here, it is of importance to note that the calculation of the p-value is sensitive to both

the absolute number of disagreements as well as the proportion of unbalanced disagreements. This may re-

sult in significant p-values for observers with a large absolute number of disagreements despite comparably

low |PLN(higher-lower)|, and vice versa. Thus, in addition, we resampled the data with replacement, which we

describe below, and calculated the proportion test based on the mean of the resampled data standardized

to 100 comparisons for each observer. As the number of comparisons was less than 100 for most of the

observers, we are aware that this increases the likelihood to observe a significant p-value. Therefore, we

present these statistics primarily to highlight the differences between both approaches.

A.3.3.2 Bootstrap sampling

We applied bootstrap sampling techniques to the sample distribution with the aim to infer robust information

about the central tendency (mean) and the variability in the sample (standard deviation). From the original

sample of size N we randomly selected n data units allowing replacement (Wilks, 2011, pp. 172-173). The

resampling procedure was repeated 1000 times. For each of the resampled datasets, the selected statistic,

in our case the mean or the standard deviation was calculated resulting in a bootstrap distribution of, for
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instance, means. The mean of the bootstrap distribution represents a robust mean (and its error) of the

original sample; resampled results are marked with two asterisks, e.g. P ∗∗

disagree.

A.3.3.3 Comparing local nowcasts to regional forecasts

Similar to the procedure described above, we calculated the difference between regional forecast DRF and

local nowcast DLN using the integer values of the danger level

∆D = DRF −DLN (A.9)

If the danger levels agreed (∆D = 0), we refer to this case as a hit.

The proportion correct (Pcorrect.raw
5) was therefore the ratio of the number of hits N (∆D = 0) to the number

of all comparisons N (∆D) between local nowcasts DLN and regional forecast DRF

Pcorrect.raw =
N(∆D = 0)

N(∆D)
(A.10)

The forecast bias was calculated

Pover-under =
N(∆D > 0)−N(∆D < 0)

N(∆D)
. (A.11)

Again, unbalanced proportions were tested using the proportion test as described above.

As we intended to explore whether Pdisagree and Pcorrect.raw differed depending on the forecast danger level

- the ease of perceiving the hazard -, we divided the data into groups: First, by the forecast danger level

(four levels, as danger level 5-Very High was not forecast during the study period), and second whether

the forecast danger level had changed to the previous day into the groups increasing danger (Dincrease
RF ), no

change in danger rating (Dno.change
RF ), and a decreasing danger (Ddecrease

RF ).

Splitting DRF into these groups was motivated by the fact that Dincrease
RF is often a forecast in a comparably

dynamically evolving situation due to changing weather and the associated expected changes to snow sta-

bility, and before changes in the snowpack or weather have been observed or measured (McClung, 2000).

In contrast, D
no.change
RF and Ddecrease

RF , rely more on the combination of observed evidence concerning the

current conditions and comparably (minor) or slow changes in snowpack stability. It is of note that, while

DRF did not change, on 50% of these days the particularly avalanche prone locations, i.e. the slope aspects

and elevations where the danger was highest as indicated in the danger rose, changed from one day to

the next. Similarly, Ddecrease
RF will often be based on information obtained from field observations (and also

on DLN estimates). While the danger level decreases on a particular day by one step from, for instance, 3

Considerable to 2-Moderate, the actual avalanche danger rather decreases smoothly. Hence, the decrease

by one step may actually reflect an evolution that took several days. However, the discrete nature of the

avalanche danger scale does not allow expressing the gradual decrease. Therefore, the decrease by one

step, indicating a jump from one level to a lower one on a particular day, might actually be a rather small

decrease from, for instance, a low danger level 3-Considerable to a high danger level 2-Moderate.

We compared ∆D using (a) all individual comparisons, (b) days and regions when observers unanimously

5The variable notation has been adjusted to match the variable definitions in the Methods section of the Synthesis (Eqn. 4.4, p. 36

in Section 4.1.1).
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agreed on DLN or when a majority DLN estimate existed, and (c) considering the reporting bias, with propor-

tionally fewer DLN estimates at lower forecast danger levels and more at higher DRF, and the disagreement

rate Pdisagree. To incorporate Pdisagree, we made the simplifying assumption that the disagreement was always

by one danger level if ∆D 6= 0 since deviations of more than one danger level were rare (see below).

To consider the reporting bias and the disagreement rate Pdisagree we proceeded as follows:

• As outlined in the bootstrap section before, we randomly selected n data units from the original sample

allowing replacement, but using the distribution of the forecast DRF (1-Low 14%, 2-Moderate 44%, 3-

Considerable 41%, 4-High 1%), and whether DRF had changed from the day before (Dno.change
RF 80%,

Dincrease
RF and Ddecrease

RF each 10%) as selection weights for a subset M .

• For M1, for days and regions of M , when observers unanimously agreed on DLN or when a majority

DLN estimate existed, we used the majority DLN estimate. For M2, the remaining days and regions

of M -M1, we again performed bootstrap sampling as outlined above and randomly assigned to (100-

100*Pdisagree)% of M2 that the DLN estimate was correct. For example, as will be shown below, Pdisagree

was 26% for days with DRF = 3 and Dincrease
RF . In this case, a random 74% of the samples’ DLN estimates

would be considered correct. For the remaining proportion of comparisons, we assumed for half of the

DLN estimates that the rating was correct and for the other half that the rating was different. As outlined

above, the difference was at most one level to DRF and one level to DLN. For cases when a higher or

lower deviation from DLN were possible, we used the observed distributions of ∆D shown in the result

section. Step 2 was repeated 10 times.

• Step 1 and Step 2 were repeated 10 times and the mean and standard deviations of these repetitions

calculated. Results using this approach are described using P ∗∗

correct.

Statistical test results were considered significant if p ≤ 0.05. All analyses were performed using the statis-

tics software R (R Core Team, 2017).

A.3.4 Results

A.3.4.1 Local danger level estimates

Observer-specific variations

1673 local danger rating pairs between 118 observers within the same warning region on the same day

were analyzed. These comparisons originate from 653 days in 77 out of the 117 different warning regions.

In 20% of the cases, more than two observers reported DLN in the same warning region and for the same

day. 45 out of the 118 observers had more than 20 comparisons to other observers and 7 more than 100

comparisons. In 90% of the cases, where the exact location was known, the distance between observers

was 11 km or less (median 5.2 km, Table A.7). The disagreement rate Pdisagree was lowest within the same

warning region (22%) or at distances less than 10 km in neighboring warning regions with the same danger

rating (23%, Table A.7). If observers were in neighboring warning regions with the same danger rating,

but at distances greater than 10 km, the disagreement rate was around 30% with no further decrease with

increasing distances.
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Table A.7: Disagreement rate Pdisagree between observer pairs with respect to the location of the observers (within the

same warning region or a neighboring warning region, or the distance between observers) and the forecast danger.

Same danger means that danger level, avalanche prone locations, avalanche problems and the danger description

were identical (see Fig. A.11). Different danger means different danger level. The number of pairs (N ) and the median

distance is given.

Warning region or distance between observers Danger Pdisagree N distance (km)

same warning region same 22% 1673 5.2

neighboring warning region same 28% 3385 15.5

distance < 10 km same 23% 2326 5.8

distance 10-20 km same 30% 2139 15.1

distance 20-30 km same 28% 2295 25.2

distance 30-50 km same 31% 3383 39.9

neighboring warning region different 51% 395 19.1

neighboring warning region, distance < 10 km different 40% 65 7.1

neighboring warning region, distance 10-20 km different 49% 144 15.5

As can be noted in Figure A.13, Pdisagree varied considerably between observers. In fact, 8 out of the 40

observers with more than 20 comparisons to other observers had a disagreement rate Pdisagree ≥ 30%.

37% of the disagreements were unbalanced for observer pairs within the same warning region (39% for the

resampled data, Fig. A.13). For some observers all the disagreements were unbalanced (|PLN(higher-lower)|

= Pdisagree), corresponding to the points on the dotted lines in Figure A.13). Testing whether the disagree-

ments were significantly unbalanced, compared to an equal distribution of disagreements, showed that 2

observers exhibited a significant bias towards either higher or lower DLN estimates (Fig. A.13a). Including

comparisons with observers in neighboring warning regions with the same danger rating, 9 (or 12%) out of

the 75 observers with more than 20 comparisons to others had a significant bias (Fig. A.13b).

Due to the considerable differences in the number of comparisons for each observer, the bias was significant

for some observers with a comparably lower absolute bias compared to others. As an example, the observer

marked with an A had a comparably large number of comparisons to others (N = 292) and a disagreement

rate relatively close to the overall mean (Pdisagree = 25%) with a PLN(higher-lower) of 13% (Fig. A.13a). While

this bias was significant for observer A (p =0.002), a similar or larger PLN(higher-lower) was not significant for

8 of 10 other observers with (considerably) fewer comparisons to others. However, testing the unbalanced

proportion of disagreements on samples standardized to 100 observations for each observer, observer A

would not be considered biased (Fig. A.13c). Using this latter approach, 13 (or 17%) out of the 75 observers

would be considered as being significantly biased (p ≤ 0.05).

Group-specific variations

Exploring the disagreement rate within groups of observers and for observer pairs within the same warning

region, showed no significant differences in Pdisagree within the group SLF (Pdisagree = 22%, N = 86, em-
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Figure A.13: The disagreement rate Pdisagree and the bias (PLN(higher-lower)) between local danger level estimates for each

observer. (a) within the same warning region, (b) and (c) within the same or an immediately neighboring region with

the same danger level and description. In (a) and (b) the size of the circles corresponds to the number of comparisons,

whereas in (c) the resampled data are standardized to 100 comparisons. Points on the dotted lines indicate that all

disagreements are either higher or lower for this observer (|PLN(higher-lower)| = Pdisagree). Color coding corresponds to

significance levels.

ployees at SLF, forecasters and researchers, mostly in the surroundings of Davos) compared to the group

guides (mAvalanche network, without SLF), regardless whether this was compared for the region of Davos

(Pdisagree = 24%, N = 55) or the whole Swiss Alps (Pdisagree = 22%, N = 516).

Comparing the disagreement rate between the estimates made after a day in the backcountry and those

by observers in the valley floor (N = 201) or in ski areas (N = 325), showed very similar values (22%

and 23%, respectively). However, valley floor DLN estimates were significantly more often higher than those

made based on observations in the backcountry (18% higher and 4% lower; p < 0.01). Estimates made by

ski area staff also tended to be lower than those by observers from the backcountry; however, the difference

was not significant (14% higher, 8% lower).

A.3.4.2 Variations with regard to the forecast regional danger level

In addition to the group-specific variations, we explored whether Pdisagree varied with the forecast danger

level DRF and the change in the forecast to the previous day. Local danger level estimates were reported

significantly less often on days with forecast danger level 1-Low (7% vs. 14%, observer and forecast,

respectively, p < 0.001) and more often at danger level 3-Considerable (51% vs. 42%, p <0.001). DRF did

not change in 80% of the days and warning regions from one day to the next. DRF decreased by one level

on 10% and by two levels on 0.03% of the days, while it increased by one level on 9% of days and by two

levels 0.4% of the days.

As shown in Tab. A.8, and using comparisons within the same warning region or at distances less than

10 km from each other in regions with the same danger description, Pdisagree was highest on days when

DRF increased (27% ± 3%, mean and standard deviation) and on days with a DRF 4-High (27% ± 7%), and

lowest on days when DRF decreased (14% ± 2%). Pdisagree was particularly low on days when the danger
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Table A.8: Disagreement rate Pdisagree within the same warning region or in neighboring warning regions with the same

danger rating at distances less than 10 km, with respect to the forecast regional danger level DRF and whether DRF

changed from the previous day. The arrow-symbols indicate whether DRF increased ր, stayed the same → or decreased

ց. The mean and the standard deviation of the disagreement rate Pdisagree, and the number of pairs N are given.

mean(Pdisagree) standard deviation (Pdisagree) N

DRF ր → ց all ր → ց all ր → ց all

1-Low – 13% 14% 13% – 4% 7% 3% – 70 28 98

2-Moderate 30% 24% 15% 22% 7% 2% 3% 1% 43 736 168 947

3-Considerable 26% 25% 6% 24% 4% 1% 4% 1% 137 1228 35 1400

4-High 22% 37% – 27% 10% 12% – 7% 18 16 – 34

all 27% 24% 14% 23% 3% 1% 2% 1% 198 2050 231 2479

level was lowered from level 4-High to level 3-Considerable (6% ± 1%). Pdisagree was significantly different

between days when DRF increased and those when DRF decreased (27% vs. 14%, p = 0.04) and when

DRF was 1-Low and 4-High (13% vs. 27%, p = 0.02).

In situations, when two observers were in close proximity but in neighboring warning regions with differing

DRF, the disagreement rate was 40% for distances less than 10 km and 49% for distances between 10 and

20 km (Table A.7).

A.3.4.3 Comparing local nowcasts to regional forecasts

In total, 9543 individual comparisons between local danger level estimates DLN and regional danger level

forecasts DRF were analyzed. The estimates were provided by 137 different observers on 1076 days and in

115 warning regions.

The proportion correct (Pcorrect.raw) was 76% (Fig. A.14a). If the forecast was different from the local estimate,

then generally the difference was one danger level. In only 0.5% of the comparisons DRF was two levels

too high or too low. DLN was more often lower than DRF with 20% DRF too high vs. 4% DRF too low. DRF

was most frequently considered too low when DRF decreased (11%, Tab. A.9). In contrast, DRF was most

often considered too high when DRF increased (37%). The proportion correct was lowest on days when DRF

increased (Pcorrect.raw = 61%) or when the forecast danger level was 4-High (Pcorrect.raw = 28%, Tab. A.9). The

latter would indicate that the forecast danger level was perceived mostly as being incorrect. On the opposite

side, Pcorrect.raw was highest when the danger level decreased or generally at lower danger levels of 1-Low

and 2-Moderate.

For days, when observers were in a warning region which was neighboring one with a different danger level,

observers disagreed often with DRF when in the region with the higher danger rating (Pcorrect.raw = 51%).

In contrast, when in the region with the lower rating, observers frequently estimated DLN the same as DRF

(Pcorrect.raw = 84%).

Considering each observer individually revealed large scatter (Fig. A.15). While almost all observers tended

to estimate the local danger to be lower than forecast, the frequency on which they considered DRF to be
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Figure A.14: Distributions of the differences between the local danger level estimate (DLN, nowcast) and the regional

danger level forecast (DRF, forecast) for (a) all estimates individually compared to the forecast, (b) for days and regions

when the observers in the same region agreed on the danger level, and (c) for a resampled dataset of the observed

comparisons, but incorporating (1) the reporting bias and the proportion of days with a higher or lower DRF (Table A.9)

and (2) the disagreement rate Pdisagree between observers (Table A.8).

Table A.9: Proportion correct Pcorrect.raw between DRF and DLN, proportion of ∆D > 0 and ∆D < 0 in relation to the

forecast regional danger level and whether DRF changed to the day before (N = 9543). The arrow-symbols indicate

whether DRF increased ր, stayed the same → or decreased ց.

Pcorrect.raw P (∆D > 0) P (∆D < 0)

DRF ր → ց all ր → ց all ր → ց all

1-Low – 89% 80% 86% – – – – – 11% 20% 14%

2-Moderate 47% 79% 87% 79% 39% 16% 2% 14% 14% 5% 11% 6%

3-Considerable 67% 73% 92% 73% 33% 27% 7% 27% 0% 0% 1% 0%

4-High 36% 20% – 28% 64% 80% – 72% 0% 0% – 0%

all 61% 76% 86% 76% 37% 21% 3% 20% 2% 3% 11% 4%

wrong by one danger level varied considerably.

The proportion correct was almost identical for those working at SLF (Pcorrect.raw = 74%, N = 1,047) as

for other observers and mountain guides (Pcorrect.raw = 76%, N = 8,489). However, if just the avalanche

forecasters at SLF were considered as a group, a slightly higher proportion correct was noted (80%, N =

417). Expanding the comparison to the estimates made during the day in the valley floor (Pcorrect.raw =

87%, N = 1971, 55 different observers) or by observers working in ski areas (Pcorrect.raw = 82%, N =

1423, at least 15 different observers) confirmed the variation between observer groups as much as between

individual observers. Comparing just the days and regions, when estimates made in the valley floor and

after a day in the backcountry were available (N = 201), valley floor observers estimated DLN significantly

often higher than the field observers (p < 0.01). Although ski area observers were also more often lower
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Figure A.15: For each observer, the proportion of days with a local estimate being different than the regional forecast

1-Pcorrect.raw and the bias Pover-under is shown. The dotted lines correspond to Pover-under = (1-Pcorrect.raw) indicating that all

differences between (DLN and DRF would either be lower or higher. Values for the mean of all afternoon backcountry

observers (weighted by the number of observations = «all» and with equal weight for each observer «all equal weight»),

for the subset of SLF employees, SLF forecasters and backcountry excluding all SLF staff «other» are shown. For

comparison, mean values for estimates made from valley floor observers and ski area staff are added.

in their local danger level estimate than observers reporting from the backcountry, this difference was not

significant (N = 325). Regardless, which of these groups was considered, the tendency towards lower local

estimates compared to DRF was confirmed.

The forecast danger level changed on 19.7% of the days and regions in the afternoon forecast (17:00),

compared to 2.7% in the morning forecast (08:00; 1.7% up, 1% down). The local estimates made after

a day in the backcountry showed a marginally, and not significantly higher agreement with the morning

forecast (Pcorrect.raw = 75.9%) than with the evening forecast of the previous day (Pcorrect.raw = 75.3%).

Considering only days and regions when two or more observers agreed in their nowcast estimate or when

there was a majority opinion on DLN, the agreement with the forecast DRF was higher (Pcorrect.raw = 85%, N =

835, Fig. A.14b). However, as can be seen in Table A.10, the values are rather extreme and the proportion

correct ranges from 0% to 100%. We attribute this to the relatively small sample size in some of the cells in

Table A.10.

Incorporating the reporting bias (Tab. A.9) and the disagreement rate in the calculation (Tab. A.8) and using

the full sample (N = 9,543), P ∗∗

correct was 71% (±8%, Fig. A.14c, Tab. A.11). Comparing Tables A.9 and A.11

shows that the proportion correct increased for days when the proportion correct in Table A.9 and Pdisagree in

Table A.8 were low (for instance for days with DRF = 4-High). In contrast, comparably high Pcorrect.raw values

(e.g. for DRF = 2-Moderate or 1-Low, Table A.8) decreased somewhat.
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Table A.10: Proportion correct Pcorrect.raw between DRF and DLN for days and regions, when observers either unanimously

agreed on DLN or when a majority opinion existed and depending on the forecast regional danger level and whether DRF

changed to the day before in the same region (N = 835). The arrow-symbols indicate whether DRF increased ր, stayed

the same → or decreased ց.

DRF ր → ց all

1-Low – 100% 100% 98%

2-Moderate 33% 88% 98% 88%

3-Considerable 82% 82% 100% 82%

4-High 17% 0% – 7%

all 67% 84% 99% 85%

Table A.11: Proportion correct P **
correct between DRF and DLN, proportion of ∆D > 0 and ∆D < 0 incorporating the

disagreement matrix (Tab. A.8) and the reporting bias, the frequency of DRF and whether DRF changed to the day

before in the same region. The arrow-symbols indicate whether DRF increased ր, stayed the same → or decreased ց.

Cell values represent the mean of 100 repetitions.

P **
correct P (∆D > 0)** P (∆D < 0)**

DRF ր → ց all ր → ց all ր → ց all

1-Low – 83% 73% 81% – – – – – 17% 27% 19%

2-Moderate 52% 72% 80% 72% 36% 22% 6% 20% 15% 7% 10% 7%

3-Considerable 62% 67% 88% 67% 37% 33% 11% 33% 0% 0% 1% 0%

4-High 41% 32% – 39% 59% 68% – 61% 0% 0% – 0%

all 58% 71% 79% 71% 39% 24% 5% 23% 3% 5% 16% 6%

A.3.5 Discussion

A.3.5.1 Local danger level estimates: variability and bias

Even though the observers were often in relatively close proximity (in 90% of the cases less than 11 km from

each other), 22% of the local danger level ratings disagreed within the same warning region. There may be

several explanations for this variability.

Avalanche conditions may vary even at the relatively small scale of a warning region with an average size

of just 200 km2 (Schweizer et al., 2003). Variations may also be due to where the observations were made.

For instance, if some of the observations were made in frequently tracked terrain (for instance, close to ski

areas) and some in less frequently tracked terrain (for instance, a forecaster or researcher searching for

instability), or if some observers traveled in more favorable aspects and others in more unfavorable aspects

and elevations, variation in the perception of the hazard may be expected resulting in different ratings. In

fact, Schweizer et al. (2003) showed that the danger level differs between slope aspects and elevations

where the danger was most prominent and the rest of the terrain by often half a danger level, sometimes
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even one danger level. Accordingly, often a one-step lower danger level may be assumed in frequently

tracked terrain when, for example, applying the Graphical Reduction Method (Harvey et al., 2012).

Moreover, as shown by Haladuick (2014), even if several observers worked together and used the same

observations, they disagreed on the danger level in 7% of the cases. This discrepancy may be attributed to

the discrete nature of the avalanche danger scale where observers have to decide on one specific level in

their reporting form, even if they consider the danger level to be somewhere in between two danger levels.

We therefore suggest considering that experienced observers can report intermediate danger levels. How-

ever, the discrepancy might also be due to the fact that the avalanche danger scale as well as the process

of locally assessing the danger level are not fully defined and can be interpreted differently - even by expe-

rienced forecasters (Müller et al., 2016).

We noted the highest disagreement rate at danger level 4-High (27%), and on days when the danger level

was forecast to increase (27%). This finding was rather surprising since we assumed that in particular at

danger level 4-High, clear evidence of the prevailing danger exists so that ratings should rather agree - in ac-

cordance with McClung (2002a) who argued that in situations with widespread instability human perception

of the hazard is expected to be good and variations small. We attribute the low agreement rate in these situ-

ations to the dynamic nature of the avalanche situation, i.e. to a temporal mismatch as the danger changes

during the day. Furthermore, some of the differences may be related to poor visibility and limited access to

terrain. In contrast, the agreement rate was somewhat higher at lower danger levels, which we attribute to a

less dynamic evolution of the avalanche conditions in these situations.

The disagreement rate was lowest within a warning region (22%). It increased when comparing local es-

timates in neighboring warning regions with the same forecast danger to about 30% (distance ≥ 20 km).

At greater distances, no further increase was noted indicating that conditions were rather similar and con-

firming the spatial aggregation of warning regions to a region with the same forecast danger level and

description. In contrast, we noted a disagreement rate of about 50% at distances between 10 and 20 km

between DLN-estimates in neighboring warning regions with different forecast danger levels. In these cases,

a 100% disagreement rate may be expected. However, observers estimated the danger level as being one

level lower 50% of the time when in the region with the higher forecast danger level, partly explaining why

the disagreement rate is lower than 100%. This also suggests that the boundary between regions with a

different danger rating is reasonably well located, with a bias towards over-forecasting in the warning region

with the higher danger level (Pcorrect.raw = 51%) and a higher accuracy in the region with the lower danger

level (Pcorrect.raw = 84%). Hence, the boundary was rather somewhere within the warning region with the

higher danger level than at its actual boundary towards the warning region with the lower danger level.

More than one third of the disagreements were, considering observers individually, unbalanced towards ei-

ther higher or lower danger level estimates. This highlights that at least some observers had a tendency

towards consistently lower or higher DLN than others in the same region. However, due to relatively small

numbers we can only assume that the proportion of significantly biased observers is somewhere between 5

and 15%.
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A.3.5.2 Using local danger level estimates for forecast verification?

Assessing the quality of a forecast involves the comparison of matched pairs of a forecast with correspond-

ing observations (Wilks, 2011), in our case the local nowcasts DLN. Brabec and Stucki (1998) who also

explored local danger level estimates, stated several requirements for forecast verification: the data source

should be independent of the product (the forecast) to be verified and the person undertaking the verifi-

cation should be independent of the forecast, the approach should be applicable to any region and in any

avalanche situation. Moreover, the forecast and the corresponding observations should represent a similar

spatial scale and have similar temporal resolution.

Clearly, these requirements are almost impossible to fulfill in the case of avalanche forecasts. We can

certainly not assume full independence between the forecast danger level and the nowcast - even if rated

by different, independent people. We expect that observers read, or were at least roughly aware of, the

avalanche bulletin prior to their field day. On the other hand, observers are expected and trained to report

local conditions and their local estimate of the avalanche danger level - independent of the forecast.

As pointed out by Jamieson et al. (2008) a scale mismatch exists between a local nowcast and a regional

avalanche forecast - in both the temporal and the spatial scale. In the case of the Swiss avalanche bulletin,

the smallest spatial forecast unit is approximately one order of magnitude larger than the size of a local

observation. In fact, this scale mismatch is often much larger as generally several warning regions are ag-

gregated to one area with a unique danger description. The mean size of these areas is about 7000 km2,

hence more than two orders of magnitude larger than the area of a local observation. This means that we

compare local estimates at the drainage to regional scale (about 1 to 100 km2) to forecasts at the mountain

range scale (about 1,000 to 10,000 km2, Schweizer and Kronholm, 2007). In addition, there is a temporal

scale mismatch - a forecast valid for a 12 to 24 hour period is compared to a local assessment, which is

often based on (part of the) day spent in the field (often less than 6 hours; e.g. Meister (1995)).

Despite these scale issues, the major advantage of using DLN estimates for verification is the fact that it has

the same unit as the forecast, the danger level. The danger level represents a synthesized interpretation of

many local observations that cannot be reported independently. However, it is important that observers are

specifically trained to assess the danger level according to common standards.

Local danger level estimates may also be influenced by the time period an observer has been staying in the

area. For instance, a mountain guide who just arrived in a new area may have less information to base the

local estimate on compared to a ski patroller who works at the same ski resort the whole season. In fact, the

observers reporting via the mAvalanche network may provide this information concerning the quality of their

assessment as either «neutral» - for instance when they were for the first day in an area or had limited ac-

cess to terrain - or «certain» when they had lots of information. However, this quality information was neither

correlated with the disagreement rate, the locally estimated danger level nor the proportion correct, but it

strongly varied between observers. Some observers never indicated that they were certain, others reported

that they felt almost always certain (96%). In situations, when two observers indicated «neutral» quality,

the disagreement rate was slightly higher compared to two observers being «certain» (Pdisagree = 26% and

Pdisagree = 19%, respectively). It is therefore questionable, whether such information provides added value

when interpreting danger ratings, since it seems to primarily reflect individual preferences. Similarly, whether
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these observers travelled in frequently tracked terrain or not, was neither correlated with the disagreement

rate nor the proportion correct.

We quantified the variability (the disagreement rate) in local danger level estimates at relatively small dis-

tances and detected some observers who deviated from the overall mean. However, as the avalanche

danger level is not measurable, we do not know which observer is closest to the actual situation. Still, we

argue that the mean of a diverse group of trained observers might provide a good estimate of the accuracy of

the forecast, particularly when the sample is quite large. The diversity of observers, we used local estimates

reported by more than 100 observers, supports this assumption since, for instance, Page (2007) states that

the error in a group is smallest when the group’s diversity is large.

Some groups of observers had a significantly higher agreement rate with the forecast than others (Fig.

A.15). In our study, valley-floor and ski area observers as well as SLF forecasters were closer to the fore-

cast danger level than other observers confirming previous research (Jamieson et al., 2008; Suter et al.,

2010). This finding may reflect residence time (as these observers are particularly familiar with their region)

or an anchoring bias towards the forecast danger level. In any case, we suggest using local danger level

estimates for forecast verification from a diverse group of trained observers, and obtained results must be

interpreted in view of the observers and observer groups used.

A.3.5.3 Estimating the accuracy of the forecast regional danger level

We presented three approaches to obtain a best estimate of the accuracy of the forecast. Comparing all

assessments individually with the forecast has the advantage of a large number of comparisons. With suf-

ficiently large numbers and a diverse range of observers, we expect that the overall estimate is a first good

approximation of forecast accuracy (Pcorrect.raw = 76%, Fig. A.14a).

A higher proportion correct (Pcorrect.raw = 85%, Fig. A.14b) was obtained using only danger level estimates

reported on days and in regions when several observers agreed on a danger level, or when a majority opin-

ion existed. These combined estimates of independent observers are likely less influenced by observer-bias

and more accurate, even though misperceptions by several observers are still possible as shown in an ex-

ample by Techel et al. (2016a). The overall higher proportion correct can be expected, as situations with

less obvious danger ratings are likely excluded using this sample.

Finally, the third approach, yielding a proportion correct (P **
correct) of 71% ± 8% (Fig. A.14c) incorporated the

uncertainty in the DLN estimate (the disagreement rate) and the reporting bias for the comparison with the

forecast.

Although we do not know which of the approaches comes closest to reality, we consider the results from this

last approach for the remainder of the discussion, as the standard deviation around the mean highlights the

considerable variation that may exist.

This study confirmed the trend observed in almost all studies towards higher regional forecasts compared

to local danger level estimates (e.g. Cagnati et al., 1997; Jamieson et al., 2008; Schweizer and Föhn, 1996;

Schweizer et al., 2003; Suter et al., 2010). The only exception we are aware of is the study by Brabec

and Stucki (1998); they reported the forecast to be more often lower than estimates in the field. Otherwise,

all studies suggest that the forecast tends to «err on the side of caution» (Jamieson et al., 2008). This
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«over-forecast bias» (Wilks, 2011) was also noted when comparing neighboring regions which differed by

one danger level. While the proportion correct in the region with the lower danger level was generally high,

the danger level was confirmed only in about half the cases in the region with the higher danger level.

The proportion correct of the forecast was higher at lower danger levels, and particularly high in situations

with the forecast danger level not changing or decreasing to the previous forecast. In contrast, the forecast

DRF was frequently perceived as too high when the danger level was 4-High, or when the danger level

increased. In these situations, the forecast strongly relies on weather predictions, in particular forecast pre-

cipitation, which may be erroneous. Furthermore, the lower proportion correct may be related to the fact that

observers may only have limited access to avalanche terrain.

With the beginning of the winter season 2012-2013, the avalanche forecast changed from a primarily text-

based to a primarily map-based product (Winkler et al., 2013). This allowed a more flexible aggregation of

warning regions to larger areas with the same danger description. As a result, the average number of areas

with the same danger level and description per forecast increased from 3.3 to 4.3 indicating a reduction

in the average size of the forecast areas from 7,900 km2 to 6,000 km2. However, the average number of

different danger levels used in each forecast increased only marginally from 2 to 2.3. As our analysis only

considers the avalanche danger level, it is not surprising that we noted only a marginal and not significant

increase in the forecast accuracy (from 69.6 ± 3% to 70.8 ± 9%, excluding the area «central part of the

southern flank of the Alps» , which did not have a morning forecast until 2012). This finding is comparable

to the results of a survey conducted among bulletin users. They estimated the mean accuracy to be 83.2%,

compared to 82.6% prior to the introduction of the new bulletin (Winkler and Techel, 2014).

The avalanche warning service is located in Davos in the eastern Swiss Alps. In the surroundings of Davos

the proportion correct was marginally higher (71.8% ± 8%,) than the Swiss average (70.8 ± 9%). In other

areas the proportion correct was comparable or even higher, for instance in the Lower Valais in the west-

ern Swiss Alps (74.8% ± 9%). In contrast, a significantly lower proportion correct (66.9% ± 4%, p<0.001)

was observed for the region south of the main Alpine ridge. Reasons for this difference might be a higher

persistence of danger levels in the inner-alpine regions of Valais and Grisons due to an often existing per-

sistent weak layer problem, but also the considerably greater number of regular field observations allowing

forecasters a daily verification and correction of the forecast. This supports the conclusion by Winkler and

Techel (2014) that the forecast accuracy may not necessarily decrease with increasing distance from the

forecast center, as long as a sufficient number of high quality field observations are regularly available.

A.3.6 Conclusions

We analyzed a large number of local danger level estimates in view of verifying the forecast regional

avalanche danger level. To this end, we first explored variations and bias between local estimates of trained

observers in the same warning region.

In general, the locally estimated danger level is a condensed and interpreted summary of observations,

prior knowledge and other information an observer may have. The assessment may also depend on the

observer’s experience, the location when assessing the danger, and may be influenced by the time spent in
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a region as well as the forecast danger level.

While the agreement between individual estimates was relatively high (78%), we sometimes noted an ob-

server specific reporting bias. These findings highlight the importance of regular training to ensure common

standards and the fact that even experienced observers disagree in their rating. The disagreement rate of

22% clearly shows the difficulty of assessing the avalanche situation, and describing it with a single danger

level. Part of the difficulty is related to the fact that the avalanche danger is not well defined - and cannot be

fully defined as it cannot be measured.

Nevertheless, improved and more detailed guidelines on how to locally assess the avalanche danger would

be helpful and increase consistency. In particular, when observers report their local danger level estimate,

they should always as well report other observations such as new snow depth, snow drifts or signs of in-

stability. These additional observations should allow validating the local nowcast. Any reporting tool should

guide the observer towards the final danger level estimate.

In addition, public forecasters may make better use of local nowcasts if they have access to additional objec-

tive information such as the residence time an observer has spent in an area, but also if intermediate ratings

are reported. While the latter suggestion will not decrease the disagreement rate, it will give the observer

an opportunity to communicate such intermediate situations, while at the same time, facilitating the data

interpretation by public forecasters.

The agreement rate between local nowcasts and regional forecasts varied considerably between different

observer groups and was 76% if all individual ratings following a day in the backcountry were considered.

Incorporating the reporting bias and the disagreement rate between local nowcasts into the verification anal-

yses yielded an agreement rate of 71% ± 8%. The forecast was biased towards over-forecasting, in time and

space. These values of forecast accuracy, based on estimates by a large and diverse group of observers,

are in line with results from previous studies. Given the agreement rate between individual observers, the

above mentioned values of forecast accuracy seem plausible. It seems rather questionable whether the

accuracy of the avalanche forecast can be higher than the agreement rate between individual estimates in

a specific warning region.

Overall, the rule of thumb that the forecast avalanche danger level may not appropriately describe the

avalanche situation on 1-2 days per week has been confirmed. This finding highlights the importance that

anyone travelling in avalanche terrain needs to be capable of locally assessing the avalanche danger and

cannot simply rely on the forecast danger level only.

The local estimates must clearly be considered a best guess only, but we are not aware of any other method

that allows a more objective verification - unless, in the future, there would be a method available to readily

measure avalanche danger.
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Abstract

In public avalanche forecasts, avalanche danger is summarized using a five-level ordinal danger scale.

However, in Switzerland - but also in other countries - on about 75% of the forecasting days, only two of the

five danger levels are actually used, indicating a lack of refinement in the forecast danger level. A refined

classification requires the forecasters to assess the avalanche danger in greater detail than the established

danger levels. This leads to the fundamental question, whether a reasonable accuracy and consistency

of refined danger ratings can be achieved at all. We address this question relying on a data set from

Switzerland, where forecasters of the national avalanche warning service have refined the forecast danger

level using three sub-levels (minus, neutral, plus) during four forecasting seasons. These sub-levels, which

describe where within a danger level the danger was estimated, were not provided to the public. With the

goal to assess whether the forecast sub-levels were better than a random assignment of sub-levels, we

compared these forecasts with local nowcast estimates of avalanche danger, for days when two observers

reported such an estimate (N = 1146), as ground truth. The agreement between the forecast regional

danger level and the local danger level estimate was 81%, with a distinct over-forecast bias in cases when

forecast and nowcast disagreed. This tendency towards over-forecasting also showed in a spatial and

temporal context. Furthermore, some anomalies in the use of the sub-levels were noted, particularly for

sub-level plus in combination with danger level 2–Moderate. Despite these anomalies, the forecast sub-

levels were clearly better than a randomly assigned sub-level, resulting in a lower misclassification cost.

Furthermore, in case of over-forecasting, the forecast sub-level was in 70% of the cases the sub-level

closest to the local estimate, and thus the difference between forecast and nowcast danger level was likely

less than one «full» danger level. This indicates that forecasters can often forecast avalanche danger at

greater detail than the established danger levels, provided that relevant and reliable data is available in

sufficient spatial and temporal density, and that the warning regions, the smallest spatial units used in the

forecast are sufficiently small. Therefore, we argue, such refinements of the danger level should be made

whenever possible, last but not least for an improved internal assessment of avalanche danger.

A.4.1 Introduction

Avalanche forecasts, providing avalanche warnings to the public, are issued in many snow-covered moun-

tain regions. An important component of these forecasts is the publication of a regional avalanche danger

level DRF, assigned according to a five-level, ordinal danger scale (EAWS, 2018; Statham et al., 2010). DRF

uses an integer-signal word combination (e.g. danger level 4–High) to summarize the expected avalanche
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conditions.

The forecast danger level is a relevant parameter particularly during the planning phase of back-country

tours, and it is used in decision support tools for back-country recreationists (e.g. McCammon and Hägeli,

2007; Landrø et al., 2020b). Furthermore, DRF also impacts the behaviour of recreationists undertaking

tours in backcountry terrain (Furman et al., 2010), that is in terrain without organized avalanche mitigation.

In addition, in Switzerland, the forecast danger level correlated highly with the avalanche risk of backcountry

recreationists (Techel et al., 2015b; Schmudlach et al., 2018), and a decrease of touring activities on days

and in regions with danger level 3–Considerable has been noted (Zweifel et al., 2006; Techel et al., 2015b).

And finally, in some countries, as in Switzerland, risk-management authorities incorporate information pro-

vided in the forecast in their planning of risk-mitigation measures.

However, two problems come to the fore: Firstly, summary statistics of published avalanche forecasts indi-

cate that the distribution of the forecast danger levels is not very refined: on three of four days the forecast

danger level was either 2–Moderate or 3–Considerable (e.g. Logan and Greene, 2018; Techel et al., 2018).

And secondly, even though assigning and communicating a single danger level may be easier to understand

for a user than a probabilistic forecast, categorical forecasts result in the maximum loss of information (Mur-

phy, 1993). This is due to the fact that the probability assigned to a categorical value (the danger level) is

always 100% (Doswell and Brooks, 2020), and the uncertainty related to it can only be expressed in the

danger descriptions. Therefore, avalanche warning services emphasize that forecast users refer to the dan-

ger description accompanying the forecast to obtain more detailed information.

This challenge - communicating avalanche danger in a simple and well-established manner on one side,

while simultaneously assessing avalanche danger in greater detail on the other side - lead to the question

whether sub-levels, assigned to a danger level during the forecast process, actually have skill. In other

words, if a forecast regional danger level DRF was refined by assigning a sub-level by a forecaster, were

these sub-levels significantly better than a randomly assigned one?

To answer this question, we explored a four-year data set of published avalanche forecasts in Switzerland,

and compared the forecast DRF, including an unpublished sub-level (DRF.sub), with local nowcast danger

level estimates (DLN, LN = local nowcast). As a danger level cannot be measured, and hence not truly

be verified, such nowcast estimates have been used in several studies to «verify» the avalanche danger

level (e.g. Brabec and Stucki, 1998; Jamieson et al., 2008; Sharp, 2014; Techel and Schweizer, 2017).

Furthermore, we discuss potential benefits and challenges associated with DRF.sub, taking the viewpoint of

an avalanche forecaster as well as the bulletin user.

A.4.2 Data

A.4.2.1 Regional forecast danger level and sub-level

In Switzerland, the national avalanche warning service WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research

SLF (SLF) issues a public avalanche forecast covering the Swiss Alps and the Jura mountains (SLF, 2019)

(Fig. A.16a). The main forecast is published at 17:00 CET6, valid until 17:00 the following day. For the main

6the forecast is always published in local time, therefore all times refer to either CET or CEST
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part of the winter, the forecast is updated every morning at 08:00. The forecast product is map-based (Fig.

A.16a) and contains information on the danger levels, most critical aspects and elevations, the avalanche

problems and a danger description. Furthermore, a snowpack and weather summary is provided with a

short, two-day outlook.

The forecast domain is split into warning regions. More than 130 static spatial warning regions (polygon

boundaries in Fig. A.16b) form together the forecast areas of the Swiss Alps (26,400 km2, in 2018/2019

subdivided into 117 warning regions with a median size of 183 km2) and the lower elevation Jura mountains

(2,900 km2, 2018/2019: 12 warning regions with median size 255 km2). For the Jura, the daily publication

of a forecast started in winter 2017/2018. No forecast is issued for the lowlands between the Alps and the

Jura (white area in the map in Fig. A.16a). Avalanche danger is communicated for dynamically aggregated

warning regions, so-called danger regions (for instance regions A, B, C1 and C2 in Fig. A.16a; Ruesch et al.

(2013)). Warning regions are aggregated to a single danger region when the expected avalanche danger

can be described with the same avalanche danger level, valid for the same aspects and elevations and with

identical avalanche problems and danger description (SLF, 2019). Danger regions may be spatially contin-

uous (e.g. regions C1 or D in Fig. A.16a), or may be disconnected from each other (e.g. regions A or C1 in

Fig. A.16a).

Forecasters assign a regional danger level according to the danger level definitions provided in the Euro-

pean Avalanche Danger Scale (EAWS, 2018), by considering snowpack stability, the frequency of triggering

locations and the expected avalanche size. Since January 2017, avalanche forecasters have assigned one

of three ordinal sub-levels to each forecast danger level DRF: plus, neutral, minus. The intention of assigning

these sub-levels was to indicate where within the danger level avalanche danger was estimated. Therefore,

the avalanche conditions described by the sub-levels are within the corresponding danger levels’ definitions:

• plus means that the danger tends towards the next higher danger level, e.g. a plus assigned to 3–

Considerable (notation DRF.sub = 3–plus) tends towards 4–HighDanger map for Switzerland (to print)
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Figure A.16: Maps showing (a) the Swiss avalanche bulletin, issued in the morning of 10/03/2018 at 08:00 CET, and

(b) a relief map (relief = grey shading) of Switzerland showing the major rivers and lakes (blue) and the more than

130 individual warning regions, the smallest spatial units used in the forecast (black polygons). (a) Letters A to D are

explained in the text. (b) Reproduced by permission of swisstopo JA100118.
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• neutral means that the danger is approximately in the middle of the level, e.g. DRF.sub = 3–neutral, and

• minus means that the danger is at the lower end of its level, e.g. DRF.sub = 3–minus tends towards

2–Moderate.

Neither a numerical value nor a probability distribution was associated with the sub-levels. DRF.sub was

assigned to each danger region, but was not published.

To distinguish between the «full» danger level DRF and DRF.sub, we use the integer-signal word combination

for DRF (e.g. 3–Considerable) and a combination of the integer and sub-level-term (e.g. 3–plus) for DRF.sub.

An evaluation after the first winter showed that the seven forecasters at SLF were generally comfortable

assigning a sub-level to a danger level. However, to increase consistency the following rules were defined:

• In case of spatial gradients, for instance, a region bordering regions with a lower and a higher danger

level, for the sub-level the approximate center of the region should be assessed. An example is shown

in Fig. A.16a, where region A lies between a region with a lower (region B) and a higher danger level

(regions C1 - C2).

• In case of temporal variations during the valid period of the forecast, the morning is assessed. This is

standard practice in the avalanche forecast in Switzerland.

• For the lowest danger level 1–Low, no sub-level is assessed.

In this study, we relied on forecasts issued in the morning (at 08:00 CET), valid until 17:00 CET for the

Swiss Alps, and relating to dry-snow avalanche conditions. We limited this analysis to forecasts describing

dry-snow avalanche conditions to allow a comparison with local nowcast estimates of avalanche danger,

which are provided for dry-snow conditions only (see following Sect. A.4.2.2). We made use of the forecast

danger levels DRF and the respective sub-levels DRF.sub.

Between January 2017 and April 2020, 439 avalanche bulletins were published in the morning with a total

of 2,173 different danger regions describing dry-snow avalanche conditions.

A.4.2.2 Nowcast danger level estimates

In Switzerland, specifically trained observers assess and report the avalanche danger level in their region

(e.g. Suter et al., 2010; Techel and Schweizer, 2017). These danger level estimates describe current condi-

tions, and can therefore be considered a local nowcast (Jamieson et al., 2008), where local does not refer

to an assessment of a single slope, but to an area of observation, estimated as 10 to 25 km2 (Jamieson

et al., 2008; Meister, 1995). Observers are advised to incorporate all information considered relevant for

the assessment, including observations made during the day in the field, but also prior knowledge they may

have regarding, for instance, the development of the snowpack or information from third parties (for more

details refer to Techel and Schweizer, 2017). Observers reporting a DLN estimate (LN = local nowcast)

are advised to assess current conditions for dry-snow situations and the expected highest DLN for wet-snow

conditions. DLN is assessed according to the European Avalanche Danger Scale (EAWS, 2018). Addition-

ally, when estimating 3–Considerable, observers reported whether natural avalanches were expected or not
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(SLF, 2002).

As in Techel and Schweizer (2017), we limited the analysis to DLN estimates describing current conditions.

Therefore, we relied exclusively on DLN estimates which referred to dry-snow avalanche conditions, which

were reported between 10:00 and 17:00 CET from observers who were in the field.

Variations in DLN estimates between observers in the same warning region have been noted (Techel and

Schweizer, 2017), but also when relying on the same set of observations (Haladuick, 2014). To incorporate

this uncertainty, we considered only DLN estimates reported on days and in warning regions when two or

more observers were in the same warning region. When two observers indicated the same DLN estimate,

we considered this as a sufficiently robust estimate of avalanche danger for the day and region. In contrast,

when two observers differed in their assessment by one danger level, we considered this as an indication

that the danger was likely somewhere between the two reported levels.

After applying the selection criteria and merging forecasts with nowcasts by date and warning region, the

data set consisted of DRF, DLN pairs for which either two DLN estimates resulted in the same DLN (N =

891), or for which DLN differed by one danger level (N = 255). Furthermore, 210 DLN estimates for 3–

Considerable were available, where two or more observers provided the same indication whether natural

avalanches were expected or not.

A.4.3 Methods

Danger levels (DRF, DLN) are ranked ordinal data with five levels. DRF.sub, which additionally describes a rank

order within each danger level, increases the resolution of the forecast DRF compared to DLN. Accounting for

this difference in resolution, and whether DLN estimates showed agreement or not, we proceeded step-wise

to explore whether the forecast DRF.sub had skill:

• For the 891 cases, when DLN estimates agreed:

1. We calculated the difference between the forecast and the nowcast danger levels ∆D = DRF −

DLN.

2. When forecasts and nowcasts agreed (∆D = 0), the skill of DRF.sub could not be explored, as

DRF.sub was within the same danger level as DLN. For these cases, we assigned a misclassifica-

tion cost of 0 (Tab. A.12).

3. For all other cases, that is when forecast and nowcast disagreed (DRF 6= DLN), we calculated the

difference in sub-level ranks between DRF.sub and DLN and considered this difference as the mis-

classifcation cost (Tab. A.12). For ordinal classification approaches, a misclassification cost equal

to the difference of ordinal levels between the diagonal and the event is considered reasonable

(Galimberti and Soffritti, 2012).

• For the 255 cases, when two DLN estimates disagreed by one danger level:

1. We considered these cases to indicate that observed avalanche conditions were likely some-

where in between two danger levels (e.g. when one DLN estimate was 2–Moderate and another
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Table A.12: Misclassification cost assigned to forecast-nowcast pairs, for cases when two DLN estimates were the same.

The misclassification cost increases by 1 with each increase in the difference in sub-level ranks (DRF.sub) for cases when

DRF 6= DLN. DRF = 1–Low is not shown, as no sub-levels were forecast for this danger level. Values shown bold have a

misclassification cost of 0

DLN

DRF.sub 1–Low 2–Mod 3–Cons 4–High 5–vHigh

2–minus 1 0 3 6 9

2–neutral 2 0 2 5 8

2–plus 3 0 1 4 7

3–minus 4 1 0 3 6

3–neutral 5 2 0 2 5

3–plus 6 3 0 1 4

4–minus 7 4 1 0 3

4–neutral 8 5 2 0 2

4–plus 9 6 3 0 1

5–minus 10 7 4 1 0

5–neutral 11 8 5 2 0

Table A.13: Misclassification cost assigned to forecast-nowcast pairs, for cases when two DLN estimates differed by one

danger level. DRF = 1–Low is not shown, as no sub-levels were forecast for this danger level. Values shown bold have

a misclassification cost of 0

DLN

DRF.sub 1–Low/2–Mod 2–Mod/3–Cons 3–Cons/4–High

2–minus 0 2 5

2–neutral 1 1 4

2–plus 2 0 3

3–minus 3 0 2

3–neutral 4 1 1

3–plus 5 2 0

4–minus 6 3 0

4–neutral 7 4 1

4–plus 8 5 2

5–minus 9 6 3

5–neutral 10 7 4

3–Considerable). We then assigned a misclassification cost of 0 to the respective highest and

lowest sub-levels of these two danger levels (e.g. when DLN 2–Moderate and 3–Considerable,
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the misclassification cost was 0 for 2–plus and 3–minus, Tab. A.13).

2. For all other cases, the misclassification cost increased by one according to the difference in

ranks (Tab. A.13).

With the goal to explore whether DRF.sub was better than a random sub-level, we randomly assigned a sub-

level to each DRF, thus obtaining a DRF.sub.random. This random assignment of sub-levels, however, was not

fully random as we sampled according to the distributions of the forecast sub-levels for each of the danger

levels (as shown in Fig. A.17b). This approach already introduces some skill in the random assignment

of sub-levels. Proceeding as described before, we obtained the difference in sub-level ranks and thus the

misclassification cost for DRF.sub.random according to Tab.s A.12 and A.13.

A.4.4 Results

We present the results in two steps: To detect potential anomalies in the use of the sub-levels, we first explore

the use of the danger levels and sub-levels in the forecasts in Sect. A.4.4.1 by exploring overall distributions,

temporal changes and spatial gradients in danger ratings between immediately neighboring warning regions.

And secondly, we focus on the quality of the forecast sub-levels, that is, the agreement between forecast

and local estimate and whether forecast sub-levels were better than random (Sect. A.4.4.3).

A.4.4.1 Forecast danger levels and sub-levels

Overall distributions

Figure A.17a shows the distribution of forecast danger levels DRF for dry-snow conditions in the Swiss Alps

during the four-year period. 2-Low and 3–Considerable were forecast about 80% of the time. Avalanche

danger was not explicitly communicated for each of the more than 100 warning regions in the Alpine forecast

area, but warning regions were aggregated to, on average, five danger regions (for instance regions A, B,

C1, C2 in Fig. A.16a). These differed in at least one of the forecast parameters - danger level, aspects,

elevation range, avalanche problems or danger description. However, most often only two different danger

levels DRF (mean 2.4) and three sub-levels DRF.sub (mean 3.4) were used to describe dry-snow avalanche
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Figure A.17: Distribution of the forecast danger level DRF (a) and the sub-levels DRF.sub (b) during the four winters

2016/2017 to 2019/2020 for dry-snow avalanches, as issued in the morning forecast.
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Figure A.18: (a) Schematic representation of the temporal evolution of the forecast danger level DRF (coloured ellipses)

and sub-levels DRF.sub (grey circles). The cases A, DRF decreased from 3–Considerable (3) to 2–Moderate (2), and B,

the day prior to A when DRF was 3–Considerable, are described in the text. (b) Schematic representation of a forecast

domain with nine warning regions with three different danger levels DRF indicated by different blue colors. The following

neighbor relations are described in the text: Regions marked with an X : all neighboring regions have the same DRF,

regions marked with a Y : at least one neighboring warning region had a higher DRF, regions marked with a Z : at least

one neighboring warning region had a lower DRF.

danger in the Alps in a forecast, highlighting that forecasters not solely communicated the variations in the

danger level between regions but that almost as often differences in the aspects and elevations where the

danger prevailed and/or in the avalanche problems encountered and/or in the danger description were rea-

son to aggregate warning regions to a separate danger region.

The proportion of the forecast sub-levels DRF.sub decreased monotonically from 3–minus to 5–minus (Fig.

A.17b). At 2–Moderate, no such pattern showed. Of note was the comparably low proportion of 2–plus

(10%), used less often than both the immediately lower 2–neutral (18%) and higher (3–minus) sub-levels

(17%). Expecting an approximately similar usage of these DRF.sub, we note that these proportions were

significantly different (proportion test (R Core Team, 2017): p < 0.001). This pattern also showed when

comparing 2–plus with 2–minus and 3–neutral (13% and 15%, respectively, p < 0.001), suggesting some

anomaly in the use of 2–plus.

Temporal changes

For the same warning region, DRF stayed the same from one day to the next about 75% of the time, while

DRF.sub changed about every second day (51%). If DRF.sub changed, it was 52% of the time within the same

danger level DRF. Increases in DRF.sub were generally by one sub-level (52%) or two sub-levels (24%),

decreases were often more gradual (by one sub-level 65%, by two sub-levels 26%). Thus, pronounced

changes - more than two sub-levels change from one day to the next - were significantly more often forecast

when danger increased rather than decreased (24% vs. 10% of the cases, p < 0.001). An exception to

the generally rather gradual decrease of DRF.sub during times when avalanche conditions returned towards

stability, were days, when DRF was lowered from 3–Considerable to 2–Moderate (case A in Fig. A.18a). On

these days, the decrease in sub-levels was 71% of the cases by two or more sub-levels. In contrast, on days

immediately prior to these days, most often no change in DRF.sub was noted. When considering only days
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when a decrease within 3–Considerable was forecast for the day before this change in DRF (case B in Fig.

A.18), this was by one sub-level in 75% of the cases. Hence, the forecast decrease in avalanche danger

was clearly more distinct in case A compared to B, indicating some anomaly in the use of the danger levels

(i.e. staying comparably long on 3–minus and then decreasing straight to 2–neutral). Likely, this is linked to

the general tendency to over-forecast as will be addressed in more detail in Sect. A.4.4.3.

In the course of the winter, it is common that periods with very slow changes in avalanche conditions oc-

cur, which will often be forecast with the same danger level. Exploring periods, when 2–Moderate or 3–

Considerable were forecast on at least 10 consecutive days, showed that DRF.sub changed on about one of

three days (32%) expressing variations in avalanche conditions.

Spatial gradients

On average each warning region shared borders with five to six neighboring warning regions. Therefore,

gradients in DRF or DRF.sub between a warning region and at least one of its neighbors were comparably

frequent occurrences: DRF differed in 35% and DRF.sub in 52% of the cases.

In the 84% of the cases when differences in DRF.sub existed, they were within the same danger level DRF.

Excluding situations when 1–Low was forecast, differences were primarily by one sub-level (44%) or two

sub-levels (38%).

Spatial gradients of two or more sub-levels were observed most often between the chain of the northern-

most warning regions (the lower elevation Pre-Alps, region D in Fig. A.16a) and the next chain of warning

regions further into the Alps (region C1 in Fig. A.16a).

Considering the issued danger level, no clear patterns showed: spatial gradients of two or more sub-levels

were observed for all DRF.sub combinations.

A.4.4.2 On the agreement rate of local nowcasts

1,146 comparisons between forecast DRF and nowcast estimates DLN provided by two observers were an-

alyzed. The two nowcast estimates agreed 78% of the time.

The proportion of disagreements between two DLN estimates increased with increasing DRF from 16% at

1–Low to 33% at 4–High.

Considering the forecast sub-level, disagreements occurred significantly more often when the sub-level was

minus (29%), rather than neutral (19%, p < 0.001) or plus (16%, p < 0.001).

Regardless of the forecast sub-level, nowcasts disagreed also significantly more often when estimates were

made in a warning region where the forecast danger level DRF was higher than in at least one of the imme-

diately neighboring warning regions (32%, case Z in Fig. A.18b), compared to cases when the same DRF

was forecast in all neighboring warning regions (22%, p < 0.01, case X ), or when at least one neighboring

warning region had a higher DRF (14%, p < 0.001, case Y in Fig. A.18b).

In summary, differences between two local danger level estimates were most frequent when the forecast

sub-level was minus or when DRF was higher than in a neighboring warning region. This indicates that such

disagreements were not just due to random variations in the local assessments, but may in fact represent to

some extent that the danger was probably somewhere in between two danger levels.
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A.4.4.3 On the quality of forecast danger levels and sub-levels

In the following, we compare forecasts with nowcasts, first for the cases when nowcasts agreed, and then

when nowcasts disagreed.

On the quality of forecast sub-levels when local estimates agreed

When two observers reported the same DLN estimate (N = 891), the forecast danger level DRF and the

locally estimated danger level DLN agreed 81% of the time (N = 718, Tab. A.14). In these cases, and

ignoring situations with forecast danger level 1–Low, when no sub-level was indicated (N = 648), the sub-

level was most often neutral (N = 272, 42%) with almost equal proportions of plus (N = 195, 28%) and

minus (N = 181, 29%, bold values in Tab. A.14; Fig. A.19a).

Whenever DRF 6= DLN and DRF 6= 1–Low (N = 171), and not considering DRF.sub, differences were es-

sentially always by one danger level (N = 168, 98%). Deviations indicated a clear tendency towards over-

forecasting (DRF > DLN), which was 23 times more frequent than under-forecasting. In the 164 cases of

over-forecasting, most often the sub-level rating DRF.sub was the sub-level closest to the DLN estimate (N =

115, 70%), suggesting that the difference would often be less than a «full» danger level (Tab. A.14, Fig.

A.19a). In contrast, randomly assigned sub-levels showed a less pronounced pattern (Fig. A.19b). For the

rare situation, when DRF < DLN the forecast sub-level ratings DRF.sub showed no better performance than

the randomly assigned sub-levels. As a consequence, the misclassification cost was significantly lower for

Table A.14: Contingency table showing the forecast DRF.sub and DLN, for cases when two local estimates agreed. Values

shown bold have a misclassification cost of 0. In addition, the proportion of agreements between DRF and DLN (P (DRF =

DLN) is shown for the respective DRF.sub.

DLN

DRF.sub 1–Low 2–Mod 3–Cons 4–High 5–vHigh P (DRF = DLN)

1–Low 70 2 0 0 0 0.97

2–minus 36 88 1 0 0 0.70

2–neutral 16 123 3 0 0 0.86

2–plus 4 95 1 0 0 0.95

3–minus 1 55 101 0 0 0.64

3–neutral 2 13 143 0 0 0.91

3–plus 0 3 81 2 0 0.94

4–minus 0 0 23 6 0 0.21

4–neutral 0 0 8 6 0 0.42

4–plus 0 0 2 5 0 0.71

5–minus 0 0 0 1 0 0

5–neutral 0 0 0 0 0 –
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Figure A.19: Distance in sub-level ranks between the forecast DRF.sub (upper row, a and c) and the randomly assigned

sub-level DRF.random (lower row, b and d) for cases with local estimates DLN agreeing (left column, a and b) and local es-

timates disagreeing (right column, c and d). Absolute values of the distance in ranks correspond to the misclassification

costs as in Tab.s A.12 and A.13. Light-blue colours indicate cases when no misclassification occurred.

DRF.sub (median = 1, mode = 1) than DRF.sub.random (median = 2, mode = 1), when considering cases with

DRF 6= DLN (Wilcoxon rank-sum test (R Core Team, 2017): p < 0.001).

The proportion of forecast-nowcast pairs with the same danger level (P (DRF = DLN)
7) increased from sub-

level minus (0.63, N = 181 of 312), to neutral (0.87), to plus (0.94, N = 181 of 193; Tab. A.15), regardless

of DRF, but decreased with increasing DRF (for instance from 2–minus (0.7) to 4–minus (0.21), Tab. A.14).

Avalanche danger does not change abruptly at the border from one warning region to another. Therefore,

the proximity to a region with a higher (or lower) danger level can serve as an indication that the danger is in

the upper (lower) part of the danger level. Regardless of DRF.sub, when a warning region bordered at least

one other warning region with a lower DRF (case Z in Fig. A.18b), the proportion of forecasts which matched

the local nowcasts (P (DRF = DLN)) was 0.43 (Tab. A.15). In contrast, when all neighboring warning regions

had the same DRF, the proportion was 0.86 (case X in Fig. A.18b), and 0.98 when at least one neighboring

warning region had a higher DRF (case Y in Fig. A.18b). The agreement between DRF and DLN was lowest

in case Z, when additionally the forecast sub-level was minus ((P (DRF = DLN) = 0.33; Tab. A.15). Thus,

not only high sub-levels, but also proximity to areas with higher danger levels correlated with the proportion

that DRF and DLN matched.

Exploring the forecast-nowcast pairs, when observers estimated 3–Considerable (Tab. A.16), showed that

7corresponds to Psuccess as described in the Synthesis
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when an observer indicated that natural avalanches were expected (N = 34), the forecast DRF.sub was 3-plus

53% (N = 18) and 3-minus only 9% of the time (N = 3). In contrast, when natural avalanches were not

expected (N = 176), DRF.sub was more frequently estimated as 3-minus or 3-neutral (36% / N = 64 and

44% / N = 78, respectively).

On the quality of forecast sub-levels when local estimates disagreed

Typically, when two estimates disagreed (N = 255), the forecast danger level matched the higher of the

two estimates (N = 212, 83% of the cases, Tab. A.17). 14% (N = 35) of the time it matched the lower

of the two estimates, and in 3% (N = 8) of the cases there was no match between the individual DLN and

DRF. This confirms the tendency towards forecasting a higher danger level than was locally estimated. In

the 212 cases of over-forecasting, the sub-level was minus 57% of the time (N = 121, Fig. A.19c). For the

comparably rare cases, when DRF matched the lower of the two estimates, the forecast sub-level was most

often plus (67%, N = 14 of 21, excl. 1–Low).

56% of the comparisons between DRF.sub and DLN had a misclassification cost of 0 (N = 135 of 241, excl.

1–Low, Tab. A.17), a significantly larger proportion compared to 41% for DRF.sub.random (p < 0.001, Fig. A.19c

and d). Hence, the misclassification cost was significantly higher for DRF.sub.random (median = 1, mode = 0)

than for DRF.sub (median = 0, mode = 0, p < 0.001).

Table A.15: Proportion of agreements between DRF and DLN (P (DRF = DLN)) as a function of sub-level and spatial

variations in DRF between neighboring warning regions. The three cases X, Y, Z are shown in Fig. A.18b.

DRF neighboring region

sub-level higher (case Y ) same (case X ) lower (case Z ) all

minus 1* 0.78 0.33 0.63

neutral 0.98 0.91 0.65 0.87

plus 0.97 0.94 1* 0.94

all 0.98 0.86 0.43

*N ≤ 6.

Table A.16: Contingency table showing whether natural avalanches were expected, for cases when both two DLN esti-

mates and the forecast danger level were 3–Considerable. The number of cases N is shown.

natural avalanches

DRF.sub not expected expected all

3–minus 64 3 67

3–neutral 78 13 91

3–plus 34 18 52

all 176 34 210
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Table A.17: Contingency table showing the forecast DRF.sub and DLN, for cases when two local estimates differed. Values

shown bold have a misclassification cost of 0.

DLN

DRF.sub 1–Low/2–Mod 2–Mod/3–Cons 3–Cons/4–High 4–High/5–vHigh

1–Low 14 0 0 0

2–minus 40 2 0 0

2–neutral 28 3 0 0

2–plus 9 10 0 0

3–minus 6 66 1 0

3–neutral 2 33 1 0

3–plus 0 10 3 0

4–minus 0 0 14 0

4–neutral 0 0 8 0

4–plus 0 0 3 1

5–minus 0 0 0 1

5–neutral 0 0 0 0

A.4.5 Discussion

In this section, we first debate the quality of the local nowcast estimates, the ground-truth we relied on (Sect.

A.4.5.1). Following, we discuss the findings regarding forecast accuracy and bias (Sect. A.4.5.2), and the

results related to our main research question: «Can avalanche danger be forecast in greater detail than

the five levels of the European danger scale?" (Sect. A.4.5.3). Finally, we comment on the operational

requirements which need to be fulfilled to assess avalanche danger at greater detail (Sec. A.4.5.4), and

we take the perspective of the forecast user, considering the potential benefit of providing more detailed

information in the forecast product (Sect. A.4.5.5).

A.4.5.1 On the reliability of local danger level estimates

As ground-truth, we relied on local nowcast estimates provided by specifically trained observers (Sect.

A.4.4.2). In Switzerland, these are the most reliable data-source, when assessing avalanche danger (Techel

and Schweizer, 2017). However, it is conceptually difficult to truly verify avalanche danger, as there is not one

unique set of observations describing a specific danger level (e.g. Bakermans et al., 2010). Furthermore,

local nowcasts rely on the same subjective approach to assess avalanche danger as forecasters do, and are

therefore a best guess only (Föhn and Schweizer, 1995). Hence, it is important to be aware of uncertainties

and potential biases introduced when relying solely on local danger level estimates for verification:

• Two studies showed that mountain guides in Switzerland assess the avalanche danger level more

often lower than other observer groups (for instance when compared to recreational forecast users
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or observers in ski areas; Winkler and Techel, 2014; Techel and Schweizer, 2017). Most of the DLN

estimates used in this study were provided by mountain guides, which are part of the observer network.

• It must be assumed that local assessors were aware of the forecast, which may introduce a confirma-

tion bias as noted in studies in Canada (e.g. Jamieson et al., 2009; Bakermans et al., 2010).

• Furthermore, the proportion of two DLN estimates disagreeing increased with increasing DRF (from

16% at 1–Low to 33% at 4–High). Considering this disagreement rate not only as an indicator that

the danger level was in between two danger levels, but also as a measure describing the reliability of

the local estimates within the same warning region, less confidence can be placed on DLN estimates

provided on days when 4–High was forecast.

We addressed these uncertainties related to local danger level estimates by relying only on estimates on

days and in regions when two observers reported such an estimate. While we believe that cases when two

observers reported the same danger level provide a reasonably robust estimate of the avalanche danger

level in a warning region, it is not possible to check whether this assumption truly holds and hence, what

kind of bias may be present and should be accounted for.

Due to these uncertainties, we suggest to interpret primarily patterns noted in our findings, rather than

absolute values.

A.4.5.2 Forecast accuracy and over-forecast bias

The comparison between local danger level estimates and the forecast danger levels showed an agreement

rate of 81% and a rather strong over-forecast bias in case of disagreements between forecast and nowcast.

Both the agreement rate between forecast and local nowcasts and the forecast bias are similar to other stud-

ies exploring larger data sets (Suter et al., 2010; Techel and Schweizer, 2017) or data from other countries

(e.g. in Canada: Jamieson et al., 2008; Sharp, 2014; Statham et al., 2018b). Additionally, we showed that a

tendency towards over-forecasting also exists in a spatial and temporal context (Sect. A.4.4.3).

Under-forecasting is of greater concern than over-forecasting, as potentially riskier decisions may be made

by forecast users (Jamieson et al., 2009). However, frequent over-forecasting will decrease the credibility of

the warning. Hence, forecast accuracy should be improved in general, which will inevitably also reduce the

number of days when the forecast danger level is too high.

A.4.5.3 Forecast sub-levels: consistent? And better than random?

We explored whether anomalies in the use of the sub-levels existed (Sect. A.4.4.1), and whether the fore-

cast sub-levels were better than a random assignment of a sub-level (Sect. A.4.4.3).

Consistent?

We noted two anomalies in the use of the sub-levels, which may indicate some inconsistency in their use:

(i) Sometimes, jumps of two or more sub-levels were forecast from one day to the next, or between

immediately neighboring warning regions. This anomaly was observed particularly on days when
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DRF was lowered from 3–Considerable to 2–Moderate, often during periods when D decreased rather

gradually. On these days, DRF.sub decreased more often by two levels than on the days immediately

before (Sect. A.4.4.1).

(ii) 2–plus was used significantly less often in the forecasts than would be expected, when compared to

the frequency of the respective lower and higher sub-levels (Fig. A.17b).

While there are situations, when abrupt changes may be perfectly justified, there are likely also cases, when

these are linked to limitations in the availability of relevant observational data, not allowing a more detailed

assessment of avalanche danger. In these situations, forecasts are kept more simple reflecting the reduced

knowledge the forecasters have. Furthermore, and despite forecasters having full flexibility of aggregating

warning regions to a large number of danger regions, allowing in theory to assign more gradual spatial gra-

dients in avalanche danger between warning regions, each of the danger regions must be described with

the most critical aspects and elevations, avalanche problem(s) and a danger description. However, in some

circumstances, as for instance at 2–Moderate, it may not be possible to make a further distinction in terms

of describing avalanche danger.

2–plus was used significantly less often in the forecasts than would be expected. We believe this anomaly is

linked to both the forecast bias, which was observed in time and space (Sect. A.4.4.3), as well as operational

constraints, like the need to provide a danger description for each danger region.

Can this anomaly be addressed in the forecasts?

Some of these cases are likely linked to the forecast bias, observed in time and space. Addressing this bias

can only be achieved by actually correcting the forecast danger level DRF. However, this would be a change

in the forecast danger level itself, and not merely a refinement of the danger level, and does not reflect the

state of knowledge the forecaster has at the time the forecast is produced. This, clearly, is not a suitable

approach as the sub-levels are intended to describe where avalanche danger is situated within a previously

assigned danger level.

The danger levels are ordinal values with descriptions for each danger level. Hence, sub-levels cannot be

calculated, nor is there a clear definition for them. The width of the sub-levels is therefore up to the subjec-

tive assessment of the avalanche forecasters. However, in order to ensure that sub-levels are used more

evenly, the Swiss avalanche forecasters should be encouraged to rate, in case of doubt, 2–plus rather than

2–neutral, and at the same time 2–neutral rather than 2–minus.

Alternatively, we suggest a more consistent approach, which may reduce both spatial gradients between

warning regions (i) and increase the use of 2–plus (ii) by automatically refining the sub-level as a function of

the danger level in neighboring warning regions:

• sub-level minus is assigned, whenever a warning region borders at least one other region with a lower

DRF but no region with a higher DRF

• sub-level plus is assigned, whenever a warning region borders at least one other region with a higher

DRF but no region with a lower DRF
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In the presented data set, this approach would revise the sub-level of about 13% of the cases. This ad-

justment would neither affect the danger level communicated to the public, nor the agreement rate between

DRF and DLN, and it would only marginally and not significantly change the misclassification cost. However,

it would reduce the sub-level gradients between neighboring warning regions (i) and would increase the

proportion of 2–plus (ii). However, aggregating the respective regions to form a separate danger region

would be difficult since it would require at least some differences in the wording compared to the original

description of avalanche danger for users to be able to understand why a separate danger region is given.

Thus, with the present format of the avalanche forecast, such a refinement would mainly be useful for inter-

nal use or could be a basis for computer-driven models. Furthermore, introducing such a smoothing might

be correct on average, but smaller or larger gradients may also be possible.

Better than random?

Despite these observed anomalies in the use of the sub-levels, the comparison between local estimates and

the forecast sub-levels showed that DRF.sub was better than a random assignment of sub-levels (DRF.sub.random):

• DRF.sub was most often neutral when DRF = DLN (Fig. A.19a vs. A.19b). In contrast, DRF.sub.random was

most frequently minus.

• In 70% of the cases, when DRF > DLN, DRF.sub was the sub-level closest to the DLN estimate. Thus,

DRF.sub leaned more strongly towards the local estimate than DRF.sub.random (Fig. A.19a vs. A.19b).

• The misclassification cost was lower for DRF.sub compared to DRF.sub.random (Sect. A.4.4.3).

• 3–plus was more often associated with natural avalanches (35%) than 3–minus (4%; Tab. A.16).

This indicates that forecasters, at least when working in a setup as is currently the case at the national

warning service in Switzerland, can indeed often refine avalanche danger at a higher resolution, by indicating

the trend within the five ordinal danger levels.

A.4.5.4 Refining avalanche danger ratings in regional avalanche forecasts - operational prerequisites

The data show that it is possible to determine the regional danger level with greater detail than the five

danger levels. Prerequisites for this, which apply to the provision of consistent and reliable forecasts in

general, include:

• Relevant and reliable data must be available in a sufficient spatial density and temporal frequency.

• The warning regions, the smallest spatial units in the forecasts, must be sufficiently small, and their

aggregation to danger regions must be highly flexible.

If the above requirements are fulfilled, a warning service should refine avalanche danger as detailed as

possible, at least for internal assessment. This refinement has the following advantages:

• Expressing the conditions in a level of detail closer to the expected avalanche conditions during the

forecast production process will increase consistency. While a categorization into fewer classes is
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necessary to reduce the amount of complexity in the forecast product; this should, however, only be

done at the end of the forecast process.

• Avalanche forecasters need to be aware of where in the danger level the current situation is located.

This facilitates the discussion regarding the conditions and the formulation of consistent danger de-

scriptions.

Such refined avalanche danger ratings may be used, for instance, to train statistical models, or they could

be fed into computer-driven models like the Quantitative Risk Reduction method (Schmudlach et al., 2018).

Particularly for such modeling approaches, the provision of a refined danger level could be highly relevant,

considering that on more than 75% of all the forecasting days, only two of the five danger levels are forecast.

A.4.5.5 Relevance to forecast users?

In this study, we did not quantitatively explore whether providing sub-levels to the user would actually be

beneficial. While we believe that some advanced users could benefit from this information, we suspect that

a higher granularity of danger ratings may be primarily useful when integrated into computer models, as for

instance those used on web platforms assisting back-country recreationists during the planning phase of

a tour (Schmudlach et al., 2018), or to train statistical models assisting avalanche forecasters in their data

analysis.

We could imagine that providing more specific information on expected avalanche size, the likelihood of

natural avalanches, the additional load required to trigger an avalanche, and the frequency and location of

these triggering locations might be of greater value to the user. However, the provision of this information

must meet the same quality criteria as we explored for the sub-levels: only when information is of sufficient

consistency and quality can it be of value to the user (Murphy, 1993).

A.4.6 Conclusions

We explored a four-year data-set of avalanche forecasts, which included the indication of three sub-levels

refining the forecast regional dry-snow danger level. Comparing forecast danger levels with nowcast esti-

mates, we noted a similar agreement rate of 81% between forecast and nowcast and a similar over-forecast

bias as in previous studies. Additionally, we showed that the tendency towards over-forecasting was also

present in a spatial and temporal context. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the forecast danger levels re-

fined by sub-levels have skill, that is, they were better than a random assignment of sub-levels. This indicates

that forecasters, at least when working in a similar setup as the national warning service in Switzerland, can

indeed often refine avalanche danger at a higher resolution, by indicating the trend within the five ordinal

danger levels. The results gained from this data analysis may support discussions on optimizing the granu-

larity of avalanche danger ratings, last but not least for the internal assessment process and as a data basis

for computer-driven models.

From our perspective, the discussion, whether such sub-level information - or other more specific informa-

tion - should be provided to the public in avalanche forecast products, must include two aspects: (1) in terms
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of consistency and quality, as explored here, and (2) in terms of the benefits from this additional information

to the user of avalanche forecasts.
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A.5 On the importance of snowpack stability, the frequency distribu-

tion of snowpack stability, and avalanche size in assessing the

avalanche danger level

Frank Techel, Karsten Müller, Jürg Schweizer: On the importance of snowpack stability, the frequency distri-

bution of snowpack stability, and avalanche size in assessing the avalanche danger level. The Cryosphere,

2020. doi: 10.5194/tc-2020-42

Abstract

Consistency in assigning an avalanche danger level when forecasting or locally assessing avalanche hazard

is essential, but challenging to achieve, as relevant information is often scarce and must be interpreted in

light of uncertainties. Furthermore, the definitions of the danger levels, an ordinal variable, are vague and

leave room for interpretation. Decision tools developed to assist in assigning a danger level are primarily

experience-based due to a lack of data. Here, we address this lack of quantitative evidence by exploring

a large data set of stability tests (N = 9,310) and avalanche observations (N = 39,017) from two countries

related to the three key factors that characterize avalanche danger: snowpack stability, the frequency distri-

bution of snowpack stability and avalanche size. We show that the frequency of the most unstable locations

increases with increasing danger level. However, a similarly clear relation between avalanche size and

danger level was not found. Only for the higher danger levels the size of the largest avalanche per day and

warning region increased. Furthermore, we derive stability distributions typical for the danger levels 1-Low to

4-High using four stability classes (very poor, poor, fair and good), and define frequency classes describing

the frequency of the most unstable locations (none or nearly none, a few, several and many ). Combining

snowpack stability, the frequency of stability classes and avalanche size in a simulation experiment, typi-

cal descriptions for the four danger levels are obtained. Finally, using the simulated stability distributions

together with the largest avalanche size in a step-wise approach, we present a data-driven lookup table

for avalanche danger assessment. Our findings may aid in refining the definitions of the avalanche danger

scale and in fostering its consistent usage.

A.5.1 Introduction

Consistent communication of regional avalanche hazard in publicly available avalanche forecast products

is paramount to avoid misinterpretations by the users (Techel et al., 2018). A key information in public

bulletins is the avalanche danger level. The danger levels - from 1-Low to 5-Very High - are described in

the European Avalanche Danger Scale (EADS, EAWS, 2018) or its North American equivalent, the North

American Avalanche Danger Scale (e.g. Statham et al., 2010) with brief definitions of the key factors. The

key factors that characterize avalanche danger are (Meister, 1995; EAWS, 2020d, 2018):

• the probability of avalanche release,
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• the frequency and location of the triggering spots, and

• the expected avalanche size.

These elements are expected to increase with increasing danger level (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2020).

The probability of avalanche release, or ’sensitivity to triggers’ as termed in the Conceptual Model of

Avalanche Hazard (CMAH, Statham et al., 2018a), is inversely related to snowpack stability, with a higher

probability for an avalanche to release with lower stability, and vice versa (e.g. Föhn and Schweizer, 1995;

Meister, 1995). Hence, the probability of avalanche release refers to a specific location and relates to the

local (or point) snow instability. The latter has recently been revisited and three elements were suggested

to describe point snow instability: failure initiation, crack propagation and slab tensile support (Reuter and

Schweizer, 2018).

The frequency and location of the triggering spots is typically unknown. So far, it can only be assessed with

laborious extensive sampling (e.g. Birkeland, 2001; Reuter et al., 2016). However, in a regional avalanche

forecast the spatial distribution of snow instability can be described with regard to the frequency and the loca-

tions of triggering spots or more generally the locations where snowpack stability is lowest. From these two

components, frequency and location, only frequency is relevant when assessing the danger level (Schweizer

et al., 2020). The frequency always refers to a specific area, typically a forecast region and/or slope aspects

and elevation bands. The frequency distribution describes the question «How often do spots with a cer-

tain snowpack stability exist within a region?» – in terms of numbers, proportions or percentages. Typical

frequency distributions for the danger levels 1-Low to 3-Considerable were described by Schweizer et al.

(2003) using five classes of snowpack stability. Frequency expresses the number of triggering locations

assuming a uniform distribution within the reference area and is described using the terms single, some,

many, and most (EAWS, 2017b). In contrast, the location of triggering spots or of snowpack stability refers

to «Where in the terrain is avalanche release most likely?» It indicates where in the terrain the frequency is

slightly higher (e.g. where the snowpack is shallow, close to ridgelines, in bowls, . . .). In the CMAH (Statham

et al., 2018a), on the other hand, the spatial distribution is related to the spatial density and distribution of an

avalanche problem and the ease of finding evidence for it, and is described using the three terms isolated,

specific and widespread.

Finally, avalanche size is defined with sizes ranging from 1 to 5 relating to the destructive potential of an

avalanche (e.g. CAA, 2014; EAWS, 2019; McClung and Schaerer, 1981).

The EADS descriptions of the key factors for each of the five categories of danger level leave ample room

for interpretation and are even partly ambiguous. This may be a major reason for inconsistencies noted in

the use of the danger levels between individual forecasters or field observers, and even more prominent be-

tween different forecast centers and avalanche warning services (Lazar et al., 2016; Statham et al., 2018b;

Techel and Schweizer, 2017; Techel et al., 2018), but also when assessing different avalanche problems

(Clark, 2019).

The same danger level can be described with different combinations of the three factors. To improve consis-

tency in the use of the danger levels, a first decision aid, the Bavarian Matrix was adopted by the European

Avalanche Warning Services (EAWS) in 2005. The Bavarian Matrix, a lookup table, combined the frequency
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of triggering locations with the release probability. In 2017, an update of the Bavarian matrix, now called the

EAWS-Matrix, was presented that additionally incorporates avalanche size (EAWS, 2020d). More recently,

a so-called Avalanche Danger Assessment Matrix (ADAM, Müller et al., 2016) was proposed, which tries

to combine the workflow described in the CMAH with the assignment of the danger levels based on the

three factors as suggested in the EAWS-Matrix. Both the current version of the EAWS-Matrix and ADAM

are works in progress.

Challenges in the improvement of these decision support tools include the fact that the three key factors

characterizing avalanche danger are not clearly defined and hence poorly quantified (Schweizer et al.,

2020). Our objective is therefore to address this lack of quantitative evidence by exploring observational

data relating to snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability and avalanche size. The

data originate from different snow climates, and also from different avalanche warning services (Norway,

Switzerland). The key questions are: (1) How do the three factors relate to the danger levels? and (2)

Which combination of the actual value of the three factors best describes the various danger levels? We

present a methodology to generate data-driven stability distributions and to obtain class intervals describing

the frequency of a given snowpack stability class. Finally, we will compare the findings with currently used

definitions in avalanche forecasting, as EADS and CMAH, and make recommendations for improvements

towards more consistent usage of the danger scale.

A.5.2 Data

All the data described below were recorded for the purpose of operational avalanche forecasting in Norway

(NOR; Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate NVE) or Switzerland (SWI; WSL Institute for

Snow and Avalanche Research SLF). In the vast majority, these observations were provided by specifically

trained observers, belonging to the observer network of either the Norwegian or the Swiss avalanche warn-

ing service.

For the analysis, we rely primarily on the Swiss data using the Norwegian data for comparison and validation.

Nevertheless, we will occasionally present results for Swiss and Norwegian data side by side.

A.5.2.1 Avalanche danger level

The avalanche danger level is an estimate at best, as there is no straightforward operational verification.

Whether assessing the danger level in the field or in hindsight, it remains an expert assessment (Föhn and

Schweizer, 1995; Techel and Schweizer, 2017).

We rely on the local danger level estimates provided by specifically trained observers. In both countries,

this estimate is based on the observations made on the day and on other information considered relevant

(Kosberg et al., 2013; Techel and Schweizer, 2017) and can be called a local nowcast. In very few exceptions

(19 days during the verification campaigns in the winters 2002 and 2003 in the region surrounding Davos,

SWI) a «verified» regional danger rating was available (Schweizer et al., 2003; Schweizer, 2007b).

In this study, we make use of local estimates for dry-snow conditions only. Each stability test or avalanche

observation was linked to a danger rating as described next (Sect.s A.5.2.2 and A.5.2.3).
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Table A.18: Data overview.

parameter country N data from*

avalanches natural SWI 29,511 2001-2019

human-triggered SWI 3,751 2001-2019

natural NOR 4,555 2014-2019

human-triggered NOR 1,200 2014-2019

RB SWI 4,439 2001-2019

ECT SWI 2,745 2007-2019

NOR 2,126 2014-2019

* - for days between (and including) 1 Dec and 30 Apr.

A.5.2.2 Snowpack stability

Operationally available information directly related to snow instability includes simple field observations

as well as snowpack stability tests (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010). Field observations such as recent

avalanching, shooting cracks and whumpfs (a sound audible when a weak layer fails due to localized load-

ing) clearly indicate snow instability (Jamieson et al., 2009; Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010). These ob-

servations are often made in the backcountry while ski touring and do not require a person to dig a snow

pit. Snowpack stability tests, on the other hand, are considered targeted sampling (McClung and Schaerer,

2006) with the aim to assess point snow instability. Here, we used data obtained with two stability tests

regularly used to assess snow instability in Switzerland and Norway, the Rutschblock test and the Extended

Column Test.

The Rutschblock test (RB) is a stability test, ideally performed on slopes steeper than 30◦, where a 1.5 m

× 2 m block of snow is isolated from the surrounding snowpack and loaded by a person (e.g Föhn, 1987;

Schweizer, 2002). An observer performing a RB records which of the 6 loading steps, referred to as the

score, caused failure, and what portion of the block slid (the release type: whole block, most of block, edge

only). If no failure occurs, RB7 is recorded. Score and release type provide information on failure initiation

and crack propagation, essential components of slab avalanche release (Schweizer et al., 2008b). RB data

were only available from Switzerland.

The Extended Column Test (ECT) is a stability test that provides an indication on crack propagation propen-

sity (Simenhois and Birkeland, 2006, 2009). In contrast to the RB, the ECT is performed on a relatively small

(30 cm × 90 cm) isolated column of snow and loaded by tapping on the block. The observer records the tap

at which a crack initiates (1-30) and whether a fracture propagates across the entire column (ECTP), or not

(ECTN; Simenhois and Birkeland, 2009). If no fracture is initiated with 30 taps ECTX is recorded.

Each stability test was linked to a danger rating relating to dry-snow conditions. We considered the danger

rating most relevant, which was transmitted together with the snow profile or stability test (in text form, SWI).

In the Swiss data set, this danger rating was replaced for stability tests observed on days and in warning

regions, for which a «verified» regional danger rating existed (Sect. A.5). If neither of them was available,
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the operational database was searched for local danger level estimates reported during the day and in the

same region. Often, these local estimates were reported by the same observer who performed the test.

The Swiss RB data set comprised 4,439 RBs, observed mainly on NW-, N-, and NE-facing slopes (67%) at

a median elevation of 2,380 m a.s.l. (interquartile range IQR 2,160–2,565 m) and a median slope angle of

35◦ (IQR: 32–37◦). The Swiss ECT data set contained 2,745 ECTs; 67% were observed in NW-, N- and

NE-facing slopes at a median elevation of 2,372 m a.sl. (IQR 2,134–2,547 m) and at 34◦ (IQR 31-36◦).

The Norwegian ECT data set consisted of 2,126 ECTs, observed at a median elevation of 760 m a.sl. (IQR

730–1,067 m). Consistent information on the slope aspect was not available for Norwegian stability data.

A.5.2.3 Avalanches

As part of the daily observations, observers (and occasionally the public) reported avalanches observed in

their region. Avalanches can be reported individually, but also by summarizing several avalanches into one

observation. While individual avalanches were reported in a similar way in SWI and NOR, the reporting

of several avalanches differed. In SWI, observers reported the number of avalanches of a given size. In

all reporting forms, information about the wetness and trigger type could be provided. In NOR, observers

reported avalanche size, trigger type and wetness, which was typical for the situation, and described the

observed number of avalanches using categorical terms (single: 1, some: 2-4, many: 5-10, numerous: ≥11).

In either country, avalanche size was estimated according to the destructive potential, and a combination of

total length and volume, resulting in avalanche sizes of 1 to 5 (EAWS, 2019). In SWI until 2011, only size

classes 1-4 were used.

The analysis was restricted to dry-snow avalanches, where the trigger type was either natural release or

human-triggered. These avalanches were linked to a dry-snow local danger rating for the release date of

the avalanche(s) and in the same warning region.

To enhance the quality of the data, we filtered observations, which we believe may indicate errors in the local

estimate of the danger level or of avalanche size. To this end, we calculated the avalanche activity index

(AAI, Schweizer et al., 1998), a dimensionless index summing up avalanches according to their size with

weights of 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 for avalanche sizes 1 to 4, respectively. We did not assign weights to the

trigger type (natural, human-triggered). For NOR, where the number of observed avalanches is described

categorically, we assigned numbers as follows: one = 1, few (2-5) = 3, several (6-10) = 8, numerous (≥11)

= 12. For each country, we then rank-ordered the avalanche data and the lowest 2.5% of the days and

regions with 2-Moderate, 3-Considerable and 4-High, and the top 2.5% of the days and regions with 1-Low,

2-Moderate or 3-Considerable were considered to represent errors in the local estimate of the danger level

or of avalanche size. These potentially erroneous data were removed.

The total number of avalanches that remained was 33,262 in Switzerland, observed on 6,610 days and

regions, and 5,755 in Norway, observed on 1,618 different days and regions (Table A.21).
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Figure A.20: Stability classification of (a) Rutschblock test results (based on Schweizer (2007a); Techel and Pielmeier

(2014)) and (b) Extended Column Test results (based on Techel et al. (2020b)). * - part of block includes release types

most of block and edge only

A.5.3 Methods

A.5.3.1 Classification of snow stability

Snowpack stability is one of the three contributing factors to avalanche hazard and relates to the probability

of avalanche release. In the following, we describe how we classified the results of the snow instability tests

in the four stability classes (very poor, poor, fair and good - stability class names are in italics throughout

this manuscript).

Rutschblock test (RB) results were classified in the four stability classes according to Figure A.20a using a

combination of score and release type, which have been shown to be good predictors of unstable conditions

(e.g. Föhn, 1987; Jamieson and Johnston, 1995; Schweizer et al., 2008b). This stability rating is close to

the operationally applied stability rating in Switzerland, which includes five classes and in addition considers

weak layer properties and snowpack structure (Schweizer, 2007a; Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001). The

classification by Schweizer (2007a) was used in Techel and Pielmeier (2014) for an automatic assignment

of stability based on RB score and release type (also five classes). As in Techel et al. (2020b), we combined

the two classes very good and good into one class called good.

Extended Column Test (ECT) results were classified relying on the classification recently suggested by

Techel et al. (2020b). Using a combination of crack propagation and the number of taps until failure initiation,

four stability classes were defined (Fig. A.20b). As the four stability classes for RB and ECT do not exactly

line up, we assigned the following four class labels to the four ECT classes: poor, poor-to-fair, fair and good

(as in Techel et al., 2020b).

If failures in several weak layers were induced in a single stability test, the test results were classified for

each failure layer. For this, we considered the failure as not relevant (rating the test result as good), if a

failure layer was less than 10 cm below the snow surface (as in Techel et al., 2020b). The lowest stability

class was retained for further analysis.

A.5.3.2 Simulation of snowpack stability distributions

The second factor contributing to avalanche hazard is the frequency of potential triggering locations, or of

snowpack stability.
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Figure A.21: Schematic representation of the workflow for bootstrap sampling and frequency class definition. a - For

each danger level, all stability ratings are combined. b - From the observed stability distributions of a specific danger

level (a), n tests are randomly sampled. This is repeated B = 2,500 times to obtain typical stability distributions for each

of the four danger levels. c - The 4x 2,500 bootstrap samples are merged and the proportion of very poor rated stability

tests per sample is plotted as a histogram, irrespective of danger level. d - The statistics required for frequency class

definitions are calculated and the k frequency classes defined. For details refer to the description in the Sections A.5.3.2

and A.5.3.3.

To determine the frequency distribution of point snow instability within a defined region and at a given danger

level many stability test results on a given day are in general needed (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2003). However,

as we most often only had one stability test result on a given day, we followed an alternative approach.

Assuming that a single test result is just one sample from the stability distribution on that day and that dif-

ferent days with the same danger level exhibit a range of similar stability distributions, we generated stability

distributions by random sampling from the entire population of stability tests at a given danger level. Thus,

we applied bootstrap sampling (Efron, 1979) and proceeded as follows (see also Fig. A.21a and b):

• (i) We randomly selected n stability test results with replacement from the stability tests associated

with the same danger level, resulting in a single bootstrap sample. We repeated this procedure B

times for each danger level.

• (ii) For each of the B bootstrap samples, we calculated the proportions of very poor, poor, fair and

good stability tests.

Bootstrap sampling, frequently used to estimate the accuracy of a desired statistic or for machine learning

(Hastie et al., 2009), requires a sufficiently large number of replications B to be drawn. We used B = 2,500
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for each danger level, resulting in 10,000 stability distributions in total.

The second important parameter when bootstrap sampling is the number n of stability tests drawn in each

sample. Small values of n increase variance, and hence overlap between samples drawn from different

danger levels, and reduce the resolution of the desired statistic (e.g. for n = 10, the resolution is 0.1, for n =

100 it is 0.01). Since nature is not as discrete as the danger levels suggest, we wanted both some overlap

between our sampled stability distributions and a reasonably high resolution of our statistic. Unfortunately,

there are no studies we can refer to concerning the amount of overlap that would be appropriate. We tested

n={10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 1,000}.

These simulations are compared to a small number of days when more than 6 RB tests (N=41) or more than

6 ECT tests (N=31) were collected in the surroundings of Davos (Switzerland).

A.5.3.3 Snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability - approach to define

frequency classes

Currently, neither well defined terms to describe frequency classes (such as a few or many ) nor thresholds

to differentiate between the classes exist. In the following, we therefore introduce a data-driven approach to

define class intervals that we will use to describe the frequency of a certain snowpack stability class. We

considered the following points:

• Classes should be defined based on the snowpack stability class most relevant with regard to avalanche

release, hence the frequency of the class very poor. Even though the focus is on the proportion of

very poor snowpack stability, classes need to capture the entire possible parameter space, i.e. from

very rare to virtually all (1 to 99%).

• The number of classes should reflect the human capacity to distinguish between them. We explored 3,

4 and 5 classes only, as these are the number of classes currently used to describe and communicate

avalanche hazard and its components (e.g. three spatial distribution categories in the CMAH, four

frequency terms in the EAWS matrix, five danger levels, five avalanche size classes).

• Classes must be sufficiently different to ease classification by the forecaster as well as communication

to the user. And, if quantifier terms were assigned to these classes, these terms would need to

unambiguously describe such increasing frequencies. An example of such a succession of five terms

is nearly none, a few, several, many and nearly all (e.g. Díaz-Hermida and Bugarín, 2010).

Data-driven approaches for defining interval classes are numerous, and are described for instance for the-

matic mapping (e.g. Slocum et al., 2005) or for selecting histogram bin-widths (e.g. Evans, 1977; Wand,

1997). In general, the choice of class intervals should be appropriate to the observed data distribution.

Approaches include, among others, splitting the parameter space into equal intervals, into intervals with an

equal number of observations in each bin, or finding natural breaks in the data by minimizing the within-class

variance while maximizing the distance between the class centers (e.g. Fisher-Jenks algorithm, Slocum

et al., 2005). However, in our case, in which low values of the proportion of very poor stability are frequent

and higher values rare, we made use of a geometric progression of class widths, considered most suitable
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for this type of distribution (Evans, 1977). Using this approach, we classified the data into k classes with

class interval limits being {0, a, ab, ab2, . . ., abk−1, 100}, where a is the size (width) of the initial (lowest) class

and b is a multiplying factor. According to Evans (1977), a data-driven calculation of b for the closed interval

from 0 to 100 can be given:

b =

(

100− V Pmed

V Pmed

)
2

k

, (A.12)

where VPmed (0 - 100) is the median proportion of very poor stability, and k the number of classes preferred.

This approach requires a suitable value of the number of classes k to be defined. Given k and b, the initial

class width a is (Evans, 1977):

a =
V Pmed(100− b)

100− b
k

2

(A.13)

To derive a and b, we generated snowpack stability distributions, as outlined in the previous section (see

also Fig. A.21c and d).

A.5.3.4 Combining snowpack stability and the frequency of snowpack stability with avalanche size:

a simulation experiment

When assigning a danger level, the information relating to snowpack stability and the frequency distribution

of snowpack stability needs to be combined with avalanche size. As we do not have data describing the three

factors relating to the same day and region, we used a simulation approach by assuming that the distribution

of the observed data represents the typical values and ranges at a specific danger level. Randomly sampling

and combining a sufficient number of data points results in typical combinations of the three factors according

to their presence in the data, but may also produce a small number of less likely combinations.

We made use of the simulated frequency distributions of snowpack stability and their respective frequency

class (Sect.s A.5.3.2 and A.5.3.3). For each danger level, we combined the snowpack stability information

with avalanche size by randomly selecting an avalanche size from the empirical avalanche size distribution

for the given danger level (which will be shown in Sect. A.5.42) .

A.5.4 Results

We first present the findings relating to the three contributing factors and their combination making use of

Swiss Rutschblock and avalanche data (Sections A.5.4.1 - A.5.4.4). In a second step (Sect. A.5.4.5), the

findings regarding snowpack stability and avalanche size are compared with results obtained using different

data sources: the ECT to assess snowpack stability and avalanche observations from Norway. Finally, to

highlight the influence of the settings used for bootstrap-sampling and frequency classification, a sensitivity

analysis is performed (Sect. A.5.4.6).

A.5.4.1 Snowpack stability

Observed Rutschblock test stability distributions

We analyzed the stability distributions obtained with the RB test at danger levels 1-Low to 4-High (Fig.
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Figure A.22: Distribution of stability ratings for the stability tests (a) Rutschblock (RB) and (b) ECT for danger levels

1-Low to 4-High. For the definition of the stability classes refer to Fig. A.20 and Sect. A.5. Note the small N for 4-High

for both tests.

A.22a). At 4-High, very few RB were observed. The proportion of very poor rated RB tests increased mono-

tonically with increasing danger level from 2% at 1-Low to 38% at 4-High (Fig. A.22a). As a consequence,

the combined proportion of very poor and poor rated tests also increased strongly from 7% to 67%, while

the proportion of tests rated as good decreased accordingly (69% to 10%, Fig. A.22a). These patterns were

also confirmed when exploring the correlation between the RB stability class and danger level (Spearman

rank-order correlation; ρ = 0.4, p < 0.001).

Frequency classes of very poor snowpack stability

Here, we describe the four frequency classes bassed on the frequency of very poor stability as sampled

from the stability distributions shown in Fig. A.22a (bootstrap sample size n = 25). Regarding the sampling

and the class definition procedure refer to Sect.s A.5.3.2 and A.5.3.3, regarding the sensitivity of these set-

tings on the results, refer to Sect. A.5.4.6.

Using four frequency classes, and labeling them none or nearly none, a few, several and many, the thresh-

olds in the proportion very poor stability between frequency class labels were 0%, 4% and 20%, respectively

(Tab. A.19). This corresponded to a median proportion very poor stability observed in each frequency class

of 0%, 4%, 12%, 32%, or, if expressed in the number of very poor Rutschblock test results, in 0, 1, 3 or 8

RB out of 25 drawn.

Large proportions of very poor stability (e.g. ≥ 50%) occurred in less than 1% of the sampled distributions,

despite sampling a comparably large number of tests from 4-High, where very poor stability test results

are more frequent (Fig. A.22a), and using a low n in each of the bootstrap samples, which increases the
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Table A.19: Frequency classification derived from the proportion of very poor stability ratings, using four frequency

classes. The intervals for the frequency of very poor stability are shown. D(1st) and D(2nd) indicate the most and

second most frequent danger level the samples were drawn from, respectively. Also shown is the classification of the

combination of stability class and frequency class based on the two most frequent danger levels, denoted as letters A

to F, which will be used in Fig.s A.25 and A.26. For class none or nearly none no letter is assigned, as the next higher

stability class should be considered.

stability frequency interval* danger level letter in

class class (n = 25) D(1st) D(2nd) stability matrix

very poor many >20% - 100% 4 3 A

several >4% - 20% 3 2 B

a few >0% - 4% 2 1 D

none or nearly none 0% - 0% 1 2

poor many 2 3 C

several 2 1 D

a few 1 2 E

none or nearly none 1 2

fair many 1 2 E

several 1 – F

* The thresholds indicated in the table are rounded according to the resolution of the

test statistic, which depends on the number n of samples drawn in each bootstrap.

Rounded to one decimal space, the interval thresholds for the frequency of very poor

stability for sampling with n = 25 were: 0%, 1.8%, 6.2%, 21%, 100%.

variation in the sampled proportions.

The correlation between the frequency class describing the frequency of very poor stability and the dan-

ger level was strong (ρ = 0.81, p < 0.001; Fig. A.23). For instance, the frequency class none or nearly

none was most frequently sampled from stability tests observed at 1-Low (61% of the cases). Similarly, the

frequency class a few resulted most often when tests were sampled from 2-Moderate (47%), several from

3-Considerable (56%) and many from 4-High (86%, Fig. A.23). Hence, when the proportion of very poor

stability was classified as many, this was, by itself, a strong indicator that the danger level was 4-High.

A.5.4.2 Avalanche size

Most avalanches in the Swiss data set were size 1 (Fig. A.24a), except at 4-High, where a similar proportion

of size 1, 2 and 3 avalanches were reported. The proportion of size 1 avalanches decreased with danger

level from 64% to 32%, while the combined proportion of size 3 and 4 avalanches was highest at 4-High

with 39%. Comparing the distributions at 1-Low to 3-Considerable shows that the most frequent avalanche

size has little discriminating power to differentiate between danger levels. The median avalanche size was
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Figure A.23: Distribution of the danger levels for the four frequency classes describing the proportion of very poor

snowpack stability, derived from sampling 25 Rutschblock tests (as described in Sect. A.5). The respective proportions

are indicated for each of the four danger levels.

size 1 at 1-Low and 2-Moderate, size 1 to size 2 at 3-Considerable, and size 2 at 4-High (Fig. A.24a).

Considering the size of the largest reported avalanche per day and warning region showed that the largest

avalanche per day and region was most frequently size 2 for 1-Low and 2-Moderate, a mix of size 2 and

size 3 at 3-Considerable, and size 3 at 4-High (Fig. A.24b). The proportion of days when size 1 avalanches

were the largest observed avalanche decreased significantly with increasing danger level (from 33% to 1%,

p < 0.001), while the proportion of days with at least one size 3 or size 4 avalanche increased significantly

(from 20% to 78%, p < 0.001). At 4-High, almost 80% of the days had at least one avalanche of size 3 or 4

recorded.

The correlation between the size of the avalanche and the danger level was weak for the median size per

day and warning region (ρ = 0.15, p < 0.001), but somewhat higher for the largest size (ρ = 0.25, p <

0.001).

Note that we did not explore days with no avalanches as we were interested in the size of avalanches, not

their frequency. The frequency component is addressed using the frequency of locations with very poor

stability as a proxy.

A.5.4.3 Combining the frequency of very poor stability and avalanche size

Assuming that the stability class very poor corresponds to the actual trigger locations, we combined the

snowpack stability class, the frequency of this stability class and avalanche size. Hence, this combination

considers all three key factors characterizing the avalanche danger level. The resulting simulated data set

contained the following information: danger level, frequency class describing occurrence of very poor stabil-

ity, largest avalanche size. These data looked like the following, here for 1-Low:

Sample 1: 1-Low, a few, largest avalanche size 1

Sample 2: 1-Low, none or nearly none, largest avalanche size 2
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Figure A.24: Size distribution of dry-snow avalanches, which released naturally or were human-triggered for danger

levels 1-Low to 4-High, showing all avalanches (a, c) and the largest reported avalanche per day and warning region (b,

d) in Switzerland (SWI, upper row) and Norway (NOR, lower row).

Sample 3: 1-Low, a few, largest avalanche size 1

. . .

Sample B: 1-Low - none or nearly none - largest avalanche size 1

Tab. A.20 summarizes the simulated data set. The most frequent combinations of the frequency class
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Table A.20: Table showing the combination of the frequency class of very poor snowpack stability and the largest

avalanche size for the four danger levels. Frequencies are rounded to the full per cent value. Bold values hightlight the

most frequent combination, "–" indicates that these combinations did not exist.

1-Low 2-Moderate 3-Considerable 4-High

size none* few several many none* few several many none* few several many none* few several many

1 17 10 5 – 8 9 7 0 0 2 12 2 – 0 0 1

2 25 16 7 – 16 19 15 0 1 3 30 5 – 0 3 18

3 11 8 3 – 8 9 9 0 1 3 30 6 – 0 6 37

4 – – – – 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 – 0 5 30

* none or nearly none

simulation setting: Rutschblock, avalanches (SWI), n = 25, k = 4, B = 2,500 per danger level

and avalanche size for each danger level were:

• 1-Low: None or nearly none locations with very poor stability (53% of samples) existed. The largest

avalanches were size 2 (48%).

• 2-Moderate: A few locations with very poor stability (37%) were present. The typical largest avalanche

was of size 2 (50%).

• 3-Considerable: Several locations with very poor stability (75%) existed. The typical largest avalanches

were sizes 2 or 3 (79%).

• 4-High: Many locations with very poor stability (86%) existed. The typical largest avalanche was of

size 3 (43%).

A.5.4.4 Data-driven lookup table for danger level assessment

Finally, we present a data-driven lookup table to assess avalanche danger (Fig. A.25) using the simulations

presented before. We used a step-wise approach, and two matrices as proposed by Müller et al. (2016) in

the so-called Avalanche Danger Assessment Matrix (ADAM).

The first matrix (Fig. A.25a), which we refer to as stability matrix, combines snowpack stability and the

frequency class of the most unstable stability class observed. Cell labels (letters A to E) in this matrix were

assigned based on similar danger level distributions behind the respective stability class - frequency class

combination (Tab. A.19). The letters reflect combinations with the most frequent and second most frequent

danger levels in descending order with A being the highest and E the lowest danger levels. Letter F in Tab.

A.19, a rare occurrence in our data, was combined with letter E. For class none or nearly none no letter is

assigned, as the next higher stability class should be considered. The mean simulated RB stability class

distributions behind these cells are shown in Figure A.26a.

The second matrix (Fig. A.25b), which we refer to as danger matrix, combines snowpack stability and

frequency with the largest avalanche size. The danger matrix displays the most frequent danger level (bold)

and the second most frequent danger level characterizing this combination. If the second most frequent
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none* few several many 1 2 3 4

very poor ** D B A A 3 -4 4 (-3) 4 4

poor ** E D C B 3 (-2/-1) 3 (-2) 3 (-2) 4 -3

fair  - - E E C 2 (-3) 2 -3 3 -2  - 

good  - -  - - D 1 -2 2 -1 2 -1 3 (-2)

* none or nearly none E 1 1 (-2) 1 (-2)  - 
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Figure A.25: Data-driven lookup table for avalanche danger assessment (similar to the structure proposed by Müller

et al. (2016)). The (a) stability matrix combines the frequency class of the most unfavorable snowpack stability class

(columns) and the snowpack stability class (rows) to obtain a letter describing specific stability situations, The (b) danger

matrix combines the largest avalanche size (columns) and the specific stability situations (letter) obtained in the stability

matrix (rows) to assess the danger level. In (b): The most frequent danger level is shown in bold. If the second most

frequent danger level was present more than 30% of the cases, the value is shown with no brackets, if present between

15 and 30% it is placed in brackets. In (a) and (b): Cells containing less than 1% of the data are marked.
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Figure A.26: Data behind the matrices shown in Figure A.25. The layout of the columns and rows is identical to Fig.

A.25. The left figure (a) shows the mean simulated stability distributions behind the stability matrix (Fig. A.25a). Letters

describe cells with the corresponding most frequent and second most frequent danger level. In the right figure (b), the

distribution of danger levels for combinations of the typical largest avalanche size and the letters obtained before in the

stability matrix (A-E, Fig. A.25a) are shown. The most frequent and second most frequent danger levels in each cell -

avalanche size combination are shown in the danger matrix in the right part of Fig. A.25b.

danger level was present more than 30% of the cases, the value is shown with no brackets, if present

between 15 and 30% it is placed in brackets. To illustrate the actual danger level distributions behind this

matrix, Figure A.26b summarizes the simulated data.

To derive the danger level, these two matrices can be used as follows:

1. In the stability matrix (Fig. A.25a), the frequency class of very poor snowpack stability is assessed.

If the frequency class was none or nearly none, the frequency class of poor snowpack stability is
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assessed. If the frequency class was again none or nearly none, the frequency class of fair snowpack

stability is assessed.

2. The resulting letter is transferred to the danger matrix (Fig. A.25b), where it is combined with the

largest avalanche size (Fig. A.25b).

3. The most frequent danger levels that were typical for this combination, are shown.

A.5.4.5 Comparison with other data sets

For the main results, presented in Sections A.5.4.1 to A.5.4.4, we relied on stability test results and avalanche

data from Switzerland. In the following, we compare these stability and avalanche size distributions to other

data sets.

Snowpack stability distributions: comparing RB with ECT results

Additionally to the RB, we explored stability distributions derived from ECT results and performed not only

in Switzerland but also in Norway at 1-Low to 4- High (Fig. A.22b).

The proportion of poor rated ECT increased from 10% at 1-Low to 28% at 3-Considerable, while the propor-

tion of the two most unfavorable stability classes combined rose from 16% to 42%. At 4-High, where very

few ECTs were observed, only the combined proportion of the two most unfavorable classes showed this

increasing trend (61%, Fig. A.22b). Again, a positive though weak correlation between stability rating and

danger level was noted (ρ = 0.22, p < 0.001).

In comparison to the RB (Fig. A.22a, Sect. A.5), the ECT showed less distinct changes in the frequency

of the most unstable and most stable classes between danger levels, and hence the correlation with the

danger level was lower (ECT: ρ = 0.22 vs. RB: ρ = 0.4).

Avalanche size: comparing Swiss and Norwegian avalanche size distributions

The avalanche size distributions in Sect. A.5, based on observations made in Switzerland (SWI; Fig. A.24a,

b), were compared to observations in Norway (NOR; Fig. A.24c, d).

In Norway, size 1 was the most frequently reported size at 1-Low, while size 2 avalanches were the most

frequent size at 3-Considerable and 4-High (Fig. A.24c). The proportion of reported size 1 avalanches

decreased with increasing danger level (from 49% to 10% from 1-Low to 4-High), while size 3 and 4

avalanches increased proportionally (from 10% to 34%). Similarities between Switzerland and Norway

included a decreasing proportion of size 1 avalanches and increasing proportions of size 3 or 4 avalanches

with danger level. Notable differences were primarily related to the proportion value: Considering all re-

ported avalanches, size 1 avalanches were proportionally less frequent in Norway than in Switzerland (NOR

17%, SWI 30%), while size 4 avalanches had larger proportions in Norway (NOR 2%, SWI 1%). This differ-

ence is likely linked to a lower reporting rate of smaller avalanches in Norway.

Considering the largest avalanche per day and warning region in Norway (Fig. A.24d) showed similar trends

in the size distributions as in Switzerland (Fig. A.24b). The proportion of size 1 avalanches decreased with

increasing danger level, while size 3 and 4 avalanches increased. Size 2 avalanches were the most frequent
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at 1-Low to 3-Considerable. At 4-High, the largest reported avalanche was typically a size 3 avalanche. Dif-

ferences between the Norwegian and the Swiss data were again primarily related to the proportion values.

For instance, the proportion of size 1 avalanches as the largest reported avalanche decreased from 1-Low to

4-High from 43% to 14% in Norway, compared to 33% to 1% in Switzerland. Differences were also observed

for the proportion of size 3 and 4 avalanches as the largest observed avalanche: their proportion increased

from 1-Low to 4-High from 10% to 59% in Norway, and from 20% to 78% in Switzerland.

A.5.4.6 Bootstrap sampling and frequency class definitions - sensitivity analysis

Bootstrap sampling

To obtain a variety of frequency distributions of point snow instability, we sampled stability ratings as de-

scribed in Sect. A.5.3.3. As outlined there, one important parameter affecting such a sampling approach is

the number of stability ratings n drawn in each sample (sample size). In the following, we illustrate the effect

of the bootstrap sample size n.

Influence of sample size

The results shown in Sections A.5.4.1, A.5.4.3 and A.5.4.4 were based on a sample size n = 25. To explore

the effect of sample size, we in addition sampled using n = {10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 1000}. The histograms

displaying the simulated proportion of very poor stability for various n irrespective of danger level showed

that the distribution of the proportion of very poor stability was skewed towards lower proportions being more

frequent than higher proportions, regardless of n (two examples for n = 25 and n = 200 are shown in the

Fig. A.27a and c, respectively). Checking for multi-modality in the histograms by visual inspection and by

applying the modetest (Ameijeiras-Alonso et al., 2018) showed that increasing the sample size n impacted

the number of modes detected in the histograms, with two or more modes being present when n reached

values of about 50. In the examples showing the proportions of very poor stability (Fig. A.27), the number

of modes increased from one for n = 25 (Fig. A.27a) to three for n = 200 (Fig. A.27c). Furthermore, the

resulting simulations were visually checked for clusters in a two-dimensional context by considering the two

extreme stability classes, the proportion of very poor and good stability ratings (Fig. A.27b and d). Again, it

can be noted that the sampled distributions not only become visually more and more clustered with increas-

ing n, but the overlap between danger levels decreases. In the examples shown, no obvious clustering can

be noted for n = 25 while four distinct clusters exist when sampling n = 200 tests in each bootstrap. This

decrease of variance with increasing n, which leads to less overlap in samples drawn from different danger

levels, is a characteristic of bootstrap sampling.

Plausibility of sampled distributions: comparison with observations

When introducing the bootstrap-sampling approach to create a range of plausible stability distributions (Sect.

A.5.3.2), we had to assume that a single stability rating is just one sample from the stability distribution on

that day and that different days with the same danger level exhibit a range of similar stability distributions.

Referring to Fig. A.28, it can be noted that indeed a range of typical distributions was obtained for the four

danger levels. For instance, for n = 25 and 3-Considerable, the interquartile range of the simulated propor-
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Figure A.27: Simulated proportions of very poor and good snowpack stability derived from RB tests for different number

of samples n drawn in each of the bootstrap (upper row a and b: n = 25, lower row c and d: n = 200). In the histograms (a,

c) the proportion of very poor stability is shown, in the scatterplots (b, d) the most frequent danger level for a combination

of very poor and good stability is shown. Note, the histogram in (a) is identical to Fig. A.21c. - The larger the sample

size n, the more the data became multi-modal and clustered around the means of each danger level. This is indicated

by the p-value (modetest, median p-value of 10 repetitions, Ameijeiras-Alonso et al., 2018) in a and c.

tions of very poor stability was between about 10% and 20% (Fig. A.28d), and for good stability between

about 15% and 30% (Fig. A.28f).

Comparing the bootstrap-sampled distributions with actually observed distributions of stability ratings on the

same day and in the same region (N = 41) showed that the distributions obtained using bootstrap-sampling

reflected the variation in the observed distributions reasonably well (Fig. A.28). The exception was n = 10
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Figure A.28: Comparison of observed (points, N = 41) and bootstrap-sampled distributions (boxes) for the proportion

of very poor (a, d), very poor and poor combined (b, e) and good stability tests (c, f), for two settings of the number n

of tests drawn. When 7 to 15 RB tests were observed on the same day and within the same region, these are shown

together with sampled distributions using n = 10 (a-c). When more than 16 tests were collected, these are shown

together with sampled distributions using n = 25 (d-f).

and good stability (Fig. A.28c): in this case, the observed proportions of good stability were significantly

different than the sampled distributions at 2-Moderate and 3-Considerable (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum

test).

In all examples shown in Fig. A.28, the influence of a low number n of tests drawn in the bootstrap or from

the distribution of stability ratings actually collected in the field, is reflected in the large overlap in the propor-

tions of a specific stability rating between danger levels, but also variation within.

Frequency class definition

Relevant parameters for the definition of class intervals, as introduced in Sect. A.5.3.3, are the respective

median proportion of very poor stability VPmed and the number of classes k desired.

VPmed was affected by the resolution of the test statistic for very low values of n. For instance, for n = 10,

the resolution was 0.1 and VPmed was 0.1. For all other n tested, VPmed was 0.08 or 0.085, despite large

differences in the resolution of the test statistic (e.g. 0.04 for n = 25 and 0.005 for n = 200). The number

of classes k desired, however, influenced the class interval definition, as both the initial (lowest) class width
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a and the factor b, scaling the increase in interval-width, decreased with k. However, for n ≤ 50 and all k

tested, the initial (lowest) class contained only values for the proportion of very poor equaling 0. A value of k

= 4 seemed most suitable, as the resulting three lower class intervals would contain values for sampling with

n > 10. In all cases, an additional class would exist, generally at values between 0.5 and 0.9. As this class

would remain empty most of the time, this class was merged with the respective lower one, thus expanding

the upper interval limit of class many to 1.

The correlation between the frequency class and the danger level increased with increasing k, and was

strong even with n = 10, with a large amount of overlap between classes (ρ > 0.7, p < 0.001).

A.5.5 Discussion

In the following, we discuss our findings in the light of potential uncertainties linked to the data and methods

selected. Furthermore, we compare the results to currently used definitions, guidelines and decision aids

used in regional avalanche forecasting.

A.5.5.1 Data

Stability tests

Stability tests conducted by specifically trained observers are often performed at locations where the snow-

pack stability is expected to be low, though in an environment where spatial variability of the snowpack can

be high (e.g. Schweizer et al., 2008a). Moreover, in most cases just one stability test was performed by

an observer, not permitting us to judge whether this test was representative for the conditions of the day.

However, the overall distributions of the stability ratings derived from RB or ECT results (Fig. A.22), highlight

the increase of locations with low snowpack stability with increasing danger levels.

At 4-High, stability test data were limited, as these situations are not only rare and temporally often short-

lived, but also since backcountry travel in avalanche terrain is dangerous and therefore not recommended.

As a consequence, not only considerably fewer field observations were made, but these were also dug on

less steep slopes at lower elevation, which may potentially underestimate snow instability.

Avalanche observations

We relied on observational data recorded in the context of operational avalanche forecasting. This means

that differences in the quality of single observations are possible. For instance, variations in both the es-

timation of avalanche size (Moner et al., 2013) as well as in locally assessing the avalanche danger level

(Techel and Schweizer, 2017) have been noted. Furthermore, observations of avalanche activity often have

a temporal uncertainty of a day or more, especially in situations with prolonged storms and poor visibility

that often accompany a higher danger level. We addressed these issues by filtering the most extreme 2.5%

of the avalanche observations for each danger level.

Completeness of observations is another issue. Avalanche recordings are generally incomplete, in the sense

that not all avalanches within an area are recorded as well as that single observations may lack information,

e.g. on size. However, the size distributions (Fig. A.24) reflect that smaller avalanches are more frequent,
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which was also observed in previous studies where other recording systems were applied such as recording

of avalanches by snow safety staff and the public (Logan and Greene, 2018), manual mapping of avalanches

(Hendrikx et al., 2005; Schweizer et al., 2020) or satellite-detection of avalanches (Eckerstorfer et al., 2017;

Bühler et al., 2019). Still, smaller avalanches may be underrepresented compared to larger avalanches - as

was the case for instance for size 1 avalanches in the Norwegian data set (Fig. A.24c). This underreporting

may depend on the relevance to an observer, but also on the ease of recording or limitations set by the

recording of numerous smaller avalanches. Since we did not primarily use the number of avalanches, but

instead focused on the largest avalanche per day and warning region, we expect this limitation to be less

relevant.

To address potential bias in observations linked to Swiss observational standards (e.g. Techel et al., 2018),

we compared findings with data from Norway. This brought additional challenges, like a different structure or

content of the observational data, which required us to make further assumption (e.g. for counting the num-

ber of avalanches reported in forms when several avalanches were reported together in Norway). However,

the largest avalanche size per day and warning region (Fig. A.24b and d) showed similar overall patterns

across countries, with increasing frequencies of very poor stability and increasing avalanche size with in-

creasing danger level.

Finally, stability test results, avalanche observations and local danger level estimates are generally not

independent from each other, as often the same observer provided all this information. However, as shown

by Bakermans et al. (2010), stability test results – compared to other observations - have relatively little

influence on a local danger level estimate, while observations of natural or artificially triggered avalanches

are unambiguous evidence of instability and may thus raise the quality of the local assessment.

A.5.5.2 Methods

Stability classification of RB and ECT

We relied on existing RB and ECT classifications (RB: Schweizer and Wiesinger (2001); Schweizer (2007a);

ECT: Techel et al. (2020b), Fig. A.20). While the RB classification scheme is well-established in the oper-

ational assessment of snow profiles in the Swiss avalanche warning service, the classification of ECT into

four stability classes has only recently been proposed by Techel et al. (2020b). They showed that for a

large data set of pairs of ECT and RB performed in the same snow pit, both classifications provided good

correlations to slope stability. However, as shown by Techel et al. (2020b), the most favorable and the most

unfavorable RB stability classes captured slope stability better than the respective ECT classes, indicating

a lower agreement between slope stability and ECT results compared to the RB. This was our argument

for not fully aligning the four RB and ECT stability classes and is supported by our findings: The RB stabil-

ity class distributions changed more prominently from 1-Low (69% good stability, 2% very poor ) to 4-High

(10% good, 38% very poor ) than the most favorable and unfavorable ECT stability classes (1-Low: 68%

good stability, 10% poor, 4-High: 23% good, 23% poor ).
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Simulation of stability distributions

We could not rely on a large number of stability tests observed on the same day in the same region, which is

a general problem in avalanche forecasting. We therefore generated stability distributions using re-sampling

methods (Sect. A.5.3.2) and by selecting sampling settings which lead to considerably overlapping distribu-

tions (Fig. A.28). We argue that some overlap in stability distributions would characterize the large variability

of avalanche conditions. However, we do not know which number n of stability tests drawn captures the vari-

ation best. We suppose that a combination of (labour-intensive) field measurements combined with spatial

modeling in a large variety of avalanche conditions will be necessary to shed some light on this question

(e.g. Reuter et al., 2016, for a small basin in Switzerland). Alternatively, spatial modeling of the snowpack,

provided that a robust stability parameter can be simulated, would be required.

Repeated sampling from small data sets may underestimate the uncertainty associated with a metric, but

more importantly, the question must be raised, whether the sample reflects the population well. While at

1-Low to 3-Considerable, we sampled from between 700 and 2000 RB stability ratings per danger level, at

4-High the number of observations was very small (N = 21). Hence, both the data shown in Fig. A.22 as well

as the sampled stability distributions for this danger level are more uncertain than for the other danger levels.

While the combined number of locations with very poor and poor stability increased, and those with good

stability decreased at 4-High (Fig. A.22), judging whether the observed tests reflect the population well is

difficult. Unfortunately, we are not aware of other studies, which have explored the snowpack stability distri-

bution in a region at 4-High based on many tests, and therefore have no comparison. Even on 7 Feb 2003,

one of the days of the verification campaign in the region of Davos/Switzerland (Schweizer et al., 2003), the

forecast danger level 4-High was «verified» to be between 3-Considerable and 4-High (Schweizer, 2007b).

On this day, 14 Rutschblock tests were observed. 36% of these were either very poor or poor, thus being

close to the average values noted for 3-Considerable (Fig. A.22a). We did not consider these data, as we

did not analyze data when for intermediate danger levels.

Comparing the distributions of our snowpack stability classes with the characteristic stability distributions

obtained during the verification campaign in Switzerland in 2002 and 2003, some differences can be noted

(Swiss RB data). For instance, the proportion of very poor and poor combined was at 2-Moderate about

15% and at 3-Considerable about 40%, which is lower than findings by Schweizer et al. (2003) (20-25% and

about 50%, respectively). At 1-Low, about 70% of the RB tests were classified as good, while Schweizer

et al. (2003) noted about 90% of the profiles to have good or very good stability. This suggests a smaller

spread in the distribution of our automatically assigned stability classes, compared to the manual classifica-

tion approach according to Schweizer and Wiesinger (2001).

Classification of snowpack stability frequency distributions

In addition to simulating snowpack stability distributions using a re-sampling approach, we developed a data-

driven classification of the proportion of very poor stability tests. Our approach shows that the number n

drawn for each bootstrap has little influence on class interval definitions, as long as the resolution of the test

statistic is sufficiently high. Class thresholds are primarily defined by the central tendency of the distribution,
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in our case the median proportion of very poor stability tests VPmed, and by the number of classes preferred

k.

Assigning a class to the proportion of very poor stability, however, was affected by n due to the fact that n

influences both the resolution of the statistic and the variance. This means that conceptually we can think in

frequency classes, as long as class interval boundaries are scaled according to the data used. This need

to scale class intervals according to the data-source, however, also implies that there is no unique set of

values which could be used. Furthermore, the simulated stability distributions indicate that the focus is on

optimizing class definitions to values between 0 and 40% when relying on stability tests, rather than the

entire potential parameter space (0-100%).

The preferred number of classes k may depend on a number of factors. We suggest that defining k should

be guided by keeping classes as distinguishable as possible - for instance by addressing the frequently oc-

curring low proportions of very poor stability on one side and the rarely observed large proportions of very

poor stability on the other side, and potentially a class covering the in-between. Furthermore, these terms

must be unambiguously understandable to the user, regardless of language.

A.5.5.3 Data interpretation

Snowpack stability and frequency distribution of snowpack stability We showed an increasing fre-

quency (or number of locations) of very poor snowpack stability with increasing danger level, in line with

previous studies exploring point snowpack stability within a region or small basin (Schweizer et al., 2003;

Reuter et al., 2016) or the number of natural and human-triggered avalanches within a region (e.g Schweizer

et al., 2020). Furthermore, we showed that high frequencies of very poor stability (≥ 30%) were comparably

rare (15% of the simulated distributions). Even at 4-High, less than 4% of the distributions had frequencies

of very poor stability ≥ 50%.

We explored snowpack stability using RB and ECT, which describe the stability at a specific point. How-

ever, within a slope or a region, point snowpack stability is variable (e.g. Birkeland, 2001; Schweizer et al.,

2008a). In avalanche forecasts this can be expressed by the frequency a certain stability class exists and

by additionally describing the locations more specifically. When describing the avalanche danger level in a

region, snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability must therefore be considered.

We suggest that primarily the frequency of the lowest stability class is relevant for assigning a danger level,

as this stability class combined with the frequency of this stability class describes the minimal trigger needed

to release an avalanche and how frequent these most unstable locations exist within a region. These two

factors must therefore be assessed in combination for all aspects and elevations. Furthermore, the specific

description of triggering locations, for instance at treeline or in extremely steep terrain, may provide an indi-

cation where in the terrain these locations may exist more frequently within its frequency class. Even though

different terms are used, both the EAWS-Matrix (EAWS, 2017b) and the CMAH (Statham et al., 2018a) first

combine snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of snowpack stability, before avalanche size is

considered. The respective terms which were used are the ’load’ (trigger) and the ’distribution of hazardous

sites’ in the EAWS-Matrix and the ’sensitivity to triggers’ and ’spatial distribution’ leading to the ’likelihood of
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avalanches’ in the CMAH.

We explored primarily the frequency of the stability class very poor, which is most closely related to actual

triggering points. However, as several studies have shown, even when stability tests suggested instability,

often only some of the slopes were in fact unstable and released as an avalanche (e.g. Moner et al., 2008;

Techel et al., 2020b). Thus, depending on the data used to define very poor stability, for instance whether

stability tests are used or natural avalanches, whether avalanches are observed from one location or using

spatially continuous methods like satellite images, an adjustment of class intervals may be necessary to cap-

ture the frequency of locations where natural avalanches may initiate or where human-triggered avalanches

are possible.

Avalanche size

The most frequent avalanche size had little discriminating power, with the typical size being of size 1 or

size 2, regardless of danger level. This can be explained by the fact that larger events occur normally less

frequent than smaller events. This frequency-magnitude relation has also been observed for other natural

hazards (e.g. Malamud and Turcotte, 1999), and has been described by power laws for avalanche size dis-

tributions (Birkeland and Landry, 2002; Faillettaz et al., 2004).

We showed that considering the largest avalanche per day resulted in a slightly better discrimination be-

tween danger levels. This finding is also supported by Schweizer et al. (2020), with the size of the largest

avalanche being mostly of size 4 at 4-High. Furthermore, the typical largest expected avalanche is highly

relevant for risk assessment and mitigation.

For danger level 5-Very High, for which we had no data, other studies have shown a further shift towards

size 4 avalanches. Schweizer et al. (2020) showed that at 5-Very High size 4 avalanches were 15 times

more frequent than at 3-Considerable and five times more frequent compared to 4-High. In two extraordi-

nary avalanche situations in January 2018 and January 2019, when danger level 5-Very High was verified

for parts of the Swiss Alps, avalanches recorded using satellite data showed that often ten or more size

4 avalanches and/or one size 5 avalanche were observed per 100 km2 (Bühler et al., 2019; Zweifel et al.,

2019).

Combining snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability and avalanche size

We presented a data-driven lookup table to assess avalanche danger (Fig. A.25). As can be seen in this

table, the combination of snowpack stability and the frequency that best matches an avalanche situation (A

to E), is highly relevant for danger level assessment. In general, avalanche size had a lesser influence on

the danger level, once the cell describing stability has been fixed, as might be anticipated. This is in contrast

to the original avalanche danger level assessment matrix (ADAM, Müller et al., 2016) that proposed that

an increase in either the frequency class or the avalanche size, or a decrease in snowpack stability, should

lead to an increase in danger level by one level. Clearly, the presented data-driven lookup table (Fig.

A.25) highlights that a greater focus must be placed on snowpack stability and the frequency distribution of

snowpack stability, compared to avalanche size, when assessing avalanche hazard. This was also shown

by Clark (2019), who explored the combination of descriptive terms describing the three factors in the data
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behind the avalanche forecasts in Canada and their relation to the published danger level and avalanche

problem. They showed that the ’likelihood of avalanches’, which compares to our stability matrix (Fig. A.25),

also had a greater impact on the resulting danger level than avalanche size, even though avalanche size

≤1.5 (considered harmless to people) was often a first split in a decision tree model. Hence, despite using

different approaches, partially different terminology and slightly different avalanche danger scales in Europe

and North America, the relative importance of the three key contributing factors and the distributions of the

danger levels are similar.

Our approach can only provide general distributions observed under dry-snow conditions. The lookup table

presented in Fig. A.25 should therefore be seen as (a) a tool aiding the discussion of specific situations, and

(b) to improve the definitions underlying the categorical descriptions of the danger levels.

A.5.6 Conclusions

We explored observational data from two different countries relating to the three key factors describing

avalanche hazard, snowpack stability, the frequency distribution of snowpack stability and avalanche size.

We simulated stability distributions and defined four classes describing the frequency of potential avalanche

triggering locations, which we termed none or nearly none, a few, several and many. The observed and

simulated distributions of stability ratings derived from RB tests showed that locations with very poor stability

are generally rare (Fig. A.22a, Fig. A.27a-d).

Our findings suggest that the three key factors did not distinguish equally prominently between the danger

levels:

• The proportion of very poor or poor stability test results increased from one danger level to the next

higher one (Figures A.22 and A.28). Considering very poor snowpack stability and the frequency of

this stability class alone, already distinguished well between danger levels (Tab. A.19, Fig. A.23).

• Considering the largest observed avalanche size per day and warning region was most relevant to

distinguish between 3-Considerable and 4-High (Fig. A.24 and Tab. A.20). For other situations, the

largest avalanche size - when used on its own - had less discriminating power to distinguish between

danger levels 1-Low to 3-Considerable compared to the other two factors (the lowest stability class

present and the frequency of this class; Fig. A.24).

In summary, the frequency of the most unfavorable snowpack stability class is the dominating discriminator.

At higher danger levels the occurrence of size 4 avalanches discriminates danger level 3-Considerable from

4-High. We further suppose that the occurrence of size 5 avalanches discriminates between 4-High and

5-Very High without a significant additional increase in the frequency of very poor stability. This shift in

importance between factors is currently poorly represented in existing decision aids like the EAWS-Matrix

or ADAM (Müller et al., 2016), but also in the European Avalanche Danger Scale.

To combine the three factors and to derive avalanche danger, we introduced two data-driven lookup tables

(Fig. A.25), which can be used to assess avalanche danger level in a two-step approach. In these tables,

only the frequency of locations with the lowest snowpack stability is assessed, with no spatial component,
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and combined with the largest avalanche size. Spatial information in avalanche forecasts includes the as-

pects and elevations where the frequency of locations with the lowest stability class exists and possibly

terrain features within the frequency class where triggering is particularly likely.

We hope that our data-driven perspective on avalanche hazard will allow a review of key definitions in

avalanche forecasting such as the avalanche danger scale.
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A.6 On snow stability interpretation of Extended Column Test re-

sults

Techel, F., Winkler, K., Walcher, M., van Herwijnen, A. and Schweizer, J.: On snow stability interpreta-

tion of extended column test results. Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 2020, 1941-1953, doi: 10.5194/

nhess-2020-50

Abstract

Snow instability tests provide valuable information regarding the stability of the snowpack. Test results are

key data used to prepare public avalanche forecasts. However, to include them into operational procedures,

a quantitative interpretation scheme is needed. Whereas the interpretation of the Rutschblock test (RB) is

well established, a similar detailed classification for the Extended Column Test (ECT) is lacking. Therefore,

we develop a 4-class stability interpretation scheme. Exploring a large data set of 1719 ECTs observed

at 1226 sites, often performed together with a RB in the same snow pit, and corresponding slope stability

information, we revisit the existing stability interpretations, and suggest a more detailed classification. In

addition, we consider the interpretation of cases when two ECTs were performed in the same snow pit.

Our findings confirm previous research, namely that the crack propagation propensity is the most relevant

ECT result and that the loading step required to initiate a crack is of secondary importance for stability

assessment. The comparison with the RB showed that the ECT classifies slope stability less reliably than

the RB. In some situations, performing a second ECT may be helpful, when the first test did neither indicate

rather unstable nor stable conditions. Finally, the data clearly show that false-unstable predictions of stability

tests outnumber the correct-unstable predictions in an environment where overall unstable locations are

rare.

A.6.1 Introduction

Gathering information about current snow instability is crucial when evaluating the avalanche situation. How-

ever, direct evidence of instability - as recent avalanches, shooting cracks or whumpf sounds - is often lack-

ing. When such clear indications of instability are absent, snow instability tests are widely used to obtain

information on the stability of the snowpack. Such tests provide information on failure initiation and subse-

quent crack propagation - essential components for slab avalanche release (Schweizer et al., 2008b; van

Herwijnen and Jamieson, 2007). However, performing snow instability tests is time-consuming, as they re-

quire to dig a snow pit. Furthermore, considerable experience in the selection of a representative and safe

site is needed, and the interpretation of test results is challenging (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010). Alterna-

tive approaches such as interpreting snow micro-penetrometer signals (Reuter et al., 2015), are promising,

but not sufficiently established yet.

Two commonly used tests to assess snow instability are the Rutschblock test (RB, Föhn, 1987) and the

Extended Column Test (ECT; Simenhois and Birkeland, 2006, 2009). For both tests blocks of snow are

isolated from the surrounding snowpack. According to test specifications, the block is then loaded in sev-
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eral steps. The loading step leading to a crack in a weak layer (failure initiation) is recorded, and whether

crack propagation across the entire block of snow occurs (crack propagation). For the RB, the interpretation

of the test result is well established and involves combining failure initiation (score) and crack propagation

(release type) (e.g. Schweizer, 2002; Winkler and Schweizer, 2009). In contrast, the original interpretation

of ECT results considers crack propagation propensity only (Simenhois and Birkeland, 2006, 2009; Ross

and Jamieson, 2008): if a loading step leads to a crack propagating across the entire column, the result is

considered as unstable, else as stable. However, Winkler and Schweizer (2009) suggested improving this

binary classification by additionally considering the loading step required to initiate a crack and by consid-

ering a minimal failure layer depth leading to interpretations of ECT results as unstable, intermediate and

stable. Moreover, they hypothesized that performing two tests, and considering differences in test results,

may help to establish an intermediate stability class.

As the properties of the slab as well as the weak layer may vary on a slope (Schweizer et al., 2008a), reli-

ably estimating slope stability requires many samples (Reuter et al., 2016) and a single test result may not

be indicative. Hence, it was suggested to perform more than one test, either in the same snow pit or in a

distance beyond the correlation length, which is often on the order of ≤ 10 m (Kronholm et al., 2004). For

instance, Schweizer and Bellaire (2010) analysed whether performing two pairs of Compression Tests (CT)

about 10 m apart improves slope stability evaluation. They suggested a sampling strategy that essentially

suggests that in case the first test does not indicate instability, additional tests can reduce the number of

false-stable predictions. Moreover, they reported that in 61–75% of the cases the two tests in the same pit

provided consistent results, in the remaining cases either the CT score or the fracture type varied. For the

ECT, several authors also noted that two tests performed adjacent to each other in the same snow pit or

at several meters distance within the same small slope showed different results (Winkler and Schweizer,

2009; Hendrikx et al., 2009; Techel et al., 2016c). For instance, Techel et al. (2016c) reported that in 21% of

the cases the ECT fracture propagation result differed between two tests in the same snow pit. Moreover,

they explored differences in the performance between the ECT and the RB with regard to slope stability

evaluation and found that the RB detected more stable and unstable slopes correctly than a single ECT or

two adjacent ECTs.

Both ECT and RB provide information relating to slab avalanche release. While the Rutschblock provides

reliable results, the ECT is quicker to perform in the field, which probably explains why it has quickly become

the most widely used instability test in North America (Birkeland and Chabot, 2012). Given the popularity of

the ECT as a test to obtain snow instability information and the lack of a quantitative interpretation scheme

that includes more than just two classes, our objective is to revisit the originally suggested stability interpre-

tations and to specifically consider cases when two ECTs were performed in the same snow pit. Building on

our findings, we propose a new stability classification differentiating between cases when just a single ECT

and when two adjacent ECTs were performed in the same snow pit with the goal to minimize false-stable

and false-unstable predictions. Additionally, we empirically explore the influence of the base rate frequency

of unstable locations on stability test interpretation, which - if neglected - may lead to false interpretations

(Ebert, 2019). We address this topic by exploring a large set of ECTs with observations of slope stability

collected in Switzerland. Furthermore, ECT results are compared with concurrent RB test results.
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A.6.2 Data

Data were collected in 13 winters from 2006-2007 to 2018-2019 in the Swiss Alps. We explored a data set

of stability test results in combination with information on slope stability and avalanche hazard.

At 1226 sites, where slope stability information was available, 1719 ECT were performed (Tab. A.21). At

487 out of the 1226 sites either one (279) or two ECTs (208) were performed (695 ECTs in total). At the

other 739 sites, a RB test was conducted in addition to either one (484) or two ECTs (285) in the same snow

pit (1024 ECTs in total).

A.6.2.1 Extended Column Test (ECT) and Rutschblock test (RB)

At sites where ECT and RB were realized in the same snow pit, one or two ECTs were generally performed

directly down-slope from the RB (e.g. as described in detail in Winkler and Schweizer (2009)). If no RB was

performed but two ECTs were performed, it is not known whether the ECTs were performed side-by-side, or

whether the second ECT was located directly up-slope from the first ECT.

Test procedure followed observational guidelines (Greene et al., 2016). For the ECT, loading is by tapping

on the shovel blade positioned on the snow surface on one side of the column of snow isolated from the

surrounding snowpack (30 loading steps, Fig. A.29a). For the RB, a person on skis stands or jumps on

the block (6 loading steps, Fig. A.29b). When a crack initiates and propagates within the same weak layer

across the entire column within one tap of crack initiation, it is called ECTP for the ECT; for the RB this

corresponds to the release type whole block. If the crack does not propagate within the same layer across

the entire column or within one tap of crack initiation, ECTN is recorded for the ECT. Similarly, if the fracture

does not propagate through the entire block, part of block or edge only are recorded as RB release type. If

no failure can be initiated including loading step 30 (ECT) or 6 (RB), these are recorded as ECTX or RB7,

respectively.

A.6.2.2 Stability classification of ECT and RB

To facilitate the distinction between the result of an instability test and the stability of a slope, we refer to

test stability using four classes 1 to 4, with class 1 being the lowest stability (poor or less) and class 4 the

highest stability (good or better). In contrast, for slope stability, we use the terms unstable and stable. We

chose four classes as a similar number of classes has been used for RB stability interpretation, as outlined

below.

Table A.21: Data overview with the number (N) and proportion of unstable rated slopes.

stability tests N unstable

single ECT 279 15%

two ECT 208 30%

single ECT and a RB 454 20%

two ECT and a RB 285 20%
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200 cm90 cm

a) ECT b) RB

Figure A.29: ECT and RB according to observational guidelines. At the back, the block of snow is isolated by either

cutting with a cord or a snow saw. The lightblue area indicates the approximate area, where the skis or the shovel blade

is placed. This area corresponds to the area loaded for the ECT, while the main load under the skis is exerted over a

length of about 1 m (Schweizer and Camponovo, 2001). Loading is from above (arrows).

Extended Column Test (ECT): The stability classification originally introduced by Simenhois and Birkeland

(2009) (ECTorig) suggested two stability classes: ECTN or ECTX are considered to indicate high stability

(class 4), while ECTP indicates low stability (class 1).

The classification suggested by Winkler and Schweizer (2009) (ECTw09) uses three classes:

• ECTP≤21: low stability (class 1)

• ECTP>21: intermediate stability (class 2-3)

• ECTN or ECTX : high stability (class 4)

Rutschblock test: We classified the RB in four classes (classes 1 to 4; Fig. A.30). We followed largely the

RB stability classification by Techel and Pielmeier (2014), who used a simplified version of the classification

used operationally by the Swiss avalanche warning service (Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001; Schweizer,

2007a). Schweizer (2007a) defined five stability classes for the RB, based on the score and the release type

in combination with snowpack structure, while Techel and Pielmeier (2014) relied exclusively on RB score

and release type. In contrast to both these approaches, we combined the two highest classes (good or very

good) to one class (class 4).

Shallow weak layers (≤ 15 cm) are rarely associated with skier-triggered avalanches (Schweizer and Lütschg,

2001; van Herwijnen and Jamieson, 2007), which is, for instance, reflected in the threshold sum approach
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Figure A.30: Classification of RB into four stability classes. *combines release type part of block and edge only.
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(Schweizer and Jamieson, 2007), a method to detect structural weaknesses in the snowpack. Schweizer

and Jamieson (2007) reported the critical range for weak layers particularly susceptible to human triggering

as 18-94 cm below the snow surface. Minimal depth criteria were also taken into account by Winkler and

Schweizer (2009) in their comparison of different instability tests or by Techel and Pielmeier (2014), when

classifying snow profiles according to snowpack structure. We addressed this by assigning stability class 4

if the failure layer was less than 10 cm below the snow surface. If there were several failures in the same

test, we searched for the ECT and RB failure layer with the lowest stability class.

A.6.2.3 Slope stability classification

We classified stability tests according to observations relating to snow instability in similar slopes as the test

on the day of observation, such as recent avalanche activity or signs of instability (whumpfs or shooting

cracks). This information was manually extracted from the text accompanying a snow profile and/or stability

test. This text contains - among other information - details regarding recent avalanche activity or signs of

instability.

A slope was called unstable if any signs of instability or recent avalanche activity - natural or skier-triggered

avalanches from the day of observation or the previous day - were noted on the slope where the test was

carried out or on neighboring slopes (Simenhois and Birkeland, 2006, 2009; Moner et al., 2008; Winkler and

Schweizer, 2009; Techel et al., 2016c).

We called a slope only as stable if it was clearly stated that on the day of observation none of the before-

mentioned signs were observed in the surroundings. In most cases, surroundings relates to observations

made in the terrain covered or observed during a day of back-country touring (estimated to be approximately

10 to 25 km2, Meister, 1995; Jamieson et al., 2008).

In the following, we denote slope stability simply as stable or unstable, although this strict binary classi-

fication is not adequate. For instance, many tests were performed on slopes that were actually rated as

unstable, though did not fail. In other words, unstable has to be understood as a slope where the triggering

probability is relatively high compared to stable where it is low.

If it was not clearly indicated, when and where signs of instabilities or fresh avalanches were observed, or if

this information was lacking entirely, these data were not included in our dataset.

A.6.2.4 Forecast avalanche danger level

For each day and location of the snow instability test, we extracted the forecast avalanche danger level

related to dry-snow conditions from the public bulletin issued at 17.00 CET, and valid for the following 24

hours.

A.6.3 Methods

A.6.3.1 Criteria to define ECT stability classes

We consider the following criteria as relevant when testing existing or defining new ECT stability classes:
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• (i) Stability classes should be distinctly different from each other. The criteria we rely on is the propor-

tion of unstable slopes. Therefore, a higher stability class should have a significantly lower proportion

of unstable slopes than the neighboring lower stability class.

• (ii) The lowest and highest stability classes should be defined such that the rate of correctly detecting

unstable and stable conditions is high, respectively; hence, the rate of false-stable and false-unstable

predictions should be low, respectively. Stability classes in-between these two classes may represent

intermediate conditions, or lean towards more frequently unstable and stable conditions, permitting a

higher false-stable and false-unstable rate than the rates of the two extreme stability classes.

• (iii) The extreme classes should occur as often as possible, as the test should discriminate well be-

tween stable and unstable conditions in most cases.

To define classes based on crack propagation propensity and crack initiation (number of taps), we proceeded

as follows:

1. We calculated the mean proportion of unstable slopes for moving windows of 3, 5 and 7 consecutive

number of taps, for ECTP and ECTN separately. ECTX was included in ECTN, treating ECTX as

ECTN31.

2. We obtained thresholds for class intervals by applying unsupervised k-means-clustering (R-function

kmeans with settings max.iter = 100, nstart = 100; R Core Team (2017); Hastie et al. (2009)) on the

proportion of unstable slopes of the three running means (step 1). The numbers of clusters k tested

were 3, 4 and 5.

3. We repeated clustering 100 times using 90% of the data, which were randomly selected without re-

placement. For each of these repetitions, the cluster boundaries were noted. Based on the 100 rep-

etitions, we report the respective most frequently observed k -1 boundaries, together with the second

most frequent boundary.

4. To verify whether the classes found by the clustering algorithm were distinctly different (criterion i), we

compared the proportion of unstable slopes between clusters using a two-proportions z-test (prop.test,

R Core Team (2017)). We considered p-values ≤ 0.05 as significant.

In almost all cases, we used a one-sided test with the null hypothesis H0 being either H0: prop(A) ≤

prop(B) (or its inverse), where prop is the proportion of unstable slopes in the respective cluster A or

B. The alternative hypothesis Ha would then be Ha: prop(A) > prop(B) (or its inverse).

5. For clusters not leading to a significant reduction in the proportion of unstable slopes, we tested a

range of thresholds (± 3 taps within the threshold indicated by the clustering algorithm) to find a

threshold maximizing the difference between cluster centers and leading to significant differences (p

≤ 0.05) in the proportion of unstable slopes (criterion ii). If no such threshold could be found, clusters

were merged.

Throughout this manuscript, we report p-values in four classes (p > 0.05, p ≤ 0.05 when p = [0.05,0.01[ , p

≤ 0.01 when p = [0.01,0.001[ and p ≤ 0.001).
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A.6.3.2 Assessing the performance of stability tests and their classification

When the predictive power or predictive validity of a test is assessed, it is compared to a reference standard,

here the slope stability classified as either unstable or stable. The usefulness of instability test results is

generally assessed by considering only two categories related to unstable and stable conditions (Schweizer

and Jamieson, 2010). We refer to these two outcomes as low or high stability.

There are two different contexts a test’s adequacy is looked at: the first explores whether (a) the foundations

of a test are satisfactory, and (b) the test is useful (Trevethan, 2017):

(a) Most often the performance of a snow stability test is assessed from the perspective of the reference

group (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2010), i.e. what proportion of unstable slopes are detected by the sta-

bility test. The two relevant measures addressing this context are the sensitivity and specificity, which are

considered as the benchmark for the performance:

• The sensitivity of a test is the probability of correctly identifying an unstable slope from the slopes that

are known to be unstable. Considering a frequency table (Tab. A.22) the sensitivity, or probability of

detection (POD), is calculated as (Trevethan, 2017):

Sensitivity (POD) =
a

a+ c
(A.14)

• The specificity of a test is the probability of correctly identifying a stable slope from the slopes that are

known to be stable. It is also referred to as the probability of non-detection (PON).

Specificity (PON) =
d

b+ d
(A.15)

Ideally, both sensitivity and specificity are high, which means that most unstable and most stable slopes

are detected. However, missing unstable situations can have more severe consequences and therefore it

is assumed that first of all the sensitivity should be high. Nonetheless, a comparably low specificity will

decrease a test’s credibility.

(b) The second context focuses on the ability of a test to correctly indicate slope stability, i.e. if the test result

indicates low stability, how often is the slope in fact unstable. This aspect has only rarely been explored for

snow instability tests (e.g by Ebert (2019) from a Bayesian viewpoint), and is generally assessed using two

metrics:

• The positive predictive value (PPV) is the proportion of unstable slopes, given that a test result indi-

cates instability (a low stability class).

Table A.22: 2×2 frequency table cross-tabulating slope stability and test results. A positive test result indicates low

stability, a negative test result high stability.

slope stability

unstable stable

test result (stability )
positive (low) a b

negative (high) c d
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PPV =
a

a+ b

• The negative predictive value (NPV) is the proportion of stable slopes, given that a test result indicates

stability (a high stability class).

NPV =
d

c+ d

In the following, we will use PPV and 1-NPV in the sense that it reflects the proportion of unstable slopes

given a specific test result in a setting with up to four test outcomes (classes 1 to 4), which we term the

proportion of unstable slopes.

PPV and NPV depend strongly on to the frequency of unstable and stable slopes in the data set (Brenner

and Gefeller, 1997). Thus keeping the base rate the same when making comparisons across tests and

stability classifications is essential.

To demonstrate the effect variations in the frequency of unstable and stable slopes have on predictive values

like PPV or 1-NPV, we additionally explored this effect for tests observed when either danger level 1-Low,

2-Moderate or 3-Considerable were forecast.

A.6.3.3 Base rate for proportion of unstable and stable slopes

As outlined before, the proportion of unstable slopes varied within our data set: We noted a bias towards

more frequently observing two ECTs when slope stability was considered unstable (30%). For single ECT,

only 15% of the tests were observed in unstable slopes (Tab. A.21). To balance out this mismatch when

comparing two ECT results to a single ECT or RB (20% unstable), we created equivalent data sets for single

ECT and RB containing the same proportion of tests collected on unstable and stable slopes as found for

the data set of two ECTs. For this, we randomly sampled an appropriate number of single ECT and RB

observed on stable slopes (i.e. we reduced the number of stable cases), and combined these with all the

tests observed on unstable slopes. We repeated this procedure 100 times. We report only the mean values

of these 100 repetitions and calclulated p-values (prop.test) for these mean proportions and the original

number of cases in the data set.

The base rate proportion with 30% tests on unstable and 70% on stable slopes was used throughout this

manuscript, except in the section where we evaluate the effect of different base rates.

A.6.3.4 Selecting ECT from snow pits with two ECT

For snow pits with two adjacent ECTs, we randomly selected one ECT, when exploring single ECT data or

the relationship between the number of taps and slope stability. As before, this procedure was repeated 100
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Figure A.31: Proportion of unstable slopes (y-axes) for a) the two existing ECT stability classifications (ECTorig, ECTw09)

and the RB, b) the number of taps stratified by propagation, and c) the classification using the ECTnew together with the

RB as in a). In a) and c): single ECT results are indicated by the respective text labels, two ECTs resulting in the same

stability class by circles. For single ECT and RB, additionally the actual values for the proportion of unstable slopes are

indicated. In b): The lines represent the mean proportion of unstable slopes calculated for moving windows including

five or seven consecutive numbers of taps. a) to c) 30% unstable and 70% stable slopes were used (i.e. the grey line

shows the the base rate proportion of unstable slopes).

times. The respective statistic, generally the mean proportion of unstable slopes, was calculated based on

the 100 repetitions.

A.6.4 Results

A.6.4.1 Comparing existing stability classifications

We first consider the results for a single ECT. The original stability classification ECTorig led to significantly

different proportions of unstable slopes for the two stability classes (0.48 vs. 0.19, p < 0.001, Fig. A.31a).

The ECTw09 classification, with three different classes, showed significantly different proportions of unstable

slopes between the lowest and the intermediate class (0.55 vs. 0.23, p ≤ 0.001), but not between the inter-

mediate and the highest class (0.23 and 0.19, p > 0.05). Although ECTw09-class 1 had a larger proportion

unstable slopes than ECTorig-class 1, the difference was not significant (p > 0.05).

Considering the results obtained from two adjacent ECTs resulting in the same stability class 1, between

0.54 (ECTorig) and 0.64 (ECTw09) of the slopes were unstable. Although the proportion of unstable slopes

was higher by 0.06 to 0.09 than for a single ECT, this difference was not significant (p > 0.05). When both

ECTs indicated the highest stability class, the proportion of unstable slopes was 0.15, not significantly dif-

ferent than for a single ECT resulting in this stability class (0.19, p > 0.05). When one test resulted in the

lowest and the other in the intermediate ECTw09-class, 0.21 of the slopes were unstable. While this was

clearly less than when both resulted in ECTw09-class 1 (p < 0.05), it was not significantly different than two

ECT with ECTw09-class 4 (0.15, p > 0.05).

Regardless whether a single ECT or two ECTs were considered, the ECTw09-classification had a 0.07-0.08

larger proportion of unstable slopes for stability class 1 than the ECTorig-classification. For stability class 4
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Figure A.32: Distribution of stability classes by slope stability for the different stability test and classification approaches:

a) with two classes (ECTorig); b) with three classes (ECTw09); and c) and d) with four classes (ECTnew and RB, re-

spectively). The vertical dashed lines indicate the thresholds when the primary slope stability associated with a test

result changed from one slope stability to the other. Reading subfigures row-wise provides an indication of POD and

PON. Comparing proportions column-wise corresponds to a base rate of 0.5. If no clear prevalence was observed, the

stability class is considered as intermediate (light yellow colour). Stability classes were considered as having no clear

prevalence, when the ratio of the proportion of unstable cases to the combined proportions of unstable and stable was

between 0.4 and 0.6. As an example, for RB stability class 3 this ratio would be 0.34/(0.34+0.43).

there was no difference, as the definition for this class is identical.

The sensitivity was higher for ECTorig (0.62) than for ECTw09 (class 1: 0.55, Fig. A.32a and b). However,

this comes at the cost of a high false alarm rate (1-specificity) for ECTorig (0.29), considerably higher than

for ECTw09 (0.19).

The optimal balance between achieving a high sensitivity and a low false alarm rate was found to be at

ECTP≤21 (R-library pROC (Robin et al., 2011)), exactly the threshold suggested by Winkler and Schweizer

(2009).

A.6.4.2 Clustering ECT results by accounting for failure initiation and crack propagation

So far, we explored existing classifications. Now, we focus on the respective lowest number of taps stratified

by propagating (ECTP) and non-propagating (ECTN) results. If in the same test for different weak layers

ECTN and ECTP were observed, only ECTP with the lowest number of taps was considered.

As can be seen in Fig. A.31b, the proportion of unstable slopes was higher for ECTP compared to ECTN,

regardless of the number of taps and in line with the original stability classification ECTorig. However, a
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notable drop in the proportion of unstable slopes between about 10 and 25 taps is obvious (ECTP, from

about 0.6 to almost 0.25).

Clustering the ECT results shown in Figure A.31b with the number of clusters k set to 3, 4 and 5, and

repeating the clustering 100 times, each time with 90% of the data, split the data at similar thresholds. In the

following, we show the results for the two most frequent cluster thresholds obtained for k = 4. The frequency,

the respective cluster threshold was selected in the 100 repetitions, is shown in brackets:

• ECTP≤14 (48%), ECTP≤13 (36%)

• ECTP≤20 (37%), ECTP≤18 (36%)

• ECTN≤10 (29%), ECTN≤9 (22%)

Setting k to 3 resulted in clusters being divided at ECTP≤14 and at ECTP≤21, k = 5 resulted in cluster

thresholds ECTP≤9, ECTP≤14, ECTP≤20 and ECTN≤10. The second most frequent threshold was al-

most always within ±1 tap of those indicated before. Applying the same approach with 80% of the data

(rather than with 90%) resulted in very similar class thresholds.

To maximize the difference in the proportion of unstable slopes between classes, we varied the thresholds

defining clusters by testing ±3 taps. The following four stability classes for single ECT (ECTnew) in combi-

nataion with the depth of the failure plane criterion were obtained (p-values indicate whether the proportion

of unstable slopes differed in relation to the previously described group):

1. ECTP≤13 - capturing test results with the largest proportion of unstable slopes. The proportion of

unstable slopes (0.6) was double the base rate (0.3).

2. ECTP>13 and ECTP≤22 (proportion of unstable slopes = 0.4, p ≤ 0.05) - transitioning from a high

(0.6, for ECTP≤13) to a lower proportion of unstable slopes (0.27, for ECTP>22). However, the mean

proportion of unstable slopes was still higher than the base rate.

3. ECTP>22 or ECTN≤10 (0.27, p ≤ 0.01) - the proportion of unstable slopes was lower than the base

rate.

4. ECTN>10 or ECTX (0.16, p ≤ 0.05) - capturing test results corresponding to the lowest proportions

of unstable slopes (about half the base rate).

A.6.4.3 Evaluating the new ECT stability classification

Stability classification for single ECT

The ECTnew classification showed continually and significantly decreasing proportions of unstable slopes

with increasing stability class (0.6, 0.4, 0.27, 0.16 for classes 1 to 4, respectively, p ≤ 0.01, Fig. A.31c).

The lowest ECTnew-class had a larger proportion of unstable slopes (0.6) than the lowest classes for ECTw09

(0.55) or ECTorig (0.48), though this was only significant compared to ECTorig (p ≤ 0.05). In contrast, only

marginal differences were noted when comparing the proportion of unstable slopes for stability class 4

(ECTnew 0.16, ECTorig 0.19). Considering ECTnew class 1 as an indicator of instability, the sensitivity was
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Table A.23: Proportion unstable slopes when randomly selecting one of two ECTs as the first test (ECTnew(1st)) (prop

unstable 1st) and the number of cases (N) , and the respective proportion unstable slopes 2nd following the outcome of

the second ECT (ECTnew(2nd)).

ECTnew(1st) prop unstable 1st N ECTnew(2nd) N prop unstable 2nd

1 0.58 114
1 or 2 98 0.64

3 or 4 16 0.19

2 0.47 52
1 or 2 38 0.53

3 or 4 14 0.32

3 0.23 78
1 or 2 17 0.27

3 or 4 61 0.21

4 0.13 209
1 or 2 14 0.22

3 or 4 195 0.13

0.42. When considering classes 1 and 2 together, the sensitivity increased to 0.56 (Fig. A.32c).

Stability classification for two adjacent ECTs

70% of the time two ECTs indicated the same ECTnew class, in 19% they differed by one class and in 11%

by two (or more) classes. Two ECTs resulting in the same ECTnew class resulted in pronounced differences

in the proportion of unstable slopes for classes 1 to 4 (0.65, 0.5, 0.24 and 0.13, respectively; Fig. A.31c).

Randomly picking one of the two ECTs as the first ECT yielded the proportion of unstable slopes as shown

in Table A.23. Additionally considering the outcome of a second ECT increased or decreased the proportion

of unstable slopes for some combinations. For instance, if a first ECT resulted in either ECTnew class 1

or 4, the second test would often indicate a similar result: class ≤ 2 in 86% of the cases, when the first

ECT was class 1, and class ≥ 3 in 93% of the cases, when the first ECT was class 4. However, if the first

ECT was either ECTnew class 2 or 3, a large range of proportion of unstable slopes resulted depending on

the second test result (0.21 - 0.53, Tab. A.23), including some combinations resulting in the proportion of

unstable slopes being close to the base rate.

A.6.4.4 Comparison to Rutschblock test results

The proportion of unstable slopes decreased significantly with each increase in RB stability class (0.76,

0.53, 0.25 and 0.11 for classes 1 to 4, respectively; p < 0.01; Fig. A.31c). If a binary classification were

desired, classes 1 and 2 would be considered as indicators of instability, classes 3 and 4 as relating to stable

conditions. Employing this threshold, the sensitivity was 0.53 and the specificity 0.88 (Fig. A.32d). Consid-

ering RB class 3, also termed «fair» stability (Schweizer, 2007a), as an indicator of stability is, however, not

truly supported by the data. This class had a proportion unstable slopes of 0.25, not significantly lower than

the base rate.

Comparing RB with the ECT showed that the proportion of unstable slopes for RB stability class 1 was
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Table A.24: Proportion unstable for ECTnew and RB class 1, classes 1 and 2 combined, and class 4, stratified by regional

forecast danger level (DRF).

all classes class 1 classes 1 or 2 class 4

test DRF N prop. unstable N prop. unstable N prop. unstable N prop. unstable

ECT 1-Low 134 0.02 10 0.1 15 0.07 102 0.02

2-Moderate 523 0.1 73 0.33 128 0.23 302 0.05

3-Considerable 451 0.38 103 0.7 153 0.65 202 0.22

all 1108 0.21 186 0.52 296 0.44 606 0.1

RB 1-Low 78 0.01 2 0.5 3 0.33 54 0

2-Moderate 334 0.1 21 0.48 52 0.31 145 0.05

3-Considerable 315 0.36 42 0.74 98 0.61 81 0.16

all 727 0.2 66 0.64 153 0.57 280 0.07

significantly higher (p < 0.01) and for class 4 by about 0.05 lower (p > 0.05) than for the respective ECT

classifications (Fig. A.31a, c). This indicates that the RB stability classes at either end of the scale cap-

tured slope stability better than the ECT results, regardless which of the ECT classification was applied, and

whether a second test was performed. Fig. A.31a and c also highlight that RB class 2 and ECT class 1

(ECTw09, ECTnew) had similar proportions of unstable slopes. ECTnew stability class 2 had a lower propor-

tion of unstable slopes than RB class 2 (p < 0.05), but a higher proportion than RB class 3 (p < 0.05). The

proportions of unstable slopes for the two highest ECTnew classes were not significantly different than for the

two highest RB classes (p > 0.05).

The false alarm rate of the RB (classes 1 and 2) was lower than for any of the ECT classifications (Fig.

A.32). However, in our data set a comparably large proportion of RB tests (0.34) indicated stability class 3

in slopes rated as unstable. This ratio is higher than for single ECTnew class 3. However, the frequency that

stability class 4 (false stable) was observed in unstable slopes was lower than for ECTnew class 4 (0.13 vs.

0.23, respectively).

The ECTnew stability class correlated significantly with the RB stability class (Spearman rank-order correla-

tion ρ = 0.43, p < 0.001), a correlation which was stronger for ECT pairs resulting twice in the same ECT

stability class (ρ = 0.64, p < 0.001).

For both tests, stability class 3 was neither truly related to unstable nor stable conditions, and may therefore

be considered to represent something like «fair» stability.

A.6.4.5 The predictive value of stability tests - including base rate information

Now, we explore the predictive value of a stability test result as a function of the base rate proportion of

unstable slopes. In our data set the base rate proportion of unstable slopes increased strongly, and in a

non-linear way, with forecast danger level: for the 1108 snow pits with at least one ECT it was 1-Low: 0.02,

2-Moderate: 0.1, 3-Considerable: 0.38 (Tab. A.24).

Considering single ECTnew class 1 and RB class 1 showed that the proportion of unstable slopes (PPV) was
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Figure A.33: Proportion of unstable slopes (position of labels, RB - Rutschblock, ECT = single ECTnew) are shown

compared to the respective base rate proportion of unstable slopes (black dots and black dashed line) for danger levels

1-Low, 2-Moderate (2-Mod) and 3-Considerable (3-Cons), and for the entire data set (all). The proportion unstable

values are shown for the respective lowest (red colour, labels above base rate line) and highest stability classes (blue,

labels below base rate line).

always higher than the base rate proportion (Fig. A.33), indicating that the stability test predicted a higher

probability for the slope to be unstable than just assuming the base rate. This shift was more pronounced for

the Rutschblock than for the ECT, particularly at 1-Low and 2-Moderate. The proportion unstable for ECTnew

class 1 remained low at 1-Low and 2-Moderate (proportion unstable ≤ 0.33, Tab. A.24), indicating that it

was still more likely that the slope was stable rather than unstable given such a test result (Tab. A.24).

Figure A.33 also shows the shift in the proportion unstable (1-NPV), when considering ECTnew or RB stability

class 4 (high stability). In these slopes, the proportion unstable was lower than the base rate, indicating that

the probability the specific slope tested to be unstable was less than the base rate. The resulting proportion

unstable was still higher compared to the base rate proportion unstable of the neighboring next lower danger

level.

Analyzing the entire data set together, regardless of the forecast danger level, the proportion unstable slopes

was 0.21, and thus somewhat between the values for 2-Moderate and 3-Considerable. Again, the informa-

tive value of the test can be noted (Fig. A.33). However, ignoring the specific base rate related to a certain

danger level, leads - for instance - to an underestimation of the likelihood that the slope is unstable at 3-

Considerable (RB or ECTnew class 1), or an overestimation for the presence of instability at 1-Low (RB or

ECTnew class 4).

At 1-Low, observations of RB stability class 1 were much less common (3%, or 2 out of 78 tests, Tab. A.24)
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compared to ECTnew class 1 (7%). Similar observations were noted for classes 1 or 2: at 1-Low 4% of the

RB and 11% of the ECT fell into these categories, increasing to 31% (RB) and 34% (ECT) of the tests at

3-Considerable. This shift from the base rate proportion of unstable slopes to the observed proportion was

more pronounced for the RB compared to the ECT.

As shown in Figures A.31c, the two extreme RB stability classes correlated better with slope stability than

the respective two extreme ECTnew classes. This is also reflected in Fig. A.33 by the stronger shift from

the base rate proportion of unstable slopes to the observed proportion of unstable slopes. It is important

to note that a stability test indicating stability class 4 was observed in 10% (ECT) or 7% (RB) of the cases

in slopes rated unstable. This clearly emphasizes that a single stability test should never be trusted as the

single decisive piece of evidence indicating stability.

A.6.5 Discussion

A.6.5.1 Performance of ECT classifications

We compared ECT results with concurrent slope stability information, applying existing classifications and

testing a new one.

Quite clearly, whether a crack propagates across the entire column or not, is the key discriminator between

unstable and stable slopes (Fig. A.31b). This is in line with previous studies (e.g. Simenhois and Birke-

land, 2006; Moner et al., 2008; Simenhois and Birkeland, 2009; Winkler and Schweizer, 2009; Techel et al.,

2016c) and with our current understanding of avalanche formation (Schweizer et al., 2008b). Moreover, our

results confirm the proposition by Winkler and Schweizer (2009) that the number of taps provides additional

information allowing a better distinction between results related to stable and unstable conditions. The opti-

mal threshold to achieve a balanced performance, i.e. high sensitivity as well as high specificity, was found to

be between ECTP20 and ECTP22, depending on the method (kmeans-clustering, pROC-cutoff point). This

finding agrees well with the threshold proposed by Winkler and Schweizer (2009) who suggested ECTP21.

Using the binary classification, as originally proposed by Simenhois and Birkeland (2009), increased the

sensitivity but led to a rather high false alarm rate. Moving away from a binary classification increased PPV

and NPV for the lowest and highest stability classes, respectively, but came at the cost (or benefit) of intro-

ducing intermediate stability classes.

Only in some situations did pairs of ECTs performed in the same snow pit show an improved correlation with

slope stability: when two tests were either ECTnew stability class 1 or 2, or when either both tests were class

4, or one class 3 and one class 4.

A.6.5.2 Comparing ECT and Rutschblock

To our knowledge, and based on the review by Schweizer and Jamieson (2010), there have only been three

previous studies that compared ECT and RB in the same data set.

Moner et al. (2008), in the Spanish Pyrenees, relying on a comparably small data set of 63 RB (base rate

0.44) and 47 single ECT (base rate 0.38) observed a higher unweighted average accuracy for the ECT
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(0.93) than the RB (0.88). In contrast, Winkler and Schweizer (2009, N = 146, base rate 0.25) presented

very similar values for RB (0.84) and the ECT (0.81). However, Winkler and Schweizer (2009) partially relied

on a slope stability classification which is based strongly on the Rutschblock. Therefore, they emphasized

that the RB was favored in their analysis. And finally, the data presented by Techel et al. (2016c) is to a large

part incorporated in the study presented here.

In that respect, this study presents the first comparison incorporating a comparably large number of ECT and

RB conducted in the same snow pit, where slope stability was defined independently of test results. Seen

from the perspective of the proportion of unstable slopes, the lowest and highest RB classes correlated

better with slope stability than the respective ECT classes. Incorporating the sensitivity, the proportion of

unstable slopes detected by a test, a mixed picture showed: Single ECT and RB (classes 1 and 2) detected

a comparable proportion of unstable slopes (0.56 vs. 0.53, respectively, Fig. A.32c, d). Missed unstable

classifications, however, were comparably rare for the RB (0.13) compared to single ECT (0.21). Similar

findings were noted for stable cases and stability class 4: RB results indicating instability on stable slopes

(0.13) were less frequent than ECT indicating instability on stable slopes (0.27).

A.6.5.3 Predictive value of stability tests

We recall the three lessons drawn by Ebert (2019) in his theoretical investigation of the predictive value of

stability tests using Bayesian reasoning in avalanche terrain, as this inspired us to explore these aspects

using actual observations and compare them to our results:

(1) «A localised diagnostic test will be more informative the higher the general avalanche warning.» (Ebert,

2019, p. 4). With general «avalanche warning» Ebert (2019) refered to the forecast danger level as a

proxy to estimate the base rate. As shown in Fig. A.33, the observed proportion of unstable slopes (PPV)

increased for both ECT and RB class 1 with increasing danger level, and hence base rate, supporting this

statement.

(2) «. . . Do not ‘blame’ the stability tests for false positive results: they are to be expected when the avalanche

danger is low. In fact, their existence is a consequence of the basic fact that low-probability events are difficult

to detect reliably» (Ebert, 2019, p. 4). Fig. A.33 supports this statement: at 1-Low and 2-Moderate an ECT

indicating instability (class 1) was much more often observed on a stable slope than an unstable one. Only

once the base rate proportion of unstable slopes was sufficiently high, in our case at 3-Considerable, tests

indicating instability were observed more often on unstable rather than stable slopes. When the base rate

was low, the predictive value of the RB was higher than of the ECT, suggesting that it may be worthwhile to

invest the time required to perform a RB rather than an ECT.

(3) «In avalanche decision-making, there is no certainty, all we can do is to apply tests to reduce the risk of a

bad outcome, yet there will always be a residual risk» (Ebert, 2019, p. 5). The proportion of unstable slopes

(PPV) was greater than the base rate proportion of unstable slopes for tests indicating instability, regardless

whether we considered an ECT or a RB result and regardless of the danger level, while the proportion of

unstable slopes (or 1-NPV) was lower for tests indicating stability. From a Bayesian perspective, we can

say that a positive test (a low stability class) always increases our belief that the slope is unstable, and vice

versa when a test is negative (a high stability class). In summary, both instability tests are useful despite the
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uncertainty which remains.

A.6.5.4 Sources of error and uncertainties

Beside potential misclassifications in slope stability, which we address more specifically in the following

section, Schweizer and Jamieson (2010) pointed out two other sources of error. The first of these is linked to

the test method, which are relatively crude methods and where, for instance, the loading may vary depending

on the observer. The second error source is linked to the spatial variability of the snowpack.The constellation

of slab and underlying weak layer properties vary in the terrain and may consequently have an impact on

the test result. Furthermore, this data set did not permit to check whether the failure layer of avalanches or

whumpfs was linked to the failure layer observed in test results. Such information about the «critical weak

layer» was, for instance, incorporated by Simenhois and Birkeland (2009) and Birkeland and Chabot (2006)

in their analyses. However, from a stability perspective, considering the actual test result is the more relevant

information.

A.6.5.5 Influence of the reference class definitions and the base rate

So far we have explored ECT and RB assuming that there are no misclassifications of slope stability. How-

ever, as the true slope stability is often not known (particularly in stable cases), errors in slope stability

classification will occur. Such errors, however, may potentially influence all the statistics derived to describe

the performance of tests (Brenner and Gefeller, 1997). For instance, if there are at least some slopes mis-

classified, classification performance will drop. However, in such cases, POD and PON will additionally be

influenced by the true (though unknown) base rate (Brenner and Gefeller, 1997).

In previous studies exploring ECT (Moner et al., 2008; Simenhois and Birkeland, 2009; Winkler and Schweizer,

2009), slope stability classifications were generally well described and the base rate for the applied slope

stability classification given. However, slope stability classification approaches differed somewhat. For in-

stance, a stability criterion used by Moner et al. (2008) was the occurrence of an avalanche on the test

slope, while Simenhois and Birkeland (2009) additionally considered explosives testing of the slope as rel-

evant information. Winkler and Schweizer (2009), on the other hand, additionally considered the manual

profile classification used operationally in the Swiss avalanche warning service (Schweizer and Wiesinger,

2001; Schweizer, 2007a). They already considered a location as unstable, when profiles were rated as

«very poor» or «poor». As this classification relies rather strongly on the RB result, the RB would be favored

in such an analysis (Winkler and Schweizer, 2009).

We have no knowledge about the uncertainty linked to our classification. However, we can demonstrate the

impact of variations in the definition of the reference class on summary statistics like POD and PON, and

using different data subsets for analysis: Let us assume we are not interested in comparing ECT and RB, but

want to explore only the performance of a binary ECT classification with ECTP22 as the threshold between

two classes. We will, however, use the RB together with the criteria introduced in the Methods-Section to

define slope stability:

• Without using the RB as an additional criterion, POD and PON for the ECT was 0.56 and 0.79, re-
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spectively (Fig. A.32c).

• If only slopes were considered unstable, when the RB stability class was ≤ 2, and those as stable with

RB stability class 4, the resulting POD was 0.70 and PON was 0.91. The base rate in this data set

was 0.32 and N = 243.

• Being even more restrictive, and considering only slopes unstable, when the RB stability class was 1,

and those as stable with RB stability class 4, the resulting POD was 0.74 and PON was 0.91. The

base rate in this data set was 0.2 and N = 206.

Of course, one could also be interested in exploring the performance of a binary classification of the RB, and

define slope stability by using ECT results as additional criterion to those in the Methods-Section. Without

relying on ECT results, POD and PON for the RB were 0.53 and 0.88, respectively (Fig. A.32d). Considering

only slopes as unstable, when additionally ECTnew stability class ≤ 2 was observed, and those with ECTnew

class 4 as stable, POD and PON would increase to 0.66 and 0.94 (N = 307, base rate 0.29), or 0.71 and

0.94, respectively when considering only ECTnew stability class 1 as unstable and class 4 as stable (N =

285, base rate 0.23).

The combination of various error sources, together with varying definitions of slope stability and differences

in the base rate make it almost impossible to directly compare results obtained in different studies. Therefore,

performance values presented in this study, but also in other studies regarding snow instability tests, must

always be seen in light of the specific data set used and allow primarily a comparison within the study.

A.6.5.6 Proposing stability class labels

For the purposes of this manuscript, we introduced class numbers to assign a clear order to the classes

rather than assigning class labels. However, the introduction of class labels rather than class numbers may

ease the communication of results.

We believe suitable terms should follow the established labeling for snow stability, which includes the main

classes: poor, fair, and good (e.g. CAA, 2014; Greene et al., 2016; Schweizer and Wiesinger, 2001). Hence,

we suggest the following four stability class labels to rate the ECT results (Fig. A.34a):

• poor : ECTP≤13

• poor to fair : ECTP>13 to ECTP≤22

• fair : ECTP>22 or ECTN≤10

• good : ECTN>10

Introducing these four labels allows an approximate alignment with the labels used for the RB (Fig. A.34b),

and reflects the variations in the proportion of unstable slopes observed between classes (Fig. A.31c;

proportion of unstable slopes for the four RB classes: 0.76, 0.53, 0.25, 0.11, respectively; and the four ECT

classes: 0.6, 0.4, 0.27, 0.16, respectively).
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Figure A.34: Proposed class labels for a) ECT results based on crack propagation and number of taps with four classes

poor, poor to fair, fair and good. In b) the RB classification is shown (same as in Fig. A.30 but with four class labels).

A.6.6 Conclusions

We explored a large data set of concurrent RB and ECT, and related these to slope stability information.

Our findings confirmed the well-known fact that crack propagation propensity, as observed with the ECT, is

a key indicator relating to snow instability. The number of taps required to initiate a crack provides additional

information concerning snow instability. Combining crack propagation propensity and the number of taps

required to initiate a failure allows refining the original binary stability classification. Based on these findings,

we propose an ECT stability interpretation with four distinctly different stability classes. This classification

increased the agreement between slope stability and test result for the lowest (poor ) and highest (good)

stability classes compared to previous classification approaches. However, in our data set, the proportion

of unstable slopes was higher and lower in the lowest and highest stability class, respectively, for the RB

than for the ECT, regardless whether one or two tests were performed. Hence, the RB correlated better with

slope stability than the ECT. Performing a second ECT in the same snow-pit increased the classification

accuracy of the ECT only slightly. Only when an ECT result was in one of the two intermediate classes, a

second ECT performed in the same snow pit may be decisive for the highest or lowest class that are best

related with rather stable or unstable conditions, respectively.

We discussed further that changing the definition of the reference standard, the slope stability classification,

has a large impact on summary statistics like POD or PON. This hinders comparison between studies, as

differences in study designs, data selection and classification must be considered.

Finally, we investigated the predictive value of stability test results using a data-driven perspective. We

conclude by rephrasing Blume (2002): When a stability test indicates instability, this is always statistical

evidence of instability, as this will increase the likelihood for instability compared to the base rate. However,

in case of a low base rate, false unstable predictions are likely.
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Supplement to Data section

B.1 Forecast verification data: Switzerland, Norway, Canada, Col-

orado

Table B.1 shows the joint distributions of forecast - nowcast pairs used in Section 5.3 (p. 54) for Swiss data.

The Swiss data set is described in detail in the publication «On using local avalanche danger level estimates

for regional forecast verification» (Appendix A.3, p. 122ff). The respective data used for Norway, Canada

and Colorado is shown in Table B.2.

Local nowcast estimates - regional forecast pairs - Norway (DLNOR)

Data was extracted from the operational data base by Ragnar Ekker, at the time avalanche forecaster at the

national Norwegian avalanche warning service NVE (Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate).

Only DLN estimates were used, if observers had been in the field, and if they had participated in at least one

of the observer training courses.

In 2018, NVE issued avalanche forecasts for 21 A regions (daily forecasts) covering an area of about 165’000

km2. The size of the warning regions ranged between 3’000 and 14’000 km2 (median 7’600 km2).

Regional nowcast assessment - regional forecast pairs - Canada (DLCAN)

For the avalanche forecasts in the Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay regions in the Rocky Mountains, published

by Parks Canada, Statham et al. (2018b) compared the regional forecast danger level DRF with regional

nowcast assessment. These assessments were made by the forecasters during the forecast process, often

after a day in the field (Statham, 2019). The forecast domain has a size of 1950 km2 and consists of one

single warning region (forecast zone).
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Table B.1: Joint distributions of forecast danger level DRF and local nowcast estimates DLN for Switzerland. wr - warning

region

a) Switzerland (N = 11,760)
DLN - individual

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.061 0.010 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.055 0.337 0.027 0 0

3-Cons 0.004 0.117 0.365 0.002 0

4-High 0 0 0.013 0.009 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0.001

b) Switzerland (N = 842)
DLN - two the same, same warning region

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.049 0.001 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.031 0.369 0.013 0 0

3-Cons 0 0.076 0.438 0 0

4-High 0 0 0.018 0.004 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

c) Switzerland (N = 1,158)
DLN - two the same, same/neighbor wr

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.049 0.001 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.033 0.354 0.008 0 0

3-Cons 0 0.081 0.460 0 0

4-High 0 0 0.013 0.001 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

Regional hindcast assessments - regional forecast pairs - Colorado (DLCOL)

In Colorado (United States) five office-based forecasters in the Boulder central office assessed the forecast

danger level one or two days after the forecasts were valid. For this asessment, any information considered

relevant was integrated and the forecast assessed at the scale of the warning region (in Colorado termed

forecast zones) for three elevation bands (below treeline, at treeline, above treeline). According to Logan

(2020), the assessor tended to rate D over the entire warning region, which had a size between 3,900 km2

and 11,700 km2 (Logan and Greene, 2018). Spatial variations within these large regions were not expressed

in this assessment. These reassessments were made during the 2017-2018 forecast season, for a total of

147 forecast days.

Only summary information in form of a frequency table was available. Not all forecasters reassessed all

regions and elevation bands every day.
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Table B.2: Joint distributions of forecast danger level DRF and local nowcast estimates DLN for Norway, and regional

nowcast or hindcast assessments in Canada and Colorado.

a) Norway (N = 4,511)
DLN - individual

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.116 0.008 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.105 0.431 0.020 0 0

3-Cons 0.005 0.130 0.170 0.003 0

4-High 0 0 0.005 0.006 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

b) Norway (N = 310)
DLN - two the same

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.103 0 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.035 0.532 0.010 0 0

3-Cons 0 0.132 0.177 0 0

4-High 0 0.001 0.006 0.003 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

c) Canada (N = 2,774)
DRN

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.278 0.021 0 0 0

2-Mod 0.032 0.301 0.025 0 0

3-Cons 0.003 0.045 0.222 0.011 0

4-High 0 0.001 0.019 0.037 0.004

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

d) Colorado (N = 2,018)
DRH

1-Low 2-Mod 3-Cons 4-High 5-vHigh

DRF

1-Low 0.388 0.034 0 0 –

2-Mod 0.057 0.359 0.027 0 0

3-Cons 0 0.036 0.089 0.004 0

4-High 0 0 0.005 0.001 0

5-vHigh 0 0 0 0 0

B.2 Avalanche recordings - mapped avalanches Davos / Switzerland

Avalanches observed in the region surrounding Davos (Switzerland) have been manually mapped since

decades, but in greater detail since about the winter of 2004-2005. This data set of manually mapped

avalanches, or subsets of these avalanches, has been used in several publications (e.g. Mitterer et al.,
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2009; Wever et al., 2018; Harvey et al., 2018; Schweizer et al., 2020) or Master thesis (Völk, 2020), where

the data set is described in greater detail.

The following selection rules were applied to define the data set:

• Avalanches were considered, which were within the area defined as the core mapping area around

Davos (180 km2), and which released in the months Dec to April. Furthermore, only avalanches

mapped in the 15 years 2004-2005 to 2018-19 were considered, as in the years before almost ten

times less avalanches were mapped annually.

• The release type of avalanches was sometimes missing. Therefore, the study region was further

restricted to the area outside of the ski areas, as defined by Bühler et al. (2018), as often avalanches

are released artificially to secure ski runs. This area had a size of 167 km2.

• Furthermore, only those avalanches were retained which were not triggered artificially (by humans or

explosives).

• The median elevation of the observed avalanche release area (defined below) had to lie above 1800 m

above sea level, which is lower than the treeline in the region. An elevation of 1800 m above sea level

is nowhere more than 350 m above the valley floor. 96% of the observed avalanche release areas

were above this elevation, and in 96% of the avalanche forecast the elevation above which the danger

level prevailed was indicated to lie at 1800 m or higher.

With these restrictions, the data set contained 6,729 avalanches, reported on 744 days. The avalanche

data set was merged with the forecast danger levels for the region of Davos, resulting in 2,205 days with

information about avalanche activity and avalanche hazard. For each of these days, an avalanche activity

index (AAI) was calculated. The AAI sums up all avalanches by assigning weights to their size (size 1 to

size 4, weights 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, respectively; Schweizer et al., 1998).
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